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Parliamentary institutions and political parties in Egypt, 1866-1924
Ph. D. thesis of Jacob Landau.
(Abstract)
The introduction points out the need for a comprehensive
study of the subject, based on both Arabic and European sources.
There follows a classification of the sources with a brief
analysis of their importance.
The first part is devoted to the development of
parliamentary institutions. After an outline of its origins,

the

first Assembly of delegates is described in its powers,
achievements and importance. Next follows an appraisal of the
.growth of self-assertion*. in the subsequent Assemblies. Special
chapters deal with the work of this institution from 1879 to 1882,
with particular attention to attempts to enlarge its powers.
Then the influence of the social components of the Assembly on its
development is weighed. The next chapter studies the development of
parliamentarian!sm during the first thirty years of the British
Occupation.

It shows the stages of progress and relapse in the

demand for wider powers. A n estimate of the short-lived Legislative
Assembly follows,

and the first part concludes with a chapter on

the 1925 constitution and on the 192 4 Parliament.
The second part deals with the growth of political parties.
Study is made of their origins and the progress of the National
Party of

^ r a b i ' s days and Misr al-fatat is examined. Next

Mustafa Kamil's party, Al-hizb al-watani,
length,

is described at some

as it was the first Egyptian party organized on European

lines. The subsequent chapter is devoted to the minor parties of
the early twentieth century, most of which sprang up in opposition
to Al-hizb al-watani and fought it by its own methods. A large
chapter deals with the Wafd and estimates its role in political
and parliamentary life. Part two concludes with an account of
other post-war parties and their relation to the Wafd, as

compared with the relation of the minor parties in the early
twentieth century to Al-hizb al-watani.
In conclusion,

some observations are made on the general

character of Egyptian parliaments and parties and the extent of
European influence on them.
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Egy.pt was the first Arabic-apeaking country to throw
off the yoke of Turkish rule, for, after the death of Muhammad
cAli, this rule was nominal rather than actual.

However,

Turkish influence, cultural and social, did not disappear and,
indeed, was distinctly evident in the upper classes.

On the

other hand, European influence was gxvadually penetrating into
Egypt and, to a large extent, supplanting Turkish predominance.
The impact of the West became obvious in the
political-constitutional field with the gradual adoption of
Western patterns of government and political life.

In 1866,

Ismacil Pasha created a consultative elected Assembly of
notables on the model of Western Parliaments,

It took almost

sixty years to turn this Assembly into something like a
European Parliament.
The political parties also imitated Western models in
their organisation, programmes, propaganda, etc.

Though

outwardly Westernised, and compact, most of these parties broke
at the first shock.

for the modern history of the Hear East,

it is a work of first importance to trace the development of
parliamentary institutions and political parties in Egypt and
consider the extent of European influence in their inception,
evolution and disruption.

Despite this importance, research in this field has
hardly received any attention.

Ho 'comprehensive ho ole on the

subject has yet been published, and scholarly investigation of
the political and constitutional history of modern Egypt has
given only casual mention to par1iamentary institutions and
political parties*.

In general, such scholars have restricted

themselves to compiling a few facts, without attempting to

examine the subject in its wider aspect and draw definite con- .
elusions.

These remarks apply, for instance, to the various .

books written about modern Egypt by cAbd al Eahman al Eafici, .
Lord Cromer, A. Colvin, Lord Lloyd, E.W.P. Hewman, G-. Douin,
A. Sammarco, A. Hasenclever,

and many others.

As far as I know

the present work- is the first attempt to deal with the subject
comprehensively, based on both Arabic and European sources.
I consider that, only by examining1the subject over a relatively
long period of time, is it possible to get a true picture.

Sources for the years 1868-1924 have received fare less
attenti on than those ..for the period of Muhammad

CA1 i .

Whi 1e .

the important documents relative to the rule of the latter have-,
been published time and again, primary source-material for the

political-constitutional history.of Egypt during 1866-1924 is of
difficult access.
a,

It is mainly of seven kinds:, ,

Archj.ye.s.
It is obvious that the Egyptian
archives would have been the most fruitful
source for such a study; however, as yet
the documents pertaining to constitutional
history have hardly been classified, and
the i^ecent political unrest in the Hear
East has made it impossible to consult them.

The French archives are not open to
scholars after the mid«eeventies of the
nineteenth century and my investigation
of them has not yielded much additional
material*
The archives of the Public
Hecord Office in London, on the other
hand, are open for research until 1902,
inclusive, and offer uuidh useful informa
tion about Egyptian parliamentary
ins t itut i on s and p6,1it ic a 1 parties, fhi s
material is of two kinds: either derived
from personal observation and investiga
tion, or enclosed supplementary material
sent to the foreign Office by the various
consular agents in the Orient.
Manuscripts *
As printing had been fairly
well develox^ed by the middle of the
nineteenth century, the manuscrir>t«m8/terial
for my work is very scanty.
What few I
have been'able to find’ in Great Britain . /
will be mentioned in the course of my study.

Newspapers.
Contemporary* evidence, often
quite important, may be found in the Arabic ’
and foreign xrress of the period.
If
treated with due caution, these yield quite
important first-hand information.
Even
literary periodicals, like Al - hi£al, often
contain valuable details abotit politicalconstitutional developments and their
atmosphere.
Also the reaction of Egyptians
to certain events can be best measured by
what expression it found in the press.
Therefo3?e periodicals like the Oriente
Moderno, for instance, though not exactly a
primary source, have often been invaluable
for their translations and summaries from
the Egyptian press.
fi.ii4■-1

wri p c . i »,|-,ai+

a

.L,
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Official -public at ions .
These, chieflv
published by the British, french and .
German foreign Offices, .contain a good deal
of information, though presented with a
certain obvious bias.
They are mainly
useful for those late years for which
archival material is not yet available.

4.
e . . Collect! ons of dor iiment s . C ons t itut ional
decrees and' political manifestoes, some
of them hearing an official or semi- ■
official character, are essential for the
understanding of the development of
parliamentary.-institutions and .political
parties.
As few of these are available
in the original form in which they were
first printed, recourse has been made to
such collections of_ documents ^
as
Mahmud Hasan al_Fariqfs "Al-qanun. aldusturl *al misfl" .
The ,rendering of
documents in the collections I have
consulted generally proved to be accurate,
hut I have tried, wherever possible, to. ’
check.this accuracy.

■;

f.

Memoirs.
These often contain useful infornation from personal observation* sometimes
on points which government publications
and the newspapers pass over' in,silence.
Most memoirs, however, are written in an
apologetic or subjective spirit, e.g..,
■^Urabl’s autobiography,, Ororiaer!s "Modern v;
Egypt" and Blunt.1s various "Personal
narratives' of events", and this must be ;;,
taken into account in using them.

S’*

Other.
While travel accounts seldom touch m y
subject at all, other books contain first-..-'
• , hand evidence, like B'inetTs "Arabi. Pasha" ,:
But more often than not, their use as
source material lies in their including
quotations from, or refex’ences to, other
source material, which is not available in
its original -foirn.
The works of
\
5Abd al-Rahman al-Hafici are an example of
this: he often quotes at length from the
manuscript-"minutes of the proceedings of
the Egyptian "Assembly of Relegates"and
from the "Al-waqaM* al-misriya", the
o ff ici al g az.e11e in Eg ypt.' The s e qu ot ations and the like must necessarily be
treated with caution, for -they are apt to
contain mistakes due to incorrect reading,
misinterpretation, or faulty print.
'Wherever possible, I have checked quotations
and references by supporting evidence.

is®•
Discrepancies in the various primary and secondary
sources, though not very frequent, still occur.

In.such

instances, the quality and quantity of the evidence have been
weighed;

preference has often been given to eye-witness state

ments where they did not seem partial in their testimony.
Thus W.S. Blunt’s presentation.of cUrabi is certainly prejudice
by his intention to prepare the ground for. the latter1s return
to 'Egypt ■

cAbd al-Raliman al-Raficfs description of Mustafa

Kamil and his age should be read cautiously, as

al-Rafi*! was,.-'

and still is, one of the leading members of the political
party founded by Kamil.

Indeed, though

al-Hafici*s works,

with their material copied from the Egyptian archives,
manuscripts and press, are very valuable, I have generally
given'pr'eferenee in points of dispute to the Public Record
Office archives, if these contained unbiased reports based on
personal observation or cuttings from the contemporary
Egyptian press.
My work is divided into two main parts, the
parliamentary institutions and the political parties. . While
chapters have been'arranged/ as far as possible,, in
chronological order, in the second part some overlapping was
unavoidable.

1 have striven, however, to avoid repetition,

and the length of each chapter has been -determined by the

s.
amount of material available for its subject rather than
any considerations of symmetry.
been given to the

for instance,

less space has

Misr al-fatat party, whose span of life was

restricted to the year 1879, than, to

fil-hisb al watavu

which was founded officially in 1907 and is still in existence.
The appendices which follow are chiefly documents
illustrative of my text.

Two of "them deal with "Ministerial

Responsibility" and ^Hissb**.

The appended glossary is

intended to cover only Arabic terns mentioned in this study
and should not be regarded as exhaustive.
The bibliography
worKs
includes only such A as have been mentioned in the text.

FTBBT
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CH. I.

PARLIAMENTARY

INSTITUTIONB.

___ THE 1866-1867 ASSEMBLY.

The idea of creating an advisory Assembly of
delegates was not totally new in Bgypt*

Hap ole on had

instituted various consultative councils o£ "Bawawln**.

One

of these., the 11Special 0ounci 111 (*Al * diwan al-jdiusus i*),
although appointed, consisted of members representing the
interests of the Ulema1, unny, the various merchants, the
Copts, and the Branch.
Muhammad' cAli, in his turn, formed a large Council
which advised and assisted him*

Hot an executive council,

this ^Majlis al-masjhwara * was the predecessor of ^Majlis
shura al"nuwa~b# of Isma0! ! ^
members,

days*

It consisted of 156

including 3-3vhigh o fficials, 24, district officials

and 99 of the* no tables of Bgypt.
This Council of Muhammad cAli had only a consulta\
tive function in matters: of, administration, education and
.

1.

■

.
/; - \ - , ; ■
’ ■'
.
I have left words like Ulema, Ballahin, and Koran in
their Anglicized fora* . As regards the transliteration of
other Arabic and Turkish terns, 1 have followed the written
rather than the spoken form*

public works;

it could examine complaints forwarded to it

and make suggestions*

It met once a year to deliberate in

sessions of one o r m o r e days.

It fiist assembled on

September 2, 1829 (Rabic al-awwal 5, 1245) and debated
education, agriculture and taxes^.
Sacid created a kind of State Council, consisting
of one, of the Princes of the Ruling family, four highranking officers and four important state officials.

Sacid

used to consult this Council in important State matters,
projects of law, and administration;

however, the role of

the Council continued to be, advisory.
It is difficult to determine when the idea of
creating a larger Council or Assembly germinated in the mind
of Ismacil.

As early as August 1864, the Agent of France

in Egypt reported that ■Ismatil was thinking of endowing the
provinces of Egypt with a certain degree of administrative
autonomy, to be employed mainly in the collection of taxes*

S.*

_

cAbd al-Hahman al-Rafici, "Ta^rikh al-haraka al-qaumiyal
wa-tatawwur nisam al-hukm fi Misr", vol.Ill, pp.571-578.
J, Deny, "Sommaire des archives’turques du Cairo", pp.33-34.
Article on "Ta^rikh al-sulta al-s|&S$Sye fi> 1-hukuma
al-misriya11,^^®^,vol.XXIi, Hov. 1913, pp. 85'ss.
Contrast P.G. Elgood, "The transit of Egypt", p.138.

The pivot of the projected refozsas was intended to he the
shaikhs of the villages**.
But Ismacil seemed to hasre found another way of
gaining a more effective control over the Notables of the
villages - by the creation of an Assembly of those Notables.
In 1866 — curiously coincident With the appearance of
-4bd Allah Abu>1-Sucu d !s .bi-weekly

Wadi* ftl-Nil. which was

mildly critical of the governments— before the publication
of the decree announcing the foundation of the Assembly, the
English, Erenohvand Belgian newspapers got wind of the
project and published the most fantastic reports.

According

to the Independence Belae or the Paris Temps, the new
Assembly was to be elected on Western patterns and invested
with the same rights-as the'Preneh legislative bodies^*.
It is not unlikely that I s m a e l 1s agents spread those
rumours in the newspapers of Western Europe, in order to
draw more

attention to the new project

3.
Quoted by (t> Bouin, "Histoire du regne du Khedive
Ismail1*, vol.I, p.4294.
>
4.

‘
Kamal Eldin G-alal, nEntstehung und Entwicklung der
Tagespresse in Agypten", p. 53.
5.
Bouin, op.cit., vol.I, p.296;
Ismail", pp.42-43.

J.C.MeCoan,

"Egypt under

.10 *.

In November 1866, a "Keglement” creating an
ttAssembly of flel^ates” (**Majlis shura al-nuwwab**) was issued6 /
It contained two laws, the *La*iha agasiya* and the ^La^iha
nissaaniya’**^.
The ^La^iha agasiya1*, the"Statute of Foundation

*

the Majlig7", dealt'in eighteen paragraphs with the
method of election, the rules o f eligibility and the periods
of session.

The first paragraph, which defined in a general

way the powers of the Assembly, merits quotation in full:
"L1Assembles aura pour mission de deliberer
sur les interets interieurs du pays;

elle aura

egalement a se prononeer sur les projets que le
Gouvemement croira relever de ses attributions, et au
sujet desquel3, ella donnera son opinion qui sera
soumisa* a 1*approbation de Son Altesse le Vice-Hoi.11
This opening paragraph delineated the activities
of all the sessions of the Assembly, during Ismaci l fs rule.
The subjects within the scope of its deliberations were only
those relating to the interior affairs of Egypt;

the

initiative belonged to the Government, which then meant the

w

*

*

cAbd al-Bahman^al-Hafici, " cAsr ^smacil", vol
92-95*
G.Zana'niri, "Le Khedive Ismail et l fEgypte (1830-1894)", p.65.
Muhammad Sabri, "Ta^ rikh Misr al-hadlth min Muhammad CA1I ila?
#l-^aum11, pp. 149-150*,
A. Sammarco, "he x^egne du Khedive
Ismail”, pp.135-139.
I am using the terns "Majlis al-nuwwab”
and "Assembly of delegates” interchangeably.
See App. 1 and 2.

Khedive;,

the Assembly could give only an advisory opinion,

which was then to be submitted to the Khedive for endorsement
or rejection.

The most important point was that the Assembly

was constituted merely with consultative functions.
The following paragraphs fixed the conditions of
eligibility:

members were to be twenty-five years of age,

born in Egypt, honestly living on their earnings, outside the
army and Government service, and of good reputation (i.e.,
having never been declared bankrupt or dismissed from work
by Court sentence).

Much the same conditions applied to the

electorate, itself* , Thus the Viceroy was indirectly enabled
to prevent any undesirable person from being elected, by
drafting him into the army or appointing him to a Government
job.
*

.

L

'_

n

■

The balloting was to be indirect, that is, the vote
of the people chose electors who, in turn, elected the
members of the Assembly*

This was indeed the only feasible

way in a community with no political consciousness or party,

system.

^

...

As Cairo, Alexandria and Damietta sent together

only six delegates,, this electoral system was designed mainly
for the rural population which, in certain parts, were almost
entirely illiterate.

Thus they could only be expected to

vote for persons in authority known to them in everyday life.

12 *
The so-called delegates, seventy-five in number, were
to be elected for three years*

These delegates could by no

means (”en aucun cas,f) receive petitions — a step probably
taken to prevent the eventuality of delegates becoming too
popular.

The Viceroy alone could convoke, adjourn, prorogue

and dissolve the Assembly, rights which practically enabled him
to get rid of any Assembly which showed a spirit of antagonism
to him^.
This law was followed by a sixtyone-paragraph *La *ilia
nisamiya*1 entitled in the French official translation f,Loi
determinant lfes attributions de la Chambre des delegues”^.

8

*

Full_ Arabic text of both laws in "Hudud wa«ni^amnamat
majlis shura al-nuwwab al-misriya”.
Arabic text of the ^ha^iha
asaslya**' in Mahmud Hasan_al-Faria, ”Al-qanu*i al-dusturi
al-misri wa-tatawwur n i z m al-daula al-migrlya", part III,
pp. 121-125; Arabic text of the *Xa^iha ni garniya1*, ibid.,
pp.125-139.
For the full French text seeDouin* op.
cit.,vol.l, pp.298-301. t A. Sammarco, op. cit.,
" pp?413-416.
Georg Kampffmeyer, 11Fie agyptische Ver fas sung vom 19. April
1923", M.S.0.3.,1924, part II,pp.39-41; cf.ibid.,pp.3-4.
A text different in wording,.but not in meaning,xis that in
the French official publication 11Affaires etrangeres. Documents
diplomatiques. -Affaires d fEgypte. 1881” (Paris, 1882), Ho.35,
Sienkiewicss !s despatch to Barthelemy-Saint-Hilaire, dated
Le Caire, Oct. 3, 1881, Annexe, pp.62-64: this m a y be a
different translation from Arabic into French.
Cf. also
F.O. 78/332.4, Enclosure in Malet !s Political Ho.252, to
Granville, dated Cairo, Sep. 24, 1881; and ibid., the
Enclosures in. Malet *s Political Ho. 256, to Granville, dated
Cairo, Sep. 2?,, 1881.

9* ,

See App. 2.

In it, besides repeating in another foam some of the regula
tions contained in the *La^iha asasiya*y the powers and
procedure of the Assembly were' more closely defined.

It

established the rules of the Viceroy’s Speech and the reply
to it, the verification of the members’ credentials, the
functions and powers of the President of the Assembly, the
methods of examination of projects and suggestions by subcommissions, the oider of the debate and the manner of voting,,
the immunity of members from arrest and trial,

and the secrecy

.

of the deliberations of the Assembly.
These regulations obviously follow, sometimes even
in detail, the procedure of. Representative Assemblies in
Western Europe, particularly that of the Assemble© Rationale
in France.

Some of these regulations , in their Egyptian

adaptation,

seem somewhat naive, e.g., that no delegate may

interrupt another (£28); that no delegate may speak except by
the President’s permission (£30); or that the Assembly should
pay attention when addressed by its President (£31).

But

these apparently unnecessary regulations, as well as the rule."
that delegates might, not be absent from the meetings of the
Assembly without permission (£4l); are amply explained not only,-,
by the ignorance of Parliamentary procedure, but by-the
expectation that-a number of delegates would be illiterate (£61)

The ^La^iha nizamiysTgave the "Viceroy effective
control over thb Assembly, its deliberations and its
decisions, not only by his virtual control of the elections
inevitable as that was in a country where personal rule was
paramount —

but by the force of paragraphs 2 and 5.

All

the decisions of the Assembly were, submitted to him and it
was he who nominated the President and Vice-President of the
Assembly.
The first session of the Assembly was opened on
November 10, 1886,. with a speech by the Viceroy, which was
read in Arabic1^.

In the speech, Ismacil referred to the

great work done for Egypt by Muhammad

cAli and Ibrahim, and

pointed to the creation of the Assembly as a proof of his
own earnest desire to continue their work.
some verses from the

He then quoted

to show that a Muslim ruler

should rule by the advice of his people^-1 .

It. was signifi

cant that there was no mention whatever of the Sultan, an
omission which, uvhen combined with other evidence, suggests
that even at this time Ismacil desired to assert his independence*of the Porte.

10 .

■

.

_

.

Por the Arabic text /see al-Hafici, 11 cAsr IsmacilH,
vol. 11, p. 100.
Al-hi lal/XXII, Hov. 1913, p. 88.
Gf. Sammarco, op.cit.,
p.140.
Bee also Douin, op.cit.,
vol.I, pp.302-303,; for a french translation.
11 .

■

.

^

'Al-Hafic i, ibid., vol.II, pp. 100-101.
vol.I, pp.303-304.

Douin, op.cit'.-,

15..

After this speech and the reply to it, the members
divided into five committees or ^Aqlam*1, of fifteen members
each.

These Aqlam had two main tasks: (a) to examine the

credentials of the members;'
or tir%5^1gy5nat%

(b) to choose the sub-commissions/

which would examine the various probtems.

It

was only after the A glam had completed these tasks that the
plenary meetings of the Assembly began*

The session continued

until January 24, 1867, when Baghib Pasha, the President of the
Assembly, announced the adjournment*'

He thanked the delegates

for their proposals and advice, for the interest they had shown
in the proceedings, and for their participation in the discus
sions.
The usual procedure..was as follows:

the Assembly

had to discuss proposals submitted to it either by the Viceroy
or by one of its members.

.If the latter happened to be the

case, the proposal was submitted b y the President of the
Assembly to the plenary, which had to decide whether it wanted
to discuss it or not.

If the decision was affirmative, the

proposal was sent to the Council of Ministers (Man lip,
al-wugara? ) for amplification,
Assembly.

and then brought back to the

Then it was usually given for clarification to a
chosen from among the Aqlam, Wno prepared. a report on

the proposal, printed it and distributed it among the members

of the Assembly.

If it was accepted in this forn, it was

handed to the Viceroy, who decided about it whatever he
thought fit;

if not, the debates of the Assembly on the

subject continued,

and different high officials were called

to elucidate points for the benefit of the Assembly..

All

these proceedings were not held in public and no stranger
could be present
The questions.with which the Assembly dealt were of
four kinds:

taxes, property, public works,, education.

(a) Taxes.

The delegates pointed out the inadvisa

bility of collecting the taxes monthly,

and suggested

that they be collected at harvest time, thus sparing the .
fallahin much misery.,

Several ways were proposed
tof
t

limit the powers of the tax-collector's, who were
notoriously arbitrary.
^ahd*

The abrogation of *Nizam al-

a system which enabled government-contractora*to

buy the taxes of a district and afterwards to mulct the
fallahin, was discussed.

Hafiz Pasha, the Mufattish

(High Inspector of finances), took part in the delibera
tions.

Some debate took place about introducing into

Egypt the practice of affixing stamps to commercial and<?
1 e^L h do cume nt s .

12 .
Article on ”Ta^rikh al-sulta al-niyabiya fi^l-hukuma
al-misriya" in Al-hi£al, vol.XVIII, Jan.1,1910, pp.205-206.
‘
Article on “Ta^rikh al-sul$a al-tashriHya fi>l-hukuma almisriya”, ibid., vol. XXII, Hov. 1913, pp.37-88.
Al-Rafici, ” cAsr Ismacil”,vol.II, pp.104 ss. JDouin, op.cit.,
vol.I, pp.304, 312-313.

17..
(to)* Property*

A certain amount of inconclusive

consideration was given teethe question of landed
properties,

and the taxes to toe paid on them.

The

Assembly .stressed the importance of assessing the
Amiriya domains.
(c) Public Works*

The first problem of public

works which.was considered was the conditions arising
from the abolition of the corvee (sukhra).

A commission

drew up a detailed'report in two chapters.

The first

,chapter dealt with methods of executing such works, and
tried to envisage what problems might arise from the use
of paid, labour in different parts of Egypt.

The second

chapter was concerned with the works themselves, mainly
building of bridges and the excavation of canals in
Egypt (e.g., two new canals in the Delta) and their main
tenance*
(d) Education.

The creation of new schools was

discussed, and the Assembly*s opinions on the subject
were expressed in a long report prepared by a special
commission.

The main points of this report were as

follows:
1. A school should be created in each mudiriva
as well as in the larger towns.
2, These schools, should be near the railway
lines.

3. These schools were to he open to all
Muslims and Copts under fourteen years of
age, irrespective of wealth*
.4* The Minister of Education would draw up the
curricula of these schools and fix the hours
of attendance*
5* He would also decide what food was to he
given to the pupils and would provide school
uniforms for the poorer pupils.
6.
<

All expenses were to he met by the mudiriya
or the town in which the school was located.

7* Dart of the Waqf revenues Wduld;;al&o g.o rbo the
maintenance of these schools.
8* The inhabitants of Egypt should be urged to
contribute voluntary gifts towards the main
tenance of these schools.
9* Accounts of revenues and expenses should be
kept in each school.
1G. These accounts would be examined by a committe
established in each mudiriya,.
The report ended with some general observations on the
great importance of education for the population of Egfcjpt.
Sharif Pasha was delegated by the Viceroy to
discuss the commission’s report in a plenary meeting of the
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Assembly.

He pointed out tHat though the Viceroy and

his advisers accepted in genetaL the suggestions of the
Assembly,. it.was not considered proper to devote a part
Waqf revenues to these schools.

The revenues of

a 23,000 fedden property woul d be devoted to these
schools instead, and voluntai’y contributions should
provide the rest-1-3 .
European writers, .both .at the, time and after-,
wards, expressed a good deal of scepticism about the
1866/7 Assembly.

Judging it by West-European standards,

they decided that this Assembly had the shadow of power,
and was set up by IsmacIl only to enable him to. pose as a

1

3

*

_

_

'

_

'

Al-Hafiti, 11 cA§r IsmacIl, vol.XI, pp. 104-113.
Douin, op.-eit.,vol.I, pp.304-313.
Sammarco,
op. cit.,ppJ4G-141 — - based on the National Archives
of Paris, vol. 38, f.44’
5, Ho.66, and on the Vienna
Archilies (HHS), Consulates, Ease .;mvil 1/152, Ho. 2.*'
J. H eyvrorth-Dunne, in his nAn introduction to the
history of Education in. modern Egypt” malses no mention
of these proceedings of the Assembly of Delegates on
educat ion.

constitutional ruler and thereby facilitate for himself
the task of obtaining new loans from British and french
financiers-^.
It is not unlikely that the desire to obtain new
funds was paramount in Ismaci l ’s mind when he created
Majlis shura al-nuwwab*

from what is known, one could

hardly consider him a champion of popular rule*

Besides,

he could not but have known that the Egyptians were poorly,
equipped to govern themselves through Parliamentary
institutions at the time.

' Still, this experiment was a

step towards letting the inhabitants of Egypt have a say in
their own offices.

14.
Cromer, "Modern Egypt",vol.I, p.68,
McCoqn, op.cit.,
pp.42-49.
S. Bieves, ufran<jais et AnglaiJ: en Egypte
1881-18.821' $.7.
S. de Chonsky "Croquis ^gyptienpee",
p&7.
H. SteffeBfc, "Das heutige Aegypten", pp;169-173#
M.
Lujfttke, "Aegyptens.neue Zeit>> v 61.11, pp.48 ss.
Werner von. Clrunau, "Die staats- und volkerrechtliche,
Stellung Agyptens;' pJLlOV
Also ZiA Bey, "Le Khedive",
pp.2-3.
Of., however, Amin Osman, "Le mouvement
constitutionnel en Egypte et la^constitut ion de 1923",
■p.47...* Al-R|fici, ’’ cAsr* Ismacil",pas^,t.e@f. vol.II,
pp.96-97.
Emile Selim An ad, "La question a ’Egypte
J1841-1938), "p.46, n.l.
A. Hasenclever, "Gectshichte
£gyptens im 1*9.Jahrhundert (1789-1914)", pp.209-210.
Herve, "L’Egypte", p.185.
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The Assembly of Delegates had undeniably only an

advisory function, without any real legislative powers..
But so, also, was the curia regis which, in parte of
mediaeval

Europe, was the fore-runner of Parliamentary life.

In Egypt, too,; Parliamentary institutions were to develop
from such inconsiderable beginnings.

It is significant

that the members of the Assembly! who were practically all
of the village notable class, paid attention not only to
matters concerning themselves alone, but discussed at
length the improvement of education, whl ch certainly was a
subject affecting the future of all those who. lived in
Egypt
It is difficult to estimate what impression the
creation of Majlie shura al-nuwwab made in Egypt at that
time.

Eifaca Bafic, whose "Kitab manihij al-albab al-

misriya,,, was published in. 1863, was among the few who
realised the importance of this event.

In the few lines

which he devoted to the foundation of Majlis shura al-nuwwab,
he praised IsmacIl very highly for creating this Assembly,
adding that by this act1'Ismacil became dominant over an
Umma of free ox>inionf consulting it about the proper
measures and regulations, the introduction of which propojti
their benefit"1^.

15 .

' -'
‘
’/
. Hifaca Bafic , "Kitab manahij al-albab al-misriya fi
mabahij al-adab a l-casriya”< p.215.

Otherwise,

the creation of this Majlis seems

to have made but little impression on the tcontemporaries
of Bifaca

Rafic.

few, if any, realised in those days

that Parliamentary institutions would ultimately develop
in Egypt out o f this Majlis shura al-nuwwab.

OH. II.

THE'ASSEMBLIES FROM 1868 to 1878.

Bew of the sessions of Majlis shura al-nuwwab
between the years 1868 and 1878 show any new features,
when compared with the 1866-1887 session of the Assembly.
As mentioned befoxe, the Majlis wag elected for three
years.

The second session of this Majlis in Ismacil!s

time began 02a March 16, 1888, and ended on May 18, 186816.
'1

’

1■
*

The Khedive’s speech reviewed the work 0 f the previous
session, explained why certain measures suggested by the
Assembly of Delegates had not yet been carried out, and
then asked that-the members continue the consideration of
agricultural xorpblems

A committee was elected to

prepare a reply to the Khedive’s speech.

The composition

of the As lam. was ■left unchanged except for three new
rf*

Vn

■■■ „

|J

members who were elected to fill vacancies caused by death,
Tke deliberations of the Majlis resulted in the
following important suggestions:

the formation of an

agricultural centre in each mudiriva, to be named **Maj Iis

16.
This is the closing date according to E.0.78/2042,
Consul Thos. P. Reacts Despatch Ho. 17 to Stanley, dated
Cairo, June 17, 1868, and Enclosure.
-Al-Rafici, n cAsr
Ismacxlfl, vol. II, p. 122, gives May 23, 1868, as the
closing date,
17.
Text in Kampffmeyer, op. cit.,M.S.0.8., 1924, part II,
pp.41-42; cf.ibid.,p.4.

tan&im al«zira c a*" (’
Arganisat;Lon of agr icu 1 ture”), the
~
V
jp&ttbers of which, elected under the supervision of thecXJmda-s
should try to improve the conditions of agriculture;

the

initiation of experiments in cultivation according to the
most recent methods;

a census of the population,

arrangement of the corvee;

for the

an arrangement whereby exemption

from military service might be bought by a payment of eighty
pounds;

the draining of marshes;

an increase in the number

of physicians in the countryside and the building of
hospitals;

the reorganisation of taxes.
Ministers, engineers and doctors working for the

Government were invited to some of the debates.

tJnlike the

first Majlis, where such matters were not touched upon at
all, this second one discussed the financial problems of
Egypt with Ismacil Pasha Sadiq.

This Pasha, who was of

great assistance t o ,the Khedive in financial matters,
informed the Majlis that Egypt's revenue exceeded by far its
expenditure (which was absolutely, false in 18681S),
he added —

Still —

the Government requested an increase of a sixth

18 .
See McCoan,•”Egypt as it is”, pp.124,155.

in the taxes, as well as the flotation of an internal loan.
The Assembly acquiesced in both measures as a matter of
course,^
The third session of the first Assembly of .
Delegates was from January 28 to March 22, 1869.
Khedive’s Speech was more detailed this time.

The
He spoke

of many agricultural improvements, the. lightening of
corvee duties, the postponement of the exaction ,of taxes,
and certain economies in expenditure.

The roads had been

improved and, although many fallahin had been subjected to
hardships in building the Sues Canal, it was hoped, on the
other hand, that Egypt would derive a substantial revenue *
from it,

Education in Egypt had improved.

It was

intended to improve agriculture, commerce and communications
in the Sudan,

Negotiations about the Mixed Courts were

.proceeding with the European Powers30,

This speech.was too

optimistic and gave an incorrect account of the loan trans
actions,. not mentioning at all the floating debts:k

I
dUQv |

P.O.,ibid. Al-Baficl, ibid.,vol.II, pp.116-122.
20.

_

.

.

.

.

Al-Bafic i, ibid.,vol.11,pp.123-127.
For a complete
Jh?ench translation of the Khedive!s speech see Sammarco,
op.cit.,App.III, pp.416-424; cf.also Douin, op.aitvol.II,
pp.128-136 for another full translation into French. .

21 .
Cf.Douin, ibid.,vol.II,p.136.
See also M. Luttke’s
sarcasm at this speech, in his: op.cit.,vol.II,pp.49-62.
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There were very few .changes in the membership, ~
and a committee of ten was elected to prepare the reply to
the Khedive's speech.

The deliberations centred mostly

about the proposals of the delegates on questions concerning
the public interest.

Xt was suggested that the appointment

of village-notables should be made in consultation with the
villagers;

that mudir-s should be discharged only after

proof- of misconduct;

that the Courts be obliged to draw up

accurate title-deeds for anyone desiring, them.

There was

to be careful planning.of towns and villages by engineers,
with due attention to streets;

improvement of agriculture, and

the excavation and maintenance of additional canals.

In

addition to the **Majalis tanssim al-ziraca *% on which a
decision had been passed in the previous year, it was thought
advisable to create supervisory agricultural committees,
called *Majalis taftish al-ziraca ir> composed of specialised^
officials.

Then the Assembly pressed the Government to

institute experimental farms. . Towards the end of the
session, a false review of Egypt's revenues and expenditure
during the preceding year, was submitted to the Assembly^.

22.

Cf. al-Rafi^'i,

"cAsr IsmacIl, " vol.'ll, pp. 127-129 .

At the end of the year 1869 there \vere new
elections* ‘ The new session opened on February 1, 1870,
and lasted until March 31, 1870.

cAbd Allah cIas§Lt Pasha,

who had presided over the sessions of 1868 and 1869, was
again appointed President of the Assembly.

The Khedive's

speech was much shorter this time, avoided reference to the
political situation of Egypt, and gave almost no information
about the activities of the Government in the previous year.
The President, with a committee of ten, prepared and
delivered the reply to the Khedive's Speech, merely a formal
expression of gratitude, since they did not dare to make any
reference to the financial condition of Egypt.

Then the

Assembly split, into its **hijan* or ^Aqlim*; which examined
the validity of the credentials.
The proposals (rashabat) which the members
decided upon had to do with agricultural matters;
improve<■
ments in irrigation, the construction and repair of bridges
and dams, and the di’edging of canals.
judiciary conditions:

Borne dealt with

the creation of a Court, if only a

small one, in each mudix^Iva.: instead of only one Court to
every two or three districts, as hitherto;

the creation .

of two separate Courts of Appeal, in Jurja (Girga) and
Mina — - this last request was granted b y the Government.

The-Government reported,the budget of the previous year,
in figures which were very far from the truth and gave
details of only part of the expenditure.

The delegates

did not discuss|the budget, save for a few short and ’
relatively unimportant remarks^.
In 1871, the Assembly resumed session under the
Presidency of Abu Bakr Batib .Pasha.

For some unknown

reason, it did not meet, as usual, in the winter, but in
the hot summer months, from June 9to August 6 s4.

In the

Khedive’s speech there was no allusion to the economic or
political state of Egypt, but only congratulations and good
wishes.

A few new delegates were elected for this session,

their predecessors having died or been appointed to
Government posts.

The leply to the Khedive1s. speech was

similar to that in former sessions.
The deliberations again were mainly about
*

,

*

_
0

agricultural matters and improvements in the judiciary.
The Assembly requested the Government to abolish the "Animals*
tax" (^Daribat al-mawashi) which had been imposed that year
and the Government complied with this request.

It was

23.

’
f
. . . .
Ibid.,‘pp.130-135*F.0.78/2B9, Colonel Stanton’s Despatch
Ho. 19, to Clarendon, dated Cairo, Feb.4,1870.
24.

. . .
This opening date conforms to F.G.78/2185, the beginning
of Lionel Moore1S'Despatch $o-#-S, to Granville, dated_
Alexandria, June 20,1871; the date given by al-Bafici,
" cAsr Isma^lJ1 vol.II,p. 136,via.June 10,1871, should be
corrected accordingly.

;

pointed out that matters of a judicial nature were too
often decided upon by ordinary civil officials, and one
of the delegates suggested that the number of Courts
rshould be increased, and the attention of the
Government was drawn to this point.
The Assembly next accepted some proposals on
these matters, which had been drafted by the Council of
Ministers in the presence of four of the delegates.
?ux‘*thermore?it was decided to establish two Courts in
every vi 1 lage, the ^Majlis mashyalchat al-balad^, which
would concern itself with administrative affairs,

and

the *Majlis dacawi al-balad*, to deal with minor law
matters.

Besides, a central Court was to be founded

in the largest village of each mutiriyar and called
*Maj lis al-da^awi al-markaaiya^from which one might
;

I

appeal to **A1 -maj 1is al-mahal 11y in each, mudlriya.

At

the end of the session, the Government reported, again
falsely, on the budget of the previous year.

In some

,

of the debates there was to be remarked.a certain boldness
in the manner of speech of some of the delegates2 ^.

25,
V P.O. 78/2186, ibid. ; F.0.78/2187, M o o r e ’s Despatch
Bo,25, to Granville, dated Alexandria, Sep.I,1871, and
Enclosure.
See also al-Eafiti, HcAsr Isma^Il”,vol.II,
pp.156-139,
Lutthe,op.cit.,vol.II,pp.52-53. L.Brehier,
11L ’Egypte de 1798 a 19Q0n, pp.178-179,200*
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The Assembly did not meet in 1872,

and its,next

session was. from January 28 to March 24, 1873.

In his

opening speech, the Khedive pointed out the intention of the f
Government to repair bridges and dams, and, withinf
>three or
four years, .to construct a railway line to the Sudan.

As

usual, an elected sub-committee repLied to the Speech,
There were few changes in membership.
The. delegates dealt chiefly with agricultural
questions, but they also showed a certain interest .in. the
.Egypt-Sudan railway pro'jec.t..

Utterly false information was

presented; to the Majlis about,the budget, and no, details
whatever were given about the .projected loan of 23 million
pounds in Jnly, 1873^.,
In 1874 and 1875 no meeting of the .Assembly ..was
convened.

Then, after new elections, the Assembly was

called in extraordinary session at Tanta on August 7,1876,
as the Khedive apparently needed the help of the delegates
in the .collection of the Mu^abala tax.

But.it so happened

that Shaikh cUttoan al-Hamil protested and asked the
Government, in guarded but .Unmistakable terms, to give a
fuller, explanation of its past, present and future financial

26.

;
f
^/
. .
,. . : '' ‘
■Al-Rafici, ” cAsr Ismacil, " vol.II,pp. 140-145...
,

"
.

!

proceedings.

A committee of three Members —

al-Haimil not

being among t h e m — was .shown various reports by the
financial officials, and announced i ts'conclusions to the
second and last-meeting of the extra-ordinary session
(August 10, 1876)* . The Assembly then approved the
financial policy of the Government 27,
This first clear demand, addressed to the Govern
ment in the Egyptian Assembly, while not 'actual opposition^,
was an important instance of outspoken criticism of the
Government’s weakest point at the time -—
■ »

policy*

*•

-

its financial
'

.

&

"

This open criticism,1 daring in the circumstances,

was an omen of. future opposition to t h e ‘Khedive and some
parts of his policy.
This extraordinary meeting of the Assembly did
not affect the usual winter session.

The newly elected

Assembly sat from November 23, 1876, to February 15, 1877*
The Khedive Ismacil, accompanied as usual by his Ministers,
opened the session and mentioned the extraordinary
meetings at Tanta and the decisions confirming both the
Muc[abal.a29 and the arrangements with Goschen and Joubert
27.

“
Id.^Md.,vol.XX,pp.179-181. Kama! Itani,"Les declarations
des droits de l ’homme dans les constitutions recentes de
1 ’orient moyen”,pp.107-108.
28

^ -

or *Mucarada*, as al-Rafici,ibid., vol.IX,pp.173-180,
would have it ."" '
PQ
• On this form of taxation see McCoan,’’Egypt as it is”,
pp.124 ss.

about Egypt’s d e b t s H e

desired the Majlis (a) to

discuss and find ways to continue the Muqabala:

(b) to

seek improvements in the proposals of the Ministry of
Public, Works to the Majlis.

It was remarkable that the

Khedive stated that the continuation of the Muqabala
depended on the confirmation of the Majlis, thus
apparently granting it some part in the financial
.administration of Egypt.
Since the extraordinary session there had been
very few changes in membership.

As usual, the Maj lis

divided into its Li.jan. and then a committee of ten was
elected to draft the reply to the Khedive’s Speech.
Significantly, the reply did not contain the long phrases
of flattery of former years.

It thanked the Khedive;

pointed out the advantages, financial, administrative and
commercial, of the organisation of Egypt*s debts;

hinted

that it appreciated his intention to let the Majlis
participate in the financial policy of the Government,
and that if would avail itself of this privilege.

30.
On these arrangements see ibid., pp.121,140-148.
0romer, ’’Modern Egypt ”, vol.I, pp. 13-14.

This spirit, so different from that of the first
session of the Majlis ten years before, was also obvious in
the discussions, delegates expressing the desire to super
vise the expenditure of the Government,

In connection

with this, Hafia Bey Ramadan, a high official in the
department of finances, appeared in person to answer
certain financial questions which had arisen in the Majlis.
The'Assembly then deliberated on matters of Public Works,
like bridges, canals, etc. .
The Assembly of Be legates was convoked again on
the outbreak 'of the Bus so-Turkish War.

The Khedive in

his Speech accused Russia of declaring war on the Porte;
declared that Egypt must send troops to aid the:Turkish
army;

and, in concluding, asked the delegates to consider

the suams necessary for equipping the Egyptian corps.

The

Assembly debated the subject until May 16, 1877,' when it
was adjourned.

This special^convocation of the Assembly

showed its growing-, importance in financial matters;

befoie

1677 any ruler of Egypt who had need of funds for a similar
enterprise merely imposed additional taxes and' increased
his extortions?^*
31.

..
F.0.78/2632,passim,esp.Enclosure in Vivian’s Political
No. 115, to Derby, dated Cairo, May 4, 1877. Al-Rafici,
” cAsr Ismacil”,vol.II,pp.181-185. McCoan,”Egypt as it is”,
PP.il?-118. :
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The second regular session of the Assembly
elected in 187;6 was from March 28 to June 27,1878.

It

was opened by the Khedive,, accompanied by his Ministers.
The Khedive’s Speech was then x*ead.

It referred to the

damage caused by the. extremely low Nile of 1877;

to the

end of the Balkan War and the anticipated return of the
Egyptian contingents. , Helthanked the Majlis for its
support' in equipping the Egyptian army, and promised a
report on the expenditure on its equipment;

lastly, he

hinted at the nomination of the European Commission of
Inquiry into Egypt’s ■debts 'and financial position.
There were only a few changes in the membership
of the A s s e m b %

The committee which prepared the reply

to the Speech again consisted of ten members, some of
whom had participated in drafting the reply in the
previous year.

Therefore, the tenor of both was similar,

and expressed a desire that Egypt’s public debts be given
some final arrangement*
The Assembly first decided on the nomination of
a special committee in each mudiriva to supervise thedistribution of seed and the granting of-subsidies to
those who had lost most in the drought of the year 1877.

Several decrees dealing with land-tenure were drafted, as .
well as suggestions for the development of irrigation.
The Government presented a report on army-expenditure in ■&.
the Bussb-Turkish War, but omitted to present a Budget to
the Assembly*^.
Any attempt to study critically the work
achieved by the Assemblies in Ismaci l ’s. days, up to the end
of the year 1878, must stress the limited range of the
subjects with which they dealt.

True, certain matters -

were outside the scope of the Assembly,- as defined in its
constitutive decree.
that the delegates,

, But even then, it was.noticeable
for the greater part, were hardly

interested in anything except agriculture, irrigation,
property and the judiciary —
which touched them personally.

* all of these being questions
The interest in education

shown in the session of 1866-67 was less evident in the
*

other sessions.
Another point worth mentioning was the gradual
g i w t h of a spirit of self-assertion in the Assembly of
Relegates-.

Ismacil, in order to impress his European

32.
Al-BaficI, ibid., vol.XI, pp. 185-188. F.B., ”Das alte, christliche-und heutige Aegypten”, p.534. -,A.Giannini,
!iLe costituz'ioni degli stati del Vieino Orient©”, p.46. ,

creditors with his constitutional aims, had to consult it.
in many matters*

This increased the feeling of self-

confidence and self-importance of the members, many of whom
were elected time and again.

It was significant that this

spirit first showed itself in the Assembly in 1871, a short
time after Jamal al-Dln*# al-Afghani1s arrival in Egypt,
though no conclusive evidence points to al-Afghani fs
influence on the Assembly as early as that.

Still, cAbd

al-Salam Bey al-Muwailihi, who was one of the staunchest,
upholders of the rights of the Assembly from 1876 onwards,
was al-Afghani's pupil and disciple..

Al-Muwailihi and a

few prominent colleagues of the same convictions were
repeatedly elected to various important committees or subcommissions;

and it was this small group which directed

the Assembly's actions in the crucial years of 1879-1882.

37 .

CH. III.

THE 1879;’ASSEMBLY.

The third session of the Assembly elected in
1876, which was to he the last under Ismaci l 1s rule, began
on January 2 , 1879;
year..

and lasted until July 6 of the same

It opened amidst some public disquiet, which found

expression in the newspapers of the period.

The Khedive,

accompanied by the heir-presumptive, Taufiq, and the
Ministers, declared the Assembly open.
Speech was read..

Then the Khedive's

It was very brief this time,

ashing the

delegates t.o consider financial as well as public matters
and wishing them successV
The committee elected for the reply* as on
previous occasions, consisted of the most prominent delegates
of theAssembly, namely cUthman al-Hannll,

cftbd al-Salam*

al-Muwailihi, Iftahmud Bey al- cAttar, BUdaini Efendi al-Sharici
and 'others.,

The reply, which was read at

Abdin Palace by

al~Muwailihi, was noteworthy* ' It complimented the Khedive
on his interest in the development of the Assembly and on
the institution of Ministerial Responsibility in Egypt
33. •

-■
P.O.78/2998, Vivian's Political Ho.6, to Salisbury,
dated-Cairo, Jan.8,1879.
Al-Bafici, n cAsr Ismacilr',vol.II,
pp.188-190.
S4,
See ■App.3.

■

but it pointed out clearly, if not always openly, the
right of the Egyptian Emma to: -freedom and the right of
the Assembly to take part in decisions bearing on the
future of Egypt S3,

This was a bold reply, showing

unmistakable traces of Western influence both in its
ideological premises and in.its t e m s ;

but, on the other

hand, demonstrating, no originality of thought or of
argument.
■During the first two months qf this session,
the Assembly devoted its attention to two subjects,
financial matters and the maintenance of the- rights of the
Assembly.
t

On January 5, 187 9, Mahmud Bey al- cAt tar
suggested that there should be more discussion of finan
cial problems and that reports should be requested from
the. Government.

While the department of finances

procrastinated, the department of Public Works,

on the

other* hand, expressed its readiness to celaborate with
the Majlis.

The same a l - eAttar asked time and again

that all problems, should be debated first in plenary
•35.
'_
'
. ,
Al-Rafici, ibid.,vol.II,pp.190-191. Moustapha Sabry,
“Episode de la question d ’Afrique 1 ’empire egyptien sous
Ismail et I ’ingerence.Anglo-francaise (1863-1879)”,p.841.
Fawsi Tftdres Awad, ”La souverainete egyptienne et la
declaration du 28 fevrier 1922”,pp.Tt9-80 —
for a trans
lation in part.
Kamal Itani, o p . c i t p . 110.
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.session., of the Assembly and not by select committees.
another occasion

On

cAhd al-Salam Bey .al-M^ailihi ashed that

the Government should he urged to lay its financial plans
Before the Assembly.

Muhammad Efendi Radi courageously

suggested that the discussion of taxes should precede the
deliberations;on the financial plans of the Government.

-fee-

The Assembly decided that it was necessary to reduce quite'a
number of taxes;

and submitted these suggestions to the

Government through a select committee, which also urged the
Government to declare its financial policy36.
Ai- cAttar and al-Muwailihi further protested in
the Assembly against, a decree issued on January 6, 1879,
without the Assembly having been consulted.

They asserted

stoutly that in any matter concerning the- population of
Egypt no ultimate decision might be taken without consulting
its elected representatives (vis ,.,Maj lis shura al-nuwwab).
The Assembly endorsed the, general tone of these speeches and
Nubar Pasha, on behalf of the Government, had to come and
offer some evasive explanations3^.
'36.

‘
,
Al-Rafici, ibid.,vol.XX,pp.192-195.

37.
Xd.,ibid.,vol.IX,pp.195-198 —
of this session of the Assembly.

based on the ms. records
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After these deliberations and the interest which
some of the delegates' had shown in the so-called "Rebellion
of the officers1^ the IChedive1made, up; his mind to prorogue
the .Assembly.

In.,an historic meeting, attended by the

Prime Minister, Riyad Pasha, the delegates refused to
■disperse, , Muhammad Efendi Radi*

cAbd al-Salam Bey a€-

Muwailihl, Bttdibf Efendi al-Sharici and Bakhum Efendi Lutf
Allah rose time and again and forcibly pointed out that
though t h e :three year tem. of the Assembly had indeed
lapsed, the delegates could not disperse without examining
the financial policy of the Government, as they had been
promised.

This occurred on March 27,1879, and two days

later all the delegates present in Cairo signed a petition
in. which they protested to the Khedive .against the
disregard of the rights of the .Assembly by the Council o f ’
Ministers, as well as against the proposal of the., latter to
declare Egypt bankrupt
This firm and unexpected attitude of the Assembly
was one of the causes of the downfall of the Council of

33,

Id.,ibid.,vol.II,pp.203,210-214.
Diaeddine Saleh,
^Les pouvoirs du roi dans la constitution egyptienne
etude de droit c ompare11,p p .99-102: Saleh gives the text
of the financial plan presented by the delegates in their
petition to the Khedive, ibid.,pp.100-101,
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Ministers headed by Riyad Pasha.

The first step that

Sharif Pasha to oh after accepting the Premiership was to
inform the Assembly that its session was to continue..
This was communicated by Sharif in a letter to the
President of the Assembly, read to the delegates on April
10,1879.
On May 17 of that year, Sharif came to the Majlis
and submitted its *Laiha, asasiya*" (Constitution) which he
had drafted..

He then promised to present in a few days a

new electoral law

for the Assembly, and implied that no

law would be passed without the acceptance of the delegates.
After hearing the text of the *^ a aiha asasiya*, the Assembly
elected a committee of fifteen, a kind of constitutional
sub-commission, to examine it.

As was to be expected,

al-Kuwailihi was the President of that committee and
cUthman al-Haimil, B&diini al -Shari ci and BaMium Lutf Allah
were among its members.
The electoral law (*ha^ihat al-intikhab*) was
never presented to the Assembly, because of the deposition
of Ismacil.

After Taufiq's accession, the Assembly— -

whose name had been changed from f,Maj lis shura al-nuwwabw
into "Majlis al-nuwwab*' by the end of Ismacil*s rule -—

42 ,

met on July 6, 1879, and was Informed that its
deliberations on the two La^iha-s were proving too long
to be. continued,

Then the delegates were curtly told

to return home®® ,
Shariffs project, of the constitution of the
Assembly, of fielegates^ was quite interesting and in some
ways a marked improvement on the decree creating the
4L
Assembly in 1866 ,

It contained *49-paragraphs, some of

which repeated, in aelightly modified fora, certain of
the clauses of the 1866 decree.
The most remarkable new points were the
following:

,

Delegates to have full liberty to express
their views (/9);
■ -

^

■

■f

Pinal decisions over matters in dispute between
.the Assembly and the Council of Ministers to
remain with the former (/ 11);
The sessions of the Assembly to be open to the
public (/14);
Every delegate to take an oath at the opening of
the session that he: will be true to the Khedive
’.
and to the Wat an (/ 18);
%
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Al«Bafici,,ibid.,vol.II,pp.2 2 6 - 2 3 7 The account given
by M'uhaanmad Husain Haikal, ,fTarajim misriya wa-gharbiya11,
pp.7bl76, is rather confused.
*
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To every Egyptian the right, of presenting petitions
. to the Assembly through any of the delegates (/ 23).
/Yu*irKT\s

At the opening of the session, the -Cab-met must
present to the Assembly fox'* examination all 4telaws, decrees and decisions, and any law repealed
by the Assembly cannot be presented to it again
during the same session
26-28);
Arabic is to be the official language of the
deliberations {j$ 30);
The Sudan is to be permitted to send delegates (/ 34);
The Ministers are responsible faa^ulun) to the
Assembly for all their decisions and actions
(
ss*,43—44);
The Assembly to have control over finances (//45-48)

AO

This project would have considerably enlarged the
Powers of the Assembly and, increased its control over the
Executive.

As a matter of fact, the project was not

merely the creation of Shariffs phantasy;

for he could

not but take into account the general spirit of the 1879
Assembly, when he was drafting it.

Al-Ahram, 12.6.1879, quoted by al-Bafici, H Asr
Isma£ilH, vol.II, pp.230-236 ; cf .ibid. ,p]D.229-230.
See also Paul Havaisse, "Isma'il Pacha khedive d fEgypte
(1830-1895) notes historiquean,pp.8-9.

.
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The hold attitude of this session, was first of
all expressed in a demand for wider powers, particularly
supervision of the Budget.

A second characteristic,

closely connected with the first, was the spirit of
independence towards Khedive Ismacil's influence and a
hind of resistance to his absolutism, probably fomented
by the group of office'rs led by cU$abi.

This spirit of

resistance to the Khedive, which had been observed at an
early stage by the British Consul-General in Egypt,
Charles Vivian^,

continued to grow.

The attitude of

the Assembly was, however, only one of the signs of that
ferment which was to bring, about the so-called
curabi Rebellion.

These factors, along with the Khedive’s

desire to show the Bowers his constitutional inclinations
(in the last.hours of his rule), enabled the Assembly to
get this liberal project.

43.
F.0. 78/2998, Vivian’s Political Ho. 21, to Salisbury,
dated Cairo, Jan.11,1873;
ibid., Vivian's Political Bo.24,
Salisbury, dated Cairo, Jan.18,1879; F.Q. 78/3001,
Vivian's Political Ho.278, to, Salisbury, dated Cairo, May
10fcfe,1879 . y\

CH. IV.

THE
1881-1882 ASSEMBLY*
w
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The years; 1878 to 1882 were eventful years in
the history of Egypt.

The dissatisfaction, which had

been seething for some time, resulted in the antiEuropean movement headed by cUrabi and his fellowofficers^.

As eax*ly a$ 1879 there was a timid attempt

to ash the Khedive Tauflq to convoke a new Parliament, on
more literal linea4e.

A holder attempt was a petition

signed by some 1600 persons,.which was presented to
Taufiq. in 1881.
cUrabi, in the second part of his memoirs, still
unpublished^, gives the text of this petition.

It

stresses the absolute necessity of representative institutions in orderly communal life and, demands the convocation
of a Majlis with the same rights as those, of elected
representative Assemblies in Europe.

See below, part II, Chs.T-II.

This petition for

,

45.

,
Ibid.*Ch.III. See also Aly-Shamsy, 11An Egyptian
opinion Egypt and the right of nations11,p. 10.

46.

'
■
''Mu^aklcarat..Urahl’at-ma^tu^a-^/felBl, c'it. hy alHafici, f,Al-thaura al-curabiya w a 1!- ih&lal al-injI'lai11,
pp.171-172., Same text in Al-hilal,volIXVIII, Jan.l,1910, >
pp. 206-207. Article on ‘’Ta^rljh al-sulta al-tashrlciya
fl*l-hukuma al-misrlya", ibid.,vol.XXII, Hov. 19 1 3 ^. 8M 3 .
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the convocation, of Majlis' al-nuwwab was a singular advance
in the parliamentary history of Egypt.

That,

as well as

the hold terms of the petition, suggests the growth of a
spirit of self-assertion among the small educated minority
of Egyptians who were then led hy the army officers.
Pressed hy this petition and hy the
importunities of the Group led hy cUrabi, the Khedive
Tauflq. decided.on the convocation of the Assembly.

cUrabi

and his followers seemed to he hent on putting info force
the electoral law of 187/9^, which, however, ’had not
received the Khedivial sanction, owing to Israa^il’s
dismissal.

But other counsels prevailed,

and the Assembly

of delegates was convened according to the more restricted
law of 1866, possibly on Sharif Pasha’s own advice48.
decree, which was datedCbtober 4, 1881, was brief.

The^

It

called for new elections, fixed the date of the official
inauguration of the Assembly,

and charged the Minister of

v/

See the preceeding chapters.
48.
Th.Hothstein, "Egypt’s Euin'*, pp. 142-143.
P o r cUrabi*s
part in convoking-.the Assembly, cf. cUr&bi’s Memorandum,
outlining 'the main events of his own life, _reprinted hy
Jurj i Zaidan, "Tarajim mashahlr al-sharq fi* 1-aarn
,al-tasic ^tlhar", 2nd ed.,vol.l,pp>270-271; cf .ibid.,p.276;
see also E. BAcey, "England’s intervention in Egypt",
Hin.Cen. ,Xii, 1882,pp.168-169.

■

\
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.

the Interior with the execution of the decree^9 ,
The elections for the new Assembly of delegates
began on November 10, 1881.

The Go■vernment could easily

have, interfered in the elections, which were under the
direct ion of its, own officials—

the cUmda-s.

But

Sharif Pasha issued a stern warning to Government officials
against attempting to influence the elections.

It is

worth while stressing that-this was the first Governmental
edict on the freedom of election in Egypt.

‘

cTJrabi and his Group, though they had the power to
influence the elections in their favour by force, abstained
from doing so, and the people voted Quite freely.

But the

number of those who went to the polls was relatively small,
as L. Loriai .— ~ one of the four inspectors under the

49 *
The Arabic text of^this decree is included in the
published- part of cUrabi fs „autobiography, "Kashf a(-sltar etc.",
al-thaura nl— um b i y & % vol.Ijp.275.
The Preneli official
translation was p u n i s h e d in the Moniteur Egyptien,
Oct.5, 1881
cutting of which is Enclosure in P.O.
78/3325,. Edward B. Malet’s Political Ho. 278, to Granville,"
dated Cairo, Oct.8, 1881.
See.also Aly Shamsy, op.eit.,
p. 10.
Morcos Sadek,
constitution de ,1’Egypt© n,
pp.108-110.
Al-Eafic i, “Al-thaura al»curabiyaj' p. 174.

orders of the Controllers-General, who travelled from
place to place and reported on the state of the country— >
justly observed5 0 .
It is to be presumed that those few who showed
interest in the elections and voted were from the ruling
class.

.

Thus it was no mere chance that the members of

the 1881-1882 Assembly were practically all Hot ables,
respected and wealthy,many of them belonging to the same
families, that had sent delegates to former Assemblies.
Delegates from the merchant class were few, and there
were.no teachers.

The latter did not have a great

influence in their villages and often became Government
officials, thus being ineligible.

Some of the delegates

had/sat
in the. former sessions in the Khedive Ismaci l !s
i
,

time and had acquired some practice in Egyptian
Parliamentary methods;

they had also seen how the Assembly

had been invested with new privileges5-®-. So they were encouraged
to demand further powers for the Assembly of JHelegates.
50.'
' '
E.G.78/3326, M a let’s Political Ho.335, marked
”£onfidential”* to Granville, dated Cairo, Hov.1.7,1881,
Enclosure being L.Loriai fs Memorandum to Monsieur ,
_
d ’Ornstein, dated Tanta, Hov.15, 1881,
See also al-RaficI,
"Al-thaura al-curabiyaH,pp. 174-175. J.Adam, ”B *Angleterre
en Egypte”,p.53. L.Brehier, op.cit.,p.206, B.Jerrold,
’’The Belgium of the East”,pp. 143-144. H. Scotidis, ”L 1Egypte
contemporaine et Arabi Pacha”,p.39.
Al-BaficI, ”Al-thaura al-cJUr&biya”, pp.259 ss . B.Jerrold,
op.cit., pp. 142-143. E.Dicey, ’’England’s intervention in
Egypt”, Hin.Cen.,vol.Xii, 1882,p.168.

On December 26, 1881, the new session of the
Assembly was opened officially by the Khedive and. his
Ministers, the ceremony being closed to the public as
usuai^. - . The KhediveTaufi.q.;,delivered, the opening
speech in person.

In it he stressed his, interest in the

welfare of the inhabitants of Egypt and his desire for
the growth of the importance of the Assembly.

He did not

omit to remind the delegates; that in their deliberations
they should always take-into account Egypt*s contracts
with European Powers

<

,
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■
_Al«BaficI?/.ibid,,pp. 1 7 9 - 1 8 2 . Haikal, “Tarajim
misriya wa-ghariiya 11, p.95.
J. Adam,, op.cit.,p.53.
H . ’Scotidis,_op.cit .*p^.39.
The date given in the article
“Alpmad cUrabi wa^l-hawadith al-curablya“ in Al-hi‘8al,
vol.-XX, Oct.1,1911,p.35 — vis., Pec.23 — : is not
supported by any corroborative evidence and is probably
a mistake.
53.
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'
Ai’abic text of the Khedive ’s speech in cUrabi, op.cit
vol.I,pp.294«295; in the Official Gazette nAl^waaa^ic
al misriya’1 Ho .26, Dec .26,1881, cit .by aI-Eafici, "Al~
thaura al~ curabiya”,p p .180-181; in Mahmud Hasan al^Fariq,
“Al-qanun al-dusturi al-mi^ri, etc *, "pait I^pp*96-97; and
i n 'Al-hiial,vol.XVIII;janyl, 191Q,p*209* , For an English
translation cf.B.Jerioid,op.cit*, pp.145-146.; For the French
official translation, see F.G.78/3326, Enclosure in Malet’s
Political Ho.396^ to Granville,dated Cairo, Dec.26,1881; also
“Affaires etrangeres. Documents diplomati ques. Affaires
d 1Egypte .1881-1882 ”(Pari& 1 1882),Annexe to H o ,1Q,Sienkiewi c3 *
despatch to Gambetta, dated Caix^o,Dec*27,1881,pp.8-9. Cf.
Kampf fhaeyer, op. ci t ,,M.S .0.6 ./ 1924,:pait II, pp. 6-7 . 'See also
.Joseph Achkar, ”le Khedivat d ’Egyptq/, pp. 148-144. Amin Osman,
-/“Le;,mpuvement const.itutionne,l en Egypte et la constitution^
de 1923”,p .69. ; L ,Srehier, op.cit., p .206. A±kde “Ahmad cUrabi
w a ?l - Hawadith al-curabiya”, in Al-hilal^vol.XX, Oct .1,1911, .
p . 35.
Jurji Zaidan, “Ta^rildi M i q r al-hadlth, ”, 2nd.ed,,vol.II
p.247.
Lewis Appleton, “England,Fran 03 , and Egypt from 17 87
to 1887”, p . 13,

After the Khedive ’s speech, Muixammad Sultan
Pasha, the President o f the Assembly, made a speech,
thanking the Khedive and reminding the delegates of
r

Egypt’s duties towards the Sublime Porte and its obliga
tions towards the Gfeat Powers; he ended by exhorting
KA
the delegates to woxdc for. reforms in their Wat an .
4

It was the custom that after the address of
the President of the Assembly, the delegates would elect
a committee to draft the reply to the Khedive’s Speech.
This time, however, Sul aim an Abas a Pasha, one of the
delegates, rose and delivered a speech.

After paying

the usual compliments to the Khedive and the President
of the -Assembly, he stressed, more strongly than Muhammad
Sultan Pasha, the important reforms which the Egyptian
Umma expected from the Assembly^.

This unusual proee-

dure was a further sign of the growing independence of
the delegates.
54
Text in cUrabi,op.cit.,vol.I,pp.295-298. A fuller
text in A l - w a q a ^ al-misriya, Dec. 27,1881, cit.by alHafi^i, nAl-thaura al-c urfebiya11,pp. 182-183; cf.ibid.,p.186
For a complete official French translation, see P.O.,
78/3326 Malet’s Political Ho.401, to Granville,
Cairo, bee.31,1881, Enclosure 1.

dated

55 * ft^l£^4,pp,183-184; cf. ibid.,p.186. For the official
French translation see F. 0».,78/3326, Malet ’s Political Ho
401, to Granville, dated Cairo, Dee.51/ 1881, Enclosure 2
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A committee of ten was then elected to prepare
the Assembly’s reply to the Khedive’s Speech.
them was

cAbd a!-Salam al-Muwailihi.

Among

The draft of the

reply,, having .been approved by the Assembly, was read to
the Khedive at the Ismaciliya Palace On December 29, 1881.
The text, though expressing loyalty to the Khedive and
the Porte, did not fail to stress that the Assembly
considered the promotion of the welfare of the Umma its
***

wanrt'O -

chief duty^®.
Then the Khedive appointed the different officers
of the Assembly.

Muhammad' Sultan Pasha, who had been a

staunch supporter of the CUrabi Orcup at'first, seemed,
even at the time, to have had some secret connection with
the Khedive as we 1 1 ^ ,

that his appointment was

bo

acceptable both to ^TJrabi and to. the Khedive.

cAbd Allah

Fikri Pasha and Adib Ishaq were nominated as first and

Al-waqa3± al-misriya,, Dec.31,1881* cit.,by al-HaficI,
“Al-thaura al-^urabiya", p .186 ; cf. ibid., p p ,185-186. For
■ a complete official translation into French see Enclosure,
in F.0.78/3434, M a let’s Political Ho, 10, to Granville,
dated Cairo, Jan, 5,1882.
See also Cromer, ’’Modern
Egypt”, vol.l|,p.224.
m .

^

J, Hinet, “Arabi Pasha”,. Article on ’’Al-thaurat alth'alath “ in Al -mu qt at af,vo 1. XXX!II,. Apr .1,19 08, p .27 7 *
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second secretaries respectively.

They were ’both

supporters of cUrabi!s Group, particularly Adib Ishaq,
who had already distinguished himself as a journalist.
These appointments were probably made under the pressure
of cUrabi*s Group^®.
Since this was the last Assembly of its hind in Egypt
and the most outspoken, its proceedings merit a fuller
description.

After the usual election of the five L1.1 an

Aqlam. the credentials of the delegates were examined
(December 29, 1B81).

At the seme meeting it was decided

to pi'oceed according to the old Organic Law (**La^iha
asasiya**) until a new one was enacted.
Sub~Commi's'sionM (**Lafinat al-la3iha

A "Constitutional

) was elected in order to

draft the new constitution of the Assembly.
this fifteen-member sub-commission was
Muwailihi,

The head of

cAbd al-Salam al-

and among its members was Hasan al-Shari ci .

After Sharif Pasha!s memorable speech before the
Assembly (Januaxy 2,1882), in which he emphasised its rights,
it was to this sub-commission that Sharif tendered the

58•

_
1
_
Al-Eafici, "Al-thaura al-curabiyaff, pp. 178-179.
A. Bioves, o p . c i t p . 45.

proposed LaAiha. : It was examined in the sub-commission
and in the Assembly,

and on January 18 Sultan Pasha handed

to Sharif Pasha the

observations of the Assembly^®.

Sharif'Pasha sent copies .of the proposed Ls/iha along with
the remarks of the Assembly to the various Ministers for
consideration-

But the matter was left at this stage,

because of .the political crisis which was to lead to the
resignation, of the whole Council of Ministers.

.

.

From Januaxy 51 to February 2 the'Assembly
debated Shax^iffs suggestion that it, should avoid matters
connected with the Budget.

This point was forced upon

the Assembly by the objections of the two Controllers, who
were 'concerned to protect the interest of the foreign
creditors.

Bit, as a result of the indignation felt in

Egypt after the publication o f the-"Joint Note" and under
the pressure of the ctlrabi Group, who wanted to

form a

Council of Ministers out. of their closest followers, the
Assembly insisted on its right to deal with the Budget,
Thus Sharif and the
'59.

othe ^Ministers had to resign^.
"

- .

See jpeUuij
8CSL
P.0.78/5435, Malet,fs Political FFos. 48 and 49, both
to Granville, dated Cairo, Feb.6,1882. Al-waqa5ic almisriya,Dec .12,3.881, to Feb.14,1832, summarized by al«.
Eafi^i, ’-Al-thaura al-curabiya", pp.186-205. Haikal,
"Taraj.dm misffya wa.~aharblyalf,pp;95-96. , W.S .Blunt,
"Secret history of tlie English occupation of Egypt",
pp.192 ss.
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'

In the Council of Ministers-headed by alBarudi there v/as, for the first time, a prominent member
of the Assembly, Ilasan al-Shari ci Pasha,

^ e and

cAbd

Allah .Fikri Pasha brought before the Majlis the latest
draft -of the La^iha. which was modified,, to, a certain
extent, according to the previous" .criticisms of the
delegates.

After a short debate, it was.;adopted in this

final, foim on the same day (February 7, 1882).

It was

signed by the Khedive immediately and brought to the
Assembly on the following day by the Premier al-Barudi
himself, who delivered a long oration

The Majlis

went in a body to thanlc the Khedive and banquets were
go
arranged in Cairo and Alexandria.w
The proceedings of the Assembly continued to
be closed to the public*^.

There were numerous meetings

of the Assembly and frequent debates between February 9,

,

and March 26, 1882, vhen the session ended.
61*

^^
.
See al-Barudi’s speech in Al-SJaqa^ al -misriya, Feb.
12,1882, cit,. by al-Bafici, f,Al-thaura al-curabiyan,pp.220222. For an official French translation cf. Moniteur
Egyptian, -9th year, Ho .43, .of Feb.22,1882, being Enclosure
-Ho.l in P.O. 78/3455,. Malet's Political Ho.93, to
G-ranvi 1 le,date d Cai rqFeb *25,1882.
62.

• _
/ _
\
Al-waqa^i^ al-misriya, Feb.2 to Mar.8,1882, summarised
by al-BaficI, ,rAl-;bhaura al~curabiyaH,pp.207, 217-234,
Moniteur Egyptien, 9th year,Ho.45, of Feb.22,1882, being
Enclosure Ho.l in Malet fs Political Ho.93, to G-ranville
dated Cairo, February 25,1882.
S3

■■' ‘

'

;

* F.O.78/3326,Malet*s Political Ho.396, to Granville,;
dated Cairo, Dec.28,1881. Biev&g, op.cit.,p.45.
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The subjects of these debates were much the same
as in the previous sessions:

improvements in agriculture

and irrigation, regulation of commerce, r e f o m s in the
judiciary (e.g., the enactment of a new civil code),
compulsory primary education (with specific proposals
from al-Muwailihi), regulation of pensions, and the new
electoral law ( Q.anutt al-intilchab)^.
The work of this session was strenuous and its
raghabat to the Government — ~ many of which were formulated
as decisions —

were numerous

65

.

The session was closed

with a speech by al-Barudi and a reply by Sultan Pasha.
The delegates then went to take leave of the -Khedive ^6.
A few of the delegates were still to play a part in the
forthcoming struggle for control over affairs in Egypt^.
64.
Al-waqa5ic al -misriya, Feb.22 to Apr. 20,1882, cit. in
al-EaficI, 11Al-thaura*al-urabiya, Hpp.235-259.
F.O. 78/
3455,passim; F.O.78/3436, passim, e.g.,Cookson’s Political
Ho.25, to Granville, dated Cairo, Mar. 18,1882 (on the
■“Cadastre” enquiry); ibid.,CooksonTs Political Ho.134, to
Granville, dated Mar.17,1882, Enclosures 1-5; ibid., Maletfs
•Political Ho. 150, to Granville, dated Mar.28,1882, __ .
Enclosure 1. tff. Jurjl Zaidan, “Ta^rikh Misr al-hadith'i
2nd. ed.,vol.II,pp.245-250J. Adam,op.cit*,p.55. B.Brehier,op.cit*,p.206.
Van BemmeIn, “L 1Egypte et 1 ’Europe”,vol.II,p.285.
Q

Q

* F,0.78/3486,Malett:s Political Ho. 152, to Granville,
dated Cairo, Mar.28,1882; ibid., Enclosure, being cutting
from'''Be M ’
oniteur Egyptian, Max’.26-27,1882.
* On the activities of 5the delegates in Cairo in May*
1882, and their attitude^towards the antagonism between the
Khedive Taufiq and al-Barudi!s Council of Ministers see
F,0.78/3437, passim.

The Assembly of 1881-82, attem^Sfed in different
ways to gain a greater degree of control over, state
affairs,

...

. Though it tried to. keep on the best terms with

the representatives of the European Powers in Egypt, it
nevertheless sought to get control of the
management of E g y p t ^

which was the very thing the

European creditors Wanted to prevent.
motions debated

financial
*

One of tie

was that the Government should present to

the Assembly all its treaties with foreign Powers or
contracts with the subjects of foreign Powers.

Another

significant suggestion, adopted: by/the Council of Ministers
was that the introductoxy. formula of Governmental decrees,
should include the-words ^'With ,.the confirmation of the
Assembly of S^feSbfes 11 (wa-i cpar Majlis al-nuwwab).
It is quite r,emarkable that an Assembly, composed
for the\most part ,of landed:proprietors or influential and
moneyed people^9 showed such an interest in the welfare

68. :

' ; "
■ ■
- 1; ’ !
a. .
Cf. Anon;, "L*Egypte nouvelle le controls europeen
et sjk regime parlementaire", p. 57 and passim.
69.

..
. ^
Ai-Rafici, "Al-thaufa al-^Urablya”, pp.259-262. An
English resident in Egypt, “Egypt and constitutional rule",
E’in.Cen.,vol.SLI,1882, p.543..
E.Dicey, "England's
intervention in EgyptJ’ ibid.,vol.Xii, 1882,pp*168-169.
1
Van Demmeln, op.citv, vol.IX, pp..285-286.
H.Bcotidis, op. /;
cit.,pp.59-41, ‘
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of the population as a,whole and displayed such :
.foresight^Q.

It is no wonder that this Majlis paid

so much attention to the proposal for its constitution.
This proposal for the constitution of the Majlis,
drafted hy Sharif Pasha,deserves more than a passing
notice.

Though Sharif Pasha had drafted similar

liberal measures in the past, even the British ConsulGeneral was not sure what Sharif Vs attitude would be in
this instance^1 .

All such doubts were dispelled when

Sharif summarised the main points of
the Assembly (January 2, 1882}?2 .

his project before
This project

and

70.
Sir A. Colvin, "Memorandum on Egyptian Chamber",
dated Cairo, Qct*29,1882— -a copy of which is enclosed
in F.O. 78/3442, M a l e t P o l i t i c a l Ho. 756, marhed
"Confidential-”, to. Granville, dated Oct.30,1882.
Van
Bemmeln, op. cit.,vol.II,pp.284-285.
For a ctjntradictory opinion see P. Giffard, "Les Francais en Egypte.",
pp.200-201; cf.ibid., pp.202 ss.
*
71.
F.O.7,8/3324, Malet.’s Political Ho. 247, marked
"Confidential11, to Granville, dated Cairo, Sep.21,1881,
reporting_a conversation with the Khedive and another'
with Sharif*.
Cf. F.0,78/3325, Maleths Political Ho.
266, to Granville, dated Cairo, Oct.2,1881.
See also
J. Hinet, "Arabi Pasha", pp.26-27.
Ilyas Eakhura,
”Ki t ab m ir 5at al
r fI ta 5ri kh v/a-ru sum alcabi r
al-rijal;bi-Misr”,pp.125 ss.
72.
Test in Al-Yiraqa5ic al-misriya, Jan,4,1882, cit.in
al-Bafi^i,"Al-thaura al-cur abiy a," pp.188-190,
For a
complete official Ffench translation see Enclosure in F.O.
78/3434, Malet's Political Ho.12, to Granville, dated
Cairo, Jan,9,1882.

declaration were probably brought about by some pressure
from cUrabi 1s Group?®.
The project, which contained forty-seven para
graph s?^> derived from that of 1879, with some noteworthy
changes, mainly:
The delegates were to be elected for a period of
four years
(-£2);
The President of the Assembly was to be nominated
by the Khedive, with the, advice, of the Ministers,
from among the members of the Assembly
(j* 12);
The Ministers were to be responsible to the Assembly
both singly,;and jointly
18-19);
Ho tax whatever was to be .imposed unless passed by
the Assembly (/ 28)?5,.
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See below, part II, ch..II..
Cf.also ,C-Urabi, of.
cit#.,pp.272-275.
Moreos Badek, "La constitution de
1 1Egypte",pp. 106-107 v

74.
See App, 5./
75.

,
French official translation in "Affaires etrangeres.
Documents diplomat!ques.
Affaires d !Bgypte, 1881-1882"
(Daris, 1882), Annexe to Ho.14, Sienkiewicz*s despatch
to Gambetta,. dated Cairo, Jan.3,1882, pp.14-20.
Cf.ibid.,pp.38-49. • See also van Bemmeln, op.cit.,
vol.II, pp.-263-264.
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This'project was in many ways quite liberal and
px’Qgressive'?®.

Out of* regard fox* the obligations of

Egypt towards Foreign Powers, the Assembly could not vote
the .Budget;

neitllex* could it initiate laws nor discuss

the tx*ibute to the Porte.

However, it still had a large

share in the enactment of laws and in the imposition of
taxes,

as well as a measure, of contx*ol over the Executive.
Sienkiewicss, Agent and Consu 1-Ge n eral of the

French Republic in Egypt, supplies us with some very
interesting information about the Turkish Sultan’s part
in the framing of this project1
?1?.

Sienkiewics reported

that according to his sources — -which, unfox*tunately, he
did not mention —

the Porte followed with attention the

preparation of Sharif’s project and warned him x*epeatedly
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'
F.O, 78/5434, Malet's Political Ho,2, to Granville,
dat^d. Cairo, .Jan.2,1882.
Al-Bafi^i, HAl-thaura
al- curabiyan,;.pp. 187-188.
Th. Bothstein, op, cit.,
pp.143-145. ,
77#
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^

Affaires etx*angeres.
Documents diplomat! ques.
Affaires d ’Egypte,
1881-1882" (Paris, 1882), Ho. 7,
Sienlciewic7, !s despatch to Gambetta, dated Cairo,
Dec,20,1881, p.5-.
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not to grant, the Majlis al-nuwwab too extensive powers*
If Sienhiewicz *s information was correct, it is easy to
understand the Sultan*s apprehension of what might he the
reaction to an Egyptian "ParliamentH in Constantinople.
Notwithstanding the■liberality of this project,'
the Assembly proposed some modifications, which were
reported hy Sultan Pasha to Sharif Pasha, as mentioned
above *

The main amendments were:

each Assembly to last fox'* five years;
if three months did no/t suffice for completing a
1 session’s work, it was to be prolonged for a p*no<l
from 15 to 30 days;
i f a delegate was imprisoned, the Assembly might
obtain the suspension of action against him
until the end of the session;
the Khedive was to nominate the President .from
three members proposed by the Assembly, and this
- appointment was to he for the whole five years;
any minister to whom a question had been directed
must reply to the Assembly either in person or
by proxy;
ministerial responsibility applied to individual
. action as well as to joint ministerial decisions; t

the Assembly was to have the light to participate in
the initiation of laws, in an advisory capacity;
the Assembly was to have the right of amendment, and
might accept or reject any clause o f ’a proposed law
the Budget was to be examined by the Assembly and not
come into force until passed by it;
no treaty, contract or engagement of the Government
with a third party was to be valid until ratified by
the Assembly.
■
i
*
The last two points are the most important ones.
The voting of the Budget was a delicate subject, since the
two centrollers-General insisted very strongly, on behalf
‘of Egypt’s public creditors, that the Assembly should in
no way 'int erf ere _.,with. ,the Budget.

The invalidity of all

treaties or contracts unratified by. the Assembly meant a
control over the Government’s foreign policy to a degree
\
unprecedented in Egypt.;
-..But it must be remembered that

78.
Complete official Drench translation in ”Affaires
etyangeres.
Documents diplomatique©.
Affaires
d*Egypte, 1881-l882,, (Paris, 1882), Ho.38, Sienkiewics *s
despatch to Gam betta, dated Cairo, dan.16,1882, Annexe 1,
pp.88-49.
Cf. P.O. 78/3434,/Malet’s Political Hos.
24,25,27, all to Granville, dated Cairo, Jan.16, 1882;
ibid., Malet’s Political Ho.36, to Granville, dated
Cairo, Jan.23,1882, and Enclosure; ibid., M a l e t ’s
Political Hos. 44 and/45 (the latter marked^G'cnfidential11),
both to Granville, dated Cairo, Jan.30,1882. . See also
B. Jerrold, op.cit.,pp.149-150.
Morcos Sadek, op.cit.,
pp.105-106.
A. Biovbs, op.cit.,
pp.62 ss.
Van Bemmeln, op.cit., vol.II,pp.265-266.
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the powers of the Egyptian Government were very great, and
the Executive formed no part of the Assembly, and there
was, therefore, a natural desire among the delegates to
provide the Assembly with the powers to prevent the pursuit
of a ruinous■policy*
The decree signed by the Khedive on February 7,
1882 (Eabic al-awwal 18, 1299)'^ conformed mainly to
Sharif’s 1881 project for the constitution of the Assembly,
with certain alterations resulting from the observations
submitted by Sultan Pasha.

Most of Sultan’s -amendments

79.
See App.6.
Text_in Al-waqa^ic__ al-misriya, Feb. 9,
1882, cit. by al«Rafic i, 11 cAsr Isma/il", vol.XI, pp. 237243.
Also in Mahmud Hasan‘al-Farlq, op. cit., part III,
pp. 139-149 .
Of*. *B ., Jerrold, op. cit-., pp-..147-149 ;
ibid.,
pp.231-240, for an almost literal translation.
Also Blunt, "Secret history of the English occupation of
Egypt", App.YI, pp.561-570, on which my App.6 is based.
For French almost literal translations, see F.O. 78/3434,
Malet’s Political Ho.2, to Granville, dated Cairo, Jan,2,
1882, Enclosure.
F.O,78/3435, Malet’s Political Ho.65,
to Granville, dated. Cairp, .Feb; 13, 1882, Enclosure, which
is a copy of the Moniteur Egyptien, 9th year, Ho.35, of
Feb. 10,1882v
"Affaires etrangeres. Documents diplomatiques.
Affaires d ’Egypte, 1881-1882"(Paris 1882), Ho.82,
Sienhiewics’s despatch to de Freycinet., dated Cairo, Feb.12,
1882, ^Annexe l'^pp. 130-137. Anon., "L’Egypte nouvelle le
console europeen at le regime parlementaire", Annexe 6,
pp. 111-J.20. - Cf. ,also Morcos Sadeh, op. cit .isp. 104-105.
Ed. Plalichut,?,L ’Egypte et l ’occupation anglaise", pp.78-79.
Kampffhieyer, op. cit.,M.S .0.8,, 1924, part.II, pp.7-8.
For documentation on the various stages of the formation
of this decree before publication, see the above-mentioned
vol. of "Affaires etrangeres", Ho.50, Sienlciewicv, *s despatch
to Gamtetta, dated Cairo, Jan.21,1882, and Annexe,pp.66-79;
cf.ibid,,pp.97 s s ,
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were included in the Khedivial decree, even the supervision
of the Budget, within limits [ f f

31 ss.);

hut the Assembly

was not granted the power to ratify the Government1©
treaties and contracts,

Notwithstanding this and a few

other limitations, the Khedivial decree was an important
step forward in the Parliamentary history of modern Egypt,
and established a series of rules which were to be a
precedent for future laws regulating the relations between
the Representative Institution and the<Executive in Egypt,
This Khedivial decree was amplified by an
Electoral Law (Qanun a1-intihhab) in March,

1632.

This

law, which contained seventy paragraphs, was inspired by
previous electoral laws in Egypt.

Its main innovations

were embodied in the first paragraph, vis., that_every
hundred electors were to vote for an elector-delegate who,
in turn, would choose the delegate to the Assembly, the
membership of which was also raised to 125

80

*

Thus the

80.
Eor the full .French translation see Enclosure in
F.O. 78/3436, Coolcson1s Political N o .128A to Granville,
dated Cairo, Mar.13,1882.
C f ♦ al-Rafici, TIAl-thaura al- curabiya". pp.254**255.
Van BemmeIn, op.cit.,
vol.II, p.285.
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vote might toe expected to indicate- a fairer representation
than toy the constituencies system;

besides, the increase

in the number of the delegates would enable more shades of
opinion to toe represented i n the Assembly.
The social structure of the Assembly of delegates
between the years 1866 and 1882 explains, in some measure,
its success in securing these relatively liberal decrees of
1882.
In the first Assembly of 1886 there were
5 S cUmda-s out of a total of 75 delegates®-*'. . If we exclude
the 5 members for Cairo and the 2 for Alexandria,- from
which no cUmda could possibly come, we have 58 cUmda-s out
of a total of 70 ^rural delegates, i.e., 82.86^.
members seam also to have been tp.ite well off#

The other
Thus the

first Maj lis had a wealthy character, which continued to toe
predQm 1nant in tile Assemblies of,Ismacil*s time.

81. '
for the names of the delegates, during 1866-1879 see
al-RaficI, ,f ^Asr ,Ismacilu, vol. 11^ ch. 13.
fox* those of
1881-1882 see id., nAi^thaufa al-curablyan,
pp.175-178.

The impression one receives is that everywhere
in Egypt, the large towns excepted, the Government
supported the cUmda-s and other influential people for
membership in the Majlis.

This becomes even more obvious

when we consider that in the Majlis of 1866 all, 7 members
for the district of al-Manuflya, all 5 for al-Buhaira,
\

1

all 5 for al-Jlaa,* all 5 for Banu Suwaif and al-fayyum,
as well as all 6 for al-Maniya and Banu Mu&ar,

-

were ■

cUmda-s,.and they were all returned uncontested.
During the three years of the life of this
Majlis, what few changes in membership there were recorded,
were due to the death or x*esignation of members.

Though

some (but not.many) of the former delegates were returned
to the new Majlis of i870, there wan an even greater
number of cUmda-s, namely 64.

Some changes in membership

in 1871 were also in favour of the cUmda-s, and the same
happened again in 1878.
i.

few of these delegates appeared in the Majlis
iVvt

of 1876.

This tiraeA cUmda-s numbered only 53.

The

decrease o f cUmda-s (who could be expected to obey the
orders of the Government), along with the greater
experience of the Majlis and the daring demands of the
army officers, were the,factors which gave this Majlis
a more independent character.

Although there were some

86 .
cUmda-s who protested against the Khedive’s financial
policy and demanded its supervision, yet it appears from
the protocols that most of the opponents of the
Government were those few who were not cUmda-s,
There were even fewer cUmda-s in the Majlis
elected at the end of 1881, most probably because the
Government exercised less pressure;

this, perhaps, helps

to explain the self-assertion of the 1881-82 Assembly,
However, it must be remembered that this self-*
_
-•
assertion was entirely onfthe part of a fraction of the

' t

Assembly of flelegates.

There was only a limited number

of members, twenty or twenty-five at the most, who, by
their daring and their breadth of vision, were prominent
in the debates throughout.

These men were quite

frequently elected to preside over the
chosen for the

La.ina

the Khedive’s Speech.

Aglam and often

which had to draft the reply to

OH,. V .
Lord Dufferin, the British Ambassador at Constantinople, was sent to Egypt to reorganise its
administrative machine.

in his report, which has been

reprinted many times, he drafted new suggestions on the
functions of semi-parliamentary institutions in Egypt^s .
The archives of the British Consulates in
Egypt must have afforded Lord Dufferin much information,
as is amply proved by their contents.

If so, it is
/

likely that he examined an interesting manuscript entitled
"Memorandum on Egyptian Chamber" by Sir Auckland Colvin,

The Arabic text of this new. Organic: Law is given by
cAbd al-Bahman al«RaficI, "Misr w a }1-Sudan.fi awa^il Jahd
al-ihtilal", pp.217-238.
Also by Mahmud Hasan al-Earlq, op.
cit. ,part XIX,pp.150-182;
for later amendments see ibid.,
pp.183 ss. .Dull English text of the law in Hertslet,
"British and.foreign state papers, 1882-3",vol.LXXIV,pp. 1095*
1108.
On Laid Buffering project see- A. Colvin, "The making
of modern Egypt". (Nelson ed.),pp. 38 s s • Q.Borelli, "Choses
politiques d'?Egypte 1883-1895, p.7, 11.1, p. 169, and pasim.
G-.L. Beer,. "African questions at the Paris Peace Conference"
pp.330-331. Ahmed Chafik, "L1Egypte moderneet lets influences
etrangeres’S P * 3*^5*
A.G-iannini, "Le costitu&ioni degli
stati3del Ticino Oriente",pp.46-55.
Id., "Grli albori
costituaionali in Egitto",. Oriente Moderno,vol.Ill,1923,
pp.330-335.
Joseph Achkar, op.cit., pp.150-152, 235-236.
Amin Osman, op.cit.,pp.75-76, El Bayed J^abry, "Le pouvoir
legislatif et le pouvoir executoire en Egypte etu.de critique *
de la constitution du 19 avri 1^.1923, dans les textes et dans
la pratique",pp.16-17 . Sheldon Amos,"The new Egyptian
constitution",Con.Rev.,vol.XLIII,June 1883,p.920; cf^ibid .,
pp. 909-922. A.Hasenclever, op.cit., pp. 389-391. Jurji Za,idan,
"Ta^rikh Mi$r al-hadith, 2nd.ed.,vol.II,pp.326-327.
C .Brocklemann "Geschichte der islamischen VoIker und Etaaten,
p.412.
'
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sometime British Controller-General in Egypt8^.
In his memorandum, which probably was .the basis of .
Lord Buffering report, Sir A, Colvin thought it advisable
t o 'cioeate-.an institution, modelled on the Viceroy’s
Legislative Council in India, which "would frame,and vote
"laws, but not initiate them;

it would vote new taxes;

it

"would not discuss the Budget unless new taxes were to be
"imposed, but it would annually be presented with a report
"explicative of the Budget;

its sittings would be public

"and its discussions reported in the Official Moniteur.
"Its members would be 14, exclusive of the executive
.^Council (one for each province) *

They would be elected

"by the Notables of the several provinces, by which 1 mean
"the Village Sheikhs,

and lay non-agriculturists, who are

"assessed annually over a certain minimum sum for professional
"tax, * The term of office would ordinarily be. two years;
"but they might be re-elected for a further period of two
"years*

After that they would not be eligible for re-

"election for a period.of two years*"

83,
A copy of this Memorandum is enclosed in P.G.
7.8/3442, Malet ’s Political No. 756, marked "Confidential",
to Granville, dated Cairo, Oct.30,1882.
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While preparing his report, Lord Lufferin was
in continuous consultation with the Foreign Office in
London*
work done

Moreover, he collected information about the
by Majlis ai-nuwab previously and about the

general condition of Egypt.

In an interesting report to

Lord Sranville, towards the end of the year 1882, Lord
Lufferin outlined his investigations and some of his
conclusions^.
He had found a separate class of laige landownei’s of Ottoman descent, who were regarded as superior
by the fallahin*

Still he did not think the difference

so great as to warrant the creation of a popular institu
tion to restrict the interference of these Pashas in public
affairs*

The.last Majlis' alrnuwwab seemed to him

excitable and childish.

A "Faliahin Parliament" would,

besides, be a field of intrigue for the Porte, France and
Italy.

r^ e n Euff©3?ia suggested the repetition of the

Representative experiment in India and made remarks somewhat
similar to those contained in Colvin*s memorandum.

84.
P.O. 78/3454, Dufferin's So. 7 to Granville, dated
Cairo, Kov.18,1882.
,

In his final report, which became the new
Organic Law in Egypt, Lord Dufferin suggested the creation
of two semi-parliamentary institutions, a Legislative
Council and a General Assembly, the second of which was to
include the first*
The Legislative Council

(Ma.i 1is shura*&1-ctawanin)

was to be composed of thirty members, fourteen ofwhich,
including the President and one of the Vice-Presidents, were
to be nominated by the Khedive and his Ministers;
to be permanent.

these were

The remaining sixteen, including the* other

Vice-President, were to be elected, for six year’
s, by the
Provincial Councils and by elector-delegates from the
cities.
The Legislative Council was to meet on the first
day of February, April, June, August and October of every
year. ' Its powers were to be mainly consultative;

it was

expected to discuss legislation and the Budget, but it could
not initiate legislation, and the Government could refuse to
accept its advice.

However, the Government had to explain

to the Council the reasons for its refusal.

The Legislative

71 .
Council would also have t h e right to asl-c the-Minister's
for details on all affairs affecting it®$.
T he

G-eneral Assembly. (Al-^aa^iya al- h n m n i va)

was to consist of eighty-two members and include the
Ministers who composed the Khedive*s Council, the members
of the Legislative Council,

and forty-six delegates chosen,

for six years, by electors throughout Egypt.

Xt was to .

be. presided over by the President of the Legislative
Council.

Candidates to the General Assembly had to be

over thirty years old, literate, and paying not less than

85.
P.0.78/3679, E.Baring 1s Political Ho.963, to Granville,
dated Cairo, Oct.20,1884, and Enclosures.
Cromer,"The
situation in Egypt11,pp.22 ss.\
Colvin, "The making of
modern Egypt" (Kelson ed.),pp.44-45.
Morcos Sadek, op.
c i t p p . 140-141.
M.T. Symons, "The riddle of Egypt",
pp.85-86.
Th. Rothstein,op.cit.,pp.235-237.
Sheldon.
Amos,"The new Egyptian constitution", Con.Hev.,vol.XLIII,
June 1883,pp.909 ss.
;A1-RaficI, "Mustafa Kamil ba cith
al-haraka al-^ata*iya"i p. 347/
La Revue,Egyptienne,
vol.!,Ho.4, May 5,1912, p.21,£1.1.
Aly Bhamsy, op.cit.,
pp.12-13. . Alfred Milner, "England in Egypt1/.- 9th ed.,
pp.308-309.
Kampffmeyer, .op. cit.,M.S.0.S.,1924, _part
II, pp. 10-12..
Article "Ta^rlMi al-sulta al-niyabiya
fi51-huldmia al-misriya", in_Al-hilal, vol.XVIII,Jan.1,1910,
pp.210-211.
Article "Ta5 riljh al-sulta al-tashriciya,
fi?l-]iukuma al-misriya", ibid.,vol.XXII, Hov.1913,p.SO.

£50 direct taxes, a year.

This Assembly would rimeet at

least once in every two years.
The General Assembly, like the Legislative
Council, was to have mainly advisory powers, but was, in
general, to be consulted in more important matters than
those brought before the latter.

Besides, the vote of the

Assembly was needed for any new tax.

The Government had

to ^ s k the General Assembly’s opinion on public loans, the
building of canals and railways, and the classification of
lands.

If the Government rejected t h e ’General Assembly’s

advice, it had to give its reasons for rejection.

Lastly,

the ^General Assembly could discuss any matter whatsoever
and offer advice thereon88.
86.

,

Cromer, "The situation in Egypt",pp.22 ss.
Colvin,
"The making of modern Egypt" (Kelson ed.) pp.44-45.
Morcos Sadek, op. c i t p p . 145-146. . ,M.T.Symons, op. cit.,fp.
86-87.
Th.Rothstein,:op.cit.,pp.235-237. Sheldon Amos,
op.cit.,pp.909-922.
Aly Shamsy,op.cit.,pp.12-13.
Milner, op.cit.,pp.311-312.
J. Alexander,"The truth about
Egypt", pp. 88-90. Kampffmeyer,. pp.'cit., M.S. O . S 1924,
part II,pp.11-12.
Questions and answers on "Al-jamciya
al-cumumiya",_in Al-hiial,vol.XVLJuly 19G7,pp.567-568.
Article^"Ta*rikh al-sulta al-niyabiya fi^l-hukumaal-misriya", ibid.,vol.XVIII, Jan.1,1910,pp.210-211.
Article nT a 5riKb. al-sulta al-tashricIya fi>1-hukuma almisriya", ibid., vol.XXII, Hov.1913, p. 90. ,

Liberal remuneration was

provided.

The

members of the Legislative Council and General Assembly
received allowahees on different scales.

\

The fourteen

appointed members of the Legislative Council (including the
President and Vice-President) as well as the elected member
for Cairo each received £B-9Q a year, for "carriage money*1.
Eae^ of the other fifteen elected members received £E-25G,a
year for his residence in Cairo.

...

In addition, every

one of the latter received a fixed sum to cover the expense
of a monthly railway journey from his home to Cairo and, back
In the 1893 Budget, these allowances amounted to «£E-5, 367.
The members of the General Assembly were reimbursed for
their railway expenses to Cairo and back and paid

per

day for their residence in Cairo, up to eight days?*?

On

the whole, these remunerations were quite .generous,
considering the low cost of living in Cairo at the time.
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■ .
C f .4Tigrape1s letter Ho. 352 to Lord Cromer, dated
Cairo* Anr.24,1893, copy of which is Enclosure in
P.O. 78/4514, Cromer!s Ho. 79, to Bosebery, dated Cairo,
Anr.25,1893.-

The powers conferred o n t h e Legislative, Council
and General Assembly were not very large.

Even though

the General Assembly might refuse to vote taxes, ,in
practice the Government was able to get money in other ways.
The large number of appointed members, plus the fact that
the poor had no vote and the rich were usually favourable to.A
the Government, made.it comparatively easy for the latter to
sway the vote. > And even if the vote went against it, the
Government e ou 1 d always disregard the advice of the
Legislative Council or General Assembly and find some reason
or other for rejecting it®®.
Still, crippled as they were, the Legislative
Council and the General Assembly were the only parliamentary,
institutions in Egypt under the Occupation.
regularly from 1883 to 1912.

They functioned

During these thirty years, the

Legislative Council had seven different Presidents^.

All

of them were Pashas connected, with the Khedive *s Court, one
of them being even a Prince, Husain.Kamil (President during
19Q9-191G).

Thus the Khedivial circle could influence the,

proceedings of the Legislative Council through its President.

Cf.on this point the mocking attitude of Hans Delbruck, .
’'England und Aegypten1*, in Prelissische Jahrbucher, vol.
CXLVI, 1911,p.295.,,. •
7
89.

:a ;
.For their names and years of office see note on "Bu^asa’
:majlis shura>5Stl-CJ[aWanin,, in Al-hilal,vol.KXII,Gct_. 1,1913,
p*80; and article on "Ta^riMi al-sulta al-tashriciya
fpl-hukuma al-misriya% ibid. ,Hov. 1913, pp.82 and 91.,

In June, 1883, the lists of electors were com
pleted, the number of the electors being 903,395 out of a
total population of some 6,800,000; . i.e., 13*28$, or less
than a seventh, of the population^.

On May 1,1883 (Juma&a

al-akhira 24,1800) the Khedive appointed Sultan Pasha,
President of the Legislative Council and the General Assembly'
90.
Cf. Enclosure in P.O. 78/8555, M a let’s Political Ho. 248,
to Granville, dated Cairo, June 22, 1883.
On the elections
of 1883 see also the Mohiteur Egyptien, 10th year,Ho.197, Oct.
24,1883, being Enclosure in P.O. .78/3557, M a l e t ’s Political
Ho. 372, to Granville, dated';Cairo;, Aug.25,1883.
Cf. also
the Moniteur Egyptien of Sept.4,1888, being Enclosure in
P.O.,ibid. ,Malet *s Political Ho. 396, to Granville, dated
Cairo, Sep.®,1883.
Ibid., Baring’s Political Hos. 409 and
410, both to Granville, dated.Cairo, Sep.18,1883.
91.

.
■ "■
P.0.78/3559, Baring’s Political Ho.519, to, Granville,
dated Cairo, Bov.IS,1888. Ibid., Baring’s Political Ho.581,
to Granville, dated Cairo, H o y .20,1883, and Enclosure.
Por the decree appointing the 13 permanent members in the
Legislative Council cf. ibid., Ene.losux’e in Baring’s
Political Ho.587, to Granville, dated Cairo, Hov.22,1883.
Po r the decree nominating the two Vice-Presidents of the
first Legislative Council as well as for the list of its
members see Supplement au Ho. 272 du Moniteur Egyptien,
dated Hov.24,1883, being Enclosure in P.O., ibid., Baring’s
Political Ho. 554, to Granville, dated Cairo, Hov.26,1885.
For the names of the jn embers of the first Legislative
Council see al-Rafici HMisr w a >l- Sudan etc., ” pp.51-52;
for its official inauguration cf.ibid.,pp.52-54; for the
names of those returned in 1889 cf.ibid.,p.55.

;-in the; first nine years of their existence, the
two new institutions, and particularly the Legislative
Council, did some useful work, and the Government, more
than once, accepted their e.dvice in \*rhole or in part*

It

often consulted members of the Legislative Council
unofficially^.

But, in general, the members of these

institutions were apathetic during this stage,’ more often
than not just approving what the most prominent amongst
Q

them suggested

.

. The general spirit of the debates and the advice
offered to the Government,

involved as they were with

religious conceptions, must have seemed very strange to
the British who were ruling the affairs of Egypt.

Lord

(then Sir' Alfred) Milner could not understand why the
Legislative Council suggested in 1890 that certain classes

92.
F.0,78/3679,.Baring*s Political Ho.963, to Granville,
dated Cairo, Oct.SO,1884, and Enclosures.
F.0.^78/3799,
Baring’s-Political Ho.82, to_Granville,dated Cairo,Jan.26,
1885.
Contrast to al-Hafi^i, “Mustafa Kamil’!, p.347.
93.
For a striking example see F.0.78/4235, Baring*s Ho.
21, marked “Confidential”, to Salisbury, dated Cairo,
Jan.8,1889.
Enclosure is report on the meeting of the
Legislative Council on Dec.22,1888, being a cutting from
the Journal Officiel of Jan.5,1'889*.
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of criminals should be maimed or crucified

.

But from 1892 onwards the Leg is 1at ire Council
and the General Assembly were more experienced in legis
lation, and had acquired more confidence in their own
abilities..

The example of the new Khedive’s oppositon

to the British inspired.them to follow suit^5.

In

December, 1892, the Legislative Council refused to
discuss the Budget for 1893, on the pilea that it had not
been presented ^sufficiently in advance of its
publication^®.

94 .

■

This refusal, which however could not and

.

■:

,

Milner, op.cit.,,*>.310-311; cf* Journal Official,
June,16,. 1690, being Enclosure in E.G. 78/4310, Baring’s
Ho.201, to Salisbury, dated Cairo, June 19,1890.
More
generally, see about the debates of the Legislative
Council on taxes, and agriculture in 1886, F.O, 78/8931,
Baring’s Ho.474, to Iddesleigh, dated Cairo, Hov.22,1886,
■ and Enclosure.
On those of 1887 see E.G. 78/4050,
Barim’s Ho.587, to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Bee.25,1887.
For the activities of the Legislative Council in 1888
cf. F.0. 78/4235, Baring’s Hos.21 and 24, both marked
"Confidential”, both to Salisbury, dated, respectively,
Cairo, Jan. 8 and 9, 1889, and Enclosures.
For the
debates on taxation at the meeting of this Council on
Dec.2,1890, see Journal Qfficiel, Feb.18,1891, being
Enclosure 1 in F.O, 78/4883, Baring’s Ho.41, to Salisbury,
dated Cairo, Feb.19,1891.
For some internal decrees
approved by the Legislative Council cf. F.O. 78/4386,
Hardinge’s Ho. 166, to Salisbury, dated Cairo, July 14,
1891, and Enclosures.
95
_
—
* For Cromer’s statement that the Khedive cAbhas Hilmii
encouraged the members of the Legislative Council to ’protest
against the whole system of British administration in Egypt,
see F.O. 78/4669, Ci’omer’s Ho, 146, to Salisbury, dated
Cairo, Dec.2,1895.
96
*• On these debates, as reported in the Journal Qfficiel
‘ of Jan.2,1893, see Enclosure in F.0.78/4513, Cromer*s Ho.2,
to Hosebery, dated Cairo, 'Jan.3,1893. .

; *

...

^ ■
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did not prevent, the Government, from publishing its
proposed Budget, was the first of a long series of signs
of opposition

97

.

In December 1893, and in many o f the succeeding
years, the Legislative Council objected to what it
considered the large sums spent on the Occupation A m y ,
thus indirectly criticising the Occupation.

In 1896, it

protested at not being consulted about the expenditure on
the Sudan campaign98.

On the other hand it advocated

time and, again the allocation of larger funds for the
furtherance of education.

It also tried to assert its

97.

,
!
;
• .
'For the Legislative Council’s financial criticism in
December 1894, cf. the Hews section in Al-muqtataf, vol.
XIX, Jan.1, 1895, p.78.
93.

,
:
Contrast, however, F.0.78/4956, Cromer’s Ho.37
(Annual Report for 1897), to Salisbury, dated Cairo,
Feb.27, 1898;
and F.O. 78/5022, Cromer’s Ho,36 (Annual
Report for 1898), to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Feb.26,
1899.
The submissiveness of the Legislative Council
on these occasions was probably due to the great force
shown by the British in the conquest of the Sudan; "in
the second instance the disappointment over France’s
public renunciation of Fash oda might have contributed to I

7igi

rights in various other ways, often with a 'spirit of
99
animosity towards the British Occupation
Between 1899 and 1902 the President of the
Legislative Council was Ismafil Muhammad Pasha, a personal
friend of Mustafa Kamil^^.

He undoubtedly contributed

to this spirit of opposition to the Government, which was
beginning to crystallise in the Legislative Council and,
to a lesser extent, in the General Assembly,

F.O, 78/4453, Cromer’s Bo,210, marked. 11Confidentialn,
to Rosebery, dated Cairo, .Dec.18,1892, and Enclosures.
F.O. 78/4514, Cromer’s Bo.79, to Rosebery, dated Cairo*
Apr.25,1898, Enclosure.
F.0.78/4516, Cromer’s Bo.214, to
Rosebery, dated Cairo, Dec.24,1893, and Enclosures.
For the debates of the Legislative Council on.the Budget on
Dec .19, 1894, :pubdished-in the Journal Qfficiel of Pec.31,
1894, see-Enclosure 1 in F.0.78/4668, Cromer’s Bo.,1, to
Kimberley,- dated Cairo, Ian.2,1895.
For.later years of,
F.O.78/4669 Cfomer’s Bo. 146,.to Salisbury, dated Cairo,
Dec,2, 1895, and'Enclosure.
F.O. 78/4956, Cromer’s Bo.
37 (Annual Report for 1897), to Salisbury, dated Cairo,
Feb,27, 1898.
F* 0. 78/5022, Cromer’s Bo.86 (Annual Report
for 1898) to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Feb,26,1899, Journal
Qfficiel, June 12, 1899, being Enclosure in F.O.78/5023.
Cromer’s Bo. 108, to Salisbury, dated Cairo, June 15,1899.
F.O.78/5086, Cromer’s Bo.34 (Annual Report for 1899) to
Salisbury, dated Cairo, Feb.20, 1900.
^See also Al~Rafic i,
’’Mustafa Kamil’1,pp. 347-351.
,K.Hron, ’’igypten und die
agyptische Frage”,p ,172.
■
100.

:._
Al-Rafici? ibid, pp. 349-350. *

Another and more prominent personality in the
Legislative Counoil at that time was al-Shaikh Muhammad
cAbduh.

.-

This, man, one of the, most remarkable personalities

of Islam, was appointed to the Legislative Council on June
25, 1899,

He-soon acquired a considerable degree of

influence,

and there was:hardly a Committee of the Council

to.which he was not elected*

Often striving to find a

middle way when the .Government and the Legislative-Council
differed, he did his best to inspire in the members of the
Legislative Council a sense of dignity and responsibility
“

"

for the common good

101

It was in no small part due to Muhammad ^.bduh
that'the Legislative Council began to appreciate its true
importance.
Until the turn of the century; the Legislative*
Council was mainly composed of two elements.
The'first
£
*_
*
■
represented the. old Turkish class, fast disappearing, but
still retaining much wealth and power.

This group,.

Hasan cAbd_al-Ra^i^, nAl“|^aiMi Muhammad cAbduh
ishtigHaluhiw fi Majlis al-shura11, in Al4fiuqtataf,
vol.XXX, Dec. 1,1905, .pp. 985-987 , ^Utoaan Amin, ’’Muhammad
cAbduh*, pp.117-118. . B. Michel et M. Abdel Hasik,
’’Rissalat al tawhid, expose de la religion musulmaneV,
Introduction, pp.XXXVI-XXXVII,

predominantly Muslim, was far from pleased with the
disappearance of their privileges,
V

end consequently were
'

antagonistic to.the Occupation*

The non-Turkish element

was less inimical to the British'"because it benefited more
from the Occupation, but it was generally influenced by
the f o m e r .group, the Turkish families having more
experience in political affairs and more funds to back up
this experience10^.

*

This influence gradually diminished.

with the spread of education.
It is remarkable what an important part religious ;
feeling and convictions played in the deba/ces and votes of
the Legislative Council in the .first.two decades of its
existence*

>

An example for 1890 has been given above.

That was by no means an exception.

It was often sufficient

for a speaker to base his argument on the religious law, in
order to carry all the Muslim members of the Legislative
103
Council with him.

,

102

E.0.78/4458, Cromer's ho.210, marked "Confidential'1
,
to Rosebery, dated Cairo, Dec.18/ 1892.
103.
C f ..for an earlier example (Dec.27, 1888),dealing
with changes in the position of the employees.of the
Waqf administration, P.0.78/4235, Baring's ho.24,
marked "Confidential", to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Jan.9,
188,9, and Enclosure.

Eor instance, in the meeting of the Legislative
Council on May 10, 1899, a project was submitted to it,
suggesting various reforms in the Mahakim^or Religious
Courts.

The Prime Minister of Egypt and several of his

colleagues, including the Minister of Justice and the
Judicial Adviser, attended this meeting.

They pointed

out that the proposed reforms were by no means contrary
to the law of Islam,

nevertheless, an acrimonious debate

followed, in which the project was' bitterly attacked by
several Muslim members, foremost among whom was the
Grand Mufti of Egypt.

Mien the project was put to the

vote, the Muslims voted unanimously against if, very few
abstaining10^.

This solidarity of the Muslim members in

the Legislative Council on points affecting religion is
all the more noteworthy, considering their usual divergence
in political, economic or social matters.

104.

.
Journal Qfficiel, June 12,1899, being Enclosure in
P.O.* 78/5023, Cromer's D‘o.l08,= to Salisbury, dated Cairo,
June 13, 1899. Cf. E.G. 78/5086, Cromer's hc$i4 (Annual
Report-for 1899), to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Eeb.20,

19QG.
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The Anglo-french Entente of April, .1904, which
virtually left Great Britain a free hand in Egypt, must
have been a severe blow for many of the members of the
semi-parliamentary institutions of Egypt.

This is the

only plausible explanation for the, fact that, at the end
of the year 1904, the Legislative Council approved the
Budget for the following year without demur.

In 1905,

it showed complete submission to the Government and did
not even protest after the Danishwai Judgments of
1G§ '
1906 .
However, the severity of the judgments on the
villagers, along with the relentless Anglophobe
propaganda of Mustafa Kamil's Group, which x’eached its
peak in 1907, caused much discontent in Egypt.

The

interest aroused by the Danishwai case can be seen in the
newspapers of the time, as well as in special publica
tions®0

The somewhat disorderly dfoaracter of the General

105.
Al-Rafic i, "Mustafa Kamil", p. 352
106.
A pamphlet in Turkish, Arabic, Persian and Urdu was
published in Constantinople and diffused in Egypt (6 pp.
and 6 photographs; undated); its Arabic name was
"J^ulasat waqicaf Dani§diwai".
In 1907, Mahmud Tahir
^laqqi published^a work on the .Danishwai Incident,
entitled *VcA ® r i 5 Danishwai"-^ cf. L.B. /^L.Bouvat/,
"La yierge de Denchawal", in H.M.M.,vol.IV,Ho.l, Jan.1908,
pp.108-109.
Brockehnann, G.A.L., Suppl.III,p.229.
In 1908, a book, "Hadlfhat Danishwai", appeared in Cairo
(I60pp.and many photographs). I.have been unable to consult
the latter, which is mentioned in Al-hilal, vol .XVI. May 1.
ISOS, p.503.
.
*
’

Assembly in that year reflected this dissatisfac
tion.

Its session, which lasted for four days,

considered eighty-five proposals and petitions,
rejecting not, less than thirty-'one.

The spirit , ,

of the debates was often anti^British, as some of
the resolutions show;:

•

Release of the Danishwai prisoners;,
a constitution and representative government;
regulation of all market prices by the.
Government;

,

Egyptians to be in all the high official
posts;
an Egyptian municipality for Cairo;
protest against the high cost of education; ,
Arabic to be the,only official, language;
greater freedom fox’ Egyptian' pilgrims to
the Holy Places;
reform of the Religious Coux’ts;
a protest against the use of English
sovereigns as coinage
•
1G7
concessions to foreign companies to cease

/

See 107, p.85

85 .
107 .
J, Alexander, op. cit., p. 91; cf. ibid.,pp. 88-98. 5?here
i 8 but scanty material for the earlier activities of the
general Assembly.
Por a Khedivial decree, dated Hov.30,
1887, published in the Journal Qfficiel on Dec.3,1887,
convoking the General Assembly for Dec.24,1887, see Enclo
sure in F.O.78/4049, Baring's Ho. 546, to Salisbury, dated
Cairo, Dec.4,1887,
For the opening speech of the President
of the General Assembly on that occasion,^published in the
Journal Qfficiel on Dec.26,1687, see Enclosure in P.O. 78/4050
Baring's Ho.593, to Salisbury, dated Cairo,. Dec.27,1887. For
the official publication of the sanction given by the General
Assembly to an increase in the taxation on tobacco grown in
Egypt, cf. Enclosure in P.0.78/4142, Baring's Ho.4, to
Salisbury, dated Cairo,. Jan,2,1888.
Por the official decree,
proroguing this session of the General il&seasibly, see Enclo
sure in ibid., Baring!s H o .5, to Salisbury, dated Cairo,
Jan.2,1888.
Por the procee-verbal of the proceedings of the
commission appointed by the General Assembly to examine the
problem of the taxes on tobacco see Enclosure in ibid.,
Baring's Ho.25, to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Jan.12,1888.
Por the opening of the General Assembly on Dec. 15,1889, and
for the Khedive's opening speech,-of. P.O. 78/424-3, Baring's
Ho.411, to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Dec.17,1889f and Enclosures.
Por the Khedive *s speech opening the session .of the
General Assembly on Dec.15,1891, as published in the Journal
Qfficiel on Dec.16, 1891, cf. Enclosure in P.O. 78/4388,
Baring's Ho. 295, to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Dec.17, 1891,
Por alterations in the rates of the land-tax decided upon by
this Assembly on Dec. 19,1891, as repoivced in the Journal
Qfficiel of Dec.23,1891 and Jan,2,1892, see Enclosures in
P.0.78/4449, Baring's Ho.4, to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Jan.3,
1892.
Por the opening of the General Assembly on Peb.6,
1894, cf.Journal Qfficiel, Peb.7,1894, being Enclosure in
P.0.78/4574, Har&inge's Ho.27, to Rosebery, dated Cairo,
Peb.7,1894,
Por the elections to the 1896 General Assembly
and the Khedive's opening speech cf* the Hews section in
Al-muqtataf,vol.XX, Mar, 1896, p.236.
Por the Khedive''s
speech opening the session of the General Assembly in Peb,
1898, see Journal Qfficiel of Peb.12, 1898, enclosed in
P.O. 78/4956, Renne11 Rodd's Ho.33, to Salisbury, dated
Cairo, Peb* 13, 1898.

&6.
The real handicap of the semi-parliamentary
institutions in Egypt at the time was not so much their
limited rights, hut the lack of competent leadership
*

■

(after Muhammad

.

■

■

•

cA M u h !s death in 1905) and the appalling

apathy of the people.

According to the well-informed

estimate of Lord Cromer in 1908, there were in Caix,o
154,000 male adult Egyptians entitled to Vote.

Of these

only 34,000 registered, of whom only 1,500 voted* i.e.,
1.1$ of the total number qualified.

In-Alexandria, out

of 70,000 persons qualified, only 14,000 registered;
,108
these only 750 voted, i.e., slightly more than. 1$ .

of ,
The

indifference of the villages must have been greater still,
so that the oppositionist elements in the Legislative
Council -and the General Assembly felt that they had hardly
any popular backing in their fight against the Occupation,
.This indifference could not but, be rejected in
the semi-parliamentary institutions* . Thus journalists

*■'

108,
Cromer, The situation-ihvEgypt’^ P*S5; cf.ibid.,
pp.22, 26. . Bee also J * Alexander, o p . c i t p p . 137,151-152,
b a s e d o n Sir Eldon Gorst *;s Eeport.
Liaeddine Saleh,
op.cit,,pp.179-180,
II.H,. E^-'fe,; ’’The new spirit in
S#pt%pa30v • ' \ .
.

87.
and others who attended the first public session of the
Legislative Council in 1909 were struck "by the apathy
of most of the members, and how few took part in the
discussions.
The debated problems included the Deportation
Law, the Stock Exchange Law, the length uf sessions, and
education schemes*

Particular attention was devoted to

the proposed reform of the Provincial Councils, many
suggestions for amendment being made.

A special committee

prepared a long minute, defending the Legislative Council
against the critical remarks levelled at it by Sir Eldon
Gorst in his yearly Report
All the matters discussed in the General
Assembly in 1910 were overshadowed by the proposed
extension of. the Suess Canal Concession.

The offer of

the Sues (janal.Company held important financial advan
tages to the Government of Egypt, and the Khedive’s
Ministers and their British advisers thought it a fair
one.

Nevertheless,,Al-liwa5, the organ of Al-hizb

al-watani, and other groups, attacked the project
violently when they got wind of it, their main argument
being that it would defer the date of Egypt’s independence.

109.

\ :
i
J. Alexander, op.cit.,pp.252-256.

M i d s t high public feeling, the Legislative
Council convened in October, 1909, a large unofficial
meeting consisting of themselves and members of the
General Assembly, the Provincial Councils and the
Municipalities,

As a result of this meeting, which was

held in private, telegrams were sent to the Khedive, his
Ministers and Sir Eldon Gorst,

aslting them to decide

nothing about the project until the official meeting of
the General Assembly,
The Council of Ministers, headed by But m s
—
no
’Ghali Pasha-1* , then decided to call a special meeting
of the General Assembly to study the project.

They

undoubtedly desired to shield themselves from the abuse
of the native Press by having.the project duly ratified
by*the General’Assembly.

And .should the vote be

negative, the Ministers still could disregard it .

110. ■
For Butrus Ghali rs life and assassination, see
article 11Butrus Bash a G h ali11, in Al«hital, vol.XVIII,
M a r . 1 ,1910,'pp.369-377, and corrections, ibid., Apr.l,
1910,p.433._
For the trial, of his murderer cf. Anwar
Ahmad^ HMuhaltamat rain ta^rihh Misr awwal ightiyal
siyasi fl M i s r n in Al-musawwar, i[o,1257, Hov. 12,1948,
p p .30-31,34.

89.
F ro m February 9 to April 4, 1910,

the General

Assembly debated almost exclusively this project fo:4 the
extension of the Canal Concession*

There were

passionate speeches against it and, when put to the vote,
the opposing majority was so great that the whole trans
action was abandoned.

It was the first severe blow to

Government-by-advice in Egypt,

for the Government had

yielded to the Assembly in an extremely important
111
financial matter

111*

J. Alexander, op. cit., pp. 251, 283-289, 298-508,
324-529._ Article on 11Al-sulta al-niyabiya
f i 51-hulcuma al-misriya wa-mas ?-;alat qanat al-Suwais ”
in Al-hiial, v o X V I I I , May 1,1910, pp_. 493-494,
Article on ”T a ^r iIdaal-sulta al«tashriciya
fi*l-hukuma al-misriya“, ibid,,vol.XXII, Hov.1913,
pp.90-91;
Ahmad’Bhafiq, "Hauliyat Misr
al-siyasiya”, n Tamhld, vol.i.,p.35.
Muhammad Babri,
’’Ta^itEkh Misr al-hadith min Muhammad cAli'i£a)
#JL-yaum”, p. 257.
Sir Maurice 8. Amos, ’’England and
Sgypt”, reprinted from The Trader and Citizen,
Nottingham^ 1929, pp.lb-IS.
E.G. Elgood, ’’The .
titans it of Egypt”, pp. 19 3-194.
M.T. Symons, op.cit.,
p.87.
See also H.H. Fyfe, o p . c i t p p . 127-132;
contrast with Moreos Sadek, op,cit., pp.142 ss.

90,
In 1911, the session of the Legislative Council
was marked by .lively debates on whether Shaikh al-A&har
was to be appointed by the Khedive or elected by the
students of al-Asahar.

The issue was not only religious

and educational, but a political one as well.
The
N
112
Khedive*s adherents, however, carried the day
The General Assembly, which met from March 25
*

to April 1, in 1912, was opened with a long speech by
the Khedive, in which he enumerated the improvements
that had been effected in education, the organisation of
Provincial Councils, in agriculture,

communicat ions,

taxation, public security, justice and administration.
He ended by announcing that his Government was busily
engaged in frying to find a way to improve the representa
tive regime in Egypt11?

AlV ■Acfrip

The General Assembly heard the reply of the
Government to the 180 suggestions which it had voted two
years before.

An increasing compliance to the will of

the Assembly was to be noted, as- well as fuller

112.
"Hews from Eg ypt" — pro hah ly cont ri but e d tby ¥. S ,Blunt
in Egypt a monthly record of Egyptian and Hear Eastern
news, vol.I, Ho.3,May 1911, p.21.
113.
Incomplete text in isAl«hilal,vol.XX, Apr.l, 1912,
PP•434 —438 »

91.
explanations as to why some of its motions were rejected.
As a result of the work of. the session, another set of
suggestions,

amounting to 160, was submitted to the

\ ■

Governments^.
Between the years 1905 and 1912 a desire for the
enlargement of the rights of these institutions was mani
fest.

On June 14, 1905, Shaikh

the General Assembly,

cAli Yusuf, speaking in

suggested that the Government endow

•Egypt with true representative institutions.

Thereby the

Government would have the benefit of the experience of
those members who were specialists in certain branches of
government and whose expert knowledge was not at present
given adequate scope for employment.
he made a similar appeal to

On March 2, 1907,

cAbbag II Hihni for the

creation of a really effective Assembly.

He pointed out

that the representative bodies had not kept pace with the
progress of other institutions in Egypt*

The

Government’s reply to this was hardly encouraging:

cAli

Yusuf was told that the problem "was too important to be
dealt with by the General Assembly1 ^ .
114*
"Egypt*, a monthly record of Egyptian and Hear
Eastern news, vol.II, Ho.2,Apr.1912, p.18; Cf. Bellerose,
"Bulletin politique", in La .Hevue egyptienne, vol.I,
Ho.4, May 5,1912, pp.21-22.
115.
Diaeddine Saleh,
op.cit.,p.90...

op.cit.,pp.181-182.

J.Alexander,

92.
A delegation,
Legislative Council and

composed of members of
the General

the

Assembly, wentto

London in July, 1908, to present the British Government
with1a programme o f reforms*

In December of the same

year, the Legislative Council voted unanimously for the
creation of an elected Assembly which would direct the
local administration.
Soon afterwards,

in February 1909, the General

Assembly voted a list of suggestions,

among which figured

the one adopted bby the

Legislative

Council in

of the previous year.

Another requested that

December

theGeneral

Assembly should be convened yearly and not every second
year.

From that time, up. to 1912, the semi-parliamentary
$

institutions fought to obtain a greater share in the
administration of the country,

often taxing the patience

of the Ministers with their questions*^®.
The Legislative Council and the General Assembly
were by no means the-.guardians of the people1s rights:
they represented only a small -'.part -of the population, and
— flW'M l i !*■ III III

116,

II I|I n-fferag A -Tgrwa i

1

^
Georges Samne et Y.M, Goblet, ”La vie politi-que
oriental© en 1909”, pp£Q7~209.
Diaeddine Saleh, op.
cit., pp. 182-183.
B.G. Elgood, ”The transit of Egypt”,
p.198.

then only of the privileged classes.

Still, these

bodies, which were essentially consultative, gave diverse
proofs of sagacity and self-.assbrtion, and were insistent
in their demands for larger powers.

.More attention was

gradually paid to the advice given by the Legislative
Council and General Assembly,

and. eventually a new body

with..greater rights was created to supersede them.
was the Legislative ilssembly.

It

OH.

VI.

THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY .

Sir Eldon Goist, the British Consul-General in
Egypt from 190tf-1911, maintained a friendly attitude
towards the Khedive, which afforded the Anglophobe
elements in Egypt grounds for attaching the British, whom
t

i

they accused of encouraging a despotic rule to the
detriment of representative institutions*^.

Kitchener,

Gorst’s successor, moved by these accusations and the
insistent demands for truer representation,

decided on

the experiment of a more popular Assembly.
On July 1, 1913,

an-Organic Law and an Electoral

Law defined the powers of the new Legislative Assembly
(Jamciva taghrlc iva).

This Assembly was to include,

besides the Ministers, 66 elected members,
members nominated by the Government*

and 1? other

domination was

continued, in order to enable the small communities and
the professions to have a minimum representation:

117.
Id.,

P.G. Elgood, "The Transit of Egypt", p.206.
"Egypt", p.107.

the

Copts were always to have four members, the Bedouins three,
the merchants two, the doctors two, the engineers one;
educational groups two, end ‘
.municipal interest one.
The Government appointed the Pi»esident of the Legislative
Assembly and the senior Vice-President.

The mandate of

the members.was for six years, a third of the Assembly
being replaced every two years.

This last clause

might have been drawn on. the pattern of the Senate in
the United States of America.
Bo law could be promulgated without first being
presented for the advice of the Legislative Assembly.

Bo

new tax could be decreed without the vote of the Assembly.
The Legislative Assembly had the right to express its
Opinion on the measures of the Government or formulate
Projects of its own.

The. Assembly might accept, em&nd

or reject any proposal of the Government;
r

.

in case of

.

disagreement, the matter was postponed for fifteen days,
and if no agreement was reached by then, the Government
might either prorogue the Legislative Assembly or publish
the law, provided it explained to the Assembly its reasons.
The Civil, List, the Tribute to. the Porte, the Public Debt,
and all- obligations towards foreign Powers could not be .
discussed in the Assembly. .

The meetings were to be public.

9.6 .
The electoral law provided for indirect 'ballot
ing.

Ah out two million people were on the electoral

register.

Every fifty yoters oyer twenty years old had

the right to choose an elector-delegate aged ^thirty or
oyer1,. who, in turn,
Legislative Assembly.

chose an elected member of the
The latter had to be at least

thirty-five years of age, literate, and paying a certain
amount of faxes13*®.

1X8 .

_
Arabic text of the Organic Law in Mahmud Hasan
al-Earlq, Op.cit., part III," pp.72-98; Arabic text
of the Electoral Law ibid, pp.^99-120. Erench/official
text of these laws in B.C. Bloch, "British and foreign
state papers, 1913", vol.CVI,pp.927-952.
See also
E. Lambelin, "L^gypte et X ’Anglefcerre", pp. 102-104.
G.L, Beer, op.cit.,pp.331-362. Lloyd, "Egypt since
Cromer1* yol.,-i> pp. 139-142.. Newmai^ "Great Britain in
Egypt",pp.174-175. W.B. Worsfold, "The future of Egypt",
pp.129-133. E.M. Bolster, "Egypt", pp.4,9. Aly Shamsy,
o p . c i t p . 13. P.G. Elgood, "The Transit of Egypt",
pp.206-207. Id.,"Egypt",ppX07-108. Biaeddine Saleh,
op.cit.,pp.134-185; cf.ibid.,pp.486-483. Amin Osman,
op. cit .,pp.7 6 - 7 7 A.Hasenclevir, op.cit., pp.489-490.
C .Br ocke'lmann, "Geschicht e 'der islamis chen Vo Ike r und
Staaten", pp.412-413. cAbbas Mahmud al- cAaa:ad, "Sacd
Zaghlul sxi’a wa-tahTya", pp. 151 ss. Kampfimeyer, op. cit.,
M.S.O.S., 1924, part. II,pp.16 ss. Article- "Ta^rikh
al-sulta, al-tashriciya", in Al-hilal, vol.XXXI, Hoy. 1913,
p. 91 *
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"

The elections passed off quietly*

The interest
1iG
shown by the people has been variously reported
, and it
would seem that there was less apathy than previously.

On

October 26,.1913, when the first degree balloting took
place, the precentage of the registered electors who went
to the polls was 15.39 in Aswan and 20.09 in C-irga;

yet
IPO
in Cairo it was only 6;69 and in Alexandria only 4.98.

These results show, o f course,, that the fallahin took
advantage of the' new Electoral Law*

It was no mere chance

that forty-nine out of the sixty-six elected members were
ipi
.landowners
.
gntil-these elections* candidates had never
announced their programme, but relied on intrigues or
recommendations in high quarters-.

8ac<A . Zaghlul was

amongst the first, possibly the very first, to outline
a ..well-defined* programme of the measures he would strive
to achieve:

.

.

.

.

119*

'
^
Worsfold, op.cit., pp..198*199. S. A..Moseley, “With
Kitchener in Cairo”,p.68.
For a contrary opinion see
Aly.Shamsy, o p . c i t p . 22.
120

*

Worsfold, op.cit.,p. 199.
121 *
Figures given by Lloyd, op.cit*,vol.I,p.142.

(1) Correction of irregularities in
the Courts of Law*
- ‘
;
. f

(2) Equal opportunity of education for .
all classes...,
.. .
(3.) Enactment of a free pz>ess law.
(4) Enactment of laws providing for
improvements in the cleaning,
■light ing and paving o f the streets
of Cairo.
(5) Improvement of the condition of the
agricultural classes, bij assuring
them higher profits from^their
cotton and other pro duct

The example was followed by other candidates,
notably by Murqua Simeikha Bey, a well-known Copt, who
had formerly been a member of the Legislative Council.

122.
E.IE.,. in Die Welt des Islams,vol.XX,Ho. 1,
J^ne_6,1914.p.68.
Worsfold, op.cit., pp. 197-198,.
ci.bbas MaJ.?mud a l - cA^ad, op. cit., pp. 154-155. '
fj&aeddine Saleh, op.cit., p. 185.

This European practice was thus introduced to Egypt, and
has since become customary for elections to representative
institutions.
The Council of Ministers, headed b$p Muhammad
S a cid Pash^ appointed Maslum Pasha President of the
Legislative Assembly.

The latter, which had the right to

choose its second Vice-President itself, elected Sacd
Zaghlul almost unanimously.

The session began on J a m a r y 1

and ended on June 17, 1914^^?
After electing its sub-commissions (Li,ian)f the
Legislative Assembly debated various matters:

an organisa

tion for agricultural help (shirkat al-tacawun al-ziraciva)f
the draining of swamps, Kitchener’s famous law of the five
Feddens (Q.antrn khamsat al-afdina)f the reform of examina
tions, the creation of a high school for commerce, the
encouragement of the Arabic theatre in Egypt, the legal age
for marriage,

and similar questions.

The Government

accepted the advice of the Legislative Assembly in a great
many instances.
123.

— —
for an account of the opening of this session (including
the Khedive's Speech), cf. article on ,,Al-jamtiya al -1 ash rici ya
in Al-muqtataf, vol.ZLIV, Feb.1,1914, pp.173-175.

In the debates, Zaghlul and his followers were
much more prominent than their opponents, who had either
been nominated or elected because of their local influence .
and wealth.
a solid block.

Though a minority, Zaghlul*s followers formed
Desirous of. securing and enlarging the

rights of the Legislative Assembly, angry at the disregard shown by the Government to their'advice, Zaghlul and his
folio m VB baited Ministers in every legal way.

Zaghlul,

who had been himself a Minister, knew well the foibles of
the Government and harassed them with questions and
invective-***^
124.

7. _
Article. "Al-tamthil a l - carabl wa-jahq/Abiad", in_
Al-hilal, vol.XXII, Apr.1,1914, p.559.
Ibrahim RarazI
on "Al-tamthil al-carabl", ibid.,vol.XXXII, Mar.1, 1924,
P.-.640. ^Article "Sacd Zaghlul Basha 2 a cim al-hahda
al-wataniya al-misriya", ibid.,vol.XXIX, May 1,1921,
p.735. E.M., in Die Welt des Islams, vol.II, Nos.2-4,
Dec.15,1914, pp.554-335. cAbbas Malpaud al-TA^gad*, op.
cit.,pp.%58 ss. R.Lambelin, op.cit., p.105. ;
P.G. Eigood, "The transit’of Egypt", p.207. Lloyd, op.
cit., vo 1.1, pp. 142-143. Newman, "Great JBritain in
Egypt", p. 177.,
For examples of Zaghlul1s speeches
and attacks on the Ministers in theJLegisiative Assembly^
see "Kalimat mukhtara li-Ba^d Zaghlul Basha", _in AlhiGal, vol. XXIX, May 1,1921, pp.738 ss. Zaki Fahml,
op.cit., p.137 .
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The Leg! si at i.ve Assembly was really a merger of
the Legislative Council and the General Assembly, and
had practically the same powers and limitations1^
However, the electorate which it represented was greater.
Thei^ 'kh© number’’of the" elected members of the Legislative
Assembly was hot only: relatively1larger... (two-thirds as
against one-half, approximately), but much stronger
(sixty-six), thus representing more Egyptians.
1

This larger representation was also evident in,
the fact that the nominated m & b e r s were appointed with a
view to their representing small groups which had not much ,
hope with the electorate.

Thus more sections of the

communi ty c &me;
'int o cont ac t w ith publi c af fai rs and the ir
management.
While the Legislative Assembly still remained
mainly consultative, its members were brought much closer
to the Government by the fact that the advice offered was
debated conjointly with the Council of Ministers.

In

the words of the jurist who framed the constitution of
Legislative Assembly at Kitchener's request:

this Assembly

125.
On its limitations, cf. E.M. in Die Welt des Islams,
vol.II, Ho.l, June 6, 1914, p.68.

102 .
was “considered an improvement on the foiTner system, and
“was a modest and cautious advance in the direction of a
126
“more democratic system of .government11 .

Notwithstanding •
'

the bickerings in the Legislative Assembly, the advance of
which Me ■Xlwraith spoke was plainly obvious in the interest
which this body showed in the prosperity of the Country*

127

126.
M, McXlwraith, “A decade, of Egyptian politics?
Con.Eev.,vol.CXLIX, Aug.1032,p.176.
Bee also Worsf^eld,
,op.citpp,129-132. Lloyd, op.cit*,vol*X, pp.140-143.
Sidney Low, “Egypt in transition”, pp.244-245;
cf.id.,
“Lord'Kitchener's Egypt”, Fortnightly Hev., vol. XCIV,
Oct .1,1913, p. 646.
Liaeddine Saleh, op. cit., p. 185.
Giannini, "Le ■costitussioni degli stati del Vicino
Oriente”,p.55.P.G. Elgood, "Egypt ”,p!08.
137.
, See Aly Shamsy, o p . c i t p p . 22-23, Fie Id-Marshal
Wavell's statemtnt that the growth of the Egyptian national consciousness was .stimulated, by the creation of
the Legislative Assembly ("Alleiby in Egypt", p. 37), is
too strong in view of the short span of life, granted to.
this Assembly.

CH. VII.
______

THE NEW CONSTITUTION AND THE
1924 PARLIAMENT.

During the First World War the Legislative
Assembly was never convened.

After the Armistice, Egypt

having been declared a Protectorate and placed under
^partial Law, the British authorities were not very eager
to call a meeting of the Legislative Assembly.
This institution was never abolished officially.
But in October,

1914, its session was postponed to

January 1, 1 9 1 5 ^ It was not convened, however, at the
latter date and, in April, 1915, a convocation was fixed
for November 1 ^of the same year^^.

It did not meet then,

either, and eventually all meetings were postponed
indefinitely

130
.

The British military authorities seamed,

however, to regard the members of the Legislative Assembly
with some respect, since the latter were invited to be
present at an inspection of the defences of the Sues Canal
on March 1, 19IG*1"^
128,

~ ~
Al-hilal,‘vol.XXIII,Nov.1,1914, p.166.

129.
Ibid., May 1,1915,p.689.
13°,
cAbd al-Rahman al-KaficI, "Thaurat sanat 1919",
vol.IjP*^*
131,
Article, "Ziyarat a cda;>l-jamciya al~tashriciya
li-Miutut al-difac al-askariya haula Qanat al-Suwais", in
Al-hilal,vol.XXIV, Apr.1,1916, pp.599-600.
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Some prominent Egyptians, in the meantime,
expressed.a desire for a real Parliament, modelled on a
democratic European pattern.

After the Declaration of

Independence of February 28, 19221S^ the time seemed ripe
for the creation of an elected representative Parliament.
In a Hoyal decree^ dated March 1, 1922, King
Fu^ad charged his Government to elaborate a project for
a constitutional regime..

In the beginning of April of

the same year, the Council of Ministers, presided over by
Tharwat Pasha, appointed a commission, headed.ty Husain
Hushdi Pashalss,to. draft the project of the constitution1

152.
On this Declaration and the way in which it was
prepar&t, see Wave 11, .op.citch.IV._ Karim Thabit,
"Sasrlh 28 Febrair wa^l-zuruf allati wudica fihau, in
Al-hil&l, vol. XXKIX, Feb. 1,1931, pp.S04-507.
133.

_

Short biography of Husain Hushdi in Al-muqtataf,
vol. LXXII, May 1, 1928, pp.497-503.
134.
For the nanes of the members of this commission,
article on "Tatawwur al-hu3<m al-niyabi fl Migr1', in
Al-hilal, vol.XXXVI, Aug.l, 1928, pp. 1243-1244.

see

105 .
Having nominated instead of elected the commission for
such an important task occasioned some objection and
p r o t e s t w h i c h grew when the Constitution was
published10®.
The Commission worked hard, examining the
constitutions of ,various Countries with the view to
adapting one of them to Egypt.

They chose the Belgian

Constitution of 1830-1831 as their model.

Probably it

appealed to them because Belgium was also a constitutional
monarchy with strong French cultural traditions;,

and,

moreover, the Belgian Constitution had -proven a successlsT

135.
C f . Muhammad Sabri, "Misr haira”, in Al-ahram,
Oct.IS,.1982* reprinted in his "A&ab wa-ta^ rikh”,
pp.283-284.
M i n al-Eafici, in Al-akhbar,
Apr.5, 1922,
summarised btyV.V. ^ V i r g i n i a Vacca de BosisJ7, Oriente
Moderno, vol.i, 1921-1922, p.764.
Ahmad Shafiq,
"Hauliyat11; T a m M d , %voT.III,,pp. 149 ss.
Centre d 1etudes
de politique etrangere, "L!Egypte independante,f,p.49.
136V
Ahmad ShstfiQU ibid., pp. 565 ss.; cf. ibid.,pp. 623 ss.
See also Giannini, "Be costituzioni degli stati del
Vicino Oriente11, pp.59-60.
• 137.
Giannini, ibid., p.59. Id., "La costituzione
eg is iana",0ri ent e Mo derno, vo 1.111,19 2 3, p .4. G .Young,
I’Egypt**, p*265.
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Finally the commission finished the draft constitution1^
and the President of the Council, Ya^ya Ibrahim Pasha,
announced the completion of its w o r k ^ 9 .

138.
On the commission’s woxfc see V.V. 0s Virginia
Vacca de Bosis *0, in Oriente Mo derno, vol.I, 19211922, pp.763-764. _ Diaeddine Saleh, op.cit.,pp. 195246.
Ahmad Shafiq, ."Hauliyat”, lamhld, pp. 144, ss.,
323 s s .
E.Klingmuller, op. cit*, pp..47-48.
Kamal
op.cit.,pp. 120 ss. _Karim Thabit, ”Al-dustur
al-misn wa-kaifa sadara fi ,sanat 1925”, in Al-hilal,
vol.XXXIX, Bee♦1,1930, pp. 185-188.
Id.,t Dhikrayat \
can lajnat al-dustur, etc.,” ibid., Mar.i,1931,
pp.661-663.
Wavell, op,cit.,pp.91-92,95-9B*
Giannini, ”Be cost itusiioni degli stati”, pp.56-57.
Id., ”La costituaione #egis;iana”, Oriente Moderno,
YOl. Ill, 1923, pp.2-3.
Centre d ’etudes de politique
fetrangere, op.cit., p.49.
139.

\
For the complete text of this announcement see
Ahmad Shafiq, ”Hauliyat ”, lamhid, vol.Ill, pp.553*554.
Cf. Giannini, ”Le costitusioni degli stati del Ticino
Oriente”, p.58.Id., ”Iia costituzione egissiana”,
Oriente Moderno, vol.Ill, 1923, pp.3-4.
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.The new

Constitution was promulgated by a

Royal Decree dated April 19,192314^.

It remained

in force until replaced by another, less liberal, on
October 22, 193G14-*-:

but it was re-established by

Hoyal Decree on December 12, 1935, thus remaining,
in principle''at ■least', the fundamental constitution
of Egypt after World War
140*

,
■. /
./
■
Article,"Dustur al-mamlaEa, al-misriya ibtida* cahd
jadicl 11-Mis r", in Al-hital,y;ol.XKXI,‘May 1,1923, pp*849 ss.
Ahmad Shafiq;, !fHauliyat,f, :Tamhid,ttoI*III,pp*529 ss.
Giannini, "Le costituzioni'/‘
.degli stati11,p.59. Id*, "La
costituzione egizian'aV Oriente Moderno, vol.Ill, 1923, p.4.
Diaeddine Saleh, op.cit *, Appendices, pp.467 ss.
Klipgmuller, .op.cit*,p.57*
141.

J
French o fficial translation b f the text of the 1930
Constitution in Giannini, "Le costituzioni degli stati”,
pp.87-105;
for the text of the new Electoral Law of
1930, cf.ibid.,pp.106-123.
See also Giannini, ibid.,pp.,85-86.
Ramesh Chandra Ghosh, op.cit.,pp.97-100*
A.Merton, "Constitutionalism in Egypt", .Con.Rev*,
vol*CXKXJX,pf.32-40*
.Klingmuller, op.cit.,pp. 132 ss.
II. hohn, "Heue Verfassfcngen im vorderen Orient", in
Das offentliche; Recht der Gegehwartt.
Jahrbuch des
offentlichen Hechts,vpl.XX,1932,pp.43Q ss.
Muhammad
Husain Hailcal, Ibrahim cAbd al-Q,adir al-Mas ini, &
Muhammad cAbd Allah ^Inan, "Al-eiyasa al-misriya
.wa11-inqilab al-dusturi".
Also L !Europe nbuvelle,
Feb.14,1931,pp.209-219; ibid.,Feb.21,1931, pp.242-252.
142.
Centre d*etudes de politique etrangere, op.cit.b
pp.49-50#
Ramesh Chandra Ghosh, op.cit., pp.99-101.

108 *
The. 1923-Constitution; showed the marks of its
origins* . .Drawn up by high, officials appointed and
supervised by the Government, .this, constitution was a
modest realisation, of a liberal regime — ■ a monaAchy
controlling a representative parliament.

The constitu

tion, which had to be suited to the conditions of,
Egypt and its inhabitants, although radical in its
\

principles, was moderate in their application.

It

left something to; the future, but tried to guarantee to
the people an effective participation both in the
administration of public affairs, and in the framing of
143 ■ laws and their execution.

143.

'
•
Kamal Itani, op.cit.,pp.120-126.
For the text
of the .1923 Constitution see Al-muqtataf, voi.LXII,
May 1, ,1923, pp.498-517? Atoptd Shafiq,' "Hauliyat",
Tamhid, vol.Ill, pp.531-553; ^Blahmud Hasan al-Farlq,
”Al-qanun al-dusfcurl al-misri, etc.”, part III,pp.2-3*5.
The Qanun al-intildiab •(El ec t or al Law) is reprinted by
A3?mad Shafiq, ibicuTpp.599-623 and by al-Farlq, ibid.,
pp.39-71.
Cf. for text and translation into French
M.S.O.8.,1924, part II,pp.43-82.
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This constitution guarantees to all Egyptians
equality before the law, individual libei’ty, inviolability
of the domicile and property, liberty of opinion and
144
assembly, a free Press, and compulsory education for
Egyptians-of both sexes.

It established Islam as the
145
religion of the> state and"Arabic the official language

The defects of this constitution (as acknowledged even
by the Egyptians) were mainly t e excessive powers of the
Executive and the looseness with 'which the private rights
were defined.

144.
For an analysis of the,.articles dealing with the
Press in thei.923 Constitution^ see Abdel Meguid
Ramadan, ,,LRevolution de la legislation sur 1 a presse
en Egypt©”,, pp.32-33, 72-7,7;; cf.ibid., pp.78-95. Also
White ‘Ibrahim',
?”La constitution egyptienne du
19 avril* 1923”,pp.87-91.
!45.

,
Centre d !etudes de politique etrangere, op.cit.,
pp.49-50.
(KM. Butcher, ”The political awakening ofthe East ”,pp. 44-45.
Bee also Amin Osman, op.cit.,
part II.
White Ibrahim, op.cit. Shoukri Hagib, op. cit., pp.45 ss.
El Bayed Babry, op.cit.
J. A*
yon H a m i e r Freiherr von Regendorf, "Die- Stellung
Agyptens seit 1922”, ch.II.
Hilmy Makram,
”Problemes souleves par la constitution egyptienne”.
Brockelmann, ”6&sehiehte der islami'scheri Volker und
Btaaten”, p. 417.
146.
Hi3my Makram, op. cit. pp.33-55; ibid.,pp^ 65-70.
Eiaeddine Baleh, op.cit., passim.

110 .
Theoretically,

all powers reside in the people.

The legislative power is,exercised by the King conjointly
with the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies, all three
tt
having the iniative of legislation.
Every law must be
voted by Parliament and sanctioned %by the King before
being promulgated.
King.

The executive power belongs to the

He can veto a bill during the month following its

vote by Parliament;
thirds majority,

but if it is voted again by a two-,

it becomes law..

-He may prorogue

Parliament or adjourn its sessions for a month,

and

during that time may publish Boyal Decrees, which the
subsequent ratification of Parliament changes into laws.
The King opens the sessions: with a Throne Speech, to
which each of the Chambers replies.

He is helped by

'his Ministers, who are responsible as a body to
Parliament3*^.

147.

/
Centre d^tudes de politique strangers, op.cit.,
pp.34,47-48,50.
Kamal Itani, op.cit,, p.125.
Diaeddine 'Saleh, op.cit., passim, esp. pp.273-274.
Hihny Makram, op.cit., passim, esp. parfe III, chs.l and 2.

According to the constitution, the Egyptian
Parliament is formed of a Senate and a Chamber of
Deputies.

Two-fifths of the senators are appointed by

the King, on the advice of his Prime Minister,
rest are elected.
income.

and the

Eligibility is conditional on

The term of office is for ten years, each five

years half the Senate being renewed.

The President of

the Senate is nominated by the. King, the two VicePresidents are elected by the Senate.
The Chamber of Jteputies is elected by indirect
ballot on

the basis of univex^sal. suffrage, each 60,000

inhabitants choosing an elector.

The minimum age for

eligibility is thirty years and the mandate is for five
yeax’s.

The Chamber elects its President and two Vice-

Presidents.

It cannot be prorogued twice on the same

question^4*3.
. The spirit of this constitution clearly shows
theintention

of the commission appointed bl^ the King to

leave a large share of the govexnment of Egypt in the

148.
Centre d fetudes de politique etrangere,
pp.50-51.

op.cit.,

*hands of its monarch,

and,as far as possible, to make'the

Parliament a consultative body, thereby continuing the
tradition of the'fomex* semi-parliamentary assemblies in
•Egypt.-

The King has a very laxge share in the legisla

tive and the executive, with ample means for pursuit of
149
'
his own policies
*
The-.importance of the powers conferred on the.
King versus the Parliament in the 1923

(Constitution can

be appraised correctly only if the prestige,of the house
of Muhammad - cAli is brought into account.

The King

enjoyed admii’ation, even veneration, in Egypt, .as shown, by
150
many national hymns
The history of ,the years
•immediately following the proclamation of the 1923
,Constitution showed how inexperienced Parliaments could be
151
manipulated by a clever monarch,
.

...

149.
Besides the above, see Diaeddine Saleh*, op.cit.,
passim, esp.pp.245-246, 375 and part III, ch.5.
150.
E. Littmann, “Sgyptische Hationallieder und
K6nigslieder der Gegenwart".
151
See A. Merton, op.cit.,Con.Rev..,vol.CXXXIX,
Jan.1931,' pp.32-33.

Energetic campaigns preceded the polling for the
new Parliament.

The Wafd, although it had violently

denounced the new constitution

152

, concentrated all its

resources .in election propaganda*
8acd Zaghlul; recently returned from his exile in"
the Seychelles, spoke at meetings in all parts of Egypt*
His watchword was "Complete independence" (A l-istiqlal
al^tamm).

.

lie often began his speeches by stressing his

feeling of kinship with his listeners and attacking Great
Britain*

He bitterly assailed his opponents, accusing them

of favoux*ing the British and ignoring the, Egyptians*

Then

he would compare what he called the lack of patriotism of
rival‘parties to the spirit d f ;self-sacrifice and courage of .
the Wafa;

::

/

J

In these speeches Zaghlul touched only slightly on
social problems,

and then only if they were related to the

British rule in Egypt*

Indeed,/he. based all his arguments

on the attitude towards Britain:

his listeners got the

impression that the-Wafd alone opposed the British, while

’152.

.
Eor a summary of the main grounds of the -Wafd's
opposition to this constitution see Royal Institute of
International Affairs, "Memorandum on a study of the
wo iking of demo cratic institutions of government in Egypt",
pp.6-7.
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all other groups supported them.

Speeches of this kind,

exploiting the anti-British sentiment of the people,

and

delivered in his simple, straightforward style, made the
IBS
outcome of the elections almost a foregone conclusion4* .
The elections were held in an orderly manner

154

;

those of the -first degree took place on September £7,
1923;

the elections to. the Chamber of Deputies on January

12, 1924;

and those for the Senate on Pebimary 23, 192l!5 .

Notwithstanding the great amount- of propaganda launched
by other groups in the Press and at public meetings

156

,

the Wafd won a decisive victory, 188 out.of,the 215
■ —

deputies being declaimed followers of Zaghlul
J

157

.
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t
■ Klingmuller, op.cit., pp.60-63,
For examples of
Zaghlul!s spseches.and theJlFafd's w e 11-organised
propaganda, cf. Ahmad Shafiq., ”Hauliyat”, ftl-hauliya
al-ula, vol.I,pp.3 ss.
154. ■_ . *
G.T.:.
Giuseppe Teg
in Oriente Moderno, vol.Ill,
1923,. p.312, based on Neai^ East, Oct.IT, 1923.
155.
• ICampfj&neyer, op.cit., M.S.0.S., 1924, part II, p.31.
156.

_
v’Ahmiad Bhafiq,
pp. 1 ss.

,
.
”Hauliyat”, Al-hauliya al-ula, vol. I, pp.

157.
_0n the success of the Wafd in these elections see Zaki
Fahml, op. cit., p. 140. cAbbas Mahmud al-cAg^ad, op.cit., pp.431432. Of.on this electoral campaign, besides the above,
W. Hayter, ”Eecent constitutional developments in Egypt”,
pp.44-45, Kohn, 'Nationalism and imperialism in the Hither
East ”,pp.85-86. Arrainj on, "Ii*experience constitutionnelle
et parlementaire de l !Egypte”, in Hevue d e ‘Baris, June 1,
1929, pp.579-581. Wavell, o p . c i t p . 102, gives slightly
different numbers, without mentioning his sources.
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The latter was then charged by King Fu>ad with the
fo m a t ion of a Cabinet1^6 .
March 15^: 1924, was the day fixed-for the
opening of the new Parliament,

It is significant of

the new spirit of the times that a group of young
Egyptian ladies stood near the gates of Parliament
displaying slogans requesting,- besides the common
political demands (independence, etc.), the equality
and enfranchisement of womeir**^.
The Throne Speech (Bitab al-carsh), which was
anxiously awaited, stressed the need of co-operation
between the Egyptian people and their monarch, but made
no reference to the Four Be served Points of the Declara
tion of Independence.

Then the King, his Ministers, and

M — PWP**!! '

»i

158.
Article on nIftitah al-cahd al-dusturi wizarat
$acd Zaghlul BashaM, in Al-hilal, vol.XXXIX, Mar.l,
1924, pp. 564 ss.
Article on "Wisarat al-umma'wara^isuha", in Al-muqtataf, Mar.l, 19^4, pp.245-246.
159.
Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat”, Al-hauliya al-ula,
vol.I, pp.82-83. Klingmuller, op.cit.,p.65.
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the members of both Houses of Parliament swore fidelity
to the constitution1^ .
The second half of' the month of March, 1924,
was passed mainly in the examination of credentials, the
election of the different officers of Parliament and the
preparation of the replies of the two
Throne Speech.
moderate'1^1

Houses to the

These replies were, on the whole,
.

quite

!

In the Chamber of Deputies, the month of
April was devoted first to. the election of sub-commissions
and then to the discussion of -various subjects:
production,

import and prides of petrol;

education;

the condition of,prisons;

the

religious

cotton exports;

160.
_For complete Arabic text of this speech see Atimad
iShafiq, ibid.,pp.89-92; Zaki Fahmi, op. cit,, pp. 119-121;
Al-hilSl, vol.XfQCII, Apr.l, 1.924, pp.679-680. Al-muqtataf,
vol.LXIV, Apr.l, 1924,.pp.366-388*
Full Italian tz*anslation^in Oriente Moderno, vol. IV, 1924, pp.269-270;
cf .ibid,,pp. 27/1-273, _for comments.
5ee also Qustaki
Ilyas cAttara, "Ta^rikh takwin al-suhuf al-mi^sriya",
p.187.
ikbal Ali Shah, nFu*ad King o f EgyptH,pp.190-191,
Klingmuller, o p . c i t p p . 85-66.
161.
V.V. ^ i x ’ginia Vacc§7 in Oriente Moderno, vol.IV,
1924, pp.269-273, based,on the Egyptian Press.
Of.H.Kohn,
"Nationalism and imperialism’1
, p. 86.
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the Bank o f Egypt;
the Budget.

domestic tobacco culture; immigration;

In May, the same Chamber dealt with the

conditions of Egyptian pilgrims to the Hijias;
of British officers in the Egyptian army;

the number

the ,Sudan; the

number of Egyptians studying abroad, the Egyptian
University.

In June most of its time was spent on the

forthcoming British-Egyptian negotiations;
the Sudan;

the Budget; .

the indemnities to retiring or dismissed ,

foreign officials.

In July, some proposals of amendments

to the Electoral Law were debated,
and Egypt’s debts to Turkey

as well as the Budget

162
*

The subjects dealt with in the Senate were not
very different from those treated in the Chamber of
Deputies.

In April, 1924, the Sudan, illiteracy,

and

other matters,, occupied the attention of the Senate.
The following month, the Senate debated tfche financial
condition

of,the Sudan; religious education;

of Senators.

the salary

They fixed the latter at £B.60G, the same

as that granted to members of the Chamber of Deputies.

162.
Cf. Oriente Moderne, vol.IV, 1924,p p .462-469,
473-474, 515-519, 529, partly, based on the Egyptian
Press.
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In June, there were-a few closed meetings of both Houses
of ■Par1iam ent, in whi ch th e future neg ot iat ions with the
British Government wex*e discussed.

Debates on the

disposal of the valuable library of Zaki Pasha and on
*1 *

rf

the debts of Egypt to Turkey ended the session in J u l y ^ r
Both Houses ended their first session on
July 10, with speeches by Zaghlul and their respective
Presidents, in which the assiduity and seriousness of the
members were praised.
summer recess1®!
November* 12, 1924.
Zaghlul,

The Parliament adjourned for the

It \vas re-opened by King Fu-’ad. on
The Throne Speech, which was read by

contained nothing of importance1®®.

163.
Ibid.,pp.460-462, 520.
164.
Ibid., p. 5-29.
Ahmad Shafiq, > "Haullyat", Al-hauliya
al-ula, vol.X,^275-277*.
165.
Complete Arabic text in Zaki Fahmi, op. cit.,
pp.125-131.
Summary by TJ.F,
s Ubaldo Faldati J7,
in Oriente Modei*no, vol. IV, 1924, pp.706-707.
Cf.also
Klingmullex1, .op.cit., pp.73-74,
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When Lord Allenby sent Zaghlul the Note in
which H.M. Government expressed their reaction to the
murder of Sir Lee Stack 1 ® f th© Chamber was convoked the
same day (November 23, 1924) in secret session, and a
Reply drafted which was handed over on the morrow.

On

the occupation of the Alexandria customs by British
troops, Zaghlul resigned,
Ziwar Pasha.

and was succeeded by Ahmad

Before the latter adjourned Parliament for

one month, in order to open negotiations with Great
Britain, the Chamber addressed a strong protest to the
League of Nations and all the Parliaments of the world
against.the proceedings of the British in Egypt.

On

November 27, the Egyptian Senate followed suit and
addressed in its turn a new prote'st to the League of
Nations.

Little, else was done by the 1924 Parliament in

its second session1®?

166.
167 *

For details cf*. Lloyd, op. cit.,vol.II, pp.94-101..

_
"A.G. " £ * M e d e a Gianninijz, in Oriente Moderno,
vol.IV, JL924, pp.718-722; of.ibid.,p.766.
Akmad Shafiq,
"Haullyat", Al-hauliya al-ula, vol.I,pp.360 ss. and
passim; cf.ibid*,pp.374 ss., for the secret meeting of
the Chamber* cAbbas Malimud al-cAjjqad, op.cit., pp.474 -47 5,
for the protests of both Houses to the League of Nations.
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The 1924 Parliament included a number of almost

illiterate members, -although other's were men of culture
and. education:

the variety of subjects debated in the

first session was mainly du e to the':latter.

Of the

multitude of subjects, which occupied the attention ot the
first session, those pertaining to relations with Great
Britain were discussed most anxiously and ardently.

All

Parties and Groups resented the. presence of British soldiers
in,Egypt and bitterly impugned Great Britain's title to
occupy the Sudan.,

Zaghlul, then Premier of the Egyptian

Government, hai much difficulty in tempering the violent
V
168
denunciations against Great Britain*

Eoulad Yeghen, "Sa ad Zaghloul le •pare du peuple*
egyptien",pp.75,82-83,85-86* , P. Arminjqn, "L*experience
constitutionnelle at parlementaire de I'Egypte", Bevue de
Paris, June 1, -1929, pp.581~584.
El Sayed B.abry, op.eit,
pp.93 s.s*, 261 ss.
White Ibrahim, op.cit.,pp. 146 ss. Abnad
Shafiq, "Haullyat", Al-hauliya al-ul&, vol.I,, pp.142 ss. and;
- passim.
*About the problem of the Suchn in the first session
see also A.G. / Z Amedeo Giannini„y, in Orients Moderno,
vol.IV, 1924, p 4 3 0 v . Klingmuller, op.eit .,pp.S5 ss-.,
esp.pp.68-71.
H. Kohn, "Nationalism and imperialism}1
p.87.
P.G. Elgood, "The situation in Egypt ", in Journal
of the' Boygl Institute of International Affairs, vol.VI,
Sept.1927, p.301.
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The most important woxdc done by the 1924
Parliament —

chiefly in its first session— was passing

the Budget, the decision to put money due by Egypt to

-

Turkey in the Egyptian National Bank pending further
negotiations in the matter, some legislation concerning'
education and.the establishment of agricultural co-operative
societies, as well as a few changes in the laws of assembly
and in the electoral law,
A new electoral law was promulgated on July 29,

.

1924, which intinduced direct balloting for both' Houses, of
Parliament.

Every male Egyptian could^vote for the.Chamber

if he was over twenty-one,
over twenty-five,.

and for the Senate if he was

Candidates had to be literate, and could

offer.1themselves fox'* election in. districts where they might
not vote1®^.
The personality of Zaghlul was as. dominant in.the
1924 Parliament as in the political and parli ament ary’*life
of Egypt until his death in 1 9 2 7 ^ ?

The fight for
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169.
.H.Kohn, "Nationalism and imperialism, " pp.86-87, and
286, n.43.
Klingmuller, op.cit.,pp.66-67.
170.
Obituaries in Al-hilal, vol.xmri,Nov. 1, 1927,pp. 10-33.

supremacy between Parliament and Monarchy in Egypt
continued after Zaghlul1s death.

By comparison with the

work done by the 1924 Parliament, that of the subsequent,
short-lived Parliaments down to 1930 (and even after) was
inconsiderable1’'*1 .
The development of Parliamentary institutions in
Egypt was by no means a 'G^nttoiousprogress.

Prom 1866 to

1882 there was a growing demand for the enlargement of thei

m .
Ahmad Shafiq, “HatiliyatAl-hauliya al-ula, vol.I. .
ppw30 ss., 506 ss., *and passim. Amine Youssef,
“Independent%Egypt”, pp. 129-131*
Abbas Hilani II, “A few
words"on the;Anglo-Egyptian s e t t l e m e n t p . 8 7 .
E.P.
MacCallum,:: “The Hear East11, p.7. . H. Kohn, “nationalism
and Imperialism11, p.85.
J.E. Marshall, “The Egyptianenigma 1890-1928“, pl84.
Owen Tweedy, “Sa ad,Pasha
Zaghlul”, Fort.Rev., vbl.CXXII, Oct.1927, pp.499-500.
AiR.I. Mellor, “The Egyptian riddle”, Hin.Cen.,vol.CVIII,
Oct.1930,pp.426-427.
ihW.p, Hewman, “Egypt”, Con.Rev.,
vol.CXXXVTII, H q v . 1930,p . 574.
A. Merton “Constitutionalism
in Egypt”,ibid.,vol.CXJQCIX, Jan. 1931, pp.32-33. . Malcolm
Mcllwraith, “A decade, of Egyptian politics”, ibid.,
vol.CXLII, Aug .1932, p.172; cf.ibid.,pp.172-180.
Ibrahim Madkur and Mariette Ghall, “Hiaam jadid v/a-hayat
jadida, al-adat al-hukumiya”, 2ndzed.,ch.II.
Piaeddine
Saleh, op.cit.,passim, esp.pp.376 ss.
M. Freund, “Per
Kampf Englands urn igyptth und das Igyptische
YerfassungsOTOblem", in Zeitschrift fui* Politik, vol.XXI,
1932, p.,283.™
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powers,

The British Occupation halted this advance and

created new institutions on the Indian pattern, which were
under greater limitations than the Assembly of Relegates of
the last' years before the Occupation,

Instead of elections,

which in time might have been the basis of a Westernised.
Parliament in Egypt, a nomination system was substituted
in part.
The experiment of the Legislative Assembly was
too short-lived to justify the assumption of a move forward
towax’ds a truer popular i^epresentation.

It needed the

hardships of a world wax; and the popular x^ejgellion^hich
followed it,.to force an unwilling sovereign to grant a
constitution whereby a more .effective.'Parliament, on a
European model,, was made possible.
The Occupation brought a new, powerful element
into the arena of political affairs in Egypt.

The

influence of the; British, prior to the year 1882, had
been more than half-neutralised by French opposition, so
that the two main factors in Egypt’s internal political
life were the Khedive (with his Court) and the people.
With the Occupation, British influenoe became predominant
and could be felt behind the scenes in all wal'ste of life,

\
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not excluding the semi-parliamentary institutions.
as has been recorded,

These,

attempted to counteract British

influence :by an opposition which became truly effective
only after the First World War*
Hot less important was the Westernisation of
Egypt under the Occupation,

In the second half of the

nineteenth century Turkish influence and traditions were
on the wane, while British and French culture were in the
ascendancy.
The Assembly of J0elegates had been designed from
the first on a European (probably

patttrw

in'a way

that tried cleverly to disguise the desire of the Khedive
Ismacil to continue autocratic rule.

Though the advance

of parliamentarism was halted by the foundation of the
Legislative Council and the General Assembly in 1883, the
process of Westernisation,

so evident in other sections of

public and private life, could not but be felt in them also.
One sign of these changes was the fact that religion was
losing its deoisive importance in the eyes of many of the
members of these institutions, a majority of whom gradualy
acquired a realistic outlook on the state of affairs in
Egypt and in the world*
But, on the whole, this Westernisation advanced
slowly, often being expressed in the form rather than in

125.
the substance, as appeared in the 1923 Constitution and
the 1924 .Parliament.

In'tha&e, however, a noteworthy

advance was made in tiat the masses, and not only the
wealthy and favoured, as previously, toolc a share in the
administration of their own affairs.

SECOHD

BART::

O H . I.

POLITICAL PARTIES.

* THE PgffPAKATORY STAGEjS.

The scarceness of published material renders
difficult

a true estimate of the development of political

ideas in Egypt-in the nineteenth

century.

Hor is it any

less difficult to trace the origins of the first political
parties.

‘

-

As in other lands and other periods,

the rise

of political groups in Egypt was due to three main factors,
closely connected with one another:

the spread of

education, the knowledge that a better state of things was
possible, and the suspicion of foreigners.
The various educational missions sent to Europe
since the time of Muhammad

cAli, the activities of Christian

missionaries, and the influence of.French scientists,
doctors, officers and engineers, could not but leave jptheir
imprint on the people*.

They thus came to feel that a

better state of affairs;could, exist, a belieftfiich was
strengthened by the creation of Majlis shura al^nuwab in
1866.

Half-Europeanised Egyptians ceased to consider the

"thi
personal rule ofAKhedive Ismacil as the ideal one.
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Naturally enough, what little political consciousness
was awakening mainly expressed itself in feelings of
suspicion, or even animosity, towards foreigners in
general, who were regarded as too interfering in the
affairs of Egypt.
If one may credit the investigations made
by the British Consuls in Egypt in 1873,: this attitude
towards foreigners was echoed by the uneducated classes
also, and mainly for two reasons — -religious, and
economic.

-Firstly, the large orthodox population

attributed the growing religious laxity of the richer
class of Muslims to European influence

17P

X . Secondly,,

though aware that some benefits had accrued from the
impact of the West, many Egyptians of the poorer class
were inclined to blame the Europeans for their own
private losses,

for the rise in the cost of living, and

172
F.O.- 78/2278, Stanley’s Consular No.47, to
Granville, dated Alexandria, Sep.23,1873.
Contrast
F.O. 78/2288,, Eogers * No.34, marked ’’Confidential”,
to Granville, dated Eairo,. Sept.24,,1873.
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for the heavy taxation of the Khedive’s Government, which
was commonly imputed to the pr es sure .of the.. European
creditors3^ ?
Another sign o f the-unrest prevalent in Egypt W
under. Isma^il was the development bf the Press*

Though

hampered by technical difficulties — both the typesetting
and printing were; done by hand 1and telegraphic facilities
were scarce — .the: number.of newspapers and periodicals\
increased*

173*

notwithstanding the severe censorship of the

' ■
. ./ ;
"' - * ,
See, besides ./.Stanley’s-aforementioned report, P.O.
78/2288, ’West*s Consular No. 13, to Granville," dated Sues,
Aug;. 25, 1873.
P.O. 141/82, No.537, West *s No.42 to Vivian
dated Suess, Sep.8,I873v
For the year 1876: P.O.78/2505,
Char.A. Cookson’s Confidential No.214, Derby, dated
Alexandx’ia, June 3, 1876; P.O.,ibid., Vivian’s Political
No.7, to Derby, dated Cairo; Oct.20, 1870* , On the
complaints of the Egyptians of overtaxation tad taxation
in advance in I s m a e l ’s. last years, cf. P.O. 78/2631,
Vivian’s Political No.22, marked ’'Confidential”, to
Derby, dated Cairo, Jan.28, 1877,
For the state of
fanaticism in Muslim Ifeypt in 1877, influenced by the
Eusso-Turkish war, according to Vivian, .see: F.0.78/2632,
Vivian’s Political No.100, to Derby, dated Cairo, April 19
1877; F.G. 78/2633, Vivian’s Political No.155, to Dexby,
dated Cairo, June 1, 1877, and Enclosures;
ibid.,
Vivian’s Political :No. 186, to Derby, dated Alexandria, *
June 21, 1877. ,
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papers and their restricted circulation, they passed from
hand* to hand and tieir readers, soon learnt to read between
the. lines and understand the implications of many guarded
sentences17^

Syrians, who took an active part in the

progress of literature- in Xsma^il's days, contributed
greatly, to the development of the Press, in Egypt, by
gradually educating the masses and .offering them elements
of Western culture17?
; Besides, certain dissatisfied elements published
a few anonymous newspapers and distributed them
.clandestinely.

Thus, in 1869, the Government of Egypt

was trying in vain to prevent the printing and circulation
of a newspaper named nLe nouvel Argus %
which ;could not he found17?"

the editors of

A year later the Government

174.

-.
Kamal Eldin Galal,; f,Entstehung und Entwicklung/'
pp.74-79.
'
175.

.
M. Guidi, op.cit.,pp.129-155. * J. Alexander,
op.cit., p.2.
Biaeddine Saleh, "Las pouvoirs du roi",
pp.158-159.
'
"
176.
P.O. 141/70, No.74, Zoulfikar1s"Circulaire" No. 120,
to Stanton, dated Cairo, Mar.21,1869.

ISO.. ■.
of the Khedive was enraged;lby-the secret publication of
a humorous newspaper in French, called uLe. Crocodile,r^ T

:

Though no. additional, evidence of the contents or character
of these journals is available, they Virere in a way the
predecessors of papers like 11Abu Haldara" or nAl-(^phiri11
in the seventies.
When Valentine Chirpl visited Cairo in 1876-77,
his. teacher of Arabic introduced him to some young
Egyptian intellectuals.'

He noticed in them an obvious

spirit of discontent with foreign influence in Egypt1?8 .
The. same, dissatisfaction, dominated the anti-European

_

incidents during the years 1377-1879 in/the towns, in the
villages of Upper Egypt, and in the army, as observed and
repeated more than once by the British Counsuls*^?

177.
F.0.141/72^ Ho.52, Hubar’s letter — Ministere des
affaires, etrangeres,. direction de la presse, Ho.81— to
'Stanton, ..dated Cairo, Feb.2,1870.
178, ’ (
/■'" 1
V.Chirpl, ’’With pen and brush in eastern lands when I
was youngn,pp.26-27.., ,
179. ~
\\
; '.
_
'
; F.0;78/288l, Vivian's Consular Ho.82, to Salisbury, datedt
Alexandria, luly 6,1878;, and Enclosures.
F. 0.78/2998, Vivian’s
Political Ho. 57, marked ’’Most confidential11, to Salisbury,
dated Cairo, Feb.20,1879. Barihg’s Memorandum, ibid.,
Enclosure in Vivian’s Political.Ho.65,to Salisbury,.dated
Cairo, Feb.21,1879. 'Borg’s Memorandum to Vivian, dated Cairo,
Feb.18,1879, a copy of which is enclosed ibid.,in Vivian’s
Political. Ho.70, to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Feb.22,1879.
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This discontent was only partly open.

Xt

centred in those secret organisations, *which were to he
the forerunners of political parties in Egypt.

Until

the time of Ismacil there were no political parties; at
the most there were groups loosely connected with one
personality or another at Court,, and serving his interests.
This form of political association was to last throughout
the British Occupation and, to a lesser extent, up to the
present day.
The' secret societies could provide the hasis for
the growth of political parties, by virtue of the fact that
they had some sort of organisation, ideals aiming at the
common weal, and no close connection with any Court
personality.
Secret societies were by no means a new phenomenon
180
in the Muslim world .
But, as elsewhere in the Hear East,
these Egyptian societies either kept no written records or
else, in 1:imes of danger, destroyed what little information

180.

‘

Cf .Question aid answer on nAl«jamciyat fi^l-islam”,
in Al-hilal, vol.XKVX, Apr.l, 1918, p.605.
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they had committed to paper.

Thus primary sources for

these societies are practicallynegligible;

and the

second-hand sources are often confused, .contradictory and .
unreliable.
Models for clandestine organisation were not
l a c k i n g B e s i d e s what educated Egyptians might have read
oh the subject in the. literatures of Europe, they had the..
example of the Dervish orders191 and Muslim guilds*1*8^, with
their particular signs of recognition and peculiar jargon.
We have some evidence that secret societies of a religious
nature existed in Egypt during SacI d fs rule.

They might

have been influenced by Muslims from India, studying at
al-Azhar, and by Muhammad al-Sanusi, who had also studied
there in his youth19^.

The movement in general was

inspired from certain quarters in al-Aahar, sd|bhat its
character and expression ranained chiefly religious - •

181.
On these see 0. Depont and X. Coppolani,
confreries religieuses musulrnanes",

"Bes

3.82.
H. Thorning, "Beitrage aur Kenntnis des islamischen
Vereinswesens auf Grund von Bast Madad et-*Taufi<j".
183.
J. Hinet, "Origin of the national party in Egypt",
Ein.Cen.,vol.XIII,1883, p.126.
184.
/ E. Guillon, "Hotes pour l !histoire de notre temps.
L*Egypte contemporaine et les intlrets francais", p.27.

The secret society of the army officers, which
was to be the nucleus of the future "national Party11,
reflected the discontent with religious laxity, economic
depression and social discrimination.

Though the date of

its fo m a t ion is unknown and the assumption that its
origins go bade to Saci d fs days199 has yet to be proved,
it may have been in tie early or middle seventies of the
nineteenth century;

our infomation about its existence’

is certain from the year 1876.
The society w a s .founded'by cAli bey al-Bubi.
Ahmad cUrabi199 joined it afterwards, together with
Pahmi and c&bd al-Al.

cAli

It is not certain who revealed to

cAlI Pasha Mubarak (Minister and author of "Al-khitat
al-taufiqiya") the existence of the society and the names
of the officers who headed it.

Some sources imply that

overtures were made to induce him to join the society.
Anyway, he disclosed.its existence to the Khedive Isma^il,
who well understood the value of such an ally and tried to

185.•.
._ •
_
Article on ^A^mad ;
cUrabi waH-hawadith al-.S?urabiya!l,
in Al-hi dial, vol.XX, Oct. 1,1911, p. 28.
18%
’ ■; :
. . .
v 0 ommonly called in Europe an wo rks "Arabi".

use it for his own ends.

He was generally suspected of

employing the society to overthrow the European Ministry
in 187919!

A further point worth noting is that even

after that date, when the secret -society of a m y officers
had been changed into a political party with a programme
of its 'own, it j ealou.sly maintained its secret character,
■I Q Q

continuing to meet clandestinely, often at night.
It is reasonable to stppose that the movement
which led, through the officers1 secret society, to. the

187.

\
Article on "Araby Pasha", in The Observer, July 23,
1882, based on an article by a native of Egypt, in the
Correspondence Politique*
Articles on "AlmadcUrabi
al-misri" in Al-hilal, vol.V,SeptlB, 1898,pp.45-46, and vol.
IX, June 1, 1901,pp.4 8 6 - 4 8 7 Ilyas Zakhura, "Kitab mir*
at al-tasf fi tajrikh wa-rusmr alcabir al-rijal fi Misr",
pp. 102.' ss. . Ha jib Makhluf, "Hubar Basha wa-ma tamma ,cala
&adihi", pp. 140-141. ‘ E.W.S.; X^ewman, "Great Britain in
Egypt",.pp.38-39,48.
P. Giffard, "Bes francais en
Egypte", pp.179-180.
5
183.
cUrabi,
in his memoir, "Xashf al-sitar #can sirr al
as par fi^l-nahda al-misriya al-mashhura bi*l-tii^f,a alcurEbiya, " vol.!,pp.153-154. . Same account in Jurjl
Zaidan, "Tarajim", 2nd ed.,vol.I,pp.268-270. : See also
Mahitud Eahmi al-Muhandis, "Al-bahr al-^ahir", cit. by
.Mufiammad Sabri, "Ma3mSd Sami al-Barudl", ‘in Sabri !s
■"Adab wa-ta5r i W % : pp;.4i-42.
Kamal Itani, "Bes
declarations, des droits de.ljhomme'i p. 113.

formation of; the "Rational Party" must have been directed,
or. even sponsored, by some highly-placed, well-educated,
person.

:It is .indeed almost impossible to explain,

otherwise ,its genesis and development..

The archives of

the Public Record Office in;London, hitherto little explored
for this purpose, offer a clue to tiis personality — Halim Pasha.

*

■ ' ;.

Halim Pasha was the last surviving son of
Muhammad. cAli.

A clever, French-educated man,.- he was a

likely successor to the Khedivate after lsmacil, untiltfee
latter obtained the Sultan’s sanction to a radical change
in the law of succession:
member of Muhammad
Khedivate,

instead; of the oldest living

cAlifs family succeeding.,to the

direct sue cession* was established.

' , Presumably;Halim Pasha would, not readily' consent
to .his claims to the Khedivate being waived thus.

He was

well acquainted both with the intellectual nobility of
Egypt — - Sharif Pasha had been his secretary in 1852-53189—
and with the general characteristics of, tlie,countryTs .
inhabitants.

His Saint-Cyr education

facilitated for

him the task of winning the respect of the army.
189.

:
■ _
• •_
:
Jurji Zaidan, ibid.,vol.I,p.241.

190.

v
A. Bioves,

p .14.

,
"Prancais et anglais en Egypte^ 1881-1882",

So it- wias" -no* mere "change that, soon after the

->

fix^inan: changing;the line ;of eucqeseion in Egypt-, Colt Stanton,
the British Consul-General, reported confidentially that
Halim Pasha.was accused of affixing his seal to a document
of a revolutionary character'**^.

7 Of bourse,

Halim denied

the whole affair, and complained then and on future
occasions of Being groundlessly persecuted By Xsmacil19S.
1

*

At *the end of 1868, Halim was accused of planning
an insurrection, and although he stoutly denied the accusa■
193
tion, he was Banished from Egypt
.
'.• " •
'

191.

!

'

1

F.O. 78/1976, Stanton’s Confidential Ho.5, to Stanley,
dated.Cairo, Can.24,1867. 192.

_
E.g., Halim’s letter to Stanton, •dated.May 19, 1868,
copy of which is enclosed in F.O.78/2038, Stanton’s
despatch Ho.66, to.Stanlejr, dated Alexandria, June 5,1868.
Cf. also F.O. 78/2039, Stanton’s Confidential Ho.151, to
Stanley, dated Alexandria, Hov.22,1868, Enclosure Being a
copy o £ Halim’s letter of Oct.22,1868.
193.

‘
F.O. 78/2039, Stanton’s Confi ctential. Ho.142, to
Stanley, dated Cairo, Hov.5,1868.
Ibid., Stanton’s
Confidential Ho.145, to Stanley, dated Cairo, Hov.ll,
1868.
'

137.
The document in question is extremely interesting.
It is a letter discovered among the papers of Col. 0.*Hei-lly
(Hasan Pasha),' addressed by that adventurer to Halim Pasha
and detailing a list of weapons, and ammunition necessary for
a projected aimed revolt against Ismafil1^
Though the authenticity of

this document cannot

he definitely ascertained, its guarded style might indicate
that some secret revolution was indeed being planned;

for

it is very'likely that if the document were a forgery, it
would have shown Halim*s complicity more clearly than it
actually did, the more fully to compromise him.

Halim*s

previous activities of this nature would also lead one to
believe that he was not as guileless and innocent as he
tried to appear.
The impression one receives is that Ismacil*s
intrigues were the reaction to Halim1s machinations.
Besides, the very fact that Isma/il tried hard to drive
Halim into exile, instead of keeping him well observed in
Sgypt, is also an indication that his presence in the
Count x*y was regarded as dangerous..

Though no proof of

194.
Copy in F.O.141/96.
Copy of copy in F.0.78/2039,
Stanton**® Confi dential Ho.142, to Stanley, dated Cairo,
Hov.5,1888, Enclosure.

138.''
Halim's
connection
with.■'‘SUrabi,and
his friends
is
»
:
..
",
*
''
'■--■
: available for those ...years, his ^later

association

with them makes it appear plausible that he had begun to
exploit the dissatisfaction of the-Egyptian officex^s even
, at that.early stage,.

;

.

.

Halim Pasha lived in Constantinople from the
year 1868 onwards, continuing his intrigues against
IsmacIl through agents in Egypt and elsewhere*1*9?

In 1869

a plan to assassinate Ismacil was attributed.to his insti- gation

196

.

In the same year, Stanton reported the great

popularity of Halim in Egypt, particularly with the

:i

Bedouin tribes19*!!

195,. ;
Blanchard Jerrold, "Egypt under Isma il Pacha1’,
oh .VIII.
BiOves, op.cit.,p.14.
Por a general outline
of JJalm's^life and connections with Constantinople, see
Ilygs Zakhura, op.cit,, pp.53-54.
Article uAl-brins
Halim Basha”, in AL-hilal,_vol.II, June 15,1894, pp;637638.
Jurjl Zaidan, "Ta^rikh M i s r ,al-hadith”, 2nd.
ed.,vol;II, p.246,
196.
E,0.78/2092, Stanton's Ho.42, to Clarendon, dated
Alexandria, Apri1 9, 1869.
Ibid., Stanton's Ho.47, to
Glare Mon,, dated Alexandria, April 17, 1869 ,
197.
E.0.78/2093, Stanton’s Confidential (not numbered),
to Clarendon, dated August 15,1869.

i

It is perhaps more than a mere coincidence that
from 1878 onwards, just at the time when the officers1
secret society was gradually beginning to assert itself,
information about Halim’s growing popularity in Egypt and
IQO

among the army is again avdELable
continued in. 1877^?

.

_

Halim’s intrigues

In the following year, besides

being the alleged-cause of agitation in E g y p t H a l i m
wrote, and afterwards printed, a letter to the Khedive,
Urging on him economic reforms aided by the advice of
Europeans.^1

As the officers* secret society came

198.
P.O. 78/2503, Cooltson’s Confidential Ho. 214, to
Derby, dated Alexandila, June 3, 1876.
199.
E.G. 78/2633, Vivian’s Political Ho. 192, to Derby,
dated Cairo, June 23, 1877.

.

200

E.G. 78/2855, Vivian’s Political Ho. 182, marked
"Confidential11, to Salisbury, dated Alexandria, May 23,
1878.

201.
P.O. 78/2384, Vivian’s Political Ho. 109, marked
"Confidential", to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Apr.5, 1878.
Eor a copy of Halim’s letter to !amacil, as printed in
the Bulletin Hebdomadaire du comite des creanciers du
Goxivernement egyptien, Ho.8, Apr,.8,1878, pp.1-2, see
ibid*, Vivian’s Political Ho. 117, to Salisbury,.dated
Cairo, Apr.10, 1878, Enclosure.

140.
into the open in 187$, its connection with Halim Pasha
became elearer^f, as will be explained further on.
Halim Pasha was also connected for some"time ^ .
with the freemasons in Egypt and Constantinople, in whose
ranks he held a high degree;

he was even Grand Master of

the Order from the year 1867 until h i s .exile, from .Egypt in
1868^?

But he played a less, important part amongst1the

freemasons of Egypt than did Jamal al-Bin al-Afghani. ,
Al-Afghani fought for the regeneration of Islam
in Egypt during the seventies of the nineteenth century
with unabated z e a l , , Possessing great personal charm, he
inspired his disciples with a desire to stem.the tide of
European influence on the-Islamic world by reinvigoratlng
Islam through a return to its origins and tfty achieving

202.
. Giffard, op. cit., p.180.
203.

,
^
■
Jurji Zaidan, "Ta^rikh. al-masuniya al- camm mundliu
nash^atiha ila hadha5l-yaumn, pp.202, 213, 217.
E. Sf; John Pairman, "Prince Halim Pacha, of Egypt - a
freemason; .etc.," p. 14,
R.E. Gould, "??he history of
freemasonry", vo1.111, p *341. - ■

141.
a political union of the Muslim peoples under
204
'constitutional'governments.
As there seemed to be some interest in his
doctrines in Egypt, Al-Afghani preached them jealously
(his writings are few).

Among those who came to

listen to him were, not only his disciples hut many205
■ — •*»
men of: letters and high officials
.
Most of al-Afghani*

204.
,H.A.E. Gibb, ’’Modern trends in Islam*1, pp.27-28, t
M. G-uidi, ”La culture egiKiaha”, in AnV Sammarco and
others, ’’Egitto moderno”, pp. 138-134.
For sidelights
of al-Afghani1s life, personality and doctrines, see
the article written about him by Muhammad cAbduh in the
Arabic Hew-York fo xtnight ly ^Al-j amic
vol. V, Aug. 1,
1906, pp.122-129.
Cf. ibid., Sep.l, 1906, pp.145-167;
Sep. 15, 1906, pp.196-202; Qct.l, 1906,pp. 238-240.
Articles on ’’Al-sayid Jamal al-Din al-Afghani1 1 in
Al-hilal, vol. V, Mar. 15, 1897, pp.b53-5'54 and Apr. 1,
1897, pp.561-571.
cAbd al-Rashid Ibrahim *s lecture on
a.l-Afghani, printed in the Cairene Majallat al-shubban
al -mus 1imIn, Fe b .19 80, p p .858-865.
cUthman Amin,
’’Jamal al-Din al-Afghani”, in Al-kitab, March 1946,
pp.679-685.
Id., ’’Muhammad cAbduh” (”A C1 asw al-islam”
seizes), pp.23 ss.
205.

.
1
_
cAbd al-Hahman al-Rafici, ” cAsr Ismacil”, vol. 11,,
pp. 155,157-160.
Jurji 2faid|w,”Tarajim” 2nd. ed.,
vol.II, .pp.55-66, esp.pp.6G ss.; cf. ibid., p. 77*
B. Michel-et M. Abdal Has Ik, ”Eissala,t al Tawhid,
expose de la x’eligion musulmane”, Introduction* p.XXIII*
C, Brockelmann, ’’Geschichte der islamischen Volker und
Staaten”,= p.856:*

disciples and admirers-were young, including
students from\al-Aahar.

±42.

Into* these he tried hard

to infuse a truer appreciation of the more liberal
principles o.f'government
Another merit, of a 1-Afghani was the fact
that he interested many young Egyptians in j ournalism.
Though not a professional journalist himself,

al-Afghani

was quick to perceive the force which the Press was to
become in Hear Eastern life;

so he urged talented young

Egyptians to devote themselves to journalism in Arabic,
James Sanua and Adib Ishaq were both al-Afghani^
disciples and many other journalists were indirectly
■

influenced by h i m ^ 1?
206.
207.

,i

t

By his propaganda al-Afghanl

x
:
‘
Bioves, op, cit., p. 13.0. Young, “Egypt”,p p .101-102

'
*
v
"Kamal Eldin G-alal, op, cit., pp.,66, 67, 71, 86.
Eor
al-Afghani 1s influence oh Adib Ishaq, the editor of Misr
and Al-iijara, see Jurji Zaidan, “Tarajim" 2nd .ed.,
vol.II,p.77,
Article “Adib Bek Ishaq”, in Al-hilal,
vol.II, Aug. 1,1894, pp.706-707.
Muhammad Sabx^i,
“Ta^riMi Mi$r al-hadlth min Muhammad* cAli iia^#l-l|hum”,
p. 156. ‘ Muhammad cAbd Allah ^inan, "Al-sihafa fi- asr
Ismacil”, In Al-katib al-misri, Ho.18, March 1947,
p.264.
Marun cAbbud,
“Adib. Ishaq”, in Al-kitab,
Peb.1948, p.272.
H. Peres, ”L a ’flitterature arabe at
l rislsm par lea textes les XIX® et XXe siecles”, pp.12-15

contributed notably towards preparing the ground for
‘the/creation of .the National Party and.the-*’outbreak:-of
the cUrahI Rebellion^®?
Al-Afghani also contributed to the creation
of the National Party by organising and: leading’the
masonic lodges in Egypt*

Unfortunately, because of

the sec ret cliaracter of the mas onic o rgani sat ion and
proceedings, very little information is available of
the activities of the lodges and al-Afghani’s participa. tion in them*
The existing evidence indicates,, .however, that
between 1876 or 1877 and ,1879, al-Afghani headed the
Grand Orient Lodge', of. Alexandria, which he seems to
have founded with the help of some Italian freemasons^?

208 *

_
Galal, i bi cl*, p ,86. .Al -Rafic i, " *As r Xsmaci 1",
.vol.II, p.162.
J. Alexander, "The truth about Egypt",
pp. 1-5.
A
■■
■'
209.
/ ’/■■ ‘
;
• A'A A
",
Kamal It ahi, op.eit., p.ill. ? Moustapha Sabry,
"Episode de la question,d'Afrique 1 1empire., egyptien
s ous X sma’
i 1 et ,11ingerenc.e angio -franc ai s e (1863-1879)",
p.349. 1
■
.' , , " ;
•
'
s

144.
On the unofficial advice of the British Consul, Raph.
Borg., who held high office in the masonic hierarchy, the
new-Egyptian lodge a ffiliated itself to the Orient Star
(Kaulcah al-sharp)f which was subject to the Grand Lodge
of England^^.

1

'

Ihis fi*o.dge. numbered about three hundred ■
individuals
in ,Egypt:

, including some of the leading personages
Muhammad Slbdubu'^,

James Sanua^*^,

<Abdl al«Salani al-Muwailihi (afterwards one of the most
courageous defenders, of the rights of the Assembly of
jte legates)214f

the heir-presumptive Taufiq,

,
Moustapha SabrJ, ibid.-, ibid. Gould,
vol.Ill, p.542.

Sharif

-

210>

211.

op. cit
.

Moustapha Sabry, ibid.,ibid. cUthman Amin,
pp.54-35.
212 . ..
,Moustapha Sabry,
ibid.

op.cit.,

,

\

ibid., ibid.cUthman Amin, ibid.,

213.
E.
Guillon, op.cit., p.,27,.
some personal-knowledge of Sanua.

fhe author seems to. have

214.
Salim Bey a l - cAnhuri, quoted by al-Rafici, “ cAsr
lsmacil,,,/ vol. il,p.ie0; cf.ibid., p.161.
Moustapha
Sabry, “Episode de la question d'Afrique e t c “pp.349, 353.

145. ’
.Pasha, Butrus Pasha, Sulaimah Abaaa Pasha (a recognised
personality in the Assembly of JBelegates),
journalists like Adib ishaq,

S a cd Zagh'lul;-

Ibrahim al-Laqqani and

*

Salim al-Kaqqash;

members of the Assembly of Delegates;

some ^.rmy officers,
%

r

like Latlf Salim and S a 4id Hasr.
*

*

r

■and others**^.'
The" iscope of al-Afghani's influence on
the freemasons in Egypt cannot be ascertained, - but it
is very. likely that his personality and ideas left their
imprint on the members of this lodge no less than on
other Egyptians.

'Jealousy"of this prestige was probably

the reason why secret; influences in the lodge itself
worked against himSi6, and finally brought about his
expulsion from the lodge and his exile from Egypt

215.
Moustapha Sabry, ibid., pp.549, 355. ^Kamal Itani,
op.cit.,p.llI;
Cf. the evidence of cUrabi and ,
Muhaxnmad cAbduli in Bluntfs ”S ec ret his to ry of* the
English occupation of Egypt”, App.I, pp.484, 489,
216 •

_
_
_
.
_ _
Article nAl-aayid Jamal al-Bin al-Husaini al-Afghani
in Al-hilal, vol.V, Apr.l, 1897,p.567.
Jurjl Zaidan,
■“Taraj'im11,- vol.II,pp.60-61♦
217.
P.6.78/3003, Lascelies * Political Ho. 498 to
Salisbury, dated Cairo, Aug.30,1879.

146.
Though never playing a very important part in the
O'! Q

political life
for many years

, masonic lodges continued to exist in Egypt
219

218.
Of. Muhammad cAbduh, quoted by Blunt, "Secret
history of the English occupation of Egypt”, App.I, p.491.
219.

^
For 1887-1889 see "Memorandum d u F
F.G, de^Mchichievich Comte de Hichea 33e .\ centre
le Supreme Conseil des
pour, 1& France et ses
dependences” .
For 1900 see note on "Al-khulasa almasuniya", in Al-muqtataf, vol.XXIV, June 1,1900, p.537 .
For 1902 see question and answer on "Al-masunlya
wa,-mabarratuha”, ibid., vol.XXVII, May 1, 1902, p.4S5.
For 1908, see article on "Mustafa Kamil", i n Al-hilalf
vo 1.XVI,Mar. 1,1908, p.322, and’note on ”Al-,iara^id w a ’lmajallat fi3l-qutr al-misri,." ibid.,vol.XVII, May_l, 1909,
p. 509.
For 1909' see note on "Al-jara5id al-mi$riya",
ibid,,vol.'XVIII, dune 1,1910,p. 560.
For 1912 see the s
pampfiet"Be livre iioir.
L fanaz*chie dans la grande loge
natiohale d 1Egypte”,
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It is difficult to assess the causes which led
the army officers at the head of the secret society to
organise themselves into a political party, which still
maintained,
character.

out of precaution, a semi-clandestine
There were probably various reasons combining

to bring this change about.
As early as 1876, the British Cdnsul, Coohson,
had pointed out the extent of the animosity prevalent in
Egypt against foreigners and against the Government of
the Country 22°.

With time, this animosity grew,

because of the nomination of the two Controllers (1816’ ),.
the sending ofia Commission of inquiry (1878), and, to
a lesser degree, because of the decisions of the Berlin
Congress (1878) on the results of the Turco-Russian War.
The intrusion of foreign economic and political influence

220.
E.G. 78/2503, Qoohson*s Confidential no. 214, to
Derby, dated Alexandria, June' 3, 1876.

148.
was 'brought home to the masses by the presence of
European officials, who filled many of the highest and
best-paid posts in the administration.

The fact that

these high officials were all Christians certainly did
not help in making them better loved.
The misery of the people was furthex1 aggravated
by a low Kile in X877, the effects of which were felt in
the following year, as well as by considerable increases
in taxation.

The Khedive Ismacil was often blamed for

those misfortunes and though many fallahin were apathetic,
many others hated the ruler and the exploitation that was
attributed to him.

The intellectuals*

inspired by new

constitutional ideas from Europe, hated Isma€il!s -personal
rule.

The deposition of the Sultan in 1876, the revela

tions of the Commission of inquiry about Isma^il’s
financial mismanagement and, lastly, Ismsfil's dismissal,
greatly weakened the prestige of the ruling authority.
All these factors increased the interest in politics223*.

P.O. 78/3326, Malet’s P o l i t i c a l ^ K o 335, marked
’’Confidential", to Granville* dated Cairo, Kov.17,1881,
Enclosure, being L. Eoriai’s Memorandum to d^Ornstein,
dated Tant&, ITov. 15,1881.
Kamal Itani, op.cit.,pp.104 ss
Eiaeddine Saleh, o p . c i t p . 107. W.H. Dawson, in The
Cambx’idge history of British foreign policy, vol.XIX,
Book IV, § VI, pp. 163-164; cf. ibid., pp. 164-166.
H.Kohn,
"Geschichte der nationalen Bewegung im Orient#’*1,pp. 143-144

Another symptom of the general discontent was
the demoralisation of the underpaid Egyptian arny after
the failure of the Abyssinian campaign.

Those officers

of fallah stock, who had formed the secx'et society, were
discontented with the general state of affairs in Egypt.
To their dissatisfaction were added particular grievances,
chief among which was the preferential treatment shown
towards the officers of Turkish or Circassian descent.
The latter were not cashiered when the finnan of
investiture granted to Taufiq reduced the total number of
the army from 45,000 to 18,000.

It was the Egyptian

officers who had to bear the brunt of these dismissals
and they, too, had to deal with the resentment of the
soldiers taken for corvee duty.

80 it was no wpnder

that the fallah officers regarded with growing dislike the
Turkish class, which included at the time wealthy Turks,
connections of the;Khedivial family, Court’favourites,

and

a few rich Egyptian landowners*^.
0^0

l. Jiar ifc a 11■ rfmwr ~m i j w

if

Q,1ini E a h m i , ’’Mudhakkarat11. vol.I,passim, Muhammad
Husain PIaikal, "Tarajim.misriya wa-gharbiyan, p.90,
Sir
W. Category, ”An autobiography1’, pp. 371-573.
A.J. Toynbee,
’’The islamic world since the peace settlement” •
(Survey of international-affairs, 1925, vol.I),pp.193-194.
E.W.P. -Newman, ’’Great Britain in Egypt”, p.53. -E.Dicey,
"The story of the Khedivate”, pp.251-253.
Id., "England^*
intervention in Egypt ”, Nin.Gen., vol.XII, 1882, pp.165-166.

150.
It was Just beeatise the fallah officers gradually
acquired more adherents,

and scored more than one political

success, that they were constantly apprehensive of arrest
and e x e c u t i o n . A n o t h e r danger of which the officers
might ,have

been aware was the

springing-up of

societies or organisations which might eventually over
shadow theirs.

Bor instance, -the Journalist

cAbd Allah'

«£-Nadim founded in 1879 a society (not secret), named
"Al-jamciya al-khairiya al-isiamiya",' ; in co-operation
with his two friends,

Muhammad Amin,

chief clerk in the
ppA

Asyut Court,

and Mahmud Wasif,

Editor of "Al^Adf

.

223.

The Consuls of Great Britain in Egypt often
^
noticed this apprehension.
See also Muhammad' SabrI,
’’Mahmud Sami al-Barudi", in his "Adah wa-ta^rikh”.pp. 41-42 .
224.

^
Article on ’’Al-aayid cAbd Allah Nadira”, in_ Al-hilal, vol. V, Ebb.1,1897, pp.403-404. Jurji Zaidan,
"Tarajim", 2nd.^ed., vol. II, pp. 107-108.
ICamal El din Galal,
op.cit.,p.!10.
On various activities of this society,
from the nineties of the 19th century onwards, see
Al-hilal, vol.I, 1892-93,pp.91, 130, 284-285; vol.II,
Nov-, 15,1843, p. 186; vol.Ill, Feb.l, 1895, p.434; vol.IV,
Dec.15,1895, p.318; vol.VI,■Dec,15,1897, p.806r and so on.
For Muhammad cAbduhfs part in the society — ■ h e j m e its
President from 1900 to 1905 —
of. *Uthman Amin, op.cit., .
pp.118-120.
For the activities of this society in the
first years of the 20th century see Salama Musa,
"Al-CfcahiraJL f i M baina 1903 wa-19Q7”, in Al-katib al-misri,.
fasc.10, July 1946, p.293.

151,
No doubt, the fallah officers were emboldened
to'assert themselves as a National Party by the encouraging
attitude of the Press.

Relatively free at the end of

Ismaci l fs and the beginning of Taufiqfs rule, the Press
advocated the achievement of independence.

James Sanua,

an|Egyptian Jew, had already published a satirical journal,
under the influence of Jamal al*Din al-Afghani and Muhammad
cAbduh.

In the years 1877-1878, this journal, called

"Abu Naddara",

criticised, in a satirical and often

allegorical manner, the Khedive IsmacI l 1s methods of
government*^ .
225.
Philip Tarna^i, "Ta^idkh al-sihafa al-carabiya",
vol.II, ij.283; ■
.vol.Ill, pp.8 - 9 . _ Id., "Arabic periodicals
fascicle", pp. ,162-163. t Saikis, "Mucjam_al-raatbu.cat,
al-arabiya wa^1-mucarraba, p.350.
Ibrahim jAbduh,
"Tatawwur al-sihafa al-misriya wa-atharuha fi^ 1-nahdatain
al-fikriya w a 5l-3jtimaciya,r^ p.236.
Muhammad cAbd*
Allah cinan, op.cit., Af-katib al-misri, 18,Mar. ^1947,
pp.26 4 - 265, Muhammad Sabri, "Ta^rikh Misr al-hadith min
Muhammad cAli ilaP$A-yaum", p. 154.
W.S. Blunt, "Secret
history of the English occupation of Egypt", pp.23-24;
cf. ibid., p.28„
Id., "Gordon at Khartoum", pp.45-47,
"News from Egypt," in !Egypt, a monthly record of Egyptian
and Near-easkm news 1, vo 1 .X.,J&.2, Apr. 1911, p. 10.
E. Guillon, o p . c i t p . 27.
Paul de Baignieres, "L’Egypte
satirique", p.6.
Ivloustapha Sabry, "La genese de l ’espiit
national egyptien (1863-l'8S$",pp.127-128.
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TMs

attitude of the,Press was markedly aided

by Christian Syrians, who played an important part as
journalists in Egypt^ offering their talents to the cause
of reform22Q

But it was the self-assertion of the fallah

officer's and' the so-termed cUrabi Rebellion which changed
journalists into politicians, and altered their s o d a l
status for the better2^ .

The above-mentioned

Adib

Ishaq was enabled by the leaders of the National Party
to continue in Baris the .publication of his MAl-qahiri"ss?
In Egypt itself, on the other hand,

cAbd Allah Nadim, a

gifted journalist, becane one of the acknowledged promoters
and leaders of the cUrabi Eebellion^^ .

M. Hartmann,

11The Arabic. Excess of Egypt '*, pp.3-4, 9-10*

227 *
KamalyEldin^ Galal, gp. c i t p . 120* Centre d 1etudes de
politique -etrangere, "L'igypte independante", p.378.
228.
-1.
229.

Ninet,

"Arabi Bagha", pp.37-38^.

^
Bee the end of this Chapter.

There were, three centriToutory elements to the
quasi-national revival in Egypt:

the first, al-Afghani!s

movement for reforms, in Islam, had been considerably-thrust
into the background by the banishment of its leader from
Egypt.

The second, the movement for constitutional

reforms headed by:Sharif Pasha had !&®en wealcemd by the
autocratic tendencies df, Ismacil and - T a u f i q . T h e third,
led by the fallah officers, was the only strong movement
which remained,

and its chiefs tried their best to lead

Egypt to what they considered:, independence from foreign
P'XQ
influence and supervision
.
In 1879 the fallah officers formed an association
to combat foreign influence ,i:n Egypt.

They called it

”‘
Al-hiab al-watanl^®^, which they commonly translated as
"The national Party"232.

230.
Karnal Eldin Galal, op. cit ♦, p.86.
p.101-106.

Young,

"Egypt”,

231.
On “HigTfr”8 see Ax^p. 7 .
232.
t
Al-tijara, Ho.216, Apr.1879, cit. by al-Eafici,
" ‘Asr Ismacil"! vol.llj p.SIB, n.3.

The existence of this association was soon known,
but the names of its members were kept secret, out of fear
7

‘

■,

1

of the Government.

%

*

B e s i k s the fallah officers,

it

included religious leaders, like al-fiayid cAlI al-Bekri;
distinguished notables, like Ismacil Raghib Pasha
(sometime president of the Assembly of lielegates and exMinister),

Sultan Pasha (future president of the.Assembly .

of jlelegates); mudir-s, like Sulairaan Aba^a Pasha
(al~Sharqiya), and liasan al-Sh aL'ic'i (Minya), both prominent
members of the Assembly of JJelegates.

Other personages,

like Sharif Pasha and cUmar Lutfi Pasha,- were also
connected with this association, which made Haiwan. its
4 * 233
centre.

It must be kept in mind that this association or
party was rather loosely organised, all ties being personal,
so that the membership was at no time fixed or certain.
Though the official Gazette,
•

uAl-waqa>ic al-misriyau of
'

O'

April 1-3, 1879, spoke of the foundation of this associationexact particulars about the membership were not available.

-
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P.0.78/3001, Vivian*s Political Ho.273, to Salisbury,
dated Cairo, May 10, 1879. cUx,abi, op. cit.,vol.I, passim.
I. Hinet, "Ar&bi Pasha”,pp.88^39.
piaeddine Saleh, op.
cit., p. 109.
-Al-Rafi^'i, ”'cAsr Xsmacilfl, vol.II, pp.215-21S.
Id.,"Althaui^a':al-;curabiya”j pp.70-71. Kamal Itani, op.cit.,
p.118.
234.

' ... - ,
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_
Quoted cby al-Rafic i, " cAsr Ismacil”, vol. II, pp.220-221

When the Official Gazette had occasion to mention
this association it was ‘because of a programme, named
^Al-la^iha al-wataniya*, lAhich the leading members had
drafted in its final form on April 2,18*79 (Rabic al-akhar
10,1292).

In Ismacil Haghih’s house, in the presence of

Sharif Pasha, Shahln Pasha, Hasan Pasha Kasim, J a cfar
Pasha, al-^ayid

cAli al-Bakri,

al-Shaikh al-ghalfawi and

al-Shaikh al~eAdawi, and others, a programme was agreed
upon.

It dealt chiefly with financial and constitutional

points.
The financial part tried to contradict the 'Rivers
Wilson project*^®, which intended to declare Egypt bankrupt;
the signatories of *A1- la *iha al -wat aniya* believed that
the revenues of Egypt were sufficient for its expenditure
and for the payment of its public debts. %

The second

part ,of the programme-demanded a change in the constitution
of Majlis al-nuwwab, which should be modelled on Parliaraentary institutions in Europe, with the Ministers responsible
to it.236

’
a frit »■■!**

235.
0.
Rivers Wilson,
esp. chs .XII-GCVTI.

"Chapters from my official life",

236.
"Summary in al-Eafici, 11 cAsr lsmacilu, vol.II.pp.216-218;
cf.ibid., pp.215-216.
Bee also Diaeddine S a l e h , o p . c i t p . 109

A deputation presented this programme to the .Khedive Ismacil, who showed, himself disposed to grant
the re qu est s, and orde re d Pre nch trans 1 at i oris t o he m ade
of it and sent to the consuls of foreign Powers,

He

dismissed Taufiq. from the premiership and replaced him
by Sharif,

and informed the foreign representatives of

his decisions at a meeting which was also attended by the
257
moat prominent of the signatories of the programme.
The main point of *Al-la^iha al-wataniya*" was
that it suggested reasonable plans for financial and
constitutional improvements in the welfare of Egypt,,
without violating'Egypt!s financial agreements with other
countries.

This regard for the debts of Egypt to the

.'European creditors was probably due to the influence of
the more moderate members of the association which drafted
the above-mentioned programe.,.

A good many of these

moderate-members, -like Ismacil Raghib,

Sharif,

and Shah in,

were closely connected with the Khedive Ismacil, which
might account for the fact that the Khedive accepted the
*haDiha* so readily.

But it is more probable that the

Al~Raficij ibid., pp,219-220.
E.G. 78/5001,
Vivian*s Political Ho.275, to Salisbury, dated Cairo,
May 10, 1 8 7 9 •
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Khedive was privy to the drafting of the programme and
knew all that was going on;

after all, it was in his

interest to dismiss the European Ministry, which super
vised too closely his financial affairs and methods of
government *
An analysis of the social status of,the
signatories of the programme is instructive.

The 327

signatures were divided as follows^3 3 :
Ifo:

Percentage:

Officers

93

28.44

Officials

72

22.02

Members of Majlis al-nuwwab

60

18.35

Members of all religions

60

18.85

Hotables and merchants

42

12.84

The social difference between the signatories is
remarkable.

Their common characteristic was that they

were people of some education.
on the list, in number.

The officers came first

This was by no means chance:

238.
According to the computation of al-Hafici,
11cAsr Ismacil”, vol.II, p. 218.
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the.rising power of the army and its prestige :among the
people were already felt at the, time (as the first
rebellion of the officers had showed) and were to become
even more obvious in the near future *

The officers, in

particular, had many grievances against the Minister
The large number of officials among the
■signatories could be explained 1?by the discontent arising
out of dismissals brought about \by attempts to economise
in Government expenditure.

It was more significant that

sixty membex’s of Majlis al-nuwwab signed the ^Lafiha*.
Though they wex*e only 18.35% of the signatories, they
constituted in fact no less than 80% of all the members
of the Majlis, the maximum number of which was limited to
seventy-five.

This again was not mere coincidence, but

rather an obvious sequel to that growing spirit of
opposition to the IChedive and his ministers, so notable
in the Majlis of 1879.
The religious participants, whCeh- also numbered
18.35%, included also some Jewish and Coptic leafiers, but
the Muslims w&re still in the great majoxlty.

This may

indicate that religious animosity towards foreigners
played an important part in the early evolution of the

;

'

,
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resistance movement., ideology,:.directed against foreign
intrusion and intervention.

The merchants came last on

the list because most of .them were, at this time,
foreignex’s, mainly Greek and Maltese.
The high aristocracy was almost unrepresented— ,
save for Sharif Pasha and a very few others

because the

very large majority of this category was Turkish or
Circassian and centred around the IChedive,and his Court.
On the othex* hand, one might expect to find more fallahin
among the signatories:

but the apathy of the fallahin

to political progress-was almost provexhial;

besides,

they were represented, to a certain degree, among the
officers, the members of Majlis al-nuwwab, and the village;
notables * ■
For reasons unknown, a split seems to have
occurred in the party soon after Khedive Ismacil's
deposition.

The officers might, from the first, have

been somewhat envious of the position of men of Sharif
Pasha's standing,' but they needed such men as an eventual
protection against the Khedive's fury.

When Ismacil

.#

was dismissed, these high personages left the party, which
assumed again a secret character, headed by its former
leaders, the fallah officers.

These, however, maintained

relations with some of the former members.

160.
In these conditions a "Manifesto of the
Egyptian'national Party" was written on November 4,1879
(ihu^fl-qa/da 20,1296) and published a fey/ days later.
'As the .manifesto was signed just "Aali" ( cAli al-Hubi?),
we would not know its authors but for the evidence of
John Ninet, the Swiss who witnessed the composition of
this document and afterwards translated it into F r e n c h ^ .
According to Ninetj besides the officers and their ally,
Miahmud Sami al-Barudi, people like Sultan Pasha, Sharif
Pasha,

cUthman Lutfi Pasha and Ismacil Yusri Pasha (the

last three being near to the Khedivial circles) aided in
drafting this programme.
The programme was long^4^.

It stated that Ismacil

faced with dismissal, had asked the help of the Egyptian
National P a r t y — too late.

It then announced the existence

John Ninet, "The origin of the national party in
Egypt", Nin.Gen.,vol.XIII,1883,p.181.
240.
See App.8.
Translation into French in "Traduction
de 1 Toriginal en langue arabe.
Manifest© du parti
national egyptien".
English translation in the anonymous
"Egypt for the Egyptians. !’ A retrospect and a prospect",
App.IT, pp.187-194.
Summary in English in Ninet, op.cit.
Nin.Cen.^vol.XIII, 1883,p.131._ Summary in Arabic in
al-Bafici, "Al-thaura al-curabiya", pp.71-72.
See also
Kamal Itani, op.cit.,pp.115-114.
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of the National Party and its desire to save Egypt from
bankruptcy.

After’stressiigg the rights of the Egyptians

to freedom, the programme outlined the importance of
educational reforms.

The National Party,

and not the

Khedive ruled by-foreign Powers, ought to free Egypt from
its public debts.

The party-, representing the aspirations

of all the Egyptian communities, repudiated such inter
ference as that exercised by foreign officials in the
administration of Egypt;
advisory.

foreign influence should only be

The party believed in Europe's good will, and

should suitable diplomatic protection be offered to the
writers of the manifesto, they would reveal themselves.
Debts should, be, paid but nothing Egyptian should be
pawned.
The financial programme of the party had four
main points:

■

(a) the return to Egypt of all the Khedivial domains,
except the patrimonial;
(b) the return to Egypt of all the revenues from the
railways;
(c) the consolidation of all Egypt^e debts at an
interest of .4%, after givingvcompensation to
those rightly entitled to it; and
(d) the formation of a temporary three-member
commission representing international control
of the debt, whose relations with the Egyptian
Government would be regulated by a convention*

/
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This p ro g ra m m e ,

notwithstanding its needless

repetitions, contained a bold wish for the achievement of
Egyptian autonomy.

Its;expressed desire to pay Ifeypt's

debts could hardly have convinced the creditors, since one
of the chief demands of this programme was the return to
■Egypt-.of the securities on which the loans had been issued.
Still, though financially unconvincing, this manifesto was
the first real self-assertion of an Egyptian party with a
programme of. its. own*
In December 1681, Wilfrid Scawen Blunt, an
Englishman who befriended the national Party in Egypt and
was a close friend of its leaders*- composed a summary, of
the opinions and aspirations of the officers and Ulema
(who headed the movement).

The document was revised by

Muhammad
•

cAbduh**

Sul aim an Abasia, and< Mahmud Sami al-

Barudi.

Then, after being, shown by Blunt to Sir Edward

B. Malet, the British Consul-General in Egypt, -copieswere
sent to Gladstone and to the "Times11•
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The main points of this programme were:
1. The National Party would respect the authority of the
Sultan as long as the Ottoman Empire might exist;
hut would resist any attempt to reduce Egypt to a .
Turkish pashalik.
2. The National Party would remain devoted to the Khedive
Taufiq as long as he reigned justly and kept the
promises given in September 1881.
3. The National Party accepted t h e .financial undertakings
and debts of Egypt, though it considered that many
be
improvements and economies^ which couldAintroduced
without violence, might he effected in the foreign
financial administration of Egypt.
4. The'National Party had put the protection of its
interests in the hands of the aimy, which should he
augmented to 18,000 men, since it considered a passive
attitude insufficient in a country governed by a
class opposed to liberty.
5. The National Party was a political,
party.

and not a yeligious,

Though chiefly Muslim, it had the support

of Copts and dews.

It believed all men to be equal,

politically and before the law.

~

164.

6. The National Party desired to regenerate the, country
/

. intellectually and morally, Toy Egypt’s own means, by
P4i
respect for law, education, and political liberty.''

The 1381 programme of the National Party differs
in some essential points from that of 1879*.

The latter,

being addressed primarily to Egyptians, was written in
Arabic, and afterwards translated;
mainly for European public opinion.

the f o m e r was written,
Both manifestoes

spoke about the regular payment of Egypt’s debts, the
desire not to use force,
country by its own means*

and the need to regenerate the
But clauses four and five of

the 1881 programme embodied two important additions.
demanded the increase of the army;

One

this was the result of
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Al«Rafici,ibid.,pp. 145-148.
A foreigner, "Russia;
Europe and the East", pp. 113-116.
Blunt, "Secret history
of the English occupation of Egypt", pp. 173-174, 566' ss.
Van Bemmeln, op.cit.,vol.II, pp.256-258.
J. Adam,
"L*Angleterre en Egypte", pp.53-54.
P.O. 78/3321, Malet’s
Political N q . 53, to Granville, dated Cairo, Feb.13,1881.
P.O. 78/3326, M a l e t ’s Political No. 390, marked
"Confidential", to G r a w i 11$, dated Cairo, Dec.26, 1881,
Ibid., Malet’s, Political,,No, 398,. marked "Confidential",
to Granville, dated Cairo,
1881..
P.O. 78/3438,
A. Colvin’s Political N
o
.
"Confidential", to
Granville, dated Alexandria, June 15, 1882.
Ninet’s
account in his "Arabi Pasha", pp.322-324, refers to a
wider range of demands..

the leadership of the party being in the hands of the
fallah officers.

In the other clause, the political

aims of the party and its desire- for equality, both
political and legal, were stressed;

this exhibited

Blunt’s influence242 and the party’s hope of impressing
the Powers with the Justice and nobleness of its claims.
In the meantime, the cUrabI Rebellion took its
course.

From 1879, when the first military

pronunciamento took place, until September 1882, when
aimed opposition broke down, completely, the party had
gradually grown stronger and laiger,

and had changed

from a small military association to a large movement,
easily swayed by.,passion ahd as easily discouraged by
defeat.
In its first stage, the anti-foreign movement
had the character of military insubordination which
carried the day, because the army was the only real force
in.Egypt at the time.

In order to protect themselves

from the intrigues which their success had engendered,
and’in order to impress upon Europe the predominant
political character.of the movement, the fallah. colonels
had recourse tp political agitation.
—

Hi III I I * 'l

1

In the second

I II I

242,
For Blunt’s connections with the National Party and
activities during the rebellion see, besides his own books,
Biovhs, op. c i t p p . 40 ss.# 61,63,90,109,297 ss.
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stage, advocating political and financial reforms and
the creation of truly representative institutions in
Egypt, cUrabi and Mahmud Sami ,aI-Barudi led
of Ministers*

the Coimcil

The movement entered in its third stage,

that of.popular defence, with the attack of the'British
forces on Alexandria*

Then, still with the army as its

core, it began to attract, more than ever before, the
educated classes,

.many Journalists and notables, a

considerable number of peasants and a good many leaders
of the Muslim religion in Egypt.

Thus it gradually

passed info its fourth stage, that of Muslim resistance
to Christian aggressiveness *

It was then that

emissaries of cUrabi called Muslims from El Arish and
2 A '3
Southern Palestine to join his forces
.
The reasons for the failure of the cUrabi
Rebellion were various.

One was the continuous disagree

ment between cUrabi’s Group and the Court.

Many able

people in Egypt ranged themselves on either side, thus
ftm w n■

tftu-n* im

243.
P.O.141/85, J.Q. Pickard’s report to Col. Sir
Charles Wilson, dated Cairo, Sept.25,1882,
Blunt,
’’Secret History of the English occupation of Egypt",
pp.400 ss . D ♦M* Wallace, "Sgypt and the Egyptian
Question", pp.102-103.
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splitting the constructive power of the National
Party,

But the larger part of the inhabitants of

Egypt looked, spectator-like, at the whole movement
waiting to see which side would-win.

Moreover, the

leaders of the movement lacked political and
diplomatic competence as well as military experience;
this was amply proved during the course o f ‘the
rebellion,
Notwithstanding tie discouragement which
followed the utter defeat of the Egyptians at Tell
al-Kabi;r,; resistance did not die out entirely, and
wasfanned..by,. Halim Pasha,

,This personage, whose

earlier connections with the secret societies in
3Sgy.pt have already been described, continued his
relations with the fallah officers all through the
eventual years 1879-1882.

He probably prompted some

of the decisions and actions of the National Party,

•
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though his exact share in the development of events
and in the 'Urabi Rebellion is not certain*^.
After the a m y was disbanded and judgment
passed on its -leaders^®-, Halim1s prestige in Egypt
244.
P.O. 78/3322, Malet»s Political Ho. 92, to
Granville, dated Cairo, Mar. 14, 1881.
P.O.78/3524, Malet1s Political Ho. 249,. to
Granville, dated Cairo, Sept. 23,1881'. Ibid., Malet !s
Political Ho.255, to Granville, dated Cairo, Sep.25,
1881;
P.0.78/3325, Malet Ts Political Ho.274, marked
"Most confidential11, to Granville, dated Cairo,
Oct.6,1881.
P.O. 78/3326, Malet1s Political Ho.33§,
marked ’'Confidential1', to Granville, dated Cairo,
Hov.21, 1881.
P.O. 78/3438, Malet1s Political Ho.
309, to Granville, dated Cairo, June 1, 1882.
ffAraby Pasha",, in The Observer, July 23, 1882.
"Affaires etrangeres.
Documents diplomatique s.
Affaires d fEgypte* 1881-1882" (Paris, 1882), Ho.5,
Gambetta’s despatch to Challemel Laeour, dated Paris,
Pec.15, 1881, p.3.
Giffard, op.cit., pp.180, 308,
304,308.
Ilyas Zakhura. op.cit., p. 115*. cUrabi, in
Jurj i Z-aidan, "Taraj im", 2nd. ed .,vo1.1,p .266.
Contrast ibid., p.279. . Also P.O. 78/3436,
Cookson’s Political Ho. 139, marked "Confidential",
to Granville, dated Caixo, Maia 20,1882.
Blunt,
"Secret history of the English occupation of Egypt",
pp.216,341.
245.
On the trials see, besides the P.R.O. archives,
A.M. BroacLley, "How, we defended Arabi and his friends.
A story of Egypt., and, the Egyptians'".
Blunt, "Secret
history of the English occupation of Egypt", pp.431-476.
A. Colvin, "She making of m o d e m Egypt" (Helson ed.),
pp.35-38, for a view opposed to the former two.
H, Smith-Dorrien, "Memories of forty-eight years1 service
p.86, for the account of an eye-witness.
G.Chames,
"L*insurraction militaire en Egypte", in R.D.M. (Revue
des Deux Mondes), Sep.1, 1883, pp. 100-125.
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still remained g r e a t a n d he continued his intrigues.
His candidature•as a possible successor to Taufiq was
secretly supported by tlie Turkish aristocracy in Egypt,
who longed for the restoration of the ancien regime, and
by certain circles in.. france, who hoped to use Halim*s
pro-french proclivities in order to create an opposition
to the British Occupation in E g y p t H a l i m

also had

adherents among the non-Turkish inhabitants of Egypt,
some of them even being arrested because of their
relations with hi m ^ & .

246.

■-= ’
E. S t John fairman,

f
op. c i t p p . 13,14,15,16,18.

247.
E. .Malet, f,Egypt 1879-1883”, pp. 282, 284, 291.
Hasenclever, op.cit.,, pp.217-220, 228.^ S.de Chonslcy,
"Croquis egyptiens", pp.91-92.
Bioves, op.cit.,
p.14.
248.
f.O. .141/206, Ho. 582, Mohammad Hass an El Akkad* s —
who signs in Arabic Muhammad Hasan Musa al- cAqqad —
petition to Edwin H. .Egerton, dated Cairo, June 8,1884;
Cf. Mohammed El Akkad*s other’petition, f.O. 141/228,
Ho. .438, to Egerton, dated Cairo, Aug.27, 1885.
vIt is
also interesting to note that letter, in 1899, Muhammad
cAli, Halim1s son, was rumoured to have secret connec
tions with the Young Turks -—
of.f.O. 141/348, Ho.417,
Copy of Sir Hicholas K. 0*Conor*s Ho.472, marked
"Confidential" to Salisbury, dated Constantinople,
Oct. 6, 1899.
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The journalistic and political activity of
James Sanua in the seventies of the nineteenth century
has already "been mentioned.

..During the cUrabi

Rebellion he was an exile in Prance and his role remains
unknown.

However, he kept in touch with the leaders of

the National Party, encouraging them, in his -periodical
11Abu Naddara”, which was distributed free of charge
amongst the .Egyptian ;troops^ 9

.Gn the other hand,

Sanua supported Halim ardently in his periodicals'5^

and

in ”Al«curwa, al-wuthqa", which he published conjointly
with al-Afghani and Muhammad

c
Abduh, in ParisS^1

Of. Sanua’s periodicals, passim, and P.O. 78/3324,
Malet’s Political No. 255, to Granville, dated Cairo,
Sep.25, 1881.
250.
Ibid.,ibid.
Also P.O. 78/5556, Baring ’s Political
No, 444, marked “Confidential11, to Granville, dated
Cairo/ Oct.8,1883.
P.O.78/3682, Baring’s Political"
No, 1199, marked “Secret11, to Granville, dated Cairo,
Dec.31, 1884.
The Saturday Review, vol. XIATlllf
July 26, 1879, p.112.
Blanchard Jerrold, “Egypt under
Ismail Pacha”, p.219,
251.
P.0.78/3682, Baring’s Political No. 1199, marked
“Secret”, to Granville, dated Cairo, Dec,31,1884;
Enclosure 1 contains a^set of this valuable periodical.
Cf.^Jurji Zaidan, “Tarajim”, 2nd. ed.,vol.II,pp.61,116.
Article on "Al-iayid Jamal al-Din al-Afghani”, in
Al-hilal, vol.V, Apr. 1, 1897, pp. 567-568.
cUthmah Anin,
“Muhammad cAbduh”, pp.72-73,76-82.
See also Galal,
op. cit.,p. 116 .
M.Guidi, op, cit., pp. 135-136.'
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Sanua furnishes at least one of the missing
links connecting Halim and the leaders of the National
Party.

Moreover, by the inflammatory nature of his

252 1
periodicals.
which were smuggled into Egypt, he was
in some* measure responsible for keeping alive a spirit
of opposition to the Occupation.
Another Arabic paper, published fortnightly
at Leghorn by'some o f cUrabi’s followers who had escaped,
was also serving the interests of the remnants of the
National Party^5^.

The propaganda, of these journals,

together with the excitement caused by the successes of
the Mahdi and the Khalifa, accounts for the reported
recommencement of seditious speeches by former partisans
of cUrabi
inni
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^
Cf. for example his “The Egyptian Patriot”, vol.I,
No.I, Sep.29,1883.
: ;
253.' .
.
.
.
Summarised translation of articles in Al-inba?, <
No. 1, Aug, 9/ 1883, foirns Enclosure N o .1 in P.O. 78/3558,
Baring’s Political No.;444- mahked “Confidential”, to f
Granville, dated Cairo,;;; Oct,8,1883..
254.
,
■ P.O. 78/3802, C. Spencer Carr’s No.6, to Baph.Borg,
dated Birket es Sab, Mar.26,1885, Copy of it being
Enclosure No.2 in Baring’s Political No,282, to Granville,
dated Cairo, Mar.28,1885, ■
,,
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The leaders of the planned resistance to foreign
interference in Egypt *$ affairs, from the beginning of the
officers* secret society until the end of the

cUrabi
f

Rebellion, were various in character.
notables,

The moderate

like Sharif Pasha, and the rich ones, like

Sultan 3?asha*^®, though more prominent, never had the final
say in the councils of the Group.

It. was the officers and

their circle who .made the decisions.
Ahmad cUrabi, (1841-1911), the acknowledged
leader, is a very controversial figure, who has received
much praise and much abuse.

He had a ms;fpn©tic personality,*

which explains his influence on the officers and many
Egyptians outside the army.

His gift of speech helped him

to impose his will on his followers; yet, despite his lofty
intentions, he lacked political competence and farsightedness.
He was a man of neither genius nor intelligence.

Lacking

military talent, he was conceited and incapable of accepting
advice^S®.

*
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For other names cf. J. Hinet, "Arabi Pasha”,pp. 38-40.
Ahmad al-Shafib, HA1-Shaikh Muhammad cAbduh", p.8.
256. Ninet, ibid., p.39. Al-Kafici, nAl-th.aura al-Urablya11,
passim, esp. pp.514-520. A serial on "AhmadcUrabI almisri1’ in Al-iailal, vol.V, Sep. 15, 1896,pp.41-4*8; ibid., Oct.1,
1896,p p .82-90;_ibid.,Oct.15,1896,pp.122-154. cUrabi’s
letter to Jurji Zaidan, ibid.,vol.VI,June 1, 1898,p.746.
Article on "Ahmad^Urabl al-misri", ibid.,vol.IX, June 1,1901,
pp.482-492. cUrabi *s memoir, ibid.,vol.X, Oct .15,1901, pp. 35-55.
Ilyas Zakhura, op.cit., pp.99-124. Blunt,"Secret history of
the English occupation of Egypt", passim. "Egypt1s debt to
Arabi11 in fEgypt, a monthly record of Egyptian and ITearBastern news’, vol. I, Ho .8, Oct.1911, pn77 ; cf .ibid.,pp. 82-83.
Bioves, op.cit., passim.
Hasenclever, op.cit.,pp.203 ss.
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One of the most outstanding collaborators of
^UrabS was Mahmud Sami al-Barudi (1840-1904) .

A poet who

influenced the revi-v&l of Arabic poetry in Egypt , al-Barudi
had a good knowledge of Arabic,. Persian and Turkish and
distinguished himself in military service and civil work
during Ism a Hi ' s rule.

Though considered by many the

statesman of the Be hellion, he had no real political or
diplomatic competence, knowing very-little of international
affairs and being unacquainted with any European language

25

It has already been pointed out that the Arabic
Press in Egypt sided with the fallah officers throughout
the turbulent period and, at the. .same time, gave a powerful
'r'

impetus t o ;the

" ,

ncp

Urabi rebellion

,■ ’

,

successful of these journalists was
(1845-1896),

One of the most
cAbd Allah Ha dim

B o m in Alexandria, in poor conditions, he

displayed his talents early'in life.

He soon became one

of the most able Arabic journalists of' his day and, after
publishing many articles in others' papers,
257,

founded his

_
Al-EaficI, ibid,,pp, 520-525.
Bluirft, "Secret history
of the English occupation of Egypt", passim.
Article on
Mahmud Bash a Sami ai-Barudi11, in Al-Iiilal, vol.XIU, Eeb.l,
1905, pp. 258-264.
Jurj i Zaidan, "Tarajim", 2nd.ed.,
vol.II, pp.533 ss .Muhammad Sabri, "Adah wa-ta5rlkh",. Bcolc I, ■
"Mahmud. Sami al-Barudi",
Griffard, op. cit,, passim, esp.
pp,i89-192.
258.
Cf.Gs,lalf op.cit,, pp. 118,123*

174,
own, ’’Al-tankit waJ1-tabkitft, its name being changed
afterwards to ’’Al-ta5if”.

With brilliant satire,

Madhii devoted himself, in his journals and speeches, to
resistance against foreign intervention.

He was the only

one of the leaders who did not surrender himself to the
British, but hid fox* another nine years in various places
in Egypt, until his arrest and exile
Another who had a share in the guidance of the
movement w&s al-Shaikh Muhammad

cAbduli (1849-1905).

This

powerful personality, who has already been mentioned as
the pupil of al-Afghani and the collaborator of Sanua,
was well versed and active in the philoscjiiical and theolog
ical questions.

He was well-known to the fallah officers
tlW—W W W f i m i i i m
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Borg Ts despatch to Malet, dated ,Cairo, June 14,1882,
c opy o f whi ch forms Enc losure H o .1. (marke d ”Copy H o .19 ” )
in P.O. 78/3438,
Colvin’s Political Ho. 866, to Granville,
dated Alexandria, June 19,1882.
P.0.78/3439, Cartwright’s*
Political Ho. 458, to Granville, dated H.M.S.’'Monarch”,
Alexandria, July 12,1882.
Al-Bafici, ”Al-thaura alcurabiyan, pp.550-537. Article on ”A1-Sayl& cAbd Allah
Hadim15, in Al-hilal, vol.V, Peb. 1,1897, ppJL401«408.
Al-muctataf,1
vol.'VI, July 1881, p. 127. Jurj i Zaidan, ’’Ta^rikh
Misr al-hadith”,2nd ed.,vol.II, pp_. 267, 268. Id, ’’Tarajim*',
2nd. ed.,vol.II, pp. 105-112. Ibr'ahlm eAbduh, op. c i t p p .
126-129. Blunt, -’’Secret history of the English occupation
of Egypt ”,passim. If. Hartmann, ’’The Arabic press of
Egypt ”, pp. 22-23, 68. Bioves, op. pit., pp. 123-124,131, 156.
G. Chaxmes, op.cit., in R.D.M., Aug.15, 1883, p.776.
Galal,
op.cit., pp.105-106,107,109-113, 119, 148.
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by his articles on logic and education, his lessons of
history in Madras at dar al-culum and of Arabic in Madras at
as well as. "by
nal-als'un.
Tr,1“ *******
, his editorship of the Official
3
Gazette,

"Al-wa$qsfic al-misriya", through which he tried to

create the rudiments of public opinion in Egypt.
fight for reforms, Muhammad

In his

cAh dull joined cause with the

fall ah officers and his advice often prevailed in their
*•*

councils.
soon

Their yiews were too divergent, however,

and

cAbduh!s prestige was on the decline, especially when ,

he advised against the use of force*

nevertheless, he'was

prosecuted after the movement had been crushed and was
0(2A
exiled from Egypt for three years.
MP— +WWM
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Blunt, ibid., passim. _A1-Eafi i, "Al-thaura al-urabiya,
pp. 537-543. Muhammad Has hid Rida, "Ta^rikh al -ustadh alimam al-jSshaikh. Muhammad Abdula*1,vol.I, pp. 145-150. Cf. the
obituaries in Al-cUya?, vol.V1X, July 15, 1905, pp.597-599, and
July 31,1905, p.627 . Al-j simica, vol.V, 1906, pp.32-35,
49-53, 133-137, 177-180. Article on "&l-;£halkh Muhammad
cAbduh",in Al-hilal, vol.XIII, Aug. 1, 1905, pp. 554-561. Question
and answer itt‘o n uLimadha nufiya al-shaikh Muhammad Ab'duh", ibid.,
vol.XXXIII, Feb. 1,1925, p. 555,, Jurji Zaidan, "Tarajim", 2nd. e d
vol. I, pp. 300609. cUthman -Amin, . "Muhammad Abduh" (“A Siam alisism" series), pp.61 ss. Id., "Muhammad cAbduh, in Al-kitab, ,
Jan. 1946, pp. 332-338. .lAbd al^'Mun^im Hammada, "Muhammad . \
cAbduh wa-shatladatuhu al-slsmiya", ibid., J?eb*1946, pp.5S.9:-S33S.
H.A.H. Gibb, "Modern trends in Islam", pp.29, 33-34.. C.C.Adams,
"Islam and modernism in Egypt", pp.46,152-157 ; df. ibid.', .
pp.219-220. B.Michel et M.Abdel Eazik, op.cit., Introduction,
pp.XLI - XLI1. Bioves, o p . c i t p . 39. Galal, op.cit., p.116.
See also M.Horten, "Muhammad Abduh" in Beitrage zur Kenntnis
des Orients, vol.XIII, 1916,pp.83-114, and vol.XIV,1917,
pp.74-128.
r

,176.
It is difficult to determine exactly when or ho?f
the officers* secret society changed into a political party
and then into a popular movement.

Its organisation was at

all times lo'o's^A'and although it was often represented as
a political party, this was so only by Egyptian standards.
It was not organised on the lines of European political
parties, though it used European party slogans and issued
manifestoes which, when translated, bore, a striking/resem
blance to political manifestoes in the United Kingdom or
France,

'

,

Fostered by an awakening spirit of discontent,
common to the Near East at the time, and encouraged by
European’sympathisers, the National Party and the movement,
it led ended,its short and turbulent career, without even
having been ab l e t c achieve uni ty*. -4e-spSre its .diveigent
pa i
components.
Notwithstanding the fact that the movement
was originally anti-Turkish,, its leaders maintained secret
relations with the Bultan in Constantinopfe and were at time

261v

‘ ~
Alexander,, op. c i t p p . 3-4,
Hennehe.rt, "Ees anglais
en Egypt f 1 *Angleterre et le Madlii • Arabi et le Canal de
Sues, 11 pp, 26-27.
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encouraged by him.

O0p

The support and sympathy it.
OftrA
received from many quarters6^ give an impression

that the movement was of national character,

but this

is doubtful*^ because of the existing rudimentary
nature of national consciousness in Egypt.

£263

Contributing

•

E.0.78/3439,Cartwright*s Political No.486, marhed
"Confi dential", to C-ranville, dated S.S."Tanjore",
Alexandria, July 35,1883.
Cf. however P.O. 78/3618,
Maletfs Political No.6*37, to Gfranville, dated Alexandria,
Sept.18, 1882, Enclosure 1; being a Memorandum by. Beaman
on letters and other material found i n cUrabi’s house after
his arrest.
See also Blunt, "Secret history of the
English occupation of Egypt",pp.255 ss. Colvin, "The
making of modern Egypt" (Nelson ed.),p.25. Edwin de
Leon, "Egypt under its Khedives: or. the old house of
bondage under new masters" (1882 ed.), prefatory chapter,
pp.XVII-KVIII.
263.
Blunt, "Secret history of the English occupation of
Egypt", passim.
P.M. Wallace, op.cit., pp.86-87,104-105.
Galal, op. cit,,£>.115.
264.
Colvin’s Memorandum, dated Cairo, D e c .21,1881, being
Enclosure in 78/3326, M a l e t ’s Political No.389, marked
"Confidential", to Granville, dated Cairo, Dec.26,1881.
Colvin, "The making of modern Egypt," pp. 24 ss.
P.O.
78/3477, Baring’s "Memorandum on the present situation in
Egypt", marked "Very confidential", dated Simla, Sep. 18,
1882, g 12 (printed for the use of the Cabinet, Oct.25,
1882, p.4). Cromer, "Modern Egypt", vol.I, pp.219, 221, 226-227.
Van Bemmeln, op.cit.,vol.XI,pp.258-259. Anonymous, "La
question egyptierme",1881,pp.35-36. Hasenclever, op.cit.,
•d o . 2 0 0 - 2 0 1 .

also to the impression was its strong religious tinge,
the military leaders often using religious propaganda
as a means towards the achievement of the avowed aim —
the eviction of foreign elements from Egypt.

CH. III.

MIBH

AL^gATAT.

Another secret society, claiming to he a
political party, existed in Alexandria in the year 1879
and, judging "by the absence of any prior mention, was
probably founded not much earlier.

Unlike the National

Party, it was chiefly composed of intellectuals, and
educated Jews played a large part in
T he

leaders of the society were Muslims:

the

name of the President is not known, but Muhammad Min,
chief clerk of the Asyut Court, was Vice-President, and
Mahmud Wasif, the editor of " A l - ^ d l 11, was secretary
(katim al-asrar).

These two induced

cAb& Allah Nadim,

already a well-known journalist, to join "Misr al~fatatH.
Other pz»ominent members included Adib Ishaq and Salim alITaqqash.

It was Nadim who persuaded Muhammad Amin and

Mahmud Was If to leaveiMisr al-fatat and found another
<

>

i

*

society (not secret), named MA1-j am ciya al-khairiya alislamiya1', which had a philanthropic and educational
266
character.
265.-'
''
Muhammad Hashid Hi da, op. c i t v o l . I , p. 75 .
cAbduh, op.cit., p .107 .

^
Ibrahim

266.
Jurji Zaidan, ^"Taraj im”, 2nd. ed^., vol. II, pp. 107-108.
Article on "Al-Sayid cAbd Allah Nadim*1, in Al-hilal, vol.V,
Peb. 1, 1897, pp. 403-404. Al-Rafici, "Al-thaura alAirabiya'1,
pp.561-5-32. Oalal, o p . c i t p . 110.
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Info m a t ion about the meetings of Misr al-fat at,
which were held about once a week, was sent to Sanua, who
published it in a covert way in his nAbu ^addara11^®^.

But

the society contained enough talent to enable it to
publish a paper of its own,

So a periodical named

»Misr al-fat at11 began to appear in Alexandria towards the
end of the year 1879.

Published first in French and then

in Arabic, it criticised bitterly foreign influence in
Bgypt, and was banned by Ely ad Pasha, t h e Prime Minister,
at the beginning of 1880.

Its editor-in-chief was Adib

Msaq, and Nadini contributed to i t ^ s .

This j ournal

marked the peak of the party’s; political activity.

in w w u p imi

267.

'
Anonymous, "Egypt for the Egyptians.
A retrospect
and a prospect11, p.108;
cf.ibid., pp.108-106.

268.

‘
_■
J
Muhammad Eashid Hi da, op ..citz ,vol.I, p .7 5.
Ibrahim
cAbduh, o p . c i t p . 107. ‘ Al-Eafi^i, op*cit., pp.17,19.
M. Hartmann, op.cit.,p.84.
Oalal, op. cit., pp. 103-104,
105.
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o

It was shortly after the accession of the
JKhedive Taufiq that the society or party published its
"Project of reforms presented to -HisjH Highness TaUfiq I,
Khedive of Egypt, by the union of Egyptian youth".
was well written,

It

and its demands were considered bold

but justSo?
The, programme o f the party, expressed 'in that
project, was long and detailed**?9

It first expressed

satisfaction, with the new ruler being so yoiing.

Then it

described the appalling economic and social conditions of
the peasants, whose land was being taken away,

and

complained of the defects in the judiciary, administration
and government:of Egypt,.

It gave four reasons for the

sufferings of the inhabit ants :
powers in a single person;

(1) Unification of all

(2) Lack of a law regulating

the relations between the rulers and the ruled;
of a well-defined a n d ■well-administered justice;

(3) Lack
(4) Inade

quacy of public instruction.
269.
Letter from the Alexandria correspondent of the "Times ",
Jan.30,1882, quoted by B. Jerrold, "The Belgium of the East",
p.118. . X, "Les courants politiques dans le milieu arabe"
in' E.M.M. (Hevue du Monde Musulman), vol..XXV, Dec. 1913,
p.247, gives September, 1879, as the date when this Project
was submitted to Taufiq.
270.

_ .
"La^ihat islah marfuca ^la jalalat al-amir Taufiq alawwal, etc." E.Plauchut, "L’Egypta et 1*occupation
- anglaise", pp.110-121.

s.

Then the programme spoke of projected refoxms:

the separation of governmental, powers, the establishment
of ministerial, responsibility, .equality before the law,
inviolability o f ,individual liberty and of domicile,
liberty of religion and of the press, formation of the
army by regular recruitment, guarantees of Egypt’s public
debts, no imposition of taxes without a special law, the
creation of an independent house of representatives with
well-defined powers,, and free elections..

Much space was

allotted to judicial and financial reforms*

As regards

the latter, stress was laid on improvement in the collec
tion of taxes and recommendations that it be fixed at
harvest time.
In December, 1879, this "Union of Egyptian
youth" published a special booklet devoted to the
problems of the freedom of the Press.

It appeared in

French and .Arabic simultaneously and was named
respectively "La liberte de la prease”
al-matabic

and "Hurriyat

In this booklet they repeated what they

had said in the petition presented to the Khedive Taufiq
and enlarged on the sane line of. thought, vis., psaising '
the advantages of a free Press and showing the disadvantages
accruing from a Bureau de l a u r e s s e .

188*
These two programmes-, were well expressed and
attacked trenchantly the evils-from which the people
&

suffered*

The measures which they suggested, .while

theoretical and based on general principles, nev’
ertheless seemed to .offer a judicious solution to many of
Egypt’s problems*.,.

It would appear that the leaders

of Misr al-fat at were not content with asking for some
paltry improvements;

what they desired,.was .sweeping

reform in almost every branch of admini strati on and life
in Egypt.

Their .aspi rations-were higher and, at the

same time, their demands more specific, than those of
the National Party.

,

:

•>

After the beginning of the year 1880 no further
evidence is available .about Misr al-fatat•

It may well 1b

that the loss of Muhammad Amin, Mahmud Was if, N’adim and
■ / •
„ . •
i
others enfeebled/it considerably.
Borne of its members
joined the National Party, but it is not clear whether
this can be x’egarded as evidence of a merger of the two.

After the cUrabi Rebellion had been smashed and
its leaders imprisoned or exiled, national resistance to
foreign intervention and occupation in Egypt seemed at an
end.

As has often been the. case in the near East, the

movement died with the imprisonment of its leaders.
But in the first decade of the British
Occupation there was still a great amount of
dissatisfaction with British Control in Egypt'.

,
In Baris,

James Sanua continued his anti-British propaganda and
■
.
< (ill)
contributed;to "ftl^urwa al-wuthqa"
I n -Leghorn an
■

Arabic fortnightly named -"Al-inbS" worked on behalf of
W2)
the exiled leaders . .
Resistance to British rule in
Egypt itself found expression in the following ways:

W D

’
c
' >
Of. the selection "Al- urwa al-wuthqa li 1-imamain
al-hakimain al-Sayid Jamal al-Dln al-Afghani wa* 1-Shaikh
Muhammad
cAbduh".
>

Wa)
P.O.78/3558, Baring’s Political No. 444,marked
■"Confidential”,- to Granville, and Enclosure 1, dated
Cairp, Oct.8, 1883*

1.

In the French press.

The French conducted

propaganda against the British Occupation not.only
through their own organs in Egypt, but also by
sponsoring and assisting Arabic newspapers.

For

instance, in 1886, the editor of the violently
(2$

'

.anti-Britisli "Al-ittihad. al~misri" was a Frenchman
- - *

,2.

*

*

'

*

-

*

. » » * < *

In the vernacular press, inspired,

and sometimes

helpe.d materially,,. by/yil&iz/Kiosk, 'as exemplified
by

cAbd Allah Nadim’s. fiery denunciation of the

. British in the pages of his weekly,

"Al-ustadh",
(2W
between August 23, 1892,' and June 13, 1893
.

&

Thus, though discontent and resentment against
'
‘
(2?f)
the Occupation were pby no means uncommon
, the only
forn of resistance and anti-British- propaganda (synonymous
terns at the time) was through journalistic activity,in
;

Egypt and abroad.

\

It is difficult to assess, even

F.O,78/3929, Portal’s Confidential No.390, to
Iddesleigh, dated CairO| Sep.22,1886, and Enclosures.
F.O, 78/393G, Portal’s No.410, to Iddesleigh, dated
Cairo, Oct.9, 1886, and Enclosure.
(2^ A
c
On the characteristics 'of Abd Allah Nadim’s "Alustadh" see F.0.78/4513, Cromer’s No. 24, marked
"ConfTdential", to Rosebery, dated Cairo, Jan.27,1893,
and Enclosure. Ibid.,Cromer’s No. 35, marked "Confiden
tial", to llosebex’y, dated Cairo, Feb.-11,1893, Enclosure.
F.0.78/4514, Cromer’s No.59, marked "Confi cbntial", to
Hosebery, dated Cairo, .March 18, 1893, and Enclosures.
(2?s) ^Qr ^
"Very Confidential" report by Baring on
the state of public feeling in Egypt, illustrating the
above-mentioned sentiments, cf.F.O.78/4050, Baring’s No.562
to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Dec.14,1887,
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approximately, the degree of influence of the press on
the Egyptian masses at the time;

probably it was not

considerable, because of the vexy high percentage of
illiteracy among the fall shin;

but it succeeded in

keeping alive,the resentment against foreigners in
general,

and the British in particular, among the

educated classes in the large cities of Egypt,

It was

the task of politicians to direct this resentment of
the educated Egyptian into the channels of an oiganised
party with national watchwords.
The apathy towards political life, so
characteristic of the fallahin up to the time of cUrabi*s
W )
;v
'
> •
rebellion, , changed during the British Occupation.
It
is true that as late as 1895, 0. Borelli, one of the
Europeans best acquainted with Egypt, remarked that
neither the. falMhin nor the Copts took any notice of
Cm)
politics
. . The. progress of-education in Egypt, the
O n 6)

—
Of., for the end of 1881, :Copy, of L, Loriai’s
Memorandum, F.O. 78/3326, Malet’s Political No.335, marked
"Confidential",; to Granville, dated Cairo, Nov-,17,1881,
Enclosure.
0. Borelli, "Choses politiques d ’Egypte 1883-1895",
Preface, pp.X-XI*

growth of. the, native press and the material improvement
in the conditions, of life contributed laxgely towards a
change in the general attitude towards politics.

The

educated Egyptian began to like politics because
participation in them attracted the public attention*
Inflammatory articles in the 'Arabic, French and (to a
lesser extent) Italian press, which enjoyed full liberty,
abetted this interest in politics.
The practical outcome of this, among the
educated Egyptians, was the formation of certain groups,
whose various attitudes towards the Occupation gave them
their character and their purpose.

Indeed,

it is this

attitude which is the point of differentiation among all
political groups and parties.in Tfe’pt until well after the
First World War.

Membership was .bften based more on

personal ties,than on political convictions.

It frequent^

happened that adherents of one leader or another* changed
their allegiance;

few were willing to make sacrifices on

behalf of their group
m )

\

— —

J

<

Cf. article on "Ta^rikh al-ahaab al-siyasiya" in
Al-hilal, vol.XVI, Dec.1, 1907, p.148.
The author doe^
not attach much ixnportance to the official foundation
of Al-hisb al-watani five weeks before his article was
X^rinted.

188 .
i
As ’a result, of .the decisive' defeat of 1882, a
group of politicians,

led by the Khedive Taufiq,;

appraised the new conditions at their real value and
expressed readiness to co-operate with Great Britain
and help/it almost uncon ditionally.
If there were, in the first decade of the
Occupation, any Egyptians who wanted to continue the
struggle for independence, they could not have been many,
and seem to have preferred not;to proclaim their views.
In the meanwhile, they joined other groups antagonistic,
to the Occupation and deriving their strength either
from help proffered by the Ottoman Empire

—

the Sultan

being interested in restoring his suzerainty over Egypt
de facto

—

or by France, embittered over Great Britain’s

single-handed occupation of Egypt.

These latter groups

were apprehensive of British designs on what remained
of Egypt’s autonomy and were intent upon gradually winning
concessions' '.
Kamal Eldin Galal, "Entstehung und Entwicklung, etc.”,
pp.129-130; W.8. Blunt, "The new Egyptian nationalism", in
the Independent Review, vol. XI,Oct.1906,pp.30-31. Bee
also, A. Milner, "England in Egypt" (1902 ed.), App.I,
"Egypt in 1894", pp. 370-371.
Jurji Zaidan, "Tarajim",
2nd ed.,vol.I,p.318.
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A passage from ‘‘Egypt in 1898“ Toy'the journalist
G.W. Bteeverisis revealing:
“After lunch

,

*•*. we talked politics.

very quickly perceived that my pasha,

And I

a personal friend

of many British, was no friend of Britain in Egypt.
” TI am in opposition?

Ho,;

I am no longer

minister,* hut here, unhappily, there is no opposition*.
“I said I had gathered that, one-way or another,
there was a good deal.
“ !.Yes;

■•

hut. what is it? * he cried.;

*Here there

is no party government, no constitutional government,
no puhlic:opinion.
,masters *

.

Here we must sit and ohey our
*

This shox't conversation with an Egyptian exminister, whose name, 'unfortunately, is not mentioned,

is

illustrative of the political conditions in Egypt during
the first years of the Occupation:

no puhlic opinion, ho

real political.parties, hut a great deal of opposition to
the British.

kfco)
G>W.* Bteevens, ,“Egypt in 1898”, p.209.

In this unorganised opposition a number of
former partisans of cUrabi took part, probably encouraged
by the Khedive

cAbbas II.

. The anti-Turkish e lament of

cUrabi*s Rebellion had almost disappeared by then, and the
anti-Europe an element was more pronounced^**1).

Other

dissatisfied elements were provided by the remnants of the
old Tuifciah and Circassian class, angered at the disregard
shown by the Occupation towards their former* privileges.
These people conspired, on a small scale, with Constantinople.,
possibly through Mttkhtar Pasha, who was a kind of Commissioner
of the Porte in Egypt.

Several of them petitioned the

Sultan ‘time .and again to interfere in the affairs of Egypt
with a view to hastening the evacuation of the British.
All these* had every reason to b e .Anglophobesi
The same applied to discontented Government
officials, impatient of promotion.

Many of these were

organised in a so-termed "Patriotic society" (*Jamciya
wataniya**).. which, though professing to be a benevolent
association,
discussion.

often provided occasions -for political
This society, centred at Cairo, had branches

$ 6 ! l)

F.O. 78/5176, Cromer*s Ho. 85, to Salisbury,
Cairo, June 10, 1897,

dated

191.
in Mansur a and Zagasig,

and in the early 9 0 fs fomented

an anti-Syrian agitation in the name of "Egypt for the
Egyptians", their main wish,

at the time,

being to oust

£8X>)
the many Syrians in Government employment from their posts. :
This opposition to the British
employed

was cleverly

by a youth naned Mustafa Kamil,at the end of the

nineteenth century, to form a we 11-organised group which
he moulded into a political party, avowedly anti-British;
in its character.

:

;

Musthfa Kamil*s life-was. very
with

closely connected

the creation of Al-hi^b al-watani, as his party came

eventually to be known.

/The development of this party,

even after his death and to a certain extent, up to the
present day, still bears the mark of his personality.
Born# in Cairo on August 14, 1874, Mustafa Kamil
soon displayed his talents and, at school, earned praise
for his proficiency iivArabic,.

He continued his studies

^% )

‘P.O. 78/4387, Hardinge*s Mo. 218, marked "Secret",
to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Sept.19,1891.
F.O* 141/301,
"From Miscellaneous" Mb.70, A. Hicolson’s despatch to
Hardinge, dated Therapia, Aug.2,1893, and Enclosure.
F.O. 141/357, Mo* 54, G'Conor’s despatch, ma/rked
"Confidential", to Cromer, dated Constantinople, Feb.15,
1900, and Enclosure, being Copy of Adam Block’s
Memorandum, dated Feb*14, 1900.
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at the Law School, and it is from this period that his
journalistic activity became pronounced.

Previous to

this, in 1893, he published an Arabic monthly called
"Al-madrastfa", the first school-magasine in m o d e m
Egypt

But he had also tried his hand at writing

articles for various Arabic newspapers.
The first turning-point in his career came, when
he went to France to complete his law studies, through
the munificence of. one of his relatives^.

In Paris and .

Toulouse, Kamil had occasion to study not only law, but
also the political tactics and the, methods of party
organisation'and propaganda in France.
An Anglophobe French statesman, Deloncle,
introduced Mustafa Kamil to the high literary;and political
society of Paris,

Thus Kamil became acquainted with

Juliette Adam, one of the leading.figures, of French
literary circles in the second half of the nineteenth
m

Art icle on “l/Iustafa Kami l waJ I-nahda al-siyasiya*
in Al-hilal, vol.XVI,* Mar,1,1908, p.326;
cf.ibid.,
vol. XVII, Feb, 1,1909,p.318. A U H a f i ci, “Mustafa Kami 1",
pp.28-30 ; M. Hartmann, "The Arabic press of ’Egypt",
po,22, 69; J. Alexander, 11The truth about Egypt”,, p.29;
Oalal, o p . e i t p . 154jf Biaeddine. Saleh, "Les pouvoirs
du roi^ etc.", p.155.
^Muhammad Husain Haikalfs assertion, in his "Tarajimmisriya wa-gharbiya", p. 144, that Kamil was sent /to France
on a scholarship granted to him by the Khedive cAbbas II,
has yet to be proved and does not seem to be very lilcely.
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century.

She had "discovered" and encouraged gifted

writers like Pierre-Loti* Paul Eouiget and Guy de .
Maupassant, -who used to call her, just as Kamil did,
"Mother” .
him*

Perceiving Kamil’s "talents, she encouraged

She herself was an Anglophobe,

and had given

literary support to liberal movements in Portugal,
Hurgary, Eoumania, and Greece.

She not only presented

him to statesmen and writers, but guided him constantly
with her advice from 1895 up to 1908^^.
Mustafa Kamil was the first Egyptian who,
throughout his career, understood the great importance
of propaganda.

In Ai-mu^ayyad of August 1895, he had

already written to this e f f e c t ^ .

He assumed the'role

of spokesman for Efeypt, not only his his correspondence
with Gladstone

but also in Prance during his student

days and in his later visits to that country,

as well as

Ihere are several works on Juliette Adam. Of.,e.g.,
Winifred Stephens, "Madame Adam (Juliette Lam her) la
grande francaise from Louis Philippe until 1917”.
Quoted toy al*Bafi i, "Mustafa Kamil", p.43.
t o)
Besides al-Bafi i, ibid.,pp.56-60, cf., for the text of
the letters exchanged between Gladstone and Mustafa Kamil,
"Echo d fOrient" of Jan.28,1898, being Enclosure in P.O.
78/4761, Gromer’s Ho.10, to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Jan.28,
1896. Cf.the sane paper, of Feb.28,1896, being Enclosure
in F.O., ibid., CromerTs Ho.24, to Salisbury, dated Cairo,
Feb.29,1896.
For Kamil’s letters, addressed in the sane
year to Crcmer, and dated respectively Mar.23 and 25,1896,
see F*0.141/322,Ho.51.
*
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in his political voyages to-London, Berlin, Vienna and
Budapest.

It was he who did most,, at the time, to

ass
spr*ead in .Europe propaganda against the Occupation^'^).
As eaxxLy as July,

1895, a booklet by Kamil,

named "Conference sur 1* fSgyptfe faite a I1oulouse,

le

jeiidi 4 juillet 1895, a 1 ’amphitheatre de la faculte
des lettres", was published in Toulouse.

It contained

Kamil’s speech before the journalists of Toulouse and a
large body of Frenchmen..

After thankipgjhis hosts, Kamil

accused Great Britain of disregard for international
conventions in occupying Egypt and remaining there for
so long.

He described what he considered the worthless

ness of British reforms in ifeypi, and attacked the British
influence' on -and- policy towards the l^ypt ian ministries of
education, interior,, finance ahd justice..
Continuing, Kamil denied British allegations
about the existence of fanaticism in Egypt..

Using

financial argvmients, he tried to !prove that the liberation
of Egypt from British rule would be in the intex^est of
Europe and that, moreover,

it was the duty of France to

See his "Egyptian-French letters.1!, passim,
Alexander, op.cit,,pp.29 ss.
Muhammad Husain Haikal,
"Tarajim misriya wa-gharbiya", p.151.

take the initiative in the liberation of Egypt.

This

lecture, Kamil’s first before a large .public assembly,
was warmly received.

It was quite well prepared and

its success moved Kamil to continue along the same lines
in his other speeches in Prance.
But Mustafa Kamil felt that, his real life-work
was in Egypt;

and upon returning, he succeeded in

organising a group of people who, like himself,
infuse the people with national consciousness.

sought to
This

ever-growing group was to be the core of Kamil’s party,
which was finally founded officially only in 1907.

But

it was designated by that name by Egyptians and Europeans
alike, not excluding the British diplomatic representatives
in Egypt

from, the time of its early formation at the

end o f the nineteenth century.

E.g., 3?.0. 78/5024, Hennell Hodd’s Ho.103, marked
“Secret", to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Aug.25, 1899. Ibid.,
Rodd’s Ho. 178, marked “Secret", to Salisbury, dated
Cairo, Sep. 16,1899. H. Boyle's Hote, dated May 25,1900,
being Enclosure in E.O. 78/5087, Cromer’s Ho.97, marked
"Confidential", to, Salisbury, dated Cairo, May 26, 1900.
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Among the men who organised this group in
1897, the most prominent, "besides Kamil, were:
Lutfi al-Sayid,

Ahmad

afterwards editor of nAl~j arida” ;

Muhammad Parid, Kamil1s.,successor in the leadership of
the party;

Muhammad cU-yiman (the father of- Amin

eUthman Pasha).;
hrother;

Labib Muharram (cUthman Muharram Pasha1

and Sacid al»Shimi foOfey.--.
In order to achieve their two primary aims —

making ardent patriots of all ffeyptians and convincing
foreign Powers of Egypt’s right to he fxtee of
“iniquitous” British rule — ' Kamil and his followers
used three means in particular; ,

3-30
(i©^)
,

a.

journalistic activity;

b.

lecturing on Egyptian national ideas at home
and abro ad;

c’.

increasing education.

*

___
■
'
Sal am a Musa, pp.cit., in Al-katib al-misri, .
Ko.10, July 1948, _p*294.
I shall call this' partg
”Al-hiab al-watani”, to distinguish it from turabi*s
party, which I have consistently named ”lhe
H at i onal Party ”.
_

'

M

•
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It was not by mere chance that, during the
first 5rears of his political life, Mxistafa Kamil
concentrated his attention on journalism.

It must be

remembered that journalism was the only practical
political battleground in Egypt at the end of the
nineteenth century.

Miile at the end of Khedive

.isma^il’s rule there was in. Cairo only one Arabic newspaper^, .twenty years later,;in, 1898, there were 50 Arabic
d a iliesand

in the whole of Egypt nearly 200 journals

.and n e w s p a p e r s ;

Du ling five years, from 1895«190Q,

about 500 newspapers and periodicals were founded in
Egypt, most o f/which, indeed, .were very short-lived.
The increase in the number of newspapers went
hand in hand with an Increase in the number of their
readers, as education progressed in Egypt.

A newspaper

afforded a connecting
' linlc between
• its readers.
A

\

*""11— T U m i H T ' T T l

f—

H iri n g

tfl ]irr

Thus I.

11II

(1*1).
Article on “Al-ja^ra^ id fPl-qutr al-misri,! in
Al-diya* vol.I, 1898-1899,pp.4-12.
fS.2)
G. Young,
.

"Egypt",

pp.179-180.

£13)
Galal, op.cit.,p.133.

-
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while in Europe groups and parties created their organs,
in Egypt‘groups formed round an already existing news
paper, and after a certain time grew into parties, the
main interests and activity of which still continued to he
centred around.their organ*
a lesser extent,

This had been the case, to

during the late 7b*s and early 8 0 ’s of .

the nineteenth century and the same was still the case
with the development of almost every political party in
fSgypt up to the first World War (^).
Mustafa Kamil was aware of the great importance
of having a newspaper of his own, for propagating his,
views and ideas and for strengthening the ties with those
elements whom, eventually,, he might shape into a political
party.
"Al-liwa?” —

"The Standard” —

was the

significant name given by Kami 1 to his Arabic daily, which
appeared for the first time ,ih Cairo, on January 2 , 1900.
It was founded as a reaction to the disappointment felt
by Kamil and others in the attitude of l,Al-mu>ayyad,!^ ® )

(394)

~

~

Ibid., pp*152, 156-157 * , cAttara,;
rikh tahwin alsuhuf al-misriya”, p.148* Eiaeddine Saleh, op. cit., pp. 157i58. Michelangelo Guidi, op.cit., in An. Sammarco & others,
f,Egitto moderno, ” pp.144 ss.
’

(2*5)

.

' Galal, op.cit.,p. 149.
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In the first issue, which ran to four pages,
Kamil sketched the programme and policy of his paper in
general terms;

“Al-liwa** was to serve the ttana and Islam

in honourable end practical ways;

to strengthen the

relations among 'Egyptians as well as among Muslims;

to

improve the education, economy and industry of Egypt.
Some of the best literary talent of Egypt at
)

— *

—

the time contributed to "Al-liwa", not ably Ahmad Shauqi
and Khalil Mu t ran.

But the character of "Al-liwI?" was

decidedly political and not literary.

im the first seven

years of the twentieth century it not only propagated
patriotic ideas with great eloquence but also-gathered
around it practically all extremist national, elements,
for the most part anti-British.

f,Al«iiwau employed just

the same, methods as Al-hizb al-watani:

bitter attacks

on thejOocupation, and insistence on the absolute
necessity of independence for Egypt and the Sudan

(196)

■

For the interest displayed by"Al-liwaf!in everything
which happened in the Sudan, as early as 1900, see. P.O.
78/5086, 'Cromer’s ho.25, to Salisbury, dated Cairo,
Peb.8,1900, and Enclosures. ' Also Enclosure 6 in 'P.O.•
78/5087, Cromer’s ho.91/, to Salisbury, dated. Cairo,
May IS, 1900. f One cannot, help* suspecting, Kamil, in
spite of the lack of evidence, of having some -secret
connection with a clandestine society of officers, the
headquarters of which; were, in Cairo;' Egyptian officers
from all parts of the Sudan —
a large branch existed
at Gmdumaan
were continually corresponding with
the headquarters of1the society. Cf. "Rough notes by;
Colonel Jackson", beShgrEnclosure 3 in P.O. 78/5086,
Cromer’s private letter to Sandex’gon, dated Cairo,
Feb.17, 1900.
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They often cited glorious examples from the histories
of Egypt and other countries,

Bo important event in

Egypt or abroad, political or otherwise, which Kamil
thought might be of interest to his readers,

escaped

notice in;the columns of "Al-liwa11.
At the end of the year1900,'Kamil.was already
publishing a supplement to Al-liwa, called "Majallat
al-liwa", which was sent free of charge twice evex»y
month to all the “subscribers of the former v^SIr; #
Moreover, the press of Al-liwa was occasionally used
for boohs and pamphlets of propaganda.

It also

published the greater part of Kamil’s speeches in
booirlet form.

As early as January 1901, it issued an

anonymous pamphlet,

entitled ”Alhlaq wa-adab ah lam' al-

ahlam", in which the asocial life and general conditions
of Egypt were criticised in the literary device of
dreams

Even people like Jurji Zaidan, who had

no great sympathy with Kamil’s political vie\*rs,
recognised that the publication of Al-liwa opened a new
i-93
chapter in the history of the Arabic p r e s s .in Egypt (3r§&) *
(«4*J

Of. Al-hilal, vol. IK Pec.1,1900,p.157.
x
’
fjU&Q j
Ibid., J a n *15, 1901, p.254.
^9.
9
( 1RX
_
■■
_
_
v
Article or^nT a >riIsh al-nahda al-sihafiya fi 1~
lughajf al-carabiya", ibid *, .vol .XVTII, May 1,19 IQJr
pp.488-489.
, ^>2
*

,

.
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The:.success of Al-liwa?

and its growing *

popularity (it is alleged that it reached a circulation *
360

of 10, 0

0

0

prompted Kamil to plan the launching of

two new dailies,, one in English and the other in French,
Sol
on the same lines a s ‘Al-liwa^ ■
For this purpose,
he founded a Limited Company

the first of its hind

in Egypt — ~ with a capital of t£E.20, GOG, subscribed for
the most ,part by Egyptians (November. 1906).

A month

later he was in Europe, together/with his devoted friend
Muhammad Farid (1868^1919), looking for staff for his two
new papers and buying the necessary machinery, ; He found
an editor in an Irish nationalist jcurnalist.and w a s ,
promised contribution® from eminent persons in Great
Britain and 'France,'-. =

'•

■, / ;

f7'“-

-:

”L fBtendard Egyptien” appeared for the first
time on the evening of March 2, 1907, while ’’The Egyptian
Standard” came out on the.following morning. . It is

X, ”Les courants politiques dans le mileu arahe”,
in H,M.M.,vol.XXV, Bee.1913, p.235.
.
301

.For Kamil1s decision to publish these two
-newspapers c£. Al-liwa5
, Aug.5, 23,. and 30, 1906, quoted
by L-. Bouvat, ”La presse musulmane”, ibid.., vo 1.1,
Bee.1906, p.280.
-

2G2.
Noticeable that both names were just a translation of
"Al-liwa**’; and such was the case with their contents, too,
with some adaptation to the tastes and opinions of their
lol
European readers («•).
Their avowed aims were to defend
the rights of Egypt and the Egj^ptians and to strengthen
the bonds of friendship with the foreigners living in
3o3

•Egypt W * ) .

In pursuing their first aim too energetically,

they rather confirmed the suspicions and apprehensions of
foreign residents in Egypt and thereby defeated their
second aim'

*.

•

Besi cbs managing and contributing to various
French and English newspapers, Mustafa Kamil spent much
time and energy in making speeches*
lor

He was a good orator,

___ j— -____

(«■)

-"L’Etendard Egyptien" and "The Egyptian Standard" had
few Egyptian subscribers, but many of Turkish and’
Circassian origin— of. J. Alexander, op.cit.,p.39 —
probably because the latter.still did not care to read
Arabic.
,303x
(1^*)
J . Alexan&er, ibid.,pp.38-40;
al-Ei.ficI, "Must afa
Kami 1",p p .2 45 -247 ; FilcrT Ablj(asa, "Mus taf a Kami 1 ft ‘
sanat 1948", in Al-hilal, vol.LVI,Feb*i948, p.10.
loi*(W'gfc)
Specimens o f the contents of L*Eten,dard Egyptien
are given in the notes on "La press© musulmane", in
vol.III, Ho. 10, Oct. 1907, pp.369-37O'.
.

9

and his eloquence enabled him to captivate his listeners,*
interest.

His tireless efforts are expressed in his

letters to Mme. Juliette Adam (published posthumously
under the name of "Egyptian-Erench lettersn)

where he

tells of his satisfaction with the results of his speeches
before exultant audiences.
■ One of the fields in vhich Kamil engaged himself
directly — - f o r -the greater part of his activity consisted
of articles and speeches—

was education.

He often

accused the British of haying neglected education,

and

of bending their efforts exclusively towards the
improvement o f the material conditions of the Egyptians.
t

In this, he forgot to talc© into account that education
cannot stricle foiward as rapidly as material prosperity.
In a p eriod when aversion to thefeducation of
woman was almost.general* in Muslim Egypt, he- propagated
the idea of educating Egyptian girls, so that they should
3or
malce good mothers and loyal w i v e s .
Egyptian boys

,3©5\
(3r&)

■

*

Cf. his speech i n Arabic at ,Cairo, Dec. 23,1898,
trane. into French in M Kamel, "Egjrptiens et .anglais",
p.204; and his lecture in French at the . Salon ae C W\
Adam, Paris, June 18, 1899 — ibid., p.223.

should be encouraged to devote themselves to the study
of crafts and technics®1^*.

The opening of each new

school met with his applause and he inspired rich
Egyptians to donate funds towards the furtherance of
education*^.

He played a great part in establishing

a free school at al-Hilmiya, Cairo, at the beginning
of 1899306.
Soon ..Kamil decided that only a school under
his own supervision could px*oduee a lar$e number of
'truly patiiotic" Egyptians.

This showed a realistic

appreciation of the country’s need at that time.

Two

of his wealthy followers enabled him. to realise this
desire by endowing a school in his name and entrusting
its administration to him.

Kamil announced in a letter-

to "Al-mu> ayyad" dated March 28, 1899r. that the

306.
E.g., his article in Al-liwa’, Oct.25,1900,
in al-H£fici, "Mustafa Kamil", p. 150.

quoted

‘307.
E.g., his speech in Arabic at Cairo, Dec.18, 1899,
trans. into Erench in M. Kamel, "Egyptians et anglais",
p.241. Cf.E.0.78/5024, Cromer’s Ho. 215, marked
"Confi dential", to Salisbury, dated Cairo, Dec.23,1899,
and Enclosure.

308.
Al-Rafici, "Mustafa Kamil",

pp.138-139.
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*Madras

Mug t af a Kami I**" would impart a good national

education on Muslim lines, together with, a thorough
grounding in Arabic and optional courses in French or
English

309

*

This school seems to have proved a signal

success in the years immediately following.
Mustafa Kamil was also, as far as we know, the
first to advocate the creation of an Egyptian University*
In Al-livm* of October 26, 1904, he pointed out the great
need of the Egyptians for such an institution.

In

February, 1905, he returned to the same project and
suggested in some of his articles (e.g., Al-liwa? ,8.1.1905)
that, the University should be called *KullIyat Muhammad
1-111

CA1 i*% to mark the centenary of
31 O'
of power^x *

i" ”"”--1'

Muliammad cA l i 1s seizure

Collections were begun for this project, but

the donations proved to be insufficient.
309.
__ Ibid.,pp.,139-140;
cAttara, op.cit.,.p. 144.
310.

■,
—r'1-

Still Kamil didd

Galal, op. cit., pp. 156-158;

:
The hundredth anniversary of that event, according
to the computation of the Muslim calendar, had been
celebrated by Kamil in a speech before 3,000 persons*
See La Eefoime, May 22, 1902, being Enclosure 1 in
F.Q. 78/5226, Cromer’s Ho. 75, marked ’'Confidential",
_
to Lansdowne, dated Cairo, May 23, 19,02.
Cf. al-Rafici,
"Mustafa' Kamil", pp*161-166, for passages from Kamil’s
speech and its echoes in the local press.

not despair and in an interesting letter to Muhammad Farid/
dated Paris, September 24, 1906, he reiterated his belief
that the best present which patriotic Egyptians might
311
give their c.ountry ;was a.uhiyer£ityM .
Summing up, we find that at the end of the
nineteenth and the. beginning of the twentieth century
Mustafa Kamil was engaged in disseminating his ideas in

.

Egypt and abroad,, through his papers, his articles in
French and English journals,
interviews;

and his public talks and

he also sought to forward national education,

. both elementary and high.

‘

‘

In all these various activities his winning
-a
' ,
’’
personality enabled him to collect a group of admiring
friends and disciples.
and spoke.

:

'
:

In the name of this group he acted

.But, after a time, h e :realised that greater

efficiency might be achieved, if these unorganised
adherents were formed into a regular party on the: Western:,
mo de 1.
311.
Al-RaficI, ibid.,-pp.240-241. Kamel, "Egyptian- \
French letters, " x>p.l76,172, 206.
J. Alexander, op.cit.,
part III,ch.VI. Germain Mart in; "L1uhlversi te
E egyptienne", in R.M.M.,vol.Kill,Eo.1, Jan.1911,pp. 4 ss.
H. Kohn, "Geschichte der'na,tipnalen Bewegung ini Orient",
pp. 3bl - 152.
v‘ '
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Certain events facilitated this task-for him,
by creating an atmosphere favourable for the formation
of a radical party with extreme anti-British views. •
Many Egyptians were very disappointed when France signed
the 1904 Entente with, Ore at Britain.

In the Russo-

Japanese war of 1904/5 an Oriental people, whose .strength
had been unknown he forehand, vanquished what was then
considered one of the great Christian Powers of Europe.
This victory awoke great excitement end interest in the
Hear East (Mustafa Kamil then wrote a book on the new
Japan^1^).

The Taha frontier incident in 1908S1Sstirred
*
^
the feelings o f th©(Egyptians still further against the

British, in sympathy With their co-religionists,

the Turks.

The "Benishwai Incident11 was also exploited by Kamil and
the vernacular Press for bitter anti-British propaganda.

314

312.
11A 1-shams al-mushriqa, first part,- Matbacat Al-liwa*, .
1904;p.222.
’
"
'
313.
On this incident see P.P. Graves,
ch.IV.
314.

"Briton and Turk",
^ ■

'
‘
j' ■
,
/.
.
On the Denishwai Incident of., inter alia, M.Kamel,
-'Egyptian-French letters^, pp.246-248., J. Alexander, op.cit.,
part I, ch.111. Al-.Rafici,..\VMugtafa Kamil", pp.200 ss.,
237-245, 368-369, 383-384. A.-Hasenclever, op.cit.,pp.
452-455.
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Up to 1907 Mustafa Kamil and his adherents
regarded themselves as spokesmen of the new Egypt rather
than a political party, though, even as early as 1696,
they did occasionally style themselves "Al-hissh alwatani” —

"The national Party"

—

particularly to the

reporters of foreign newspapers^5. . But feeling that the
time was itLpe for a well-organised political party, and
anxious‘to Be able to combat tae new parties that were then
being formed with the support of the Khedive
and Lord Cromer,

cAbbas II

and perhaps, too, because he felt that his

own days were coming to an end, in this y e a r .Kamil began
to prepare the ground for the official foundation of his
Hi sib.

It is interesting to compare this with the emer-

gence of the Wafd as a political party seventeen years,
later.

It, too, from 1916-1924, maintained that it

represented the Egyptian people only, but was then forced
by similar circumstan ces .to organise itself, in party form.
In the "Figaro” of May 8, 1907, Kamil published
a detailed programme of his party, to which we will revert
later.

On October 7 of that year, Kamil returned from

Europe to Alexandria,
315.

and three days later proclaimed in

;' ■ '
r“
;
Of.Kamil’s interview with the correspondent of the
Hew York Herald in Constantinople, quoted by al-HafieI,
ibid.,p.81.
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Al-liwa?

that "the tjme has come to establish for the

"National Party (Al-hlzb al,watani) a complete organisa
t i o n to include all its adherents and friends who for
"many years have been participating,-in .'every way with us
"in patriotic works.
Acting on this purpose, Mustafa. Kamil
addressed a meeting o f about 6,000 people in the Zi^inia
Theati^e at Alexandria on October 22, 1907.

It was his

greatest public meeting and he meant it to be a general
call for membership^1^ .

Kami.l spolce of Egyptian national

life after the Entente of 19 04?and the important advances
made by the National Movement,

in spite of the English;

he was sure that national self-reliance was the way to
independence.
al-watani.
*

He then called the people to join Al-hizb
* *

The speech had a considerable effect in Egypt
and .was summarized by many French newspapers and

318.
Al-liwa? , Oct. 10,190,7, quoted by al-Rafic i, ibid.,
p.263.
317 •

The speech in Arabic was published in extenso in
al-Rafici, "Mustafa Kamil",pp&68-500;
for a good English
translation, see *the pamphlet "What -the Rational Party
wants. Speech delivered on October 22, 1907, in the
Zissinia Theatre at Alexandria by H.E. Moustafa Kamel
Pasha", printed by the Egyptien Standard, Caii’o, n.d.;
36 pp •

209.
periodicals212.

Applications for membership in the Hizb

came from all parts of Egypt.

Its first great meeting

was in the Al-liwa? "building in Cairo 'five days later21®#
It was a solemn function, attended *by Egyptians of all
classes and professions:

notables and fanners,

and engineers, employers and workers, etc.

lawyers

Accoidfctg to

the invitations presented at the door, there were 1,019 at
the meeting, another 846 excusing themselves by telegram
and letter.
In the opening speech by Kamil, he first
declared that the National Party had already long been
in existence, and it was now time to organise it.

He

continued with an outline of the ideals which the Hissb
should follow:

education for all Egyptians, greater

understanding with other peoples, special care for .the lot
of the fallah.
..

!W
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A
Cf. A*L.C., "Le parti national,.—
Denshawai11, in
.R.M.M.,vol. Ill, Nos* 11-12, Nov.-Dec* 1907,pp.302-508.
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The correct date, October 27,1907, is mentioned in
Mustafa Kamilas letters and various other* Arabic sources,
as wel 1 as by reliable European writers.
J.Adam,
“L !Angleterreen Egypte”,p.194, and G. Brockelmann,
"Geschichte der islsmischen Vo Ike i* und Staatehf,,p.412,
should be corrected accordingly.

Then,- matters proceeded on the lines of a European
meeting.

Mahmud-Anis eulogised Kamil and proposed him for

president of the Hizb:

he was elected unanimously.

Then Fu?ad Salim read the ^La^ihat al-hizb**,
the ’programme'1 or ’‘Statutory, rules,1..
paragraph by paragraph,

This was debated,

and at last a final version was .

adopted.

■•
According to-:these statutory rules, Mustafa Kamil

was chosen leader of the Party for life.

A general assembly

under the name of "National Assembly" (‘"A l - m u H a m a r al»
watani*’"), was to meet each yeartto,.elect an Administrative
Board (*Al-lajna al-idariya**), to examine the budget of the
Party and discuss its activities, to debate proposals by the
members and to pass resolutions fox’ the welfare of Egypt.
The proceedings of the Assembly to be published annually.
The Executive Board was to consist of thirty
members besides the President, elected for three years,
and meeting at least once a month.

It would elect from its

members two vice-presidents (Walcilan), a secretary, a
treasurer and an executive committee of eight (*Lajna
tanfidhiya.*), to include the first vice-president; the
secretary and the treasurer*

The Lajna tanfidhiya was

to meet at least once a weelc and execute the decisions of
the Lajna idariya

A-central club of the Party was
321
to he founded, with branches throughout the country .: . .
tmi

Min
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: 'This was the first real organisation .of.a
political Party in modern Egypt,

and. proved to be so

efficient that,.even after Kami 1 1s death and when its .•
popularity was one the wane, it still remained a factor in
political life,
’ It was in the article in "Figaro" of May 8,
1907, referred to above, that Kamil gave clear, not to
say dogmatic, expression to the programme of .his new •
party.

It was in six paragraphs, and demandedV"
Formation of an active Ministry,

responsible

to Parliament., to receive advice but not
orders from the British Advisers (// 1-3);
Various improvements in education (/ 4);
The gradu a l ,rep 1ac em ©nt o f fo re ig n of fi ci al s
.by capable Egyptians .(/ 5);
Reform of the Gapitiilations by enhancing * the
powers of the Mixed Tribunals

%pp

.
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first members elected to the various; Boards
cf. al-RaficT, "Mustafa Kami!11,' p.270A
It^Md. ,pp.2 67 - 27Qr
Adam, op. c i t p p . 194-197 , Little
else is Imown about the internal organisation of this Party
322.
J>’ ■" “ •• •- '
See the complete programme of demands in I. Alexander, ^
op.cit., pp.117-118,

-
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These-‘demands, which aimed at constitutional,
administrative and judicial reforms, were more moderate
than might have been expected;

and this may he accounted

for by the desire to impress. French public opinion, with
the moderation and freedom from fanaticism of Kamil’s
followers.

The longer list of demands of the Hisih,

read at the large meeting of October 22, 1SG7, and
approved five days •later hy the meeting of the Party, was
somewhat more outspoken/' though still moderate in its

termed3.
First of all the programme demanded nthe
autonomy of Egypt as established in 184011.

This seemed,

to differ from the vociferous sine qua non demand of
Kamil and his partisans for a *Jall* **- (Evacuation).

The

scecond demand was quite in .keeping with the growing claim
for representative government and institutions, then
gaining ground in Egypt3S4, under the influence of

323.
See App.9,
Text in 11What the national party wants11,
pp.28-29 ; same inAT. Alexander, o p . c i t p p . 121-123. For
the Arabic version see Al-hilal, Feb.1948, p.15.
For a
I?re^
translation see. j. Adam, ,^ ' A n„ieterre en Egypte", ,
pp. 195-197.
wo*
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As has been explained af greater length in the
chapters dealing with the Parliamentary institutions in
Egypt.

-constitutional developments: in Russia, and Turkey.

The .,

third paragraph was only meant to calm the apprehensions
of Egypt’s public creditors,

and had appeared in the

programme of cUrabi!s ’National Paxt^’, in a very similar
way and for' the very sane reason.

The fourth was a

foxmal statement of those criticisms of the Government of
Egypt which ’Kamil and his group had been making- fox* years.
The next four demands advocated general education, in:
order to increase the welfare and prosperity of the

-

;

Egyptians and bring about the political union of Muslims,
and Copts (a union which it was one of Kamil’s main goals
to achieve).

The ninth paragraph was also intended to

soothe the susceptibilities of the foreigners'-in Egypt.
The final paragraph dealt with the necessity of strengthenEgypt’s ties of,friendship and polity with other peoiDles
and nations, notably the Ottoman Empire.
In general, this programme, though hardly feasible
at the time, was not unrealistic and it established definite
lines of action for Al-hiasb ■al-watanl,
lines of Kamil’s previous activity.

closely following the
It is typical of the

mentality of the leading .political men of Egypt at the. time
that the programme was mainly political and constitutional,
showing a lively concern for education, but with little
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attention to economic matters and practically no mention
of social problems.

This was to be the attitude of

most of the Egyptian political parties, and was probably
due to the material prosperity of Egypt under the British
occupation.
Mustafa
Kamil worked ceaselessly for the success
*
*

■

of his party.up to the day of his death, about four months
later.

His. funeral -ouc.asd.pne.d^a-^pjohtane.ous display of
i

=

- '

sorrow by the whole of Egypt

,

—

the living memory of the land.

'

i

the first of its kind in
But Al-hissb al-watani

was too well organised to fall asunder, even after such a
blow.

It continued to function under the leadership of

Kamil’s faithful lieutenants and continues in existence
to the present day,

-

Let us look at the,general lines of orientation
and policy of Al-hiab al*«watanl (both as a group and as a
party), as determined by Kamil and his advisers.
The most important characteristic of Al-hisb
al-watani, both under the leadership of Mustafa Kamil and
that of his successors was its essentially •political
nature:

a political party employing political means.

Mustafa Kamil had that knowledge and understanding of
infernational politics which his predecessors in cUrabi!s

days lacked*

Deeming it.impossible for Independence, .and

Occupation to dwell, together, he and his adherents
inscribed *Al-jaia?* (Evacuation) on their politicalstandard,
Kami 1 is known to have devoted much time to the
study of the Egyptian Question,
i

The first lesson he
,

learned from the course of the cUi^aM movement a n d its
failure was that the English had profited from the
disunion between the national .movement and the Khedive.
For a long time he kept in contact with

Abbas 11^

and evenuhen he had good relations, with him no longer,
Kamil abstained from quarrelling,with him publicly,

so

that the British should not turn it to their groflt ♦
The second lesson which he drew from it was
that ignorance was the worst internal enemy of the
Egyptians,

Hence his ardent advocacy of large-scale

educe,tion in Egypt, in all his important speeches and
many of his articles;.and hence the foundation of the
school which .bore his name-.

: It was the merit, of Kamil

and his Party, that they opened the eyes of the Egyptians
to the value of education.
,■325.

‘
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■
For ,Mustafa Kami I 1s relations, with the Khedive, with
hints of some ’secret dealings between them, of. F,0.78/4763,
.Cromerfs Ho,131, to Salisbury','' dated Cairo, Oct .29, .1896,~
F.Q.78/4863, Cromer1s Ho,86,marked.nConfidential”,to Salisbury,
dated Cairo, June 12,189?.v .F.Q,78/5087, Cromer’s Ho.97,marked
”Confidential”, to Salisbury, dated Cairo, May 26,1900.
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The third lesson which Kamil had learned 3taa
the failure of cUrabi v/as that the union of all Egyptians
was essential fox1 the Evacuation and Independence.

From

1896 onwardsss^, in his speeches and articles, he worked to
organise Egyptian public opinion.

It was his constant care

to unify all the diverse elements among the people,
was convinced,

for he

as he said in a speech at the Italian Thea/bre

at Cairo, that .the real enemy of the Egyptians was not Great
Britain, but disunity

,

As late as March,

1907, he could
328
promise Egypt Independence if only it would unite
,
The propaganda of Kamil and his adjutants was
typical of the "White and Black propaganda”, afterwards
adopted with even greater success by Zaghlul.

In the

speeches of Kamil and in the articles of Al-liwaJ all
Egyptians were divided into two parts:

the patriots, who

fought for independence,

and the Occupationists (^nuhtallun*"),

who aided the British.

The latter were attacked bitterly

and described

by v\aw\«.

painful for many

Mack eolouvs ,

sensitive.

Egyptians.

i * i w f i u i i B i i i p n ^ u i la,. \m

u^s

very

These tactics

wj^i
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Cf. al~Rafifi, "Mustafa Kamil", p.61..
u
Speech^delivered on Dec.18, 1899; see relevant passages
in, Al-Rafi^i, ibid.,p.142; cf. French trans. in M.Kamel,
"Egyptiens et ^aran^ais”,pp.238-240,
Cf)Q
* Speech in Arabic at the Continental Hotel, Mar.2, 1907,
quoted by al-Kafici, ibid.,p.247.

succeeded less in bringing--.over new, adherents to
Al-hi&b al-watani than in silencing many of its opponents,
for a time at least
It is more than doubtful if Kamil,or his chief
adherents, most of them members of well-to-do families,
actually appreciated the great social gap between the
rich and the fallahin, with no influential middle-class
to bridge it.

As is manifest in the official programme

of the Party, they were npt particularly concerned to
deal with Egypt*s social problems;

and up to 1907,

towards the end of his life, Kamil himself,

in his

speeches and articles, exhibited but little interest in
the lot of the faLlihin.
’'

Mustafa
Kamil *'felt there was no serious social
-* * <
.-

rivalry in Egypt,

and that the antagonism between the

Ihrco-Circassian and Egyptian elements had at the time
become negligible.

It was Kanil!s personal Achieve

ment that by little more than force of character he
succeeded in bringing together Muslim and Copt leaders
in Al-hi&b al-watani and inducing them to abandon their
329.
F.0.78/5087, Cx,omerfs Ho.97, marked "Confidential”,
to Salisbury, dated Cairo, May 26, 19 00, Enclosure.

rivalries and jealousies., ■ It was an achievement which
Kamil’s followers c.ould not preserve for long after .his.tl

•

death,",and which was not to be reached again.unti1 after
the First World War under the magnetic influence of
Sacd Zaghlul.
Political union between the Muslims and Copts
was not achieved.eas idy.

The re was a deep-ro oted ant.i-

Christian prejudice among the Muslims, which was further
exacerbated by jealously

—~

for the Copts held many of

the important -and, well-paid; jobs in the country.
Copts, on the other hand,

The

regarded the Muslims as

inferiors and parvenus while' they alone were the true
descendants and heirs of the, ancient Egyptians.

Mustafa

Kamil pointed out the interest both communities had, in
uniting, and dwelt-upon the common elements.in their
past and present;

"The Muslims and Copts are one people

11(*rShacb *') united, by patriotism,
"conditions of life;

customs, morals and *

and it is impossible ever to

"divide thern^^.
330.
. M. Kamil’s speech in the' Ziadnia, Theatre at
Alexandria on, June 8,1897, as reported by the Coptic,
p ape r ;Al-watan an d quo te d by al-Eafix 5, i bi d ., p .98;
cf. ibid.,pp.147-148, 450; M.Kamel, "Egyptlens et
anglais”,pp.165-168* See,however, J.Alexander, op.
cit.,p.ll3.
, '
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The support given to his Party "by so many Copts
was Kamil’1s most'effective retort to those who accused it
of being an organ of Pan-Xslamic propaganda,.

Though not

a pietist himself, Kamil never denied the importance of
religion, and his attitude to religious instruction has
already been noticed in connection with the school
founded in his name.

Moreover, he often asserted that

religion and patriotism complemented one another

351

This attitude of Kamil might have caused some
apprehension to those who feared an outbreak of fanatician
in Egypt.

Anyhow, if was used by his political antagon

ists to discredit Kamil in the eyes of France, from whom
he might have expected some support in the early years of
his activity.

France' was stillJanxious about unrest,

particularly religious unrest, in her acquisitions in
ITorth ’Africa a n d ’
-.'.elsewhere, . For this reason Mustafa
Kamil had to deny time and again that he was pursuing a
Pan-Xslamic policy.
It was more difficult for Kamil to deny his
sympathy and connections with the Forte.
331.

In the troubles'

*
E.g.,his speech at the Zi&inia Theatre in Alexandria,
on June 2,1900, quoted in al-Bsifici, ibid,, p. 147; ibid.,
p.420.
Of. Michelangelo Guidifs -appreciation of Kamil *s
approach to religion and nationalism, op.cit.,p.137.

between Christians and Musliras in Macedonia, Morocco and
other places* the Egyptian Muslim could not in his heart

-

remain impartial* and such events as the Turkish victories
in Greece and the,Taba incident could not leave him
unmoved.

Kamil pointed out again and again that it was

only natural for Muslims to be attached to the Sultan.

He

himself was warmly received by the Sultan in audience in
1899 and on other occasions*^,
'

,

and afterwards remained in
................

communication with Yildil Kiosk for some time ■ .

But he

repudiated energetically any implication; that, he desired
to bring .Egypt again under Turkish tutelage.

He asserted

that he was afraid of Great Britain persuading" the Sultan
to renounce his rights over Egypt in her favour, thus
rendering the Egyptians even more helpless,-

In short,

Kamil said that he sided with Turkey^only out of his
hatred for Great .Britain,

but had nothing to do with Pan-

Islamic agitation and wished to be on terms of greatest
332,

~
E.G.78/5024, B o d d ^ l\fo. 176,marked "Secret”,to Salisbury,
dated Cairo, Sep.16, 1899,
Cf.H. B o y l e , H o t e , dated
Cairo,May 25,1900, being-Enclosure in F.0.78/5087, CromeioTs
F o . 97, marked "Confidential”, to Salisbury, dated Cairo,
May 26,1900. X, ”Les courants politiques dans le milieu
arabe”, in
vol.XXK^ Bee. 1913, p,255.
333
Fote on Al-liwa? in Al-hiSaL, vol.VIIX, Jan.15,1900, p. 253.
Article on "Mustafa Kamil",ibid.,vol.XVI,Mar.1,1908,p.330
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friendship with foreigners residing in Egypt^34#
However, Kamil*s statement that he had nothing todo with. Pan-Islamic agitation is belied not only by his
dealings with the-Palace circle of Constantinople^^,but
also by his connection with certain semi-secret
Pan-Isianic societies in Egyptsss.
al~island

One of these, ^Sh.ams

(The sun of Islam) was actually directed from

Constantino^ah and operated in Egypt under the leadership
of a certain cAli Bey al-Mu^ayyad, maintaining a close
secrecy about its enrolment and proceedings.
dissensions,, however,

Internal

soon reduced it to ineffectiveness.
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M. Keane 1, “Igyptian-French letters”,pp.44, 228;-jLd,(
’’Egyptians et anglais”,pp.179-183, 245-247.
Al-Bafici,
“Mustafa Kamil, “pp.98, 341-346. *Attara, op. cit., p.465.
Hasenclever, o p . c i t p . 148* Alexander, op. cit., p. 32.
W.8. Blunt, “The new Egyptian nationalism", The
Independent Review, vol. XI, Oct, 1906, pp.32-33. 0 1Leary,
“Islean'at the cross roads", pp. 148-147 . Galal, op. cit.,
p. 14-3. E .K1 ingmii 1 ler, "Geschichte der Wafd-Partei im
Rahmen der gesam$»politischen Lage Aegyptens”,p.13.
W.'Braune, "Bie Entwichlung des Kationalismus bei den
Arabern", Be it rage zur ArabistIk, Semiti stile und
Islanwissenschaft (1944), pp. 432 ss.
*
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Bee the.three preceding footnotes. -

336.
Cf.,P.0.78/5Q24, -Rodd's Ho.176, .marked "Secret", to
Sep. 16,1899. .. .
„

Salisbury,- dated Cairo,

V
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*

More important w a s :another society of .Pan-Islamic aims,
called *Makar,im "al-akhlaq* (Graces of morals).

Reputed

to have a membership of thousands, and branches in the
most important towns'of Egypt, it also included many
people of prominence in religion and other walks o f .life.
Its meetings were relatively quiet and orderly.

from

the lectures and debates at these meetings, it was to be
concluded that, the aims of this society were to uplift
Islam and pi’eserve its rites and laws intact by creating
a united front against all Christians 337 ^
The policy of the Hiab was further orientated ,
towards Turkey with the growing despair of any support
from the French. . Until this time it showed the influence
of France both .in-its., ideas and its phraseology,
was the second language of the country.

and French

However,

after

the. discomfiture of France in the Fashoda Incident, the
Egyptian Press gradually ceased to extol France and
exhorted the Egyptians to rely only on their own powers;
337
Ibid.,Rodd’s H o . 163, marked "Secret",.to Salisbury,
dated Cairo,Aug,25,1899. . P.O.78/508$ Cromer’s Ho. 97,
marked "Confidential", to Salisbury, dated Cairo,May 26,
1900, Enclosure.
F.0.141/357, ho. 43, O ’Conor’s,
despatch, marked ".Secret", to Cromer, dated Constantinople,
Feb.12,1900, and Enclosure, being copy of Block’s
memorandum.
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this was particularly evident in the Rationalist press :
after the Entente of 1904.

Immediately after,the signing

of the Entente, Must.afa Kamil addressed a public meeting
in Alexandria and.encouraged his listeners to
the spread of education, unity, and moral elevation of
the Press.^®.

It is possible that it was at this time

that he strengthened his relations with German agents in
339
340
Egypt * , but of this there is. no decisive proof
These repeated disappointments led,to that self-reliance
which was ultimately to bring about the formation of
Al-hizb al-watani and other political Parties.

•338.

:
French translation of his.,Arabic speech, delivered
on June S# 1904 — M.Kamel, "Egyptians et anglais",.pp.323-324
339.

R.Sforrs, "Orientations" (1945 ed.),p.!21. Galal,
op. cit., p. 158.
Pox* the sympathetic attitude, of the .
newspaper of Al-hizb al-watani towards Germany in the
years preceding World War I, cf* H. Delbruck, op.cit.,
in Preussische Jahrbiicher, vol. GXLVI, 1911, p.303.
340.
On the general phase of Kamil’s hopes in^Prance, see
Ibrahim cAbduh, op. cit., pp. 155-158, Al-Rafici,
'Mustafa Kamil", pp. 174-175. H. Kohn, "Geschichte
der’nationalen Bewegung im Orient % pp. 15,3-154.
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Mustafa Kamil's demands for. a constitution and
representative institutions date from 1900,.

On October 5

of that jear he published an article named ’’The government
and the umma in Egypt” (”A 1-hukum a, w a ?1 -umma fi Mi s r ”), in
.which he called on the, British in strong terns, to fulfil
what he called ’’Lord Bufferin's promises of Constitutional
Government in Egypt”*

He was to reiterate this demand

often, in the years following, insisting that only by
granting const1 tutionai representative institutionsv
could the British hope to live oxi good terns with the
t

Egyptians;

and only by the Bustur:could the Egyptians hope

to be happy and prosperous.

The gist of these demands,,

whiph do not show anything original,, is embedded in the
second paragraph of .the xorogremne- o f Al-hi^b- al-watani^***.
This agitation for constitutional I’efoxms shows that the
constitutional experiments in Russia and other countries
of the Balkans,

in Persia and Turkey* though for the

greater part unsuccessful,- had left their imprint on the
Egyptian.politicians.

The fact that constitutional

experiments had failed in cthei1 countries of the Bear East
does not seem to have been taken into consideration.
As has already been mentioned, Kamil and his
•

•

i

followers used all available means of propaganda to
fu rthe r th ei r ,cau se :

sp e eche s, 1 nt e rv iews wi th.p o 1iticians

341. gee ^ p p . : 9. Cf.Kamil's articles and speeches quoted
in al-HaficI,’’Mustafa Kahiil”,p p . 166-167, 226 ; M .Kernel,
”$g ypt iens et ahg iai s"”,pp.277 -278.
-
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and journalists, publication of books and newspapers in
Arabic, English and French*

Kamilfs speeches, 'moderate

at first but gradually growing in virulence, -often showed
literary skill and resourcefulness in argument. , He sought
to convince the Egyptians and others that the British
Occupation was not only tyrannical but also inefficient in
all the departments of administration,

To prove this, and

establish as a conseo^uence that only the Egyptians could be
capable of managing their own affairs well, he did not
9

scruple to falsify the facts, e.g., his allegations
against British inefficiency in the department of irrigation.
Like many other politicians, he resorted to
generalisation in invective, as in his first public speech
in France, at Toulouse,

on July 4, 1895:

nD !apres tout que*

nje viens de dire, vous comprenea Men, Messieurs,

que

Ml foccupation de I ’Egypte par l ’Angleterre est nefaste a
ntoUtS les points de vue,

Bile est contrair^ a tous les

"traites, a toutes les regies de la justice,

et ella a,

nde plus, empeche le peuple de continuer a marcher dans
”la voie du prog res et de la civilisation”^ * 2.

M. Kamel, "Egyptiens et anglais ”,p. 36 ;
examples cf.ibid.,pp.47-79, 213.

for other

226.
Kamil enjoyed an unquestioned influence among
the students in Egypt, who literally adored him;

he

encouraged them to work for the hind of educational
system he was advocating even if it meant disobeying,
their parents and teachers.

It. was-Kamil and his group

who were behind the great strike of the Law School
students in 1906, comprising all the students of a
higher school and directed against the educational
policy of the Occupation,

This was the first practical

contact between the students and the organised national
movement,

and it gave the Egyptians their first taste of
•ZA

a large-scale strike0^ .
While1it is true that Kamil's death did not
cause any immediate serious disruption in the movement
which he had formed (a tribute to his organising ability),
those members who had been attracted to it by his electric
personality were soon to notice the absence*

However,

in

1908, Al-hiab al-watani showed much energy in its
activities,

and this was due in part to the preparations

Kamil had made before his death, and in greater part to
the spur of competition with the other recently formed parties,
343.

_—
See also al-Rafi i, "Mustafa Kamil", pp.195-197, 408-409;
Alexander, op.Xcitpp.30 ss .; J, Adam, op. cit., p. 148; LloydX
"Egypt since Cromer", vol.I, p.41; Ii. Bowman, "Middle-East
window", pp.40-41; P.G.Elgood,"The Transit of Egypt", pp.148' 148.

Muhammad Par id, a lawyer who had been Kamil’s

■

most trusted friend and adviser, was elected President
of .Al-hissb al-watani..

lie delivered hi s first long

political oration in Cairo soon after the first anniver
sary of Cromer’s resignation.

He began by advising his

listeners never to resort to force;
tion of the Capitulations;

demanded the aboli

attacked the "Hissb al-islah

cala>#r-mabadi> al-dusturlya" ;(commonly called the
Constitutional Heforraers) and its. leaderj. cAli':Yusuf,
accusing theW.;6f fomenting discord. :, He: then announced
that his Barty intended to fight for a Parliament, and
to ask it from the Khedive, not from Great Britain:
better to do without a. Parliament than receive it from
the British (a sly shaft at the;•other Egyptian parties)..
He accused the Ministers of receiving great salaries and
doing little work,
Adv isers.

executing only the commands of the.

He h ope d th at by a ;uni te d .front the Eg ypt i ans

would gain their Constitution and Parliament,

effective

conti’ol over their government and the removal.of British
authox*ity*

...
Farid,

following the exanple of Mustafa Kamil,

visited England at the end of 1908, delivered some speeches

228.
and published his revised; (that is, "revised" for the
British public) programme in the "Manchester Guardian".
There should he a complete evacuation of the country

and'

the grant of a constitution at least as liberal as that
of 1881,

Egypt would honour all International Treaties,

the Mixed Courts,

Capitulations, the Public Debt and the

Tribute to the Porte,

The British Parliament was uiged

to put an end to arbitrary rule, and Egypt,, for her -part,
would respect the privileges of European residents.
Education was to be encouraged and advanced.

All this

was obviously on the sane lines as Kamil's programme of
1907.
As promised by Parid in his first long public
oration,, in. 1908 Al-hiab al-watani submitted a petition
to the Khedive, with a large number of signatures,
requesting the revival of the Parliament "abrogated" by
the Occupation,

The Party succeeded in gaining to its

cause the Legislative Council*

almost the only semi-

parliamentary institution in Egypt:

this body,

in

verifying the budget for 1910, denounced the British
financial a dm ini s trat ion.
It was the propaganda of the Party which, about
this time, caused the failure of the project of the
Company of?the Sues Canal, which sought an extension of

229 •
the concession until 1998.

Some days before the matter

was brought up for debate in- the Genera,! Assembly,
Al-hisb al-watani called a large meeting in which

cAli

Kamil (Mustafa Kamil's brother) pointed out the dangers
which such a concession held for Egypt.

This meeting

influenced the view of the General Assembly when it
rejected the p l a n ^ 4 #
These activities in general reflected the
ambitions of Kamil's programme,

the only difference being

a more earnest demand for constitutional reforms;, this,
no doubt, was a reaction to the events in Turkey '

and

Persia in 1908-1909346.
True to Kamil's policy, Al-hizb. al-watani was
founding ,committees in the towns and the larger villages,
and through their help many evening-classes were being
founded.

Still it was undeniable that the extremists of

the Party were gaining ground.
case

in the Bear East,

As has been so often the

it was the extremist elexaent,

with

its unrestrained speeches and sweeping demands, that
344.

'
■
. . .
Alexander, op. cit., pp. 148-150,.161-162; J. Adam, op.cit
345.
"
pp.'198 s s z
for alleged connections between Al-hisb al-watani and
the Young Turks see X, "Les courants politiques dans le
milieu arabe", in R.M.M., vol..XXV, Dec. 1913, pp. 265-266, 271.
346.
For a contradictory,, but prejudiced, opinion, cf. H,H.
Fyfe, "The new spirit in Egypf",PP,146-150.
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‘

received the most popular support.
of Shaikh

Under the leadership

*Abd al-^Aziz Shav/ish, the more aggressive

elements of Al-hiab al-watani gradually got the upper hand
in Al-liwa5 and other Arabic newspapers influenced by the ,
Party,

like the Cairene daily ,,A 1 - Calamn in 1910^^^,

and

indulged in unbridled abuse of the British,
Mien there was no;cready material for attacking
the Occupation,

these newspapers directed their virulence

against the Copts and Christian Syrians.

In consequence

they were indirectly responsible for the assassination of
Butrus Ohali Pasha and for the rift between the Muslims
and the Copts in the Party after that murdei*.

The leaders

of Al-hiJsb al-watani apparently recognised their mistaken
policy, and, in 1911,

firmly declined to have anything to

do either-with the Copt or Muslim congresses being held in
Asyut and Cairo ‘respectively^^,

But the political union

of Muslim, and Copt leaders, which had been one of Mustafa
Kami 1 *s main achievements, was torn asunder.
347.

Al-hilal, vol.XVIII, Apr.1, 1910, pp.447-448.

348.
A. Cunningham, "To-day in Egypt ",fp234-250. HasencleggfT**^
op,cit., pp. 467-469,
Adam, op. c i t p . 213. P.G.Elgog^opV
cit., pp.-194-19 5. Bee also atticle on "Al-harakar-al-siyasiya
fi Misr al-muHamar al-ciibti w a ?1-muHamar al-misri" in ■
Al-hiial, t o I.XIX,Hay 1, 193.1, '-6p.506-508.
'
1

The same spirit of bitter anti-British agitation
.pervaded-the yearly congresses of Al-l^isb al-watani, which
were usually arranged in European capitals by Egyptian
students abroad..

For all their pomp and ceremony, these
)

’

Congresses did not cariy much weight.
The first congress of Al-hi^b al-watani abroad
was held at Geneva in 1908, on a small scale.

The second

was held in the same place, on September 13-15, 1909 —
it was significant that it was arranged so as to begin on
the anniversary of the battle of Tell-el-kabir.

The

s tudents who prepared the Congress gave it a great deal of
publicity and invited members of other Egyptian political
parties

349
‘, English M.P.1s, Irish leaders, French Deputies

and representatives of the Press.

Besides subjects like

the awakening of the East and a comparison between the
Egyptian and Irish Questions, the various problems were to
be dealt with by committees:

349.
E. Montet, nLe deuxieme congres de la fJeunesse
egyptienne,n, in
vol. IX, Ho.9, fiept.1909, p.150.

"1.

232.

A practical method of popularising nationalist
ideas among the' people.

n2.

The most useful methods tof spreading'constitutional and political education.

113.

The most practical methods for establishing
and public schools,

free

independent of the Anglo-

Egyptian Government.
u4.

The most effective measures to be taken for

the

abrogation of the decree recently issued against the
liberty; of the Press and the Tribune.
"5.

The best measures.to be taken against the new
law concesnirg persons under police supervision. **330.
The debates were well organised and quite

moderate in matter a n d ’tone^^;;

but the real spirit of

the congress.was to be found in the resolutions^^.
( i r r t h i i i n w r n w i 11

350.

•
;;
Alexander1, op. cit., p. 274.

351.
Cf. Montet, op.cit., pp. 150 ss; G-., nLe deuxieme
congres de la Jeunesse egyptienne", in
vol. X,
Ho,1, dan.1910, pp.133-134.
352.
Bee App.10. Text in G. Sarane & Y.M.Goblet, "La vie
politique oriental© en 1909", App. VI, pp.310-312,
G£
J. Alexander, op. cit., p.276.

The firstsof these was the usual one demanding complete
evacuation, with some significant additions about
representative institutions, which reflect the spirit of
the age.

The second was concerned with the bitter quarrel

and bickering of the different Egyptian political parties
'and with education, the favourite subject of Al-hisb
al-watani.

The third resolution suggested means for

journalistic propaganda,while the fifth protested against
the Press haw.

In short:

evacuation, representative

institutions, free journalistic propaganda.
The next congress was held at Brussels on
September 21-24,1910.

A deputation of twenty-two

Egyptian members left Alexandria on a ship especially
hired by Al-hissb al-watani;

laige demonstrations took

place in Cairo and Alexandria.

Muhammad Farid and the

Party1s members in Europe invited many liberal politicians,
journalists and authors to this congress.

Wilfred Scawen

Blunt, the English champion of cUrabi xs cause, sent it a
long letter of sympathy55^ .
The subjects to be debated were, mairjly, four:

353.
"Lettre adressee au congres national egyptien a
Paris” (1910; 12 pp.)

234 .
1. G-eneral politics in Egypt and the Sudan,
2, Administrative and agricultural problems.
^

Financial problems, to show the world Egypt fs
correct financial situation,

4, Education.
One of the interesting papeiB readyat this
congress w a s 'that by Hamid al»tAla)ili, who was its
secretary

*■.

mentality,

and, despite much that was superficial ■and

banal,

It was characteristic of the general

contained some sensible remarks.

particular to his fellow-countrymen,

Addressed in

it described the

moral and intellectual resources of Egyptian nationalism,
namely:

the patriotic pride in the antiquity of

Egyptian history;
tion;

the intellectual level of -Arab civilisa

the moral power of Islam (simplicity,

accxiiisitdon of modern European culture by the
classes.

354

etc.);

the

leading

Then it described what its author

.

See App.ll for a summarised table of contents of
the lectures given at the Brussels Congress;. ...Text in
the book entitled "Oeuvres du congres:national egyptien
tenu a Bruxelles le 22,23,24-^ sept erabr.e, .1910" ’
355.
"The future of Egypt^ the, moral and intellectual
aspects of Egyptian nationalism.
Paper read at the
Egyptian national congress held at Brussels on September,
2 1 ., - 24, 1910 by Earned el Alaily^ secretary to the
congress’1. (Paris,.1910; 37 pp.).

considered the terrible physical, moral and national
deterioration under continuing British rule,

contrasted

with the peace, plenty and development x>ossible in a free
Egypt556.
The evidence of such congresses and of its
extremist journalistic activity shows clearly that Al-hizb
al-watani was still the best organised of the Egyptian
•2(57
political, parties
, for all that its closest rival,
Hizb al-umma,

enjoyed the support of the British;

and the

next closest, Hiab al-islah, that of the Khedive.
It is not easy to point out the reasons for the
gradual but continuous decline of Al-hisb al-watani during
the years 1908 - 1914.

The split between Muslims and

Copts must have been a serious shock;

the extremist

invective in its Press alaimed many well-to-do Egyptians
who had sympathised with the Party beforehand;

while its

growing sympathies with the Porte, with whom Farid and
Shawlsh were in close contact, caused anxiety to the
Khedive and to many Egyptians and Europeans living in
356 .
See, besides Hamid al-cAla;,ilI 1s paper, Alexander,
op.cit.,pp.369-573.
Cunningham, op. cit., pp. 256-238.
Adam, op.cit.,pp.199,202 ss.
357.
Cf. also the testimony of Amine Youssef ’’Independent
Egypt”, p.14.

236.

Egypt.

Another serious drawback was the- absence of a

competent leader after Kamil’s death, particularly after
Muhammad Farid had gone into voluntary exile in 1911.
It is this last factor which was perhaps the decisive one:
more than once had the presence or absence of able leaders
decided the success or failure of political movements since
the eighties.
There is very little information about Al-hisb
al-watani during the First World War, though with the out
break of hostilities it would seem to have intensified its
lZCQ
anti-British propaganda
,But martial law having been
proclaimed in ISgypt, all political activity was suspended,
and this undoubtedly would affect the strength of any party
in a country in which being inactive and silent was almost
equivalent to being forgotten.
Nevertheless it seems to have continued its
activities in Europe, probably with the hope that the
Central Powers would win the war
358

359

.

While this is rather

.

Cf. A.Giannini, ”la questions orientals alia
conferenza della pace*1, in Oriente Moderno, vol.I,
1921-1922,p.324.
359. Cf. al-Kafici, ’’Thau rat sanat 1919 ”,vol .1, p. 69 ;
vol.11,pp.43 ss.

difficult to prove, the available material makes it a
highly justifiable inference*
The sympathy of Muhammad Farid, Shawlsh, and
other notable leaders of Al-hisab al-watani lay with the
Porte®^.
Bi’itain;

They could not possibly side with Great
for after conducting such violent propaganda

against it, they themselves almost began to believe their
accusations.

During the war Farid went to Berlin

died there in 19195<^ .

and

Egyptian students.in the Allied

countries returned to Egypt at the outbreak of war,
while those in Berlin remained, either by compulsion or
(more probably) by inclination.

Some openly embraced

the cause of the Central Powers, which went to great
pains to influence leading Orientals

?Germany in

particular concentrating its propaganda on Egypt

As

360.
For the attitude of Al-hi&b al-watani to the Porte,
before war broke out, see also von Wangenheim’s No.106,
to von Bethmann Hollw^eg, dated Pera, Apr.12,1913,
reprinted in J* Lepsius and others, "Die grosse Politik*
etc.1’ vol .XXXVTIX, p .25. ^ Graves, "Briton and Turk",
p. 147, alleges that Farid represented the Grand Oi’ient
of Turkey in Egypt in 1910. *
361
* For Farid’s earlier connections with Germany cf. "Die
<|rosse Politik", ibid.
•zfiO
* Obituary in Al-liilal, vol.XXVIII, Dec. 1,1919, up.264-266
cf.ibid.,vol.XXIX,Jan.1,1921,p.408.
36 55
Andre Servier, "Be peril de l ’avenir le nationalism©
musulman en Egypte,en Tunisie,en Algerie"t3rd ed.,p.l8 .
364
See,e.g.,Erich Meyer,"Deutsche Arbeit und deutsche
Kriegserlebfcisse in Agypten" (Berlin, 1916). Also Ms. Or.
1037 in the Cambridge University Library, being the text
of a document for signing treaties with native leaders
acknowledging a German protectorate.

238,
early as January 8 , 1915, those Egyptians who were staying
in Berlin were already organised in;-a Jung&gypt 1sche
ITat ionalk om it ee f which recorded a protest ■against the
deposition of

c

—

Abbas Iiilmi

.

Further corrohoration of oux* hypothesis of
Egyptian connections with Germany is to he found in the
testimony of an Egyptian who called himself Ibn Tulun.
Towards the end of the War, he wrote to the editor of
nI)er neue Orient#”, that, during the war, there existed
in Switzerland a society of Egyptians who considered
themselves persecuted and aspired to overthrow British
control in Egypt.

The members of this society were in

communication with Germany and prepared plans for both
secret and open war with Great Britain.
however* :

A split occurred,

those members who did not want to tie their

political career to Germany left the society and created
another one, so that there were then two Egyptian
nationalist societies in Switzerland, one of which was
oriented towards G e r m a n y ^ ® .
365.
E.H.,note on "Die Jungagypter in Berlin”, in Die Welt
des Islams, vol.Ill, Ifo. 1, p.63,
566# Der neue Orient, 1918, part II, pp. 218.-219. The editor
recommends Ibn Tulun as no less than "Ein fuhrendes Mitglied
der agyptischen Eationalpartei" (ibid.,p.218).
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Egyptians who lived in Europe during the War
kept up a strenuous propaganda.

Mohamed Fahmy, President-:

of the Comite permanent de la jeunesse egyptienne en
Europe

—

watani

the moving spirit of which was Al-hizb alpublished in 1913 his "La verite sur la

question d'Egypte memoirs piAesente au XIXs congres de la
paix universelle Geneve, 22-28 septembre,*. 1912".

This

book was reprinted with some amplifications in 1917 under
the title of "La question d ’Egypte".
The booklet showed little originality, dwelling
mainly on the political, economic and juridical history
of Egypt from the times of Muhammad

cAli, together with

a reiteration of the unkept promises of Great Britain.
But it is interesting as a further sign of the unabated
activity of Al-hizb al-watani in Eux’ope,

Also of interest is

another paper of Eshml's, named "Khitab maftuh ila* 1-mister
Asquith r a Jis wizarat In$litra",

dated Geneve, Sep.14,1915.

The author respectfully x^eminds Great Britain of her
promises, hints at some secret British intrigues for
dethroning

cAbbas II Iiilmi, and so forth.
In Stockholm, moreover,

another bx»anch of Al-hizb

al-watani published a bulletin during the war, in which they
explained over and again the situation in the Bear East

in general and in Egypt in particular

,

After the end of the war, Al-hizb al-watani again
came into the open with a programme demanding complete
independence for Egypt and the Sudan.

It differed from

the Wafd only in one main issue, its rejection of any
negotiations with Great Britain until the latter had
recognised the complete independence of Efeypt.

The Wafd,

on the other hand, was mite ready for immediate negotiations.
On March 10,1919, the "Comite directeur du parti
national egyptien” published in Berne an "Appel au monde
civilise".

In the three pages of this manifesto,

its

authors charged "the agents of expansionist Great Britain”
with tyranny,

atrocities,

and a policy of extermination.

The Committee charged that the British authorities, under
false pretence of keeping order, had hanged and looted
throughout Egypt.

During the 37 years of the British

Occupation (viz.,1882-1919), the Bational Movement in
Egypt had been distinguished by its lack of animosity to
foreigners.

The atrocities in Egypt would create an
. . i mup i .. in i

ite t w w & g y < n a

567. W
,
For an--analysis of the " Bulletin du parti national
egyptien”, Stockholm, Bov. 1917, -s^e—
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abyss between the Egyptians and the British*

Liberals

in all countries, particularly in Great Britain, were
called upon to stop such atrocities and to assist the
Egyptians in gaining their independence.
In 1919 and 1920 Al-hisb al-watani also pub'2/20
lished strong protests against the Milner Commission ,
—
389
as well as against the Milner-Zaghlul agreement^
.

In

general, Al-hizb al-watani strove to keep Egyptian public
opinion active against Great Britain;

for example, it

protested against the congratulations tendered by Lord
Allenby in the name of H.M.'s Government to Prince Fu^ad
on the birth of Faruq,

and his implicit recognition of

the latter as the heir presumptive to the throne of Egypt

r,V7Q

368.
Bee, for instance,
vol.II, pp.77-78, 96-97.

al--Bafici

"fhaurat sanat 1919, ”

369.
Adam, op. cit., pp.234-24-1; P.G .Elgood, op. cit., pp.256257. On the general boycott of the Egyptians on the
Milner Commission while^it was in^Egypt, see Ahmad Shafiq,
"Hauliyat Misr al«siyasiyan, Tamhid, vol.I, pp.580 ss.
Fox' the memorandum which Al-hizb al-watani presented to the
Peace Conference in April, 1919, cf, ai-Rafici, "Thaurat
sanat 1919" vol.I, pp.94-103.
370.
Adam, ibid.,3pp. 222-223, 237-2-38. Text in al-Rafici,
uThaura-t sanat 1919", vol. II, p. 104; cf. ibid., p. 105, for
the Wafd1s protest.

.
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The Party maintained its inti^ansigeant attitude
towards negotiations with Great Britain.

When

cAdli

Yegen was negotiating in London with the British
Government in 1921, the Berlin branch of Al-hizb al-watani
published its objections to the negotiations with the
British before they recognised the complete independence
of Egypt.

The Hizb summarised its demands under 5 heads:

1.

Complete independence for Egypt.

2.

Inseparability of Egypt and the Sudan.

3.

Bo obligations for Egypt to give military help to
Great Britain in the future.

4.

lo treaty which would tie the economic interests of
Egypt with those of the British Commonwealth.

5.

!o treaty which might help Great Britain in its
colonial designs.

371

.

As would be expected, Al-hizb al-watani also
opposed the unilateral Declaration of Independence of
February 1922, because of its reservations

372

.

It

371.
Liwa 3 al-islam, Sep. 1 & 15, 1921, summarised by fB. !
arlo Alfonso Balling/, in Orient© Moderno, vol.I,
1921-1922, pp.300-301.
These extremist demands were
somewhat softened when they were presented to the Conference
of Geneva in Apr.1922, — cf.Aly E.Kamel, !lLa question d !Egypte
in Orient
Occident, Bo. 5, May 1922, pp.5-20, e£p.p.20, § 3 e .
372

-■
Cf.Hafiz Ramadan*s fiery speech at a banquet offered by
Al-hizb al-watani to French journalists on 10 April 1922, as
reported by Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat", Tamhid, vol.I, pp. 159ss.,
and esp.lGbss.
See also Wavell, op.cit., p.83, about the
materials for this opposition.

243.
communicated to tlie Press the strong objections of its
Executive Committee to any of the members of the Hizb
taking part in the work of the armointed Commission for
drafting the Egyptian Constitution0
points out very aptly,

.

As Toynbee

"for the first time in many years,

"Egyptians found themselves divided politically on a
"purely internal question in which the relations of Egypt
"with the Occupying Power were not involved"®^.

It may

be stated in addition that this was one of the.turning
points which charged the national movement in Egypt from
mere agitation to a truly political movement.

373.
Ahmad Shafiq, ibid., pp.149 ss.
Al-akhbar, Apr.5,
1922, quoted by V.V. ^ V i r g i n i a Vacca de Posies/ in
Oriente Moderno, vol.X, 1921-1922, p.764.
374.
A.J. Toynbee, "The Islamic world since the pea,ce
settlement" (Sxirvey of international affairs, 1925, vol.I),
p.199.

244.

The programme published in Al-liws?,

at the

time the delegates of Al-hizb al-watani left for Lausanne
shows how little the aims of the party had changed since
1921, and in fact since 1907

575
c.

Of its eight paragraphs

the first five were the familiar demands fox* complete
independence of Bgypt and the Sudan, the evacuation of all
British troops, and the refusal to negotiate with the
British or accord them any preferential treatment in the
Bile Valley.

The sixth paragraph possibly reflects the

connection of Al-hizb al-watani with the ex-Khedive
—
576
cAbbas II
who had cast his lot with Turkey and G e m any
♦

»

at the beginning of the war.
the Islamic bias of this party,

The paragraph also shows
and its sympathetic attitude

towards Turkey; ’ this was to be further demonstrated at
the end of the war by the numerous telegrams of encourage
ment and congratulations sent to Mustafa Kemal.

The

375.
See App. 1 2 .
Text in Orient e Mo demo, vol. II,
1922-1923, p.433.
Cf. the telegram sent by Al-hizb
al-watani to the Ifeyptian Press, quoted by Ahmad Shafiq,
"Hauliyat1
1
, Tamhld, vo 1 .1 II,p .309.
376.
It should be remembered that the appointment of
ThPad had been under martial law and, according to this
paragraph, invalid.

245.
seventh paragraph was designed to soothe the fears of
the financial world and of the foreign military experts,
but it betrayed no abatement of the Party’s intransigeance for it stressed that the Canal must remain under
the custody of Egypt

,

notwithstanding this attitude of intransigeance,
the delegation of Al-hizb al-watani to the Peace Conference
at Lausanne moderated its claims, so that it could take
united stand with the Wafd^®.

Before the parliamentary

elections it chose a new energetic President —
Muhammad
*
- 379
Hafiz Ramadan —
to replace the deceased Muhammad Par id
During the elections,

both the Executive Board (now

reduced to a membership of twenty-five) and the Executive

377.
Bee also V.V. /^Virginia Vacca_7
vol.II, 1922-1923, p.433.

Oriente Moderno,

378.
Por further details see below, in the chapter on the
Wafd.
379.
Al-ahram, May 10, 1923, quoted by E.R. /^Ettore Rossi.J7,
in Orienfe Moderno, vol.Ill, 1923,p.121.
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Committee did much useful work and showed organisation of
a high order.SG^
Yet because so much of its policy had been framed..
merely to out-bid the Wafd, it failed to get more than a
few of its candidates elected and even many of its prominent
leaders were defeated.

The Party*s role in the Egyptian

Parliament of 1924 was confined to bitter criticism of the
foreign policy of Sa£d Xaghlul's Government and of what
they described as its inactivity in the Sudan problem

381

Henceforward the decline of Al-hisb al-watani became more
and more pronounced, until gradually it was reduced to
scarcely more than a cypher in Egyptian politics

382

.

380.
Ahmad Shaftq, "Haullyat", Al-hauliya al-ula, vol.I,
pp.9 ss.
M.M. Moreno, "La situation© interna dell*Egitto
dal I 1 uccisione del Sirdar ad oggin, in Orient© Moderno,
vol. V, 1925, p.226.
For the electoral battle of
Al-hisb al-watani with the other parties, and their
programmes, see ibid.,vol.Ill, 1923, passim, esp.pp.247-248,
313; W. Hayter, "Hecent constitufional developments in
Egypt", pp.44-45; Foulad Yeghen, "Sa ad Zaghloul^
le *pbre du peuple* egyptien", pp.78-81, esp.»80; H.Kohn,
"Geschichte der nationalen Bewegung im Orient", pp.85-86.
381.
Ahmad Shafiq, ibid.,passim. Orient© Moderno, vol.IV,
1924, passim. E.Elingmuller, op. cit., pp. 68-71.
Cf. on
the general characteristics of Al-hizb al-watani in 1923-1924;
P.Aiminjon, "L 1experience constitutionnelle et parlementaire
de l t3*feypte", Revue de Paris, June 1, 1929,jp.579-580.
382.
however Centre d Tetudes de politique etrangere,
"L1Egypte independant©", p.30.

2 4 7 .

The problem which arises from all this is how
it came about ,that a Party which,

even from our scanty

knowledge of it, seems to have been better organised than
any other party (with a central committee,

tranches, a

good system of propaganda, etc., failed so miserably in
everything it undertook after the first World War.
It is impossible to attribute the failure to
any single reason.

The decline be^an after the serious

split between Muslims and Copts and continued throughout
the period leading to 1918.

There was then no great

ideological cleavage between the policy of the Wafd and
that of Al-hizb al-watani.

But there were some

distinguishing points which might explain the success of
the Wafd and the failure of Al-hisb al-watani:
1.

The Egyptians seem tohave understood that the
important demand of

"no negotiations with Great

Britain" was unreasonable on the part of Al-hizb
al-watani, since Great Britain was so much
stronger than Egypt.
2.

The Wafd addressed itself to the mass of the people,
the fallahin, which had by then acquired a certain
degree of national consciousness;

it had its

committees in every small village of Egypt.
al-watani,

Al-hisb

on the other hand, still relied chiefly

on the intelligentsia and its main activities were
in Cairo and Alexandria.

248.
3.

Most important of all was the fact that the Wafd
had Zaghlul, while Al-hisb al-watani had no really
.competent political leader since Mustafa Kamil's
death.

In the Hear East the men of ability have

often decided the course of history, and modern
Egypt was no exception, as the history of the
Wafd after Zag h lul1s death goes to prove.

S a cd

Zaghlul inserted the anore reasonable clauses of
the programme of Al-hiab al-watani into his own
programme, and it was the Wafd which led Egypt in
its political path for a number of years*
While the national movement in Egypt during
cUrabi's days was essentially religious and emotional,
and intended to arouse the oppressed fallahin to action,
the movement led by Al-hiab al-watani, though in certain
respects a revival of the former, appealed to the brain
and was headed by a small Europeanised intellectual
bourgeoisie.
to a

The dream of a reformed Islam gave place

11-organised demand for political freedom and

self-government.

This was not merely a change from

Islamic agitation to political xenophobia, but to party
organisation and propaganda, in the manner of Europe,
with the political element dominant.

249 .
Religion,

all-powerful in cUrabifs days,

gave place in a large degree to the political element
in the organisation and progress of the' national
movement in Egypt until 1918.
the political,

Then, influenced by

economic and social commotions of the

#reat War, religious differences were almost wholly
set aside in a popular political movement for the
independence of Egypt.

250,
CH. V.

MINOR PARTIES IN THE
EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY.

Anti-British propaganda was intensified in the
first years of the twentieth century,

Anglophones,

mistrusting all Great Britain's designs towards Egypt,
\

pointed continuously towards the unfulfilled pledges of
the Occupying Power and its failure in various fields.
Religious conviction, economic reasons and ambition
combined to supply material to the educated Egyptian for
anti-British invective

383

In 1905, an educated Egyptian wrote a booh
entitled "Letters from an Egyptian to an English
pdLitician upon the affairs of Egypt".

It is possible

that the "English politician" in mind was John M,
384
Robertson, M.P., who wrote its introduction^
,
The author, who claims to speak for no party
but only in the name of the Egyptian people, voiced
complaints

—

common ones among the Egyptians at that

383.
A.Milner, op.cit,,App.I, "Egypt in 1894", pp.370-371
Lloyd, o p . c i t v o l . I , p p . 38-40.
W.S.Blunt, "The new
Egyptian nationalism", in the Independent Review, vol.XI,
Oct *1906,pp.30-31.
Fyfe, o p , c i t p p . 146-150.
384.
For Ro berts on 1s sympat hy-to Egypt cf. A1-muqtab as,
voLA, N o .12, Bhu^l-hijja i, 1324 (appr.Jan.1907) pp.664665.

time

—

against the British in Egypt.

admitting that the British
material prosperity of Egypt

Though generally

had contributed towards the
(meanwhile enriching

themselves, too, by turning that prosperity to their own
account), he enumerated the grievances of his people.
He mostly complained of the following:
1.

The administration of justice in the Native Courts.
The Ministry of Justice,

entirely controlled by

the British, was wealc and defective;

there were

too many British in the Native Courts, most of
them young and lacking in knowledge of native
institutions, and ignorant of Arabic.
2.

Legislation.

The Englishmen engaged in legislation

for Egypt were just lawyers and had had no similar
practice in their own country.
3.

Tourists.

These were given only a one-sided view

o f the Brit ish a dmi ni s trati on of Eg ypt.
4.

Infant mortality.

The British had not devoted

enough care to housing problems and the improvement
of social conditions in the towns and villages of
Eg ypt;

ch i1d mo rtali ty had g rown,
OCQK
decreasing
.

ins t ead of

385.
The author did not consider the fact that the birth
rate had also increased visibly.

252.

<£*

Pijmnce.

Expenditure was still too great and

not directed to the proper channels
(examples were cited).
Urban reform.

This was put off and neglected,

mainly among the woi'Qd.ng classes;
diseases were rampant;

fire precautions

wex’e inade quate.
?•

Eoor relief.

This was not suitably organised.

8*

Official a-p-oolntmenta.
judiciously;

These were not made

there were too many sinecuies;

salaries were not suitable, particularly for
the lower grade officials, who got
to £E.4.-.~. a month.
9*

Ag;riculture.

The agricultural department

should be enlarged,
This prepared people only to be
clerks,

and-was still, in many subjects,

given in English.

1,

Hi s"b al -umma.
As a result of these grievances and others, of
the occidental culture which Egyptian youths had
acquired in Europe,
the population,

of the growing material welfare of

and of the hostile attitude of Islam

towards domination by the unbeliever,

other parties

grew in Egypt alongside of Al-hisb al-watani*
One of the foremost among these was "IJisab al
umina", the "Party of the

.

Unlihe Al-hizb al-

watani, which was organised on the lines of European
political parties, the other parties in Egypt were
groups loosely connected to a certain personage*

They

numbered few adherents and their ideas had littleeffect outside the party's closed circle;

that was

Cunningham, op.cit., ch.11. C.S.Cooper, "The man
of Egypt ", pp.73-78.
W.3.Blunt, "The new situation in
Egypt"c"a reprint from the Manchester G-uardian, Sep. 1908—
pp.4-5 .
"Egypt, a monthly record of Egyptian and Hear
Eastern news", vol.I, Ho.5, July 1911, pp.44-45, and
passim.
Alexander, o p . c i t p p . 114-115. P. Antomarchi,
"Hotes de route le nationalism© Igyptien", pp.9-10^ of.
ibid., pp. 13 ss . cAbbas Malrnud al-^A^ad, op. cit., pp. 152-153,
cAttara, op. cit., pp. 142-1431 Il.Kohn, "Geschi elite der
nationalen Bewegung im 0rient"pl56.
A.Giannitji, "La o
question© orientale alia conferenza della pace", in
Oriente Moderno,'**-!, 1921-1922, p.324.

254,
one of the reasons why these parties never issued lists
of candidates for the elections to the various semiparliamentary institutions in Egypt

387

This observation applies to Hiah al-umma, too.
It was formed in September-Qctober, 1907, with the
<70 0

unofficial encouragement of Lord Cromer
circles in Ifeypt.

and British

Lord Cromer knew how to use the

apprehensions of a number of well-to-do Egyptians, who
were not too pleased at the viol ait propaganda of Al-hizb
al-watani and who were also opposed to the expansion of
Turkish influence in Egypt.

These rich,

aristocratic

people sympathised with some of the demands of Al-hiab
al-watani, but favouied greater prudence and patience.
They oig anised a new party around the newspaper Al-j.arida^
*"

II

'

n omm

387.
Alexander,
p.153.

op. cit.,p. 115.

A l - cAaaad,
Tn

op. cit.,
'

388,
Cromer had left Egypt in May, 1907 —
cf,Lloyd,
op. c i t v o l . I , p. 52 —
but the creation of this
party was an obvious result of his efforts.

255.
receiving the encouragement of Lord Cromer through the
agency of the Prime Minister, Mustafa Eahml Pasha.
Under the name of Hisb al-umma, this party was first
led by Has an cAbd al-Basiq, Pasha, and then, when he
—
rZQQ
died soon after, by Mahmud Sulaiman PashaOQ .
Besides sorae membei's in the Legislative
Council and General Assembly,

and a few high officials,

Hizb al-umma had other adherents such as Sacd Zaghlul,
Path! Zaghlul, President of a Court, Ahmad Lutfl alSayid, the editor of Al-jarlda,
standing.

and other people of

However, as Sir Eldon Gorst, Cromer!s

successor as British Consul-G-eneral in Egypt,

did not

continue to support the party, a change in its policy
occurred.

While hitherto it had demanded gradual

improvements and reforms, it now reversed its attitude,
and openly demanded full independence for Egypt in its
organ, Al-jarida.

It was then that the party was

389.
Alexander, op. cit., p.129, Muhammad Husain Hailcal,
"Taraj im mijsriya wa-gharblya!t,pp. 200-201.
cAt tara, op.cit.,
p.140. Magd El Bin Massif, op.cit., p.22. Lloyd, op.cit.,
vol.I,p.50. M.T. Symons, ”Tlie riddle of Egypt ”,p. 172.
Elgood, /”The transit of Egypt”,p. 145 . W.S.Blunt, ’’Lettre
addressee au congres national egyptien a Paris”,p.5.
Adam, ”L !Angleterre en Egypte”,pp.192-193. Galal,op.cit.,
pp.138, 152.

enfeebled by secessions,

some of its extremist adherents

joining Al-hiab al-watani, while the more moderate
gravitated towards Hizb al-islah

390.
'ala^l-mabadi* al-dusturlya.

Hisb al-umma had been founded and spent its
existence around a newspaper,

”Al-jarida”, edited by the

brilliant Ahmad Lutfi al-Sayid, who was to be, in after
days, a Hector of the University and a member of the
>
391
—
Ivhihammad Mahmud Cabinet in 1938
.
Al-jarida, founded
on March 9, 19Q7^9^, was open to many young Muslim writers
and, under Ahmad Lutfi al-Sayid*s guidance,

a circle of

authors and journalists was fo rned, who -demanded wider
education and other reforms.

notwithstanding the high

cost of production, the journal sold well and left its

390.
Lloyd, op.cit.,vol.1, p.5G. Alexander, op.cit.,
pp. 129, 137-139, 248. Hewman, ’’Great Britain in Egypt”,
pp. 17 5-176. P.G. Elgood, ’’The transit of Egypt ”,p. 145.
Adam, ”L 1Angleterre en Egypte”,p.193.
391.
Por a biographical notice on Ahmad Lutfi al-Sayid
see Zaki Pahmlr op.cit.,pp.386-390.
392 •

•
Al-muqtabas, vol.IX, Mo. 3, Apr.1907, ppO.76-177 .

•

257.
mark, though it never reached a circulation as wide as
the papers of Al-hizb al-watani, which offered their
*
4.‘
1 news ^
readers
more sensational
The programme of Hi aTo al-umma was often pro
claimed in Al-jarida, from 1907, and showed the
influence of the teachings of Muhammad
The efforts,

cAbduh.

funds and advice of the party were to he

devoted towards reforming education and the representa
tive system in Egypt.

Hizb al-umma aimed at making

education free, general and obligatory, with special
encouragement for higher education.

On the other hand

they demanded wider powers for the Provincial Councils,

393.
Id.,ibi&^j>,387-388. Alexander, op. c i t p p . 129, 137,
148, H.A.R.Gibb, "Studies in contemporary Arabic
literature", III, in B.S.O.S., V, 1928-i930, pp.446-447.
cAttara, o p ,cit., p. 140. Haikal, "Taraj im misrlya
wa-gharblya", p. 201.
Lloyd, op. cit., vol.I, p. 50.
Synons, op. ci.t., p. 172. Elgood, "The transit of
Egypt", p .145. Adam, "L *Ang 1eterre en Egypte ", p .192.
Galal, op. cit., pp. 138, 151-152. M. Guidi, op.cit.,
pp. 145-147.
The date for the foundation of Al-jarida,
given by Brockelmann, "Geschichte der arabischen
Litteratur, " Suppl.III, p.257, n.1, as 1901;
and by
Abdel Meguid Sadiic Ramadan, "L1evolution de la
legislation sur la presse en Egypt©", .p. 11, as 1908,
should be corrected to 1907.

the Legislative Council and the General Assembly,

as

a further step in the gradual preparation of Egypt for
full representative institutions^9^.
In the following years the programme of ]Jiab
al-umma did not change much.

In 1911, its programme

was still based on the sane principles.
they demanded,

In education

furthermore, the adoption of Arabic as

the language of instruction, the control of education
by the Legislative Council,

and the encouragement of

technical education in thejtowns.

In the political-

i

constitutional field, the party laid greater stress on
demands for the liberty and sovereignty of the people.
Other demands included promotion of Egyptians in the
administrative service and trial of Europeans before

394,
Alexander, op.cit., pp. 129-130.
Afttomarchl, op. cit., pp. 19-22.
Hailcal, "Tarajim
misrlya'wa-gharbiya11, p. 134.
cAttara, op.cit.,
p,i40. Magd El Lin Hassif, o p . c i t p . 22.

the Mixed Courts for criminal offences39^.
The people who constituted Hizb al-umma
were of various classes,

occupations and interests;

hut the wealthy and influential,
cultivated, predominated.

aristocratic and

Lew in numbers and

neither strong nor well-organised enough to with
stand the shock of the First World War, the party
still included among its adherents persons of much
understanding and common sense who tried their best
to obtain whatever they thought was urgently needed
for Eg 5rpt under the regime which then existed and
which they could not hope to change easily.

395.
Cunningham, op. cit.,^.235, 250-253.
A. Servier,
op.cit., #p.26; cf.ibid,,pp.24, 27 ss.
Some of the
newspaper articles, dealing with these matters, and
dating from 1912-19M, were reprinted in a booklet by
Ahmad Lutfi al-Sayidr
named " T a ^ u l l a t f P 1-falsafa
wa>l-adab w a ’l-siyasa w a ’1-ijtimac " ,
For the present
study there is special interest in the articles
"Suitat al-umma" (pp.46-50) and "Min ajli dhalika
natlub al-dustur" (pp.96-98).
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Hissb al-IslMi.
■
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>hit ' in n i t h

Another group of politicians was formed around
the newspaper Al-muJayyad,
sizeable numbers.

and in 1906 began to achieve

An Arabic newspaper, published in

America, described it as a group of people who, having
despaired of driving out/the British, were prepared to
serve Dgypt together with the Occupationists

.

It was

thus that,i soon after the official foundation of Hizb
al•
umma and Al-hizb al-watani, a third party was founded on
December 15,1907,

called "Hizb al-islah cala^ 1-mabadi3 al-

dusturlya (usually translated as the ''Constitutional
Reformers").
The head of Hizb al-islah was Shaikh cAliHmsuf, a
prominent member of the General Assembly^®®,
editor of Al-mulayyad.
paper was the nucleus

In this instance,

and the

too, the news

and soul of the party, as well as

its official m o u t h p i e c e ^ ^ .
b u u t r w iw w w tw

u fcuvrju jM. iwwu n r'WPgnMPWfcib’n tr.v4c.vTM

•396.
"Saut rnin bacid",part II, "Hal fi Misr Aizb watarii
wa-lahu z a cIm", in Al-jamica, vol.V, Oct.1, 1906, p. 228.
397.
.Cunningham, op. d.t^.11. Cooper, op.cit.,pp.73-78.
Antomarchi, op.cit., pp.9-10;cf.ibid.,pp.13 ss.
AlcAt|qi,d, op. cit., p. 153. cAttara, op. cit., pp. 142-143. Adam,
o p . c i t p . 194. Dieddin© Saleh, op.cit.,pp.157-158.
398.
See above, part I, ch.V, Cf.Alexander, o p , c i t p . 138.
Diaeddine Saleh, op.cit.,pp.181-182.
399.
‘Attara, op, cit., p. 143. Jurji Saidan, "Tarajim",
2nd ed.,v o l .1,p.315. Diaeddine Saleh, op.cit.,pp.157-158.
Galal, op.cit., pp.132, 136-137. M.Guidi, op.cit.,pp.144 ss.
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Al -mu *ay y a & was one of th e most imp ort ant
Arabic newspapers in Egypt*
1889,

It first appeared on Dec.l,

end for many years played an important role in the

religious,

social and political life of Egypt.

and articles dealt with economy and commerce,

hews
finance

and administration, education and cultural problems,
political affairs and geographical discoveries^^.
The attachment of Hi ah al-islah to the Khedive
was expressed in the first.paragraph of the party’s
programme.

Their programme advocated:

1) Support of the Khedive’s authority within the bounds
of the Sultan’s firmans.
2) Demanding from Great Britain the fulfilment of its
pledges towards Egypt.
3) Representative institutions with full political and
administrative powers in Egyptian affairs.
400.
Besides Al-mu* ayyad itself, see H.E.Wood, "Egypt under
the British", chs.VII-IX. A. Brown^,"Bonaparte in Egypt and
the Egyptians of to-day", pp.331-333. Abdel Meguid Sadik
Ramadan, op.cit., p. 10. Servier, op. cit., pp. 30ss . Galal, op.
cit., pp. 146-148, 153-154. .Also material on cAli Yusuf’s life,
personality and work, mainly Ilyas Zakhura, op. cit., pp. 537543. cAbbas Mahmud al-cAgqad’s obituary, reprinted in his
book "Al-fusul", pp.207-213. Another obituary by E.Graafe
in *Der Is lam*, voi.V,1914, pp.235-237.
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4) General and free primary education,

instruction

■being given in Arabic*
5) Increase in’ the number of Egyptians and decrease
in the number of Europeans in Government posts.
6) Extension of the jurisdiction of the Mixed Courts
to criminal cases in which foreigners are coneernict}'
There was little difference in this programme
& o m that of Iliisb al-umma, save for the paragraph about
the Khedive's authority.

This was not a des^/letter,

for the members of the party, as instanced by the appeal
launched in Al-im^ayyad (February-March, 1908) calling
on the Egyptians to request the Khedive to institute a
Parliament having the powers conferred on the Assembly
of Delegates of 1881 4 ^ obruegy-Mar oh, 10QQ-)^^2 .
Th 1911 the programme of Hiab al-islah was much
the same as above, except for a few additions of a local
character:

improvements in irrigation and hygiene,
1 11 IP IIHH P»|n

IIan III

401.
Alexander, op* cit *, pp. 128-129 . Antomarchi, op.cit.,
pp. 23-26 . cAttara, op .cit., p. 14*2. Hsgd El Din Massif,
op•cit ,,p p .21-2 2.
402.
Mote on "Egypte. Affaires politioues",
vol .IV, Mo.. 3, Mar. 1908, p .613.

263.
■better regulations for administering the property of
i
orphans,

, 403
etc.
This programme, which remained unmodified until

the death of

cAli Yusuf in 1913 (which .brought about the

breaking-up of the party), was quite moderate.

Hissb al-

islah had many adherents amongst the princes and
notables and tried to maintain a purely political
character,

by avoiding discussion of religious subjects.

It planned to open branches in the provinces under the
control of an already existing general committee and
administrative council^0^, about which, unfortunately,
we 'isnow practically nothing.

In 1908, however, we hear

of the meeting of the General Assembly of Hisb al-islah
and its protest against what it considered as the hostile
attitude of Lord Cromer1s "Modern Egypt"

Af)3

.

403.
Cunningham,

op.cit., pp.235-236, 253-260.

404.
Alexander,

op.cit.,p.128.

405.
C.D., note on "Le mouvement national",
vol.IV, Ho. 4, Apr.1908, pp.809-810.
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3.

Al-hizb
al-watanl
al-liurr.
t
»
»
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, Repeating the pattern of the previous parties,
a political group came into being within the orbit of
another newspaper,

ftl-Sfcuq#attarn.

This was ably

edited,by some Syrians who had fled from Turkish
oppression at home.

Prominent among them were

Drs. Sarruf, Pimr and Maqaryus, all of whom rendered
important services to the development of the Arabic
press in Egypt
These Syrians could not but appreciate the great
freedom allowed by the British to the Egyptian press and,
in Al-muqattam,

defended the Occupation by stressing the

benefits which it had conferred on Egypt and on its
inhabitants.

A group of people holding similar views

on the Occupation,
Syrians,

composed mainly of Copts and Christian

but including also some wealthy Muslims who were

worried by Me extremism of Mustafa Kamil, gathered around
Al-mu qatt am.
Ayyubi,

These men,

led by Muhammad Wahid Bey al-

founded a party in May 1907 which, however,

not begin its activities until 1906

did

407

406.
A. Browne, op. c i t p p . 336 ss. M. Hartmann, op. cit.,
p.10. H.E.Wood, op.cit.,ch.9. A. Servier, op.cit.,pp. 44 ss.
Antomarchi, o p . c i t p p . 31-33, Ilyas Zakhura, op. cit.,
pp. 465-472, 529-536 . cAttara, op. cit., p. 143. Abdel Maguid
Sadik Ramadan, o p . c i t p . 10. Galal, op.cit., p.131.
407.
cAttara$,op.cit., pp.140, 143,144. Alexander, op.cit

p.131.

Muhammad Wahid was the very heart of the party, which
assumed the name "Al-hiab al-watani al-hurr” (The
National free Party) .

In 1908 he published in

Al-muqattam a touching farewell to Lord Cromer^® and a
friendly welcome to 8ir Eldon Gorst^^.
in an open letter to Sir Edward Grey, written
in September,

1908, Muhammad Wahid praised the benefits

of British rule in Egypt and outlined the programme of
/

his party.

This programme had two main aims:

first,

to keep friendly relations with the Occupying Power and
to work -with it to introduce beneficial reforms into
Egypt;

secondly,

to spread education among the Egyptians,

in order that they might be able to profit by the advan
tages of European civilisation^^.
It was to be expected that this friendly attitude
towards the British would awake the resentment of the
other Egyptian parties, mainly Al-hizb al-watanl,

Indee$d,

Muhammad Wahid was heavily attacked in the press, and his
411.
own articles were often used against him in actions for libel.
Harassed on all sides, the influence of Muhammad Wahid and
Al-hissb al-watani al-hurr was soon on the wane and little
was heard about them after 1910.
408.
4.QQ

410

4 ni

Part English translation in'Alexander, o p . c i t p . 95.
,
Ibid.,p. 131.
Alexander, op.cit., p. 131, cAttara, op.cit.,p. 140.
**
Alexander, ibid., pp.132-133, 367-368.

266.
4.

The Party of Kobles.

Towards the close of his life, Mustafa Kamil had
drawn away from the Khedive.*

His successor in the

leadership of Al-hizib al-watani, Muhammad Farid, went
further and attached the Khedive personally in the pages
of Al-liwa\

With the growing friendliness between the

Khedive and Sir Eldon Gorst, these attacks grew more
hitter, and in protest against this abuse, in 1908, some
of its adherents left the Party and, together with some
Egyptians and Turko-Egyptians of the wealthier class,
formed a new group which they named 11The Party of Ho hies'1.
Among the most outstanding members of this new
Party were Hasan Hilmi Bey and Thabat Faraj al-dirj awi.
The former, son of an ex-Minister of State Domains, was
considered its leader.

In speaking of the aims of hi 3

followers, he defined them as loyalty to the Ottoman
Empire,

devotion to the Khedivial hous§ and co-operation
AT O
with the British for the regeneration of Etjjcppjb#

However, this Party, never of great impoi*tance, soon
.became nothing but a name.

412.
Alexander,

op. cit., pp.184-185, 195.

267.
5.

The Party of Independent Egyptians .
Al~hizb al-watani*s propaganda attacks upon the
Copts na.tura3.ly caused them some alarm and soon^ after

Mustafa Kamil* s death, Akhnukh Fanus (1856-1918) ^ f
a highly educated Copt, who practised law, founded the
“Party of Independent Egyptians".

Its membership was,

for the most pert, Coptic, with some influential, wealthy
Mus liras.
A short time after the creation of the Party,
in 1906, Aldinukh Fanus, who was quite a prolific articlewrit er himself, was interviewed by the Egyptian Gazette.
He declared that after guarantees had been given to
England, Egyptians should be granted control of their
internal affairs.

He defined the aims of his party as

follow:
1) Inseparability of Egypt and the Sudan.
2 ) Independence of Egypt.
o) Abolition of the Capitulations.
4) Prosperity end progress of the -'inhabitants of the File
Valley.
5) Expansion of the term “Egyptian" to denote those of
Egyptian origin and those naturalised.
413.
Hotice on "Al-duktur Akhnukh. Fanus" in Al-muqtataf,
vol.LIV, Jan.1,1919, p.94.
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6 ) Simplification of the Egyptian naturalisation laws.
M eans and methods :
i)

Establishment of real friendship between Egypt and

England.
ii)

Keeping good relations with the foreigners'in Egypt

and guaranteeing their rights and interests by legislation.
iii) Separation of religion from politics by legislation.
iv)

Imposition of income tax on foreigners.

v)

A treaty between England and Egypt,

by which commer

cial facilities will be given to the first and military
guarantees to the second.
vi)

Creation of two constitutional chambers with

legislative powers, half of one to be composed of elected
foreigners residing at least five years in Egypt.
vii) Compulsory primary education for both sexes.
viii)Uniformity of jurisdiction:

one common law, civil

and crimi nal.414
The Party made hardly any observable impress on the
political life of Egypt, and its activities soon came to an
obscure, unnoticed^ end.
414.
Alexander, op.cit., pp.174-178; cf.ibid., pp.156-157.
Cunningham, op.cit.,pp.260-264. Cooper, op.cit., pp.77-78.
Cf.
P.R*s mockery of this programme in "Egypt, a monthly record
of Egyptian and Rear Eastern news", vol.I,Ro.7, Sep. 1911, p.72.
On Akhnukh Eanus!s life up to 1897 see Ilyas 2akhura, op.cit.,
pp.497-‘499. Obituary in Al-hilal, vol.XXVII, Jan.1,1919,pp.366368.

6.

The " Y o u m Egypt i ann or nCo na tit ut ionalfi Part y .
The victory of the Young Turlcs, in the summer of

1908,

came as a surprise to most Egyptians,

and aroused

hopes of -obtaining for Egypt parliamentary rights of a
similar nature and scope.

It is indicative of the

political immaturity of the country at thi$ time' that,
in the enthusiasm of the moment,

and despite the fact

that it was among the leading ideals of all the other
important political groups,
champion this cause.

another party was formed to

It assumed the name of 11Young

Egypt ian P a r t ^ ^ ,
This party "began its activity in 1909, under the
leadership of Idris Raghib Bey, much to the displeasure
of Al-hissb al-watani, which did not like the attitude of
the new party towards the Occupation, and that of Hizb
al-islah (Constitutional Reformers), which heard with
indignation of Idris Raghlb!a desire to change the name
of his party into "The Constitutional Party11

.

In an appeal to the Parliament and people of
Great Britain, Idris Raghib explained the raison d Tetre
Ullll|JIIII[.murwpii
wa

1-^ggTO.t.^USl■

415.
Alexander, op.citx^P* 168-173.
416.
_
Alexander, o p . c i t p p . 277,281*

Kamal Itani,op.cit.,p.ll

of his party.

He maintained that the reason for the

British mistrust of the Egyptians was founded on a mis
understanding :

British public opinion believed that

there was only one party in Egypt, called by different
names, essentially anti-Britiefy and therefore ungrateful.
The “Young Egyptian Party11 had been formed to show the
British the real sentiments of the Egyptian majority
towards them;

and to the people of Egypt that Great

Britain was always ready to listen to the just complaints
of a responsible people.

The Party appreciated the

services which the British had rendered to Egypt, though
education and the development of representative institu
tions still left much to be desired.

The latter ought

to be at least a transition stage between the proconsular
and the completely representative systems.

The status

.quo, of Egypt should be guaranteed^V ,
Apart from its enunciation, this
seemed to receive no further attention,

programme
and in 1910

"L,Egypten, under the editorship of Idris Haghib, showed
very much the same tendencies as the press of Al-hisb al~
watani

A.1 P

.

It is possible,

also, that there was a merger

of the two, for no mo is is to be heard about the “Young
Egyptian Party“after this date.
<■

417 • Ibid., pp.277-281.
418* Ibid.,p.363.
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There were seven parties in Egypt before 1907
and the outbreak of World War I;

Al-hiab al-watani,

Hizb al-umma, Hisb al-islah cala?1-mabadf al-dusturiya,
Al-hizb al-watani al«hurr, the Party of Nobles, the
Party of Independent Egyptians, and the Young Egyptian
(afterwards Constitut ional) Party.

The first was the

largest in number, most vociferous and best organised.
The second and third were smaller and were chiefly

419
attached to the Occupation and the Khedive respectively .
The others were politically insighificant groups,
Al«hiab al-watani al-hurr and the Party of Independent
Egyptians being more “Occupationistn than Hizb al-umma,
and the Party of

the Nobles being more attached to the

Khedive than Hizb al-islih.
Practically none of these parties was organised
on European lines, for Al-hizb al-watani, which might
seem the exception, was only thus theoretically.

Kamil

died before he could complete Ms work and there was no-one
of his capacity and knowledge to take up where he left off.
In practice, these parties were based upon personal

419.
Hugo Linke does not mention the existence of any other
political parties except these three in his note on “Per
egyptische Nationalismus", in Die Welt dee Islams, vol.II,
Nos*.2-4, Dec. 15, 1914, pp.33-3-334.
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attachments to the leader,

and the leadership itself was

often merely the cloak of private ambit ion.

This accounts

for the steady decline and rapid disappearance of these
parties as soon as the personage to whom they were, connected
died or fell from favoxar.

Again Al-hizb al-watani must be

considered the exception,

and the fact that it was the only

one to survive the First World War may be directly
attributed to this.
The published programmes of all these parties
show an amazing resemblance to one another;

save for

education, they were little interested in internal issues,
cultural, social or economic.

They all regarded, with an

almost supreme indifference, the hardships of the fallahin,
while their programmes might show some sympathy and concern,
in none of their activities was there any effort to
alleviate the lot o f their unfortunate countrymen.

Centred

in the towns, these parties felt the presence of the British
Occupation more acutely than the fallah.

On the whole, it

was in their attitude towards the Occupation and the vigour
with which they opposed or supported it, that these parties
differed from one another.

' CH. VI.

THE

WAPD.

The great number of political parties formed
in Egypt in the years immediately before World War I
was another manifestation of an awakening political
and national consciousness^2^.

These rising feelings

were early symptoms of the Thaura or Revolution which
was in the air.
The progress of education and the considera
ble growth of the vernacular Press in Egypt had caused,
in a large measure, a gradual increase in the interest
taken in politics.

More and more Egyptians began to

be aware of the importance of the resources of their
country,

and, moreover, o f the existence of better

conditions to which they might aspire.

Politics,

the

420.
Aly Shamsy, "An Egyptian opinion: Efeypt and the
right of n efcions", p.7 .
W.E. Hocking, "The spirit of
world politics" - p.59.
^Centre d !etudes de politique
etrangere, "L1Egypte independante", pp.29-30.
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means to achieve their aspirations, was the allabsorbing topic during the First World War and
immediately after^***.
The unpopularity of the British-imposed
Protectorate and the ban on political activities under
martial law excited what public opinion was then in
E&ypt.

The principle of self-determination, which had

been proclaimed by President Wilson and accepted by
Great Britain, strongly impressed the Egyptians,

and

many were anxiously awaiting the realisation of these
pledges^**.

pew were indifferent or apathetic,

practically none pro-British.
Indeed, one of the main characteristics of the
Thaura was the complete lack of support fox* the British
among the.. Egyptians•

Ho trace was left of those

parties, which, prior to the First World War, had
supported the Occupation either covertly or openly. The
421.

.
■—
Cunningham, op.cit.,pp.233-234; contrast with
Elgood, "The transit of Egypt", p. 199.
M. Call lard,
"A lifetime in Egypt, 1876-1935", p.248 and passim.
Young, "Egypt", p p .179-180.
j

.

.

.

422.
Forster, "Egypt", p. 6 . Centre d*Etudes de
politique etrangere, op.cit.,p.34. E. Lambelin,
"L’Egypte et I 1Angleterre", pp. 1 2 0 -1 2 1 .
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whole population had experienced in one way or another
privations of the war —

especially in such forms as

the requisitioning of property, etc,

—

and were now

unanimous in their national demands, no longer for mere
autonomy but for total independence and sovereignty.
From former pro-British Ministers,
down to school-children,

like Sacd Zaghljil,

everybody joined in the move

ment for independence, participating in boycotts, strikes
423
and sabotage
.
The scope of the popular movement was very
striking.

The proclamation of a republic in Minya,

Zifta, and other places42^ was rather far-fetched

but

it is an illustration of the spirit of the times.
only the army and the religious element,

Hot

as i n €Urabi.!s

days, or the educated youth, as in Mustafa Kamil fs time,
took part in the movement, but the fallahin, too, partici
pated enthusiastically,

and made sacrifices in their

423.
Article on "Wisarat al-umma wa-raHsuha", in
Al-muqtataf, val.LXIV, Mar.l, 1924, p.243, Diaeddine
Saleh,' op.cit.,9 pp.186-188.
Y^oung,
' op.citpp.^oi-232.
Hoclging, op.cit., pp.55-56, 170.
424.
M. Sabry,
84-85.

"La revolution egyptienne", vol.I, pp.

meagre "budgets to give donations for the voyage of
the Wafd to Europe,

The small bourgeois class

played its part, too, in the towns;

while the old

aristocracy, though not always taking an active part
425
at least did not oppose it
Side by side with the fallahin stood their
wives and daughters,

like their sisters in the towns

The latter left their harems, participated in

425.
S. Clarke, “The unrest in Egypt”, p.l ss.
Tawwaf, ’'Egypt, 1919, being a narrative of certain
incidents of the rising in Upper Egypt", passim.
Article on "Wis&rat al-norma wa-ra 5isuha, in Almuqtataf, vol. LXIV, Mar.l, 1924, p.243,
J. d*ivray, "L’Egypte eternelle”, Avant-propos,
pp.XV-OCVI.
Uiaeddine Saleh, op.cit., pp.186-187.
Kohn, "Geschichte der nationalen Beweguig im
Orient”, pp. 153, 164. L. Stoddard, "The new world
of Islam”, pp.178-179.
Yourg, o p . c i t p p . 177-178.
For the sympathetic attitude of the ruling class
see the documents in cUmar Tusun, "Mudhakkara bima
sad 3 r a canna mundhu fajr al-liaraka al-watanlya almisrlya” and in al-Rafici, "Thaurat sanat 1919",
vol.II, pp.99, 138.
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demonstrations, foxmed strike pickets, published protests,
etc .4S6

This was an unprecedented thing fox'* the Muslim

women in Egypt.

Moreover, students of al-Ashar and of

the high schools, pupils of both sexes,
a very active part in propaganda,
strikes.

and children^ took

demonstrations and*

Thus the agitation fostered in the schools

during the war, when no other platform for agitation had
been available, bore fruit

427

.

426.
Article on "Fajr cahd jadid fi Misr", in Al-hilal,
vol. XXVII, May 1 , 1919, p.679. Article on "Hahdat
al-mar}a al*»misriya wa^l-mai^a al-carabiya fi 5 1 -ta’rikh",
part III, ibid., June 1,. 1919, pp.882 ss. Egyptian
delegation to the peace conference,^ "White Book”,
passim. M. Sabry, "La revolution egyptienne", vol.I,
pp.42-43, 73-74.
French translation of' a protest of
Egypti an women to the representatives of the Powers in
Egypt, dated Mar. 8 , 1922, cf. Orient et Occident, So.5,
May 1922, pp. 100-101. Ahmad Shafiq, "Haulxyat^, passim.
cAttara, op.cit., p. 154. Biyad S h a a s " A l - canasir althaiatha li 3 l-qaumlya al-misriya", in Al-katib almisri, fasc.XI, Aug* 1946, p.505. * Stoddard,^ op.cit.,
p.i80.
Centre d fItudes de politique etx»ahgere, op.cit.,
p.34.
Zohn, "Geschichte, der nationalen Bewegung im
Qx*ient", p.165.
427.
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Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat", Tamilid, vol. I, pp. 336-337,
vol. II, pp. 44, 48-49 . Lloyd, op. cit., vol. I,>pp. 297-298.
Caillard, op.cit., p.248. M.Sabry, "La revolution
egyptienne", vol.I, pp.43 ss. J.B. Marshall, op.cit.,
pp.183-184. Foteter, op.cit.,p.7, Bigood, "The transit
of Egypt", pp.144, 245,278. Centre d ’etudes^de politique
etrangere, o p . c i t p p . 33-34. B.KlingmullerJ'^p^l.
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Another notable feature of the powerful
movement for independence in Egypt after the war,
which was also symptomatic of the all-embracing
character of the movement, was the unity of Muslims
and Copts.

The crescent and the cross were inter

woven on the banners during the demonstrations;
Ulemar preached in churches,
mosques;

and priests in

Copts were among,the closest co-operators

of Zaghlul428.
Largely responsible for this union was the
leader of this movament, S a cd Zaghlul.

Of fallah

birth, he had taken part in the HJrabi Rebellion and
later, while a student at al-Ashar, was & disciple
of Muhammad

cAbduh;

while studying law in Paris, he

cane under French influence.

In 1906, he was

President of the founding committee of the Egyptian
University.

Lord Cromer, who had noticed his talents,

428.
f
Tawwaf, op.c it., p.46. M. Sabry, f,La revolution
egyptienne,n V 9I . I , pp.38-42,
74-75. V. Maiguerite,
lfLa-voix/de 1 1Egypt e**, pp. 15-16. M, Perndt,
S,L *inquietude de I 1Orient sur la route de l^nde",
pp.61-64. Diaeddine Saleh, op.cit., pp. 187-188.
kiingmiiller, op. cit., pp.22, "47-48. . Stoddard,
op.cit.,pp.179-180. *
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secured for Zaghlul the post of Minister of Education
and later the Ministry of Justice.

Well-acquainted

with the strong and weak points of his followers and
of his opponents, a fearless and eloquent orator,
Zaghlul seemed well suited for the leadership of this
429
movement for independence
Zaghlul 1s victory in the elections to the
Legislative Assembly and his active part in the debates
of that bo<3y4^

secured for him a number of staunch

friends and admirers.

In the months preceding the

outbreak of the war, Zaghlul and his supporters
demanded the abolition of the Capitulations,
tional reforms,
agriculture,

constitu

improvements in education and

and, above all, the independence of .Egypt’*'.

It was around this group that the Wafd was to
be formed.
The first architects of this popular movement,
which afterwards was to enable Ifeypt to acquire its
429.

,
Centre d fetudes de politique etrangere,
pp.31-32.

op.cit,,

430.
Bee above, part.I, ch.VI.
431.
ss.

Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat", Tamhid, vol.I, pp.144
Amine Youssef, op.cit., pp.15, 49-50*

,
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independence under the 1 eadership of the Wafd,
unknown.

are

There are three versions about their identity:
The first has it that Prince cUmar Tusun (1872-

1944)^®^,

one of the highly-educated members of the

Khedivial family,

planned during the war to lay a

draft before the Peace Conference, in which he
would request all nations to consider.the Egyptian
Question.

He consulted Muhammad Sacid, who

approached Zaghlul on the subject.

The idea of

bringing the Egyptian Question for decision before
an international forum became one of the moving ideas
of the Wafd and was not abandoned totally, even when,
the Wafd tried to reach an agreement with Great
Britain alone as a quicker way of solving the problem.
Others think that Zaghlul considered the matter
with some leading Egyptian personalities,
al- ck z ± z Fahmi Bey,
Lutfi al-Sayid Bey.

like

cAbd

cAli Shacrawi Pasha and Ahmad
At the end of September, 1918,

they planned together which diplomatic steps must be
taken against Great Britain.
432.

i
An obituary of this prince and a bibliography of his
works were contributed by Gaston Wiet, "Son altesse le
pineevG&ar Toussoun", Bulletin de l !Institut d*Egypte,
vol. XXVI, 1944, pp.1-19.
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A third -version says that Husain Rushdi Pasha,
the Prime Minister,

feeling himself responsible for

the future of Egypt, had a similar plan, which he
disclosed to
cAdlI Yegen Pasha, and the latter won
433
over Zaghlul and his adherents
It is difficult to ascertain which of these
accounts is the correct one, because no written evidence
has remained.

But it is quite possible that many of the

leading political men of Egypt had busied themselves with
projects for the achievement of Efeypt,s independence at
the end of World War I, and there may well have been some
unofficial co-operation between them regarding these
plans *
The course of the Egyptian Thaura will not be
studied in detail in the course of this work434.

The

433.
For the three versions, cf. cUmar Tusun, op.cit.,
pp.4-27. Ahmad Shafiq, "Haullyat", Tamhid, vol.I,
pp.144-145. Klingmuller, o p . c i t p p . 16-17.
Al-Rafici,
"Thaurat sanat 1919", vol .1, pp.75-76.
See also
Wavell, op.cit., p.40. Bansotne, "The history of the
Egyptian crisis", in the Manchester Guardian, Mar.30,
1925, p.12,cols.1-2.
434.
_A serious detailed description is given by Ahmad
Shafiq, "Haullyat", Tamhid, vol*I, pp. 246 ss., and the
following voIs.^ Al-Bafici, "Thaurat sanat 1919". Sabry,
"La revolution egyptienne". Wavell, op.cit.,pp.40 ss.
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first difficulty the Wafd —

i.e., the Delegation

foimed of Zaghlul and a few others, who desired to attend
the Peace Conference as representatives of Egypt —
to forestall another Egyptian delegation.

was

The latter

was headed by an ex-Prime Minister, Muhammad SacId
(under the patronage of Prince ^tJmar Tusun) and was
composed o f leading members of Al-hiab al-watani.
Zaghlul*s delegation assumed the title "Al-wafd almisri" (The Egyptian delegation), while the other styled
itself "Al-wafd al-watani '1 (The National delegation). In
the end it was Zaghlul 1s delegation which had the upper
hand, winning for itself not a few adherents of Al-hiab
al-watani,

chiefly Mustafa al-Nahhas Bey.

It retained

A.

the name "Wafd" henceforth
After many meetings and deli berat ions, Zaghlul
and his friends and colleagues formed the Wafd from
members of the late Legislative Assembly.

The most

435.
Amine Youssef, o p . c i t p p . 62-65, Elgood,
"The transit of Egypt", pp.232-233. B.A., quoted by
Adam, ^'L’Angleterre en Egypte", pp.219-222.
Klingmuller, op.cit., pp.18-19.
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members in the Delegation w e r e b e s i d e s Zaghlul —
cAlI Shacrawi Pasha,

cAbd al- ck z i z

Lutfi al-Sayid Bey,

cAbd al-Latif al-Makabbati Bey,

Muhammad

Eahml Bey,

cAli Bey, Hamad al-Basil Pasha,

Hanna Bey.

Ahmad

and Sanyut

These represented the various religions

and social elements of Egypt
The composition of the Wafd varied soon after
its foimation and never remained fixed for veiy long,
from that time, because of arrests or of disputes between
— 437
certain members and Zaghlul
.
This instability in
membership was to be one of the chief characteristics
of the Wafd for a long time.
The first proclamation of the Wafd was issued
in November 1918, soon after their fruitless meeting

436.

„
-'Ahmad Shafiq, "HajLiyat”, Tamhid, vol*I, passim.
Egyptian delegation to the peace conference, op.cit.,
pp.40, 53. Amine Youssef, op.cit.,pp.61-62. Hocking,
op. cit., p. 58. J.E.Marsh all, 11The solution of the
Egyptian problem11, quar.Hev., Oct. 19.27. Magd El Din
Nassif, op. cit., pp.24-25. Diaeddine Saleh,, op. cit., p. 186,
437.

Kohn, "Nationalism and imperialism in the*.Hither
East'1,pp.82-83. N. ^="Caflo Alfonso Nallino.J?, in Orient©
Moderno, vol.I, 1921-1922, p.556.
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with the British High Commissi on er for Egypt, Sir
Reginald Wingate. * The Wafd then issued a proclamation
demanding a public mandate for achieving the complete
independence of Egypt by peaceful meais.

This document

was first, intended to be signed only by the members of
the late Legislative Assembly, but, as popular interest
was aroused, copies were sent throughout Egypt for
everybody to sign.

Thus the Wafd hoped to gain a

national representative character^®®.

Copies,

■

signed

and unsigned, were seised by the British authorities
and trouble broke out in Egypt.
The Wafd, who led this movement for complete
independence,

organised itself early in its career.

Besides a special apparatus of propaganda, which will
be described later, the adherents of the Wafd in the
towns were so well disciplined that, at a sign, shops
would be closed, boycotts started and strikes organised.
It had committees and branches in the remotest villages —
all of which were connected to the House of the Nation
438.

_
_
Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat", Tamhid, vol.I, pp. 153-154.
Amine Youssef, op.cit., p. 62.A Kampf fneyer, op.cit.,
M.S.0.S.,1924, part II,p.21.
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(Bait al-ummsfitZaghlul 1s residence4^ .
It was this organisation which gave the W aM its immense
440
majority in the 1923-1924 Parliamentary elections
When the Wafd departed for Europe in April,

1919, a

Central committee (*Lajna Sftarkaaiya1*) was left in
Egypt to inform the Delegation of local events and
help it with funds.

The Wafd in Eiirope could, Toy the

aid of this Central committee,
in Egypt443*.

influence public opinion

Following the example of India, the Wafd

also organised a list of directing committees, which
officiated successively,

one in place of the other

as soon as a committee was arrested.
The first programme of the constitution of
the Wafd contained 26 paragraphs442.

After a list of

439.
f

Newman, "Great Britain in Egypt", p.239.
Centre
&*etudes de politique etrangere, op.cit.,p.33.
440.
^•T. ^Giuseppe Tegani^.7, in Oriente Modemo,
vol,III, pp.l92^p248, based on the Daily Herald, Aug.7,
1923,
441.
Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat", Tamhid, vol.I, p.329.
Klingmuller, op.cit.,pp.22-23.
442.

- -■
.
See App.13. Cf. Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat", Tamhid,
vol.I,pp.154-156. Klingmuller, op.cit., App. I,
pp. 147-151. See also cAbbas Mahmud al- cAqqa&, "Sacid
Zaghlul sTra vra-tahiya, " pp.195-196.
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the members composing the Wafd (/ l), the main aim is
defined:

to achieve Egypt’s independence by peaceful

means (/ 2).

The Wafd is empowered by the people to

represent it (/ 3).

Every member of the Wafd is sworn

to secrecy (£/£, 23).

Members or commissions of the

Wafd may be appointed for certain missions [ f i f i 9,12).
The Wafd appoints44® a president, a secretary and a
treasurer (/ 11).

The President directs the Wafd,

presides at its meetings, watches over its organisation,
supervises the proceedings of the commissions, the worjc
of the secretary and. the conditions of the funds

(£ 13).

The secretary controls the written work of the Wafd, its
archives and all its papers except the accounts (/ 14).
The treasurer supervises all the accounts of the Wafd
and is respohsible for the funds (/ 15).

Protocols of

the meetings will be made in European fashion (//* 16-19).
A member of the Wafd can deal with persons of political
standing in the naue of the Wafd only with the permission
of the President, to whom he must also report the contents
of his conversation in writing (xs SO).

The Wafd elects

a "Central committee for the Egyptian Wafd",

composed of

outstanding people, who are expected to collect funds for
the Wafd.
443.
"Yucaiynu".
of"appoints".

One would expect "elects" insteads

287 .
The most important points of this constitutive
programme are:

firstly ?the thorough organisation of

body and, secondly, the
President.

large,

this

powers conferred on the

The latter can, as a matter of fact, not only

preside over the meetings and sign the protocols, but even
supervise all the work done by the officers o f 'the Wafd
and its members, whose dealings with political personages
are closely controlled by him.
As to the general policy of the Wafd, as
—

0

defined by Zaghlul in his appeal to the lowers at the
beginning of the Thaura,

the Wafd worked for independence,

which was the right of Egypt;

for constitutional govern

ment, with reservations respecting foreign rights, mainly
the capitulations, the public debt and the neutrality of
the Sues Canal444.

The last clauses were intended to

soothe the susceptibilities of those who had financial
interests in Egypt.

Afterwards r efoms in education and

in the moral and material status of

the fallahin and

workmen were added to its programme^5 .

444

.

BIgood,

"The transit of Egypt", pp.232-233,

445.
Centre d* etudes de politique etrangere,

p.32.

op.cit.,
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Nest a very different programme was enunciated
in 1921 by the Cairene Al-akhbar, organ of the Wafd.

In

an editorial, the paper exhdffced the official Delegation
to remember to accept nothing but absolute independence,
internal and external.

Internal independence signifies

complete supervision over financial,
judicial,

legislative, ■

administrative^ agricultural and commercial

departments,

police and public works.

This will imply

the British evacuation and the ceasing of all foreign
interference in the internal affairs of Egypt.

In its

external relations, Egypt must have full control in the
446
conduct of its foreign policy in its own interests
This article, contributed by Muhammad Kamal, member of
the late Legislative Assembly, was intransigeant in its
demand fox* absolute unalleviated independence.
When the Parliamentary session opened in London
in the early part of Februaxy, 1922, the Wafd sent a
telegram to the "Times11, requesting the representatives
of the British people to make reparations for the
injustice to which Egypt had been subjected.

This

446.
Al-dkhbar, June 26,1921, quoted by V. de B.
/^ Vi r g i n i a de Bosis_y, in Oriente Moderno, 1,1921-1922,
pl65.
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telegram outlined the programme of the Wafd and was
signed, in the absence of Zaghlul

who was under

arrest — by Hamid al-Basil, member of the late Legislative
Assembly and one of the founders of the Wafd;
Bey, a lawyer;

Wisa Was if Bey,

Court in Cairo;

Jurj

Was if Ghali

a lawyer at the Mixed*

Khayyat Bey, a notable of Asyut ;v

*Ali Mahir Bey, a lawyer; cElwi Jazzar Bey, a member of tbe
late Legislative Assembly;

Murad al-gharici Bey, a

notable of Minya.
The p r o g r a m m e ,

after asserting that Egypt had

never been part of the British Empire, stressed four
points:
1) Egypt ought not to be dominated by any foreign power;
this could be arranged by a treaty of alliance between
Egypt and Great Britain,
2 ) Safety of the Suez Canal;

its neutrality was already

ensured by international treaties,

and the Egyptian

army could be responsible for the neutrality of the
Canal.
3) Guarantees for the interests of British subjects in
Bgypt;

foreigners in Egypt were safe even before the

Occupation,

and the Capitulations

modified by eventual agreements
the foreign interests in Egypt.

—

which could be
safeguarded all

4) Guarantees for the British shareholders .in the Egyptian
public debt;

these interests were already safeguarded

by the "Caisse de la dette publique11, the existence of
447
which might be prolonged.
This programme was a retreat from the defiant
attitude expressed in Al-aldabar in 1921 and a return to the
policy advocated by the Wafd since its inception.

It aimed

at obtaining the independence of Egypt by peaceful means —
a treaty of alliance.

The concessions which the Wafd was

ready to make in the favour of Great Britain were not
considered vital for Egypt *s independence,

and were designed

to dissuade British financial circles from opposing the
treaty of alliance with Egypt,
Up to 1922, the Wafd had led the movement for
Egypt 1s independence and Zaghlul had been the popular hero
of Egypt.

Out of the many patriotic songs composed in
443
449•
Egypt after the first World War
not a few were in his honour.
447,
The Times, feb. 11,1922, summarised by V.V,
/^Virginia Yaeca de S o s i a J / , in Oriente Eoderno, vol.I,
1921-1922, pp.623-624,
448,
Al-hilal,vol.XXIX, Jan.1,1921,pp.537-339; ibid.,
Feb.1,1921, pp.534-535; ibid., May 1,1921, p.817.
E. Littmann, "Agyptisohe Nationallieder und Konigslieder der Gegenwart".
449, Al-hilal, vol.XXIX, May 1,1921,p.817; ibid., vol.
XXXI, Mar. 1, 1923, p.662; ibid., Apr.i, 1925, p.777.

29 L.
But on February 28 of that year the British "Declaration
of independence11 for Egypt had set it at variance with
other political groups in Egypt,
itself was an important advance:

The declaration in
it was the first time

that a colonial Bower recognised officially the indepen450
dence of a country into which it had entered by force
But, while other political groups were enthusiastic at
this declaration, the Wafd protested against it strongly,
as offering only a sham independence
Another point on which the Wafd was at variance
with other political groups at the time was the framing
of the 1923 Constitution,

The Wafd*s main argument

450,
PI. Laoust, "devolution politique efc culturelle de
l 1Egypte eontemporaine", in Centre d*etudes de politique
£trangere, "Eutretiens sur devolution des pays de
civilisation arabe”, p.73.
451.
Al-akhbar, Mar.2,1923, summarised by E.R.
Ettore~Rossi,J7 in Orient e Mo demo, vol.XI, 1922-1923,
p.617; cf.ibid.,pp.617-618,693.
Royal Institute of
international Affairs, "Memorandum on a study of the working
of democratic institutions of government in Egypt”
(stencilled], pp*6-7.
Bee also Wavell, op.cit., p.83,
for the grounds of these protests.

was that constitutions should he framed by the elected
representatives of the people and not by appointed
. . 452
commissions.
It still tried to find common ground with other
AR %
Egyptian political groups , but these internal differences
made its leaders realise that the Wafd was not the people,
as they had thought, but only a party.

So they found it

advantageous to their cause to constitute themselves into
a political party;

for, up to that time, though the Wafd

had copied the Western pattern of party organisation and
had issued programmatic manifestoes, it was not a political
party in the accepted sense of the term.
The final decision came during the Parliamentary
session of 1924.

Adherents of the Wafd often embarrassed',

the Government by their questions and opposed it in the
voting.

The stern discipline of party organisation was

452.
for a french translation of a manifesto of the Wafd,
dated Mar.22, 1923, protesting that the Egyptian constitu
tion had not been drafted by the people,
see Orient et
Occident, No,16, Apr36,1923, pp.655-656. Of.also ibid.,
No. 17, May 15, 1923, pp.70-71.
453.
Note o n nDer agyptische Nationalpalct" in Die Welt
des Islsms,vol.Viii,No.1, 1923, pp.17-Is, based on
Aegyptische Korrespondenz of Dec.1922.
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needed in order to do away with these inconveniences.

On April 26, 1924, the Wafd adherents in the Chamber of
Deputies met at the house of Ham^d al-Basil Pasha.
William Makram cUbai&, usually called the 11Orator of the
Wafd11, read the constitutive manifesto;

then the name

of the new party was fixed as the "Parliamentarian Wafd.
Party 11 (Al-hissb al-waf&i al-niyabi).
At this meeting, the regulations were decided
upon, too.

According to them the Executive Committee,

presided over by Zaghlul, was to comprise two members for
each Mudiriya.
the spot,

The fourteen deputies were elected on

and it was decided to unite the old "Committee

of the Wafd" with the new "Executive committee".

On May

14, 1924, the- adherents of the Wafd in the Senate decided
to form a "Senatorial Wafd party", the Executive Committee
of which was elected immediately.
>- v ■

both occasions,

Zaghlul was present on

,

454

and probably inspired- these hew moves

454.
Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat", Al»hauliya al-ula, vol.I,,
pp. 150 ss. Al-ahram,* Apr.27,1924, 'quoted by V.V.
^ V i i g i n i a Vacca_7, in Oriente Mo.derno,.vol.IV, 1924, p.467.
The 1'imes, Apr*29, 1924, quoted^ by XI.P . ^ U b a l d o Paldati_7,
ibid. p.468.
L ’Impa-rsiale, May 17, 1924, quoted by
V.V. ^Tviiginia Vacca^/, ibid.,ibid, M.M. Moreno, "La
situation© interna dell'Egitto d&ll&uc'isione del Sirdar
ad oggi", ibid.,p vol.V, 1925,p.227* Kohn, "Nationalism
and imperialism in the Hither. East"^82-83. Klingmuller,
op. cit., p.67 .
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Between 1918 and 1924 the Wafd saw as its, main
task, on the road to absolute independence, the achieve
ment of unity among all Egyptians.

This they called

’'The Sacred Union" (Al-ittihad al-muqaddas), an
expression obviously borrowed from the French "Union
Sacree", so widely used in the Allied press during the First World War4S5.
the Wafd strove;

For the realisation of this task,

(a) to. unite under its leadership all

Egyptians irrespective of religion or class;

(b).to

organise the existing public opinion in Egypt in its
favour.

The Wafd succeeded in achieving and leading

Al-ittihad al-mu pad das mainly by perseverence in, and
persistant, propaganda.
.Among the methods used by the Wafd, as has
already been described, was (from Zag h lul1s arrest)
that the leading committee of the Wafd formed and

455.
For a short sketch of the development of the idea
of "Union Sacree" in France,; cf.D.W.Brogan, "The
problem of Union Sacree in France", in International
Affairs, vol-.XX, $To.l, Jan.1944, pp.1Q3-108.

re-formed after each arrest45^.
ceased spreading propaganda.

These committees never
They tried their utmost to

obtain the release of Zaghlul, who-was described as an
ailing, old, man detained by the unmanly British in a
murderous climate.

The Wafd did not have to restrict

itself only to abstract debates and constitutional
problems,

for by thus making a

wavtjr

of Zaghlul,

the propagandists could sway the emotions of the mob
easily with a description of things they could more
457
readily unde rs t and.
Another means of stirring public opinion
against, the British was to start campaigns of passive
resistance to them whenever Wafd leaders were arrested
or deported.

In a manifesto dated January 23,1922,

the Egyptians were incited to resist the British
passively (Mucjawama salbiva,) in two ways:

non-co-operation

and boycott.
456.

—
«
_
.Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat", Tamhid, vol.III,p.251 and
passim. Klingmuller, op.cit.,pp.50-51, 57. Oriente
Moderno, •vol.1,1929-1922, pp.527, 556.
457.
Klingmuller,

op.cit.,p.48.
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Kon-co-operation ( cAdam al-mucawana);

all

private relations with the British should he severed;
they should he given no help and their advice go
unheeded;

there should he no participation in the*any

Ministry, so that the English alone would he responsible
for the results of a policy of force;

all administi’ation

officials are the delegates of the people and should
remember this oi'der;

Egyptians must address themselves

only to Egyptian officials,

and lawyers1 —

only to

Egyptian judges458
Boycott:

Egyptians should withdraw their

money fx’om English banks and deposit it in "Bank Misr",
buying at the same time shares of. the same bank;

Egyptians

should not do business with British firms, nor use British
boats for any purpose;
serve British ships;
preferred,
merchants;

Egyptian pointers must refuse to
national manufactures should be

and affairs preferably done with Egyptian
British merchandise *—

by the British —

even goods handled

must be boycotted thoroughly.

458.
On the effects of this non-co-operation j.;policy see, for instance, Orient et Occident,
No.l, Jan.1922, p.135.
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Egyptian merchants were granted a respite of 3-6 months
to sell British goods already in stock*

Commissions were

to enforce the boycotts and see to it that Egyptians who
infringed the rules of the boycotts should be boycotted
in their turn4^9 *
But usually the Wafd took less drastic measures.
In June, 1921, for example, petitions requesting the
resignation of the Egyptian Cabinet were passed from hand
to hand for signature4^ ,

xn this instance, again, the

Wafd made good use of the improvements in communications,
which made it comparatively easy to transfer messages from
one place to another.

On the 14th of that month a large

meeting in Cairo heal'd Zaghlul protest against the speech
of Churchill respecting Egypt

.

In September-October

459*

'
Arabic text in Ahmad Shafiq, "Haullyat”, Tamhid,
vol.II, pp*668-674.
English translation in the Daily
Herald, Jan*25,1922.
Italian translation in Oriente
Modefno, vol. I, 1921-1922, pp.527-529.
460.
V. de B. £=Virginia de Bos is
vol.I, pp.1921-1922, p*103.

7. in

Oriente Moderno,

461 •
The Times, summarised by id., ibid., p. 104;
of. ibid., p.167.
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of the same year, five Labour Members of Parliament
visited EJgypt.

The Wafd took pains that they should be

acclaimed everywhere unanimously, but that everybody
meeting them should express an immutable desire for
Egypt’s independence.
Prom the R e p o r t w h i c h

the Members of

Parliament published after their return home,

it seems

that they were greatly impressed by the solidarity of
the Egyptian people in their strong demand for indepen
dence.

They had met and talked with rich and poor,

educated and uneducated,

attended banquets and meetings,

and received deputations.

Upon leaving Egypt they were

convinced that all Ifeyptians demanded independence,

and

that most of the Europeans in Egypt thought that its
achievement was inevitable.
Notwithstanding internal dissension and
differences of opinion^6**, the Wafd n e v e r ’let u p ’
its vigorous .propaganda.

It continued to hold meetings

462.
"Report on .the present situation in Egypt by five
Members of Parliament, .etc.". Bee also Ahmad Shafiq.
"Haullyat”, Tamhid, vol.II, pp.364.8B. Kiirgmdller,
op.cit .,p.36.

463

.

A3^ad Shafiq, "Hauliyatu. Tamhid, vol.II, passim.
V.de B. ^ V i r g i n i a de Bosis_y, in Oriente Moderno,
vol.I,1921-1922, p.102.
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against foreign interference in the affairs of Egypt464,
to arrange demonstrations455, and to publish manifestoes
against the British or Egyptian Government

A ft ft

, part of

which were distributed clandestinely and another part
printed in the daily press

467

.

The Press was indeed a powerful organ for the
propaganda of the Wafd.

Though many newspapers, serious

or satirical (like "Al-keshkal"), attacked the Wafd and
its policy, not a few supported it.
controlled,

In 1924 the Wafd

besides its official organ "Kaukab al-sharq11,

a humoristic weekly called "Khayal al-zill" (the name of
a popular amusement — a kind of shadow-play),

and had the

support of ’'Al-ahram11, "Al-balagh’’, "Wadi y ^l-Hil",

and

"Hisr"466.
465.
E. ^ C a r l o Alfonso Uallino^,
vol.I, 1921-1922, p.627.

in Oriente Modemo,

466.

_
^
Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat", Tamhid, vol.II,
passim.
N. ^ C a r l o Alfonso Nallino 7> in Oriente Modemo, vol.I,
1921-1922, pp. 556,627. E.R. /=Ettore Rossi^/, ibid,
vol.II, 1922-1923, pp.616-618, 693.
467.
Oriente Modemo, ;ibid.

•

468.
M.M.Moreno, op.cit., in Oriente Moderno, vol.V,
1925, p.227.
For names of papers supporting the Wafd in
1920-1921 see L.M. ^ L . Mas signonJ7, "Ba presse
musulmane.
A. Presse egyptienne", in
vol.
XBIII, Feb.1921, p.285.
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One may get an impression of the violence and
r u t h

lessness of the propaganda disseminated by the Wafd

in the Efeyption press from a booklet of Mustafa Lutfi alManfaluti, which is a collection of political articles
469
written by him in the years 1,921-1923
.
Many articles
reflect a deep mistrust of Great Britain, and suspicion
of its intentions towards Egypt.

Other articles voice

unbounded admiration for Zaghlul and heap accusations on
his opponents.

It must be noted that Mustafa Lutfi al-

Manfaluti was a well-known writer of the time and, like j
many other literary men, took an active interest in
M—
politics.
Gifted poets like Ahmad Shaqi and Hafiz
—

Ibrahim had marked sympathy with the nationalist movement
and wrote, touching elegies on S a cd Zaghlul.
It is not known exactly how much,

if any, of

its propaganda the Wafd spread in, other Muslim countries.
Some evidence is f ound in a report by the Cairo correspon
dent of the Daily, Herald,

in which he writes that the

pilgrims on Mount. cArafat, near Mecca, recited prayers for
the liberation of Egypt and for its liberator, Zaghlul4^5 .
469•
__
_
,uAl-qadiya al-misriya min sanat 1921 ila sanat 1923".
See also.BrockeImann, "Geschichte der arabischen *
Lit teratur’J, Suppl.III,p.202.
470.
The Daily Hex>ald, Sep,21,1921, summarised by V. de B,
^V i i g i n i a de Bosis^7, in Oriente Modemo, vol.1,1921-1923,
p.301.
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If correct, this information may indicate a sympathy for
Egypt’s independence aroused by Egyptians among their
fellow pilgrims.

Such sympathy was hardly the X’esult

of organised propaganda*

This the Wafd directed almost

exclusively towards Egypt — as outlined above —

and the

Western Powers*
Besides the letters and documents repeatedly
sent to the Peace Conference in Paris during the year
19194^ ,

the Wafd, also, officially approached various

leading personalities in world affairs.

During the

World War, the Wafd had great hopes of the assistance of
the United States, which had entered the war —
to the opinion of many Egyptians —
principled ideas of justice..

according

to defend high-

The Wafd sent many

telegrams to President Wilson and other American political
leaders,

notably Senator Borah, as well as to the American

Senate4*^.

Then the Wafd sent one of its ablest members,

Muhammad Mahmud Pasha, to the United States, to create
sympathy for the cause4^®.
471.
Egyptian delegation to the peace conference, op.cit.,
pp.65-96, 103-183. Al-Rafi<1, "Thaurat sanat 1919",
vol.II, pp.25-28.
472.
Egyptian delegation^ etc., ibid., pp.98-102. Cf. Ahmad
Shafiq, "Hauliyat1", Tamhid, vol.I, passim.
473

Ahmad Shafiq, ibid., pp,458 ss. Also cAbbas Mahmud
al- cAqqad, "Sacd Zaghlul*..etc.
pp.206 ss., 275 ss.
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Italy was the only European Power among the
Allies which had not acknowledged the British Protectorate
over Egypt.

The Wafd, which had already sent some

telegrams to Orlando, sent a petition to the Italian
Parliament on August 14, 1919, to protest against paragraphs
147-154 of the Peace Treaty and express the gratitude of the
Egyptian people to the Italians for not acknowledging the
Protectorate.

The petition pointed out that Egypt was a

country with a high cultural tradition and an autonomy
acquired as far back as 1840.

Egyptkcertainly had better

rights to independence than the Hijaz*

The Wafd hoped

that the Italian Parliament would continue to refuse to
acknowledge the Protectorate4^4 .
The propaganda of the Wafd was still more active
in Great Britain, the state which was virtually Egypt’s
master.

In 1919* a "White Book" of documents, published

by the Wafd, was printed in Paris, in English.

This book

474.
Arabic translation of the text in Ahmad Shafiq, ibid.,
pp.482-487.
475.
Egyptian delegation to the peace conference, "White
Book". An extract was published separately by the
Egyptian association in Great Britain under the name "The
Egyptian national claims; a memorandum presented by the
Egyptian delegation to the peace conference". See also
fAbbas Mahmud al-cAqqad, "Sacd Zaghlul^ etc.",pp.205 ss.
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contains,

besides letters of the Wafd to the British

authorities in Egypt, other letters to Lloyd George
476
and to the House of Commons.
The Egyptians in London, mainly the students,
strove to help the propaganda* of the Wafd;

they

arranged meetings with British Members of Pariiament;
a1
?1?
47 B
printed manifestoes*'(; and arranged demonstrations
During the Milner negotiations in 1920, the Egyptian.
association in Great Britain and Ireland added to its
47 Q

f o m e r publications a new booklet^

,in which it

supported the Wafd^ and criticised severely the British
suggestions in the proposed Milner-Zaghlul agreement.

476.
Egyptian delegation to the peace conference, op.
cit.,pp.17-44.
477.
cAbbas Mahmud al- cAqqad,

"Sacd Zaghlul^etc.", p. 275.

488.
'Orient et Occident, Ho. 2, Feb. 1922, p.293.
479.
"Memorandum on the real meaning of the proposed
Anglo-Egyptian agreement".
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Paris was the centre of the Wafd’s
propaganda.
published,

It sent letters to Cl&nenceau4'85 and
or encouraged the publication of various

other works', like the text of the report to General
i

Allenb&jf on the causes of excitement and discontent
482
in Egypt, in English*ox and French
translations.
Later in the same year the Wafd published
ano*iher document from its "White Book", viz., its
Report to the peace conference on British atrocities
in Egypt466.

This booklet stresses the help

rendered by Efeypt to the cause of the Allies during
the war, the disregard of the British for individual
liberty and the strong refusal of the Egyptians,
represented by the Wafd, to be merchandise bartered
in the market of political transactions.
480.
Egyptian de legation^to the peace conference,* op.
cit., pp/65 ss. Al-Rafici, "Thaurat sanat 1919", vol.
II,pp.25-28.
481.
"Report presented on March the 30th*, 1919,* by the
Egyptian delegation to His Excellency the General Sir
Edmund-Henry-Hymann Allenby* British High Commissioner".
482.
"Rapport present© le 30 mars*1919^ par 1& delegation
iSgyptienne a son excellence le general Sir Edmund-HenryHymann Allenby* Haut-Commissaire britannique".
483.

y
"Rapport present© a la conference de la paix sur la
repression par les troupes britanniques du mouvement
national egyptien du mois de mars^l919".
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Soon afterwards the Wafd published a booklet
containing the speeches delivered at the end of a
luncheon given by the Wafd to about 200 political
personalities and representatives of the allied and
neutral press in Paris464.

Sacd Zaghlul spoke first,

protesting sgainst the confirmation by the Paris Peace
Conference of the British Protectorate over Egypt.
Wisa Wasif spoke next of the unkept promises of the
British Governments, of Egypt’s contribution to the
Allied cause,

and of Egypt being worthier of indepen

dence than the Turkish provinces.
Then Augagneur,

a denuter described the

attachment which all Frenchmen felt for the Egyptian
cause466.

Victor Marguerite, the writer, encouraged

the Egyptians to hope for justice

AQg

.

_

Muhammad Mahmud

484.
"Discouis prononc&s au dej.euner offert par la
delegation egyptienne le 2 aout* 1919",
485.
It is remarkable that Augagneur had been, as early
as 1910, one of those Frenchmen who took part in;.and
w a m l y supported the Congress of the Rationalist Party
in Brussels (see "Oeuvres du congres national egyptien
tenu a Bruxelles le 22,23,24 septembre, 1910V).
486 *
The Wafd succeeded also in inducing V.Marguerite
to write a booklet in favour of Egypt’s claims, to
which Anatole France added a few words (Cf. cAbbas Mahmud
al-ftAqqa&, "Sa^d Zaghlul* etcv" p. 274).
* .
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spoke in English and so did Herbert Gibbons Adams,
a staunch supporter of Egyptian independence,

They

were followed by Emmanuel, in the name of the Italian
Press,

Letters of congratulation and excuse for &fcsev\ce,

were then read.
On Dec. 11, 1919, the "Ligue des droits de
l*homme et du citoyen" arranged a meeting in Paris,
"for the Egyptian people", in which, among others, Weisif
Butrus Ghali, a Copt, made a long speech.

In it he

thanked the Drench,mentioned Great Britain*s unfulfilled
pledges of evacuation from Egypt,, and explained at length
the aims of the Wafd, of which he was a member, praising
the political union of the Egyptians, regardless of
religion.

All the speeches at this meeting were

published in Paris, in 1920, in a booklet by Gabriel
Seailles, A. Aulard, Yi ctor Marguerite,
Boutros Ghali,

and Wacyf

called "Pour le peuple ieJgyptien".

The Wafd contacted many of the Egyptians living
in France, too.

Most of these took an active part in

explaining to the Drench the aims and demands of the Wafd,
in private meetings as well as in public lectures and
banquets.

The greatest amount of propaganda was done by
1487
the Egyptian association (Al-.iam^iya, al miariva) in Paris

437.
'Abbas Mahmud al- 'Aqqad,

"Sac#d Zaghlul* etc.,", p.274.
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and by similar "bodies in Haney and Lyon^8 8 .

;

The members of the Egyptian association
489
published a whole collection of documents
. About
half >of this book is full of documents, illustrating .
the activities of the Wafd:

letters, telegrams,

notes of protest, memoranda o f the Wafd to various
statesmens and representative institutions are copied
490
or translated, often in extenso
The Egyptian associations in Great Britain
and in Baris were by no means the only ones which
supported the campaign for Egyptian independence.*

By

special convocation,ofthe Egyptian association of
Paris, forty representatives, o f 'all, the Egyptian
associations in Europe met in Paris in 19204^.
488.
Orient et Occident, Ho.l, Jan.1922, p.135.
489.

. ’.
"Documents diplomatique© concernant 1*Egypte
de Mehemet-Ali jusqu’en 1920".

490.
On th e general activities of the Wafd in Paris
see Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat", Tamhid, vol.I, pp.396 ss.
and passim.
cAbb as Mahmud al-cAqqad, r,S a cd Zaghlul^
etc." passim, esp. pp.207 ss.
491.
Possibly they were some of those Egyptians — mainly
students — who afterwards arranged demonstrations in
Berlin, Vienna and elsewhere. See Orient et Occident,
Ho.l, Jan.1922, p.135; ibid., Ho.. % Feb.1922, p.293.
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They studied and discussed the proposals
elaborated by Milner and submitted to the Egyptian
delegation at the time of the London negotiations.

This

congress rejected unanimously the Milner proposals,
mainly because it considered that they gave Egypt only a
nominal independence,

as the military occupation, the

interference of Great Britain in the internal government
of Egypt, and the possibility of Great Britain forcing
493
Egypt to enter a war on her side, still remained
In November,

1922, the Wafd, with the approval

and help of Al-hiab al-watani, presented to the
Confex^ence of Lausanne a memorandum re-asserting the
right of Egypt to independence.
Zaghlul.

Hasib Pasha signed for

There were four parts in the memorandum:
1.

The juridical status of Egypt since 1840

was described, stressing that only an international
agreement could change the Convention of London,
which granted to Egypt internal autonomy
by subsequent finnans —

—

confixmed

verging on independence.

Great Britain occuped Egypt and maintained her hold on
it in defiance of all international treaties and of
the declarations of British statesmen.
AO 9

492,
Text of the resolution see in Kampffmeyer,op. eit#,
M.3.Q.S., 1924, part II, pp. 22-23.

309.
2.

'All the points which Great Britain “reserved11

for herself were unjustified by the real conditions of
things and attacked Egypt’s sovereignty, both internally
and externally*

All Great Britain’s pretexts were

actuated by the desire to keep Egypt under British
tutelage*
3*

Contrary to the arguments of the British

Government,

foreign capital in Egypt was not in danger,

as Egypt was in a very good financial condition.
4*

The Sudan had always been part of Egypt, and,

because of the Nile, was still the source of life for
Egypt.
In conq lusion, the ra&norandum stated that the
Egyptians were bent on obtaining their independence and
demanded from the Coherence:
(a) Becognition o f the complete independence of the Nile
Valley (Egypt and Sudto).
(b) Evacuation of all the English troops from the Nile
Val ley*\
(c) Continuation of the effective neutrality of the Sues

Canal^^
493.
Ahmad Shafiq, "$auliyat“, Tamhid, vol.Ill, pp.29? ss.,
pp.3QS* ss. M.G. ^Michelangelo Guidi_/»
Oriente
Moderno, vol.II, 19 22-1923,pp.498 - 502; c£. ibid.,
pp.502-503, 514,558,618-613* Kampffmeyer, op.cit., M.S.O.®.,
1924, part II,p.34. Newman,“Great Britain in E g y p t p . 240*
See also Klingmuller, op, cit *, pp.52-55, for the genei’al
attitude o f t h e Egyptian parties to the Lausanne Conference.
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The Wafd had never recognised the 1922
Declaration of Independence, as it considered its
reservations repugnant*

As the 1923 Egyptian

Constitution was a consequence of this Declaration,
the Wafd opposed it too, mainly on the following grounds:
1) That the Constitution had not been fornulated by the
representatives of the nation.
2)

That all reference to the boundaries of Egypt and the
unity of the Nile Valley had been omitted.

3) That Egypt was not mox^e independent under the new
Constitution than under the Protectorate^9^.
Cux'iously enough, the Wafd participated eagerly
in the first elections held under this constitution and
was its staunchest defender when the Palace circles tried
to substitute less liberal constitutions for it*

Zaghlul

and his followers took the 1923 elections very seriously,
organised their propaganda thoroughly in the towns and
494*
Boyal Institute of International Affairs,
“Memorandum on a study for the working of democratic
institutions of government in Egypt", pp.6-7.
About
the opposition to the new electoral law see Kampffmeye
op.cit.,M.S.0.S.,1924,part II,pp.30-31.
’
r'
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villages, and,thanks to good organisation, won the
elections, the supporters of the Wafd getting 188 seats
against 27 for all other parties in the Chamber of
Deput i e s ^ ® .
The ZaghluX Covex’nment laid only few internal
projects before the 1924 Pax^liament.

Amin Yusuf, one

of Zaghlul's close collaborators, tells us that Zaghlul
had diverse reform projects in his mind, mainly improve
ments in education, justice,

and taxation^9®.

Whether

true ox* imaginary, these projected reforms were not
carried out, because of the resignation of Zaghlul's
Cabinet after the murder of Sir Dee Stack.

On the whole,

the first tenure of office of the Wafd was characterised

495.
Oriente Modemo, vol.Ill, 1923, pp.247-248, 313; ibid.,
vol.IV, JL924, pp.121-125. Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat",
Al-hauliya al-ula, vol.I, pp.is ss. Klingmuller, op.cit.,
pp.46, 60-63. W. Hayter, "Recent constitutional develop
ments in Egypt," pp.44-45.
Kohn, "Rationalism and
imperialism", pp.85-86.
P. Arminjon, op.cit., in Revue
de Paris, June 1, 1929, pp.579-581. See also above,
footnote 157.
496.
Amine Youssef,

op.cit., pp.123-126.
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by a strong interest in foreign affairs (mostly Egypt's
relations with Great Britain) to the detriment of any
constructive policy for internal reforms

497

When the Wafd was created, it soon assumed the
character of a national union of personalities leading a
popular movement for independence.

It was more like an

organisation designed to fight for independence than a
political party with a set programme and fixed aims.
After the failure of the Milner-Zaghlul negotiations some
important members left the Wafd, considering that Egypt's
interest demanded the acceptance of the points which
Great Britain was already willing to concede.
But nothing was more harmful for the Wafd than
to remain inactive.

Conscious of that, its leaders

tried to give it an activist character throughout.
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Id.,ibid.,pp.129-131.
Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat",
Al-hauliya al-ula, vol.I,pp.3Q ss.,5G6ss., and passim.
Royal Institute o f Inter national Affairs, "Memorandum
on a stucfe7" of the working of democratic institutions
of government in Egypt", p. 11. Ransoms^ op.cit., in
the Manchester Guardian, Mar.31, 1925, p . 12, col.1-2.
See also E.P. MacCallum, "The Rear East", p.7, for
Zaghlul's Bar li anentary career after 1924.-
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Thanks to this activism and to good organisation, the
Wafd succeeded in uniting the great majority of the
Egyptians, irrespective of religious or social
differences, in an opposition-front directed against
the British^®.
The main service of the Wafd to Egypt was,
first, the creation of a united political front, which
cut across the boundaries of religion and class; and,
second, the popularisation of the patriotic ideal among
a people which had hitherto been almost wholly apathetic.
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For the sympathetic attitude of the Wafd towards
other states, like France, cf. A. A.Wilson, "Constitutional
tendencies in eastern countries", in The English Review,
May, 1932, pp. 14-15.

CH. VII.

1*

MINOR PAREIBS IN THE
POSE-WAR YEARS.

Al-ahrar al-dusturiyun.
Though public opinion was far from being a
decisive factor in the political life of Egypt after
499
World War I
, it still grew in importance under the
influence of the Press

SOG

and of the Wafdfs agitation.

This Increase in the importance of public opinion in
Egypt, together vith the propaganda of the Press,
raised new issues vshich were the immediate cause of
the creation of other political parties besides Al-hisb
al-watani and the Wafd.
♦

_

The rivalry between Zaghlul and

e a "]

cAdli Pasha

was of long standing, though it had not always been
open.

It is unknown exactly how matters came to a head,

but on October 29-30,

1922, more than 250 persons met at
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See for diverse opinions in this matter Eiaeddine
Saleh, o p . c i t p p . 224; cf.ibid., pp.214-233.
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#
,
Centre d*etudes de politique etrangere,- "L'Egypt©
indep endant e 11,pp .34 -35.
501.

J o r a biographical notice on the life and work of
cAdli Yegen Pasha see ZakI Fahmi, op.cit., pp. 162-166.
More information is available in Ahmad Shafiq, flHauliyatfl,
passim.
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Shepheax&'s Hotel in Cairo to form a new political
party under the leadership of cAdli

Pasha.

Besides

him, those present included pelinages like Ahmad
Hishmat Pasha, an ex-Minister;

al-S'ayld

cAbd-. al-Hamid

al-Bakri, head of the religious Muslim confraternities
in Egypt;

al-Shaikh Muhammad Bakhit, formerly Grand

Mufti in Egypt;

Hasan cAbd al-Kazzaq Pasha,

Latif al-MAkabbati Bey;
Sharici Pasha;

cAbdl al-

Ibrahim al-Hilbawi Bey,

Salih Pasha Lam€um, exponent of the

Bedouin element;

Taufiq Daus Bey;

and others.

cAdli Pasha gave the inaugural speech;
him al-Sayid

after

cAbd ai-Hamid al-Bakri and Muhammad Bakhit

spoke briefly.

Then-Muhammad Mahmud Pasha read the

“principles11 of the new party, which was to be named
"Hiab al-ahrar al-dusturiyin“ (The Party of constitu
tional liberals).

Then the statutes of the party were

read and an Administrative Board, numbering thirty
members, was elected.
the Party,

According to the statutes of

this Board was to be elected every three

years by the general assembly of the Party,

and was

expected to elect, from among its members, a president,
two vice-presidents,

a secretary and a treasurer.

had been expected that a daily paper named Al-ssaman

It

3 1 6 .

would be the organ of the Constitutional liberals0 f
but the new Al-siyasa was chosen instead
The activities of the Constitutional liberals,
in the period with which the present work is concerned,
were not very remarkable or very successful.

On

February 24,1923, the party arranged a large meeting,
under the presidency of

€Adli Pasha, who delivered, a

long speech in which he explained his reasons for
declining the offer of the King to form a Cabinet.
cAdli expressed his opinion on the great necessity of
reaching an agreement between the different parties;
he addressed this remark mainly to the Press, which he
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The Cairene weekly, La Revue Egyptienne, Aug. 27,
1922, quoted by E.G. ^Eugenio Gilffini/ in Oriente
Moderno, vol.II, 1922-1923, p.251.
503.
Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyit,f, Tamhid, vol.Ill, pp.325337.
Kohn, ’’nationalism and imperialism in the Hither
East, ” p.83.
The Parisian monthly ’’France-Islam”,
First year, Ho.l, Jan. 1923, pn.32-33.
Al-muqattam,
Oct.31, 1922, quoted by H. /p3.A. Hallino_/, in Oriente
Moderno, vol.II, 1922-1923, p.388.
M.M. Moreno, op.
cit., ibid.,vol.V, 1925, pp.226-227.
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considered should further the cause of .national unity.
Then the meeting approved the policy and actions of *AdlL .
At the Parliamentary elections in the latter.part
of the year 1923, the Constitutional liberals published
manifestoes and arranged meetings, hut it was a foregone
conclusion, that.they did not have the support of the
masses, neither urban nor rural50^.

Angry and dis

appointed at the Constitutional Liberals getting so few
seats, their leaders headed the opposition against the
Wafd.

Notwithstanding the fact that they lacked popular

support, the Constitutional liberals led a vigorous propa
ganda in their well-edited Al-siyasa^08, to which the
experienced leaders

, and adherents of the party, often

contributed808.
504.
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Aminjon,. op.cit.,p[>.580-581. E.R. ^ E t t o r e Rossi 7
in Oriente Modemo, vol.II, 1922-1923, p.616.
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^CJuiseppe Tegani.y, in Oriente Moderno, vol.
111,1923, p.248, based on the Daily Herald, Aug.7,1923.
,Gr.T.

506.
O n ’Al-siyasa and its importance see M. Guidi, op.cit,
pp.146-147•.
507.
Two of these, Hasan cAbd al-Rasiq Pasha and Ismacil •
Zulidl Pasha, were assassinated at the very entrance of
the Party's club.
508.
Poulad Yeghen,

op.cit.,pp.78/81.

Soon afterwards the Constitutional liberals
published a strong manifesto, signed by Muhammad
Bey, the secretary of the Party.

*AlI

It began by attack

ing the negotiations of Ziaghlul in London aid their
failure.

While criticising the British Government,

the manifesto attacked the Wafd Cabinet, too, because
it considered that Zaghlul had not done all he could
to safeguard Egypt's dignity and interests relating
to the independence of both Egypt, and the Sudan.

The

nation.had the ri^it to ask the Council of Ministers
how it meant to correct its previous mistakes.

The

manifesto ended by calling all Egyptians to unite in
the common interest, regardless of personal motives!^.
The eighteen-paragraph programme of the
Constitutional Liberals
quite progressive.

510

, agreed upon in 1922, was

Besides the common demands* .>■'

509.
La Bourse Egyptienne, of Cairo, Oct.29,1924,
summarised by V.V* ^Virginia Vacca_/, in Oriente
Modemo, vol. I?, 1924, pp.701-702.
Eor the activi
ties of the Constitutional Liberals in later years see
Royal Institute of International Affairs, flGreat
Britain and Egypt*.'1914-1936", App.IV.,p.63;cf.ibid.
App. Vll, p.67.
510.
Arabic text in Ahmad Shafiq, "Hauliyat", Tamhid,
vol.Ill, pp. 335-3,37. Italian translation by N,
/= C .A. Nallino^/, in Oriente Modemo, vol.II, 19221923,p.389. See also Orient et Occident, No.11,
Nov.1922,p.395.
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independence and the inseparability of Egypt and the Sudan
(/5D ,
the party demanded constitutional progress
(
3 - 4);
personal rights (>5);

combat of illiteracy, among men

and women alike (/ 7);

improvements in the hygienic (y58)

and financial conditions (£> 9-10) of the country;
free commerce (/ 11);

improvements in agriculture and

irrigation (> 12), industry (/ 13), transport (/ 14); and
exploitation of the naturnl resources (>17);
of co-operative societies (/15);

development

and the enforcement of

just regulations of the relations between employers and
employees (/18).
This programme brings nothing new in political
orientation.

Having a positive attitude towards the

Palace, it still demanded the independence and sovereignty
of Egypt in strong terns*

It was intended to satisfy

diverse social elements and, in so doing, enunciated a
programme of progressive social, educational and economic
ref orms^^.
«■—

—
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Kohn, “nationalism and imperialism11, p.83. IQingmuller,
op.cit *, pp. 51-52, Moieno, op.cit., in Griente Mo demo, vol.
V, 1925, p.227.

This all-em"bracing programme was not the only
one which the Constitutional Literals had.

Like other

parties in Egypt and elsewhere, the Constitutional Liberals
published shorter programmes to. suit various occasions*
For example, in its

above-mentioned

meeting of February

24, 1923, the Party voted a programme of demands which any
Egyptian Ministry might be expected to fulfil, namely;
work for the inseparability of the Sudan from Egypt;
promulgation of the complete statutes of the constitution;
immediate abolition of martial law, and the liberation of
political px^isoners and exiles;

adoption of a policy of

unity518.
For the Parliamentary elections of 1923, the
Constitutional Liberals pi*e&ented, howevei*,
different px»ogramme.
in Al-siyasa,

quite a

Enunciated by cAdli and published

it contained seven main points:

512*
Arm inj on, op. c i t p p . 580-581. E.E. /pEttore Ross i_7,
in Oriente Moderno, vol. II, 1922-1923, p.616.

1*

Complete independence with no foreign interference
in the internal and external aff airdof Egypt.

2.

Ho military occupation of Egypt,

3.

Ho arrangement o f the Sudan problem which does not
bring Egypt’s vital interest into account,

4.

negotiations between Egypt and the interested
powers about the Capitulations.

5.

Immediate appointment of Egyptian diplomatic
representatives in foreign countries.

6.

Entrance of Egypt into the League of Hat ions.

7.

The disappearance of all political differences,
in order to present a united front for the
513
request of the above-mentioned demands , ,
These aims were different from those enunciated

formerly in that the later ones were wholly devoted to
issues of foreign policy and to the relations of Egypt
with the Powers.
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The Hear East. Aug,23, 1923, summarised by Gr.T.
^Ciuseppe Tegani^/, in Orient© Moderno, vol.Ill, 1923,
pp. 247-248.
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The Party of Constitutional Liberals,
as reflected to a certain extent in its programmes,
was a grouping of the upp&r

bourgeoisie.

The Party

numbered among its adherents some of the wealthiest
people and richest landowners in Egypt, on one hand;
on the other, some

TY\e.v^V>eirs

of the aristocracy

with a few scions of the Turkish families*

Thus the

Party had connections with the Palace and was prepared
to work with the King;

it was also not averse to

coming to a favourable agreement with Great Britain51^.
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W, Hayter, o p . c i t p p . 44-45. A. J. Toynbee,
o p . c i t p p . 193-194. W.E. Hocking, op.cit., pp.58-59.
Kohn, "nationalism and imperialism in the Hither East",
p.83, leman, "Great Britain^in Egypt", pp*239-240.
Centre d*etudes de politique et rang ere, "L’Egypte
independant©", pp.30-31. Diaeddine Saleh, op.cit.,
p.189,
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2.

Higlo
al-ittihad.
*
•
Another political party,

"Hiab al-ittihad" (the

Union Party), was formed on January 10,1925.

It.was

inspired by the Royal Court,and founded by a.palace
official named Hash at Pasha.

Its president, was Yahya

Ibrahim Pasha, a foxmer Prime .Minister and the very
person who had presided over the commission appointed to
draft the 1923 Constitution;

he was also in close touch

with the King.
This party, which numbered few adherents, derived
its support almost exclusively from the King and the PaLace.
Though it succeeded in winning over some Wafd members to
its side in the 1925 Parliamentary elections, the number
of its adherents was still veily limited.

Hisb al-ittihad

scx*ved the King by aiding him to govern by royal decree
, „
515
instead of ruling by parliamentary government
. Other
wise its role was Insignificant,and did not leave any
important mark in the political life of Egypt.

515.'
Oriente Moderno,vol.V,1925,pp.227-228. ‘Attara, op.cit.,
p.194;cf.ibid,,pp.213-215,217-219,221, 349. cAbbas Mahmud al‘Aqqad, "Sacd Zaghlul^etc.”,pp.469, 476. A. J.Toynbee, op. cit.,
pp.226-227. Royal Institute of International Affairs, "Great
Britain and Egypt^1914-1936", p. 19; cf .ibid,, p..20;ibid., App.
VII,p.66. Marshall,"The Egyptian enigma^l890-1928",pp.277278. Hocking,op.cit.,pp.57-59. Kohn,"Rationalism and
imperialism",p.83;ibid,,p*284,n.42. Magd El Din Hassif, op,
cit.,pp.26-27. Diaeddine Saleh,op.cit.,p.261. Arminjon,
op.cit.,p.586.
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The Egyptian political parties after the
First World War, though of diverse composition and
unequal strength, had considerable funds at their
disposal, and newspapers preaching their cause*

Indeed,

the vernacular* Press played a larger and more important
role in party warfare than

^vctY btfoYe, .

This propaganda

often reached its peak during election time,

as was the

case in other countries, too.
The striking effect of all the press propaganda, .
manifestoes and speeches is that — no thwi that an ding the
official programmes of the parties — they all were con
cerned with Egypt1s foreign affairs, and mostly with the
relations between their country and Great Britain.

To.

the detriment of internal problems (social, economic, and
educational reforms), the.political parties were preoccupied
with the antagonism between Great Britain and Egypt.

Even

the constitutional question was more often than not regarded
in the light of a foreign affair, via., the way in which the
provisoes of the constitution reflected on Egyptian indepen
dence.
Al-hisb
al-watani,
*
*
I the Wafd,w the Constitutional
Liberals, and Hiab al-ittihad, declared in not dissimilar
ways that they were heart and soul for the achievement of
Egyptian independence and the reduction of.foreign

interference in Egypt’s affairs.

But the methods which

those parties employed, or desired to employ, were
different:

those of the first two were radical, those

of the third were to meet the British half way, while
those of the last were more than conciliatory.
As to the political orientation of these Parties,
i

it was remarkable how similar it remained, in comparison
with the political situation preceding World War I.

The

Parties favourable to the Occupation had completely dis
appeared,

for its time seemed past.

Al-hisb al-watani,

most important before the First World War,' was reduced to
little more than a cypher after that war.

Its place was

taken by the Wafd, which adopted most of its watchwords,
mainly the anti-British slogans and the *union of all
Egyptians 1, regardless of religion, in a struggle for the
c.omplete independence of Egypt*.
Instead of Hi3b ai-istah fala>l-mabadi* aldusturiya, openly favourable to the occ upatii^» of the
throne and to Islam and covertly quite friendly towards
Great Britain,. Hiatb al-ahrar al-dusturiyin preached
preached much the same ideas.

In 1908 the Khedive,

dissatisfied with the attitude of Hisb al-islah cala?lmabadi* al-dusturiya$, had inspired the formation of a
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Party of Nobles,
him.

small in number, but utterly loyal to

In 1925, much the same happened again:

the King,

displeased at the luke w a m attitude of Hissb al-ahrar aldusturiyin towards him at times, inspired the foundation
of Hiab al-ittihad, counting only few adherents,
completely faithful to the King.

but

Little had changed in

the orientation of the Egyptian political parties in the
first quarter of the twentieth century.

CONCLUSION.

It has been shown how the Assembly of Delegates,
from the time of its formation during the rule of Ismacil,
though mainly concerned with those matters of greatest
personal bearing, as agriculture, taxation, etc., still
gave growing expression to demands
administration of the Country.

a larger share in the

This demand was' coloured

by the social prejudices of the body, and under the
influence of the general political atmosphere of unrest.
The course of this growing articulateness was halted by the
Occupation and, for a few years, the Legislative Council
and General Assembly remained the only semi-parliamentary
institutions.

They were mostly quiescent, and the

religious element in them was very pronounced.
weaker,

As it got

and the tide of patriotism rose in Egypt, these

bodies became more experienced and assumed a more daring
attitude.

Their clamour for wider powers was met in a

modest way, by the creation of the Legislative Assembly.
This was based on a somewhat truer representation,

and

gave opportunity to men like Sacd Zaghlul to voice the
complaints and desires of Egypt.

However, the advance

of parliamentarism in Egypt was halted for the second time

328.
by the First World War.

But, though the Legislative

Assembly was not convoked

under martial law, the feeling

of nationalism was by then too strong to die out and,when
the war ended,

a popular rising brought about the con

vention of another Parliament, with much wider powers.
Though all these bodies, from 1866 to 1924,
tried to assume a European character*, this was never more
superficial.

With the exception of the 1924 Parliament,

they were chiefly composed of reputable landowners,, who
were mainly interested in those matters which affected
them personally.

It was men of this type who usually

had the final say, except when outside agitation was
strong enough to give effectual support to that minority
who wanted to pass measures of a general national character.
Political agitation, expressed in the Press, grew
concurrently with the slow, gradual*, growth of public
opinion.

The effect'

of this public opinion was not to be

felt until after the First World War, but its existence, in
a limited

was obvious even before that time.

More and

more did the parliamentary institutions have to reckon with
it, as in the ease of the debates and decision on the
project for the extension of the Sues Canal Concession, in
1910.
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The part played by
expressing public opinion in

the Press, not only in
Egypt, but also in moulding

it, was considerable and, with the advance of literacy,
assumed even greater proportions.

Its influence on the

political parties, however, is more evident than that
exercised over the parliamentary institutions.
My work has studied the early development of
the political parties,

and the influence on them of such

factors, hitherto neglected,

as the secret societies

the intrigues and activities

within the Ruling House

itself.

and

All the Egyptian political parties, whether in

the days of cUrabi or Kamil or in the early post-war
years,

centred around a newspaper which was not only the

voice, but also the brain of the Party.
The parties were generally small (women had no
active role),
personality —
to an ideal.

and were more attached to a certain
whose abilities decided its fate —
Though often proclaimed,

than

there seems to

have been hardly any real organisation on European lines.
Even Kamil’s Al-hiab al-watani and, possibly,

the Wafd

were not quite so well organised as they pretended,

and

relied more on popular sentiment than on an efficient
party discipline.

It is noticeable that contemporary

Arabic literature, though making frequent mention of the
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political parties and their activities, hardly ever
refer to their organisation.
With the exception of fUrabi’s National Party,
Kamil’s Al-hizb al-watsni, and Zaghlul’s Wafd, all other
political parties were more so in name than in fact, and
were rather an instrument for the furtherance of private
ambitions o r group interests.

As regards the three

major parties, they all began as popular patriotic move
ments.

The anti-foreign movement of cUrabi’s days was

crushed before his National Party (which certainly
existed in a form of loose association) had had sufficient
time to organise itself solidly.

Kamil moulded the

existing dissatisfaction with the Occupation into a Party
which was to have an o:rganisation of European type; however,
his untimely death interrupted these plans.

Lastly,

Zaghlul organised the Wafd to les,d and express the popular
desire for full independence.

It must be remembered that

until 1924 the Wafd did not regard itself as a political
party,

but rather as the agent of the popular will.

When

it was ultimately obliged to appear in the lists as a
Party, it was because of the responsibility it felt for
the enormous confidence entrusted in it by the Egyptian
people.

Moreover, the growth of representation made the

parliamentary sphere the logical arena for its activities.
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The touchstone of difference between the
political parties in Egypt was not social, because the
components of these parties represented all classes and
most occupations;

nor was it in the propaganda they

employed, which was as a technique common to all, varying
only in fierceness and effectiveness.

The actual, ’

immediate, grievances of the people were exploited to the
utmost but there was no sincere attempt to instruct them
in a constructive,

long-term policy.

The real difference lay, firstly, in their
attitude towards Great Britain end the extent to which
they supported or attacked it:

even internal problems

were considered, until about 1922, in the light of
Egypt’s relations with Great Britain.

Secondly,

Egyptian parties differed from one another in their
approach to Islam (in early years — in their attitude
to Pan-Islamism,

also).

While most parties had a large

Muslim majority and some prejudice towards Islam, Al-hisb
al-watani tried, and the Wafd succeeded (at least for
some years), in minimising the importance of the religious
diffex’ences among their following.

Statut du Go.iiyernement Constitutionxuel, en date
de novembre 1866Xredjeb 1283)*
1.

L*assemble© aixra pour mission de deliverer

sur les inter§ts int^rieurs du pays;

elle aura

egalemCnt It se pronomcer sur les pro jets que le
Gouvernement croira reiever de ses attributions, et
an sujet desquels, elle donnera son opinion quX sera
soumise k ^approbation de Son Alt esse le Vice-Hoi*
2*

• 5?out individu. &ge d*au mo ins vingt-cinq

aris sera eligible, k condition d f&tre honn^te, loyal,
capable, et redonnu par le Gouvernement comme etant
ne dans le pays*
t

3*

He pourra §tre e l u tout individu dont les

biens se. trouveraient sequestres, par decret, k la
suite de faillite, k moins pourtant d*une rehabili
tation reguli&re et complete;

ne pourra non plus

^tre elu tout individu n*ayant aucun moyen d fe m s t a n c e
ou qui, dans l fannee qui prec^dera son election,
aurait r© 9 U des secours;

qui aurait s^^bi une peine

infamante ou qui au.rait ete renvoye du service d fapr§>s
une sentence.
4*

hes electeurs seront choisis parmi les

habitants dont les biens n'auront pas ete sequestres
pour cause de faillite ou qui auront ete r^habilites

333.
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s fils avaient ete declares faillis;
subi de peine infamante;

qui n'auront jamais

qui n fauront pas ete renvoyes

du service, et qui enfin ne se trouveront pas en activite
dans l*armee#
5*

He peuvent §tre elus tous ceus qui sont au

service du Gouvernement tiy*t notables et principaux des
villages, que ceux qui .sont au service de quelqu’un; sont
dans le mSme cas ceux qui sont au service militaire, soit
en activite, soit dans la reserve#

Par contre, pourront

£tre 6 lx x s tout employe ayant abandonne le service du
i
“
.
■
■•
*
Gouvernement sans motif reprehensible, et tout militaire
dont le temps fixe dans les cadres de reserve sera expir£,
pourvu toutefois qu*ils reunissent les conditions ci-desshs
mentionnees.
6#

L*election des membres de cette Assemble© doit

avoir lieu dans les provinces en consideration de la
population, il y aura %. ©lire dans chaque arrondissement
une oil deux personnes, suivant le nombre, des habitants#
Mais au Gaire on aura It nomraer trois representants, &
Alexandrie deux, et It Damiette un seul.
7#

Ohaque village se reunissant et choisfssant ses

cheikhs, ces derniers auront naturellement le droit d*
©lire au nom des populations, pourvu qu*ils soient dans
les conditions voulues*

Ges cheikhjjis se reuniront k la prefecture;

chacun

ecrira,sur un bulletin qui devra! §tre tenu secret et
ferine, le. nora de celui pour lequel il croira devoir
voter, et deposera ce bulletin dans I ’urne electoral©'
de son arrondissement,
8*

Le depouillement du scrutin, “aprSs le.vote

des sheikhs aura lieu en presence du moudir, de son
wlkil, du. chef du bureau du contentieux et du cadi de
la prefecture.

Le candidat qui. reunira la majorite

des voix sera, nomme representant de son arrondissement;
dans les cas oil les votes seraient,partages egalement
entre deux candidats, on aura reeours au tirage au sort
en ieur,presence;
nonmil representant*

celui que le sort aura favorise sera
. Bans les deux cas, les cheikhs

presents devront signer un procfls ^verbal cons tat ant le
resultat de l*Hection.

, Dans les villes du Cadre, de

Damiette et d fAlexandrie 1 relection des representants
aura lieu It la majorite des;voix des notables de ces
trois villes*
9.

Le mandat de depute expirant au bout de trois

amiees,. il sera, xorocede, aprfes ce laps de temps, k
1*election de nouveaiix membres d*apr&s le mode etabli
dans les art ic 1 es 7 e t !
■8, -
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10.

Lee membres de l fAssemble© ne pourront pas

depasser le nombre de 75#
11*

La presence des deux tiers des membres est

necessaire pour que 1*Assemble© puisse sieger et
deliberer.

Dans le cas o k l Tun des membres ne pourrait

se rendre k 1,*Assemblle pour quelque motif serieux, il
devra, un mois avant I ’o/uverture de la session, en
prlvenir le President, et si L fAssemble© ne juge pas le
motif d fabsence suffisant, elle l fen fera prevenir;
enfin, si l'e membr© absent persiste k n e pas yenir
1
"
-'
sieger k son poste, il sera pourvu k son remplacement
par l felection d fun autre representant par sa localite
et d !aprfes le mode prescrit*
12.

Les membres devront sieger en personne et ne

pourront en aucun cas se faire representer.
13.

Aussitdt que l fAssemble© sera reufiie, une

commission sera nominee parmi les membres, qui procedera
t

k la verification des elections et s 1assurera que toutes

les conditions voulues ont ete observees pour chacun des
membres elus.

Oeux qui seront recoimus comme reunissant

ces diverses conditions seront definitivement acceptees;
ceux qui n fauraient pas toutes les qualites exigees
seront remplaces la maniSre indiquee.

*
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Aprlss cette verification, la commission se

prononcera sur la validite des elections de' chacun des
membres, fera son rapport -au President qui, de son cSte,
%

le soumettra k son Altesse, afim que chacun reqoive
ensuite un decret personnel constatant sa qualitl de
representant pour trois annees.
15#

Un r^glement fixant les limites des pouvoirs,

ainsi que les r&gles §, suivre dans les deliberations,
sera, remis k 1 *Assemble©, de m§me q u ’il est d fusage de
le fair© en pareille oircoKlstance.
16.

L fAssemble© se reunira cette annee le 10 du

mois hatour (18 novembre 1866), loour sieger jusqu’au
10 du mois de touba (17 janvier 1867);

mais les annees

suivantes, la session s ’ouvrira le 15 kiahk (23 decembre),
pour finir-le 15 amchir (,21 f&vrier).
17*

X»e Vice-Roi convoque, ajourne, proroge et

dissout 1 ’Assemble©.

Le Vice-Roi fera connaitre

I ’epoque o k il en sera convoqul une nouvelle dans un
delai determine.
18.

Les membres de 1 ’Assemble© ne devront en aucun

cas recevoir des petitions*
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loi determinant lea attributions de la Chambre des
Del^gues.
1* la Chambre des deputes aura son siSge
au Caire.

"
2.

la mission de la Chambre des deputes est

de delib&rer sur les question d ,une utilite interieure;
elle 6nettra Jfgalement son avis sur les projets que le
Gouvernement lui soumettra ainsi qu'il est dit b P a r t i c l e
ler de la loi constitutive*

la Chambre renverra aux

bureaux et aux commissions nomm6s dans son sein toutes
les questions d ’une utilite int&rieure, pour y §tre
etudie&s;

elle entendra le^^rs rapports, les discutera

et les communiquera, avec sa deliberation au Conseil
priv^, ainsi qu*il est dit, en oe qui concern© les
projets du Gouvernement, b l*artiele 16 et suivants*
Toutes les decisions de la Chambre seront soumises au
Khedive*
3* le Khedive nommera le President et le
Viee-Prtfsident de la Chambre.
4* I»e Khedive ouvrira la Chambre en personne,
ou deleguera b cet effet un fonetionnaire par un irade
vice^royal.

Si le Khedive oure la Chambre en personne, le
discours sera lu par Son Alt esse ou par la personne
q u felle designera;

mais si l'ouyerture de la Chambre

est faite par le fonetionnaire delegue, le discours,
soit qu*il <mane du Khedive on du delegu6, sera lu
par ce dernier# _ _
5* Aprfes I ’ouverture de la Chambre et la lecture
du discours Ich^divial, la Chambre pourra presenter
dans les deux jours suivants une adresse en reponse
sans q u ’elle puisse y traiter d ’une mani&re decisive
aucune questions dont elle doit s^ccuper#
6. Si le discours emane du Khedive, le President
de la Chambre, accompagne de deux membres de chaque
bureau ttomm^s pour tous leurs: collfeguesj present era
la r^ponse au Khedive*

les membres de cette deputation

devront § t r e e n uniforme#
7 . Si les electeurs nomment des deputes qui ne
reunissent pas les conditions requises par les articles
2,3, et 5 de la loi constitutive, la Mottdirieh, en
conformite de 1*article 13 da la loi susdite, en inf ormera 1 1Inspecteur g^n^ral, lequel, b s o n ,tour, trans**,
mettra une

list© de ces deputes au President de la

Chambre pour faire I'application de 1*article 13
pr^cite.

8.; Aprfesi^ouverture, de la Chambre et la lecture
du discours kh^divial, la Chambre se divisera en cinq
bureaux.

Les membres et le President composant chaque

bureau seront nomm&s par leurs collogues.

Ces bureaux

verifierout les pouvoirs de chaque deput€y -aux termes de
1 farticle 13 de la l oi constitutive, c 1est-Si-dire chaque
bureau verifiera les pouvoirs des d^putds composant un
autre bureau et ainsi de suite.

Ils remettront ensuite

leurs rapports au President de la Chambre pOur les soumettre
au K^ddive, conform&ment b l^article 14 'de la loi susdite.
9. Aprfes enti&re verification des elections, si
le nombre des deputes dont S e l e c t i o n est validee, est
suffisant pour convoquer la Chambre, aux termes de l farticle
11 de la loi constitutive, le President est tenu d'eh refefer
au Khddive sans attendre la solution des elections contestees
10. Le Khedive donnera un num^ro d*ordre aux
questions ;soumises & jtl'examen de la Chambre.

II sera tenu

un registre ob seront consignees ces‘affaires d fune mani&re
sommaire, avec les dates de leur reception, leur numero
d'ordre et la suite donn£e a chacune d a l l e s .
11. Si le fonetionnaire delegue par le Gouvernement
pour discut.er un des projetssoumis & la Chambre demand© St
parler, la parole lui sera accordee,1 sans qu*il soit foro£
d fattendre son tour.
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ijhi Khedive et lui donner sans retard tous les
renseignements necessaires.
16* Les pro jets du Gouvernement seront
lus St la Chambre par un fonetionnaire d£l£gu£ du
Gouvernement •
17# Apr&s lecture de ces projets, des
exemplaires imprimis en seront distribu^s aux
bureaux pour y 6tre examines*

Les bureaux r£unis

^liront au scrutin secret une commission compos^e
de cinq, membres pour etudier ces projets et preparer
le rapport y relatif.
18* Si un des membres qui ne fait pas
partie de la commission nominee suivant 1' article
precedent dmfit, sur une des questions presentees
par le Gouvernement, un avis qui n fa pas trait aux
observations dont il est parle k l 1article 23 de
cette loi, le President fera parvenir cet avis k
la commission*

Tout avis emis au sujet de ces

m&nes questions apr&s que la commission aura depose
son rapport devant la Chambre sera ecarte*

Toutefois

ce rapport, une fois lu devant la Chambre, sera
discut^ et mis aux voix aux termes des articles
20, 21 et 22 de la pr^sente loi*
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19* 5?out d6put£ qui aura emis un avis sur
l fune des questions dont il est parle & 1*article
precedent a le droit de prendre la parole devant
la commission commise h. cet effet*
20. Le rapport de la commission doit Stre
lu. et distribue, imprim£, & la Chambre, vingt-quatre
heures au moins avant d'etre discute.
'
21. Quand le tour du rapport viendra S,
I ’ordre du jour de la Chambre, les d^bats seront
engages, mais precedes d*une discussion premiere
du projet en general et de chaque question en
particulier.
22. Chaeune des questions composant ce
projet sera mise aux voix et suivie d fun vote sur
1*ensemble du projet m&ne.
23# Si la commission chargee d*etudier
un des projets envoyes par le Gouvernement emet
V

des observations touchant ce m§me projet, ces
observations seront remises au President, qui les
adressera au Gouvernement avant d fen donner
communication & la Chambre.
24* Les questions d*utilit£ interfeeure
venant en ordre de discussion, aux termes de l farticle
15 precite, seront au prealable
votV four
OVA

aj

savoir
.

Si

eAWs

itro-

mises separement aw*
fvwwX<n**Wv*Gwt
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25.

2 .

3 4 3 .

Les questions designees & la fin de

chaque seance pour §tre portees & l*ordre du jour
de la prochaine seance, ainsi qu*il est dit &
1*article 15 de la presente loi, seront, avant
d ’§tre discutees,(mises separement aux voix pour
avoir au pr^alable I'avis de la Ghambre sur
1 finopportunit£ de chacune d felles.
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26.

Si deux deputes demandent la parole &

la foisf le president tirera au sort.
27* Quand la discussion roule 5, la Ghambre
sur une question, la disoussion ne pourra pas §tre
engage© sur une autre*
28. Aucun d£putd ne pourra prendre la
parole dans une question avant que celui qui le precede
ait fini de parler.
29* II n*est permis & aueun depute de parler
pSiUS d fune fois Sl la Ghambre sur une m§me question, S.
inoins que le membre qui aura parl£ ne soit invite par
un i; autre membre & donner des explications ou %, lui
repondre.

Dans les commissions nomm^es au sein de

la Oham'bre, tout membre a le droit de parler quand il
voudra.
50. Aucun membre de la Chambre ne peut prendre
la parole que quand le President l fy autorise, sur sa
demand©.

II ne pourra parler que de sa place.
51* Si le President veut parler, la Chambre

doit l f£couter.
52. Les votes seront retires de l furne et
depouill^s ouvertement.
majorite absolue.

Ils doivent reunir une

53* Le depouillement de l furne sera fait
par le secretaire*
54* Les votes ne seront pas valables si
les deux tiers des membres de la Ghambre ne sent pas
presents (Art. 11 de la loi constitutive de la Ghambre).
55* La Chambre doit respecter le droit de la
minority dans les discussions et ^couter ses
observations.
56. Si le nombre des membres votants est
inferieur & celui des membres abstenants, le President
doit inviter ces derniers %> £mettre leur vote sur la
question qui leur est soumises.
57* Le President de la Chambre remplit les
fonctions de president.

II ne pourra voter qufen

cas de partage egal de voix.

Independamment -do

do cela, il n*a I, emettre aucun vote ni St prendre
part Silaucune discussion.
58* Quand la Ghambre vote une question, la
decision y relative sera consignee dans un registre
special et cachete*| par le President et les membres*
Une copie de cette decision portant la signature du
Secretaire et le cachet du President sera presentee
au Khedive.
59* Les heures de travail de la Ghambre seront
reglees par le President d faccord avec les membres.
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40* lies deputes devront se rendre b la
Oham'bre v§tus eonvehablement et garder un maintien
correct.
41* Aucun depute ne pourra s'absenter que
sur une autorisation de la Oham'bre, signee par le
President.

Le President ne peut delivrer d fautori

sation sans I'ordre de la Chambre que dans les cas
d*urgence, et il doit l*en informer plus tard.
42. Les procSs-verbaux de la Ghambre doivent
contenir les noms des deputes qui auront parl£. A
la Ghambre et l fopinion de. chacun d'eux sommairement.
45* Les procSs-verbaux dont il est parle b
1 'article precedent seront cohsignes dans un rjStgistre
special.

Le dernier proc&s-verbal sera lu I la

prochaine stance par le Secretaire.

Le President

signera chaque soir sur le registre.
i '
^
44. Les ordres du Khedive relatifs b l'une
des prerogatives qui lui sont reservees par 1 'article
17 de l^loi constitutive seront lus immediatement b
la Ghambre et mis b execution.
45* Le rappel des deputes b l'ordre appartient
au President.
46* Si I'orateur s'^carte de la question b
l fordre du jour, le President doit l'inviter b y
revenir*
la parole

II n ’est pas permis au President de donner
un depute pour motiver le rappel

i^
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47 . II est permis b I'orateur rappele pour
s'§tre eoarte de la question de demander la parole
pour s'exouser 5

mais il n'est pas permis It celui qui

a enfreint les regies, de parler d'une autre fa9on*

48 . Si

I'orateur rappel^ deux fois b l'ordre

dans une m§me question, demands la parole pour s'exeuser, le President doit se concerter avec la Chambre
pour lui retirer la parole sur cette m&ne question dans
le eours de la seance*

Cette defense doit §tre votee

par la Ghambre b la majorite des voix.
49* Si
s'Streecart^

de

I'orateur rappel 6 deux fois pour
la m£me question, s'en £carte

une

troisi&ne fois, le President doit se concerter avec la
Ghambre pour lui enWlfer la parole sur .cette m§me
question dans le cours de la seance.

Gette defense

doit §tre votee par la Chambre b la majorite des voix.
50* La parole est retiree pendant tout© la
stance b tout depute invit€ b garder le silence pour
avoir interrompu un autre depute qui a la parole.

51* II n'est permis b aucun depute d*insulter,
Il la Ghambre, un autre depute ni d'accompagner par un
signe d fapprobation ou de reprobation les paroles
prononc^es b la Chambre par un de ses membres.

52* lout depute qui trouble l'ordre de la
Ghambre est rappele nominativement b l'ordre par le
President;

s'il y persist©, le President ordonne

de consigner le rappel b l'ordre dans le proofsverbal de la stance, et si malgre cette derni&re
mesure, il s'obstine & trouble^jl'ordre de 1&-Ghambre?
la Ghambre, sur la demand© du President pourra,
sans d^lib^rer, prononcer son expulsion de son sein
pour un delai qui ne devra pas depasser quinze jours*
Cette eondamnation sera notifide b la cireonscription
du depute expulse.
53* Pendant les sessions de la Chambre aucun
proc&s-verbal ne pourra §tre intente b 1'un des
membres b moins qu'il n'ait commis un assassinat.
Dans ee cas il sera renvoy£ de son sein et il sera
pourvu Si son remplacement aux termes de 1 'article 1 $
de la loi constitutive.
54* Aucun membre de la Ghambre n ’est autorise
b imprim&r ni b publier le discours qu'il a pronone^
b la Chambre ou les deliberations qui ont eu lieu
dans son sein, sans un ordre du President.

En cas

d finfraction, une commission prise au sein du bureau
dont il fait partie est appel^e b se prononcer sur la
peine qu'il aura encourue.
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55. Si 1 'un des d^put^s tombe, pendant
l'exereiee de son mandant, sous l 1application d fun
des articles 2,3 et 5 de la loi constitutive, il
perd sa quality de depute et sera remplae^ aux
termes de 1*article 13 de la loi susdite.
56. Aucune demission ne saura §tre accept6e
pendant la duree des sessions de la Ghambre.

Si

un des deputes veut dormer sa demission, il doit la
presenter au President pendant les vacances et trente
jours au moins avant la rentree de la Chambre, pour
proceder b temps b 1'election d fun rempla^ant aux
termes de 1 'article 13 de la loi constitutive.
57* La police interieure de la Ghambre et
t

des seances appartient au President.
58. II est loisible au President de la
Ghambre de remettre une des stances de la Ghambre au
jour suivant, bien que le nombre des deputes presents
soit suffisant aux termes de l farticle 11 de la loi
constitutive.

II doit, dans ce cas, en donner

immediatement avis au Khedive.
59. Le Gouvernement enverra b la Ghambre un
nombre suffisant d'huissiers.
60. L'acc&s de la Chambre n'est permis qu'aux
deputes, aux employes attaches b la' Ghambre et aux
personnes deleguees par le Gouvernement pour des
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affaires dont la Ghambre est saisie*

Gette mesure

sera observ^e j u s q u ^ ce qu'un o*bdre du Khedive vienne
autoriser 1*entree de la Chambre;

des cartes d fentree

seront alors delivrees par le President.
61* les articles 2,3,4 et 5 de la loi
constitutive contiennent les qualites reguises tant
pour les ^ligibles gue pour les electeurs pour la
validity des elections*

A la septiSme periode

electorale, les deputes elus,independamment des
conditions prescribes plus haut devront savoir lire
✓

et ecrire*

est

II en^de m§me pour les Electeurs S. la

onai&me period© Electoral©.
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Note on the development of Ministerial
Responsibility.
Muhammad

cAli and his descendants ruled Egypt

autocratically until 1878. The Viceroy (afterwards called
the Khedive) ruled Egypt directly, with the help of some
notables placed at the head of the various departments of
administration (Dawawin) and responsible towards him alone.
These heads of the departments, together with other
dignitaries, formed the Viceroy1s Council, which later
developed into a Council of Ministers, which practically
performed only the ruler1s orders516.

The Prime Ministers,
51 7
however, gradually acquired some importance
♦

516.

^
Article on "Ta^rikh al-sulta al-niyabiya f i 3l-hukuma
al-misriya”, in Al-hilal, vol. XVIII, Jan. 1, 1910, pp.
211-2i2. Al-Rafici, M eAsr I s m a e l 11, vol. II, pp.280-281,
Kamal Itani, op. cit,, p. 110. Giannini, nLe costituzioni
degli stati", p. 46.
517.
For an account of the life and activities of some
of the Prime Ministers see article on "Ru’asa? al-nazzarat
al-misriya'1, in Al-muqtataf, vol. XLIV, May 1, 1914, pp.
417-420. Another article \ bearing the same name and giving
a list of the Prime Ministers between 1878-1924, their
photographs, and the dates of their terms of office, was
published ibid., vol. LXVII, July 1, 1925, pp. 186-187,
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The Khedive Ismacil showed the Powers another
proof of his constitutional tendencies in 1878, when he
was in a serious financial plight. After some preliminary
steps516*

, he wrote a letter, carefully couched in French,

to Nubar Pasha, inviting him to form a new Council of
Ministers. In this official letter, dated August 28, 1878,
the Khedive declared his intention of regulating the
administration of Egypt on the lines of the state
administration in Europe. He himself desired, instead of
personal rule, to govern with and by his Council of Ministers.
The members of this Council must be responsible both
separately and Jointly (solidaires). The Council of Ministers
should discuss all the important problems of the country and
decide by a majority vote, which has to be ratified by the
Khedive* The Ministers may, however, decide separately in
matters concerning their respective departments only, like

518#
See P.O. 78/2856, passim.
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the appointment of clerks (this also required the Khedive1s
ratification)
This letter, in which a Muslim ruler defined some
of the principles of Ministerial solidarity and
•tw
responsibility to his Armenian Christian Minister, was^first
of its kind in Egypt.

As in the case of the

foundation of the Assembly of Delegates, the powers
conferred upon the new ,Council of "Ministers theoretically to
]6& seem to be large and modelled on the West-European

systems of Government. In practice,however, the case was far

519.
Official text in "Affaires etrangeres. Documents o
diplomatiques. Affaires d*Egypte" (Paris, 1880), Eaindre*s
despatch to Waddington, dated Alexandria, Aug. 31, 1878»,
Annexe No. 1, pp. 119-120. Kampffmeyer, op. cit., M.S.O. S.,
1924, part II, pp. 5-6. See also Cromer, "Modern Egypt11, vol.
I., p. 62. Blunt, "Secret history of the English occupation
otfi Egypt", p. 45. Article "Nubar Basha" in Al-hilal, vol.
VII, Feb., 1, 1899, p. 260. Article "Ta>rikh al-sulta
al-niyablya f^l-hukuma al-misriya", ibid., vol. XVIII, Jan.
1, 1910, p. 212. Ahmad Zaki, "Riyad Basha", ibid,, vol. XX,
Feb. 1, 1912, p. 279. Diaeddine Saieh, op. cit., pp. 97-98,
partly based on Al-ahram, July 31, 1938. Morcos Sadek, op.
cit., pp 83-85, Joseph Achkar, op. cit., pp. 121-122, Amin
Osman, op, cit., pp. 53-55, 60. Shoukri Nagib, op. cit., pp.
5, 27 ss* Zananiri, op. cit., pp. 161-163. Fawxi Tadros
Awad, op. cit., p. 79. Bioves, op. cit., p.J7. Kamal Itani
op. cit., pp. 109-110. Muhammad Sabri, "Tsfcijfch Misr al-hadith
min Muhammad eAli ila51-yaum", pp.* 158-159.
520.

^
Muhammad Sabri, ibid., p. 159. Morcos Sadek, op. cit,,
pp. 85-86. P. Crabites, "Ismail the maligned Khedive,"
p. 260.
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from that, as the Khedive still retained the right to
ratify the decisions of this Council. Not less important
was the indirect influence which the Khedive could exercise
on his Council of Ministers, This was a considerable factor
in a country where the prestige of the Khedivers personal
rule was high,
Ismacil,s letter to Nubaxjwas amplified by a decree
dated December 10, 1878^2^**

, This decree, besides

repeating the attributions of the Ministers in their
respective departments, charged the President of the Council
of Ministers with convoking its meetings, presiding them and.
cop
communicating to the Khedive all decisions of the Council
This was a truly noteworthy advance, for up to that time
the Khedive generally used to preside himself at the
meetings of the Council of Ministers. The decree visibly
curtailed the Khedive 1s $ opportunities to sway the
discussion in the Council of Ministers and force decisions
upon it.

521.
The date in Giannini, ,nlLe costituzioni degli Stati"?
p. 46, should be corrected accordingly.
522.
Text in Diaeddine Saleh, op. cit., Annexes, p. 481;
cf. ibid., p. 135. See also Joseph Achk&r, op. cit., pp.

120-121.
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Before his dismissal, Ismacil had one further
occasion to repeat the main terms of Ministerial
Responsibility. A shoittime after he had becomejacquainted
with Al- la*iha al-wataniya» or the programme of the sotermed National Party, he wrote a letter to Sharif Pasha,
on April 7, 1879, asking him to form a new Council of
Ministers. It was typical of Ismacil,s desire to impress
the Powers, that this official letter was written in French
and only afterwards published in an Arabic translation in
Al-waqa^i al-misriya523•

In his letter, the Khedive charged

Sharif to form an all-Egyptian Ministry, on the lines of the
official letter of August 28, 1878* He added, moreover, that
the Ministers would be responsible to an Assembly which was
still to be elected (Mukallafun bi’1-mas)ullya ladai
majlis al-umma) 524.
Though this seems to be the first real mention of
Ministerial Responsibility to the Assembly in a Governmental
Decree in Egypt, its significance and implications should
not be overestimated, except for its value as a precedent.

523.
No. 806, Apr. 13, 1879.
524.
French text, in "Livre Jaune, 1878-1879^f, p. 194.
Arabic translation partly reprinted in Al-hilal,cVol. XX,
Feb. 1,1912, p. 280; and partly in al-Rafici, 11 Asr
IsmS€Il" vol II, p. 2 2 2 ; see ibid.,p. 223. Cf. Shoukri
Nagib, op. cit., pp« 30-31* Amin Osman, op. cit., pp. 62. ss.
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Isms&Ll was a clever ruler, a-nd he probably accepted the
above mentioned La^iha watanlya only in order to get rid of
the two European Ministers who were likely to supervise his
expenditure too closely. In the same way his phrases about
Ministerial Responsibility were meant to impress Europef
I s m a H l probably following the well-known example of the Sultan
cAbdul Hamid. Even the term Mas)uliyaT which means in modern
Arabic, quite generally "Responsibility", was only an Arabic
translation of the word in its original meaning, "being
answerable" for something.
Sharif Pasha, in his 1879 project for the
constitutL on of the Assembly of Delegates, which was never
Issued as a decree, had touched the subject of Ministerial
Responsibility. He had then suggested full Ministerial
RQR

Responsibility before the Assembly of Delegates

^ *

In his 1881 project for the constitution of the
Assembly, Sharif withdrew from this advanced view. There is
no available proof of any pressure exercised on him by the
Khedive circles, but it Is hardly possible to explain his
change of attitude otherwise. His proposal in 1881 was
that Ministers should be jointly responsible towards the

525.
See below, App. 4,/ 36.

357.
Assembly only for such decisions taken in the Council
of Ministers that would prejudice the rights of the Assembly

*5PR-

Even then, any decision about Ministerial Responsibility was
to be taken only by a majority of three fourths of the votes
of the delegates, counted by roll-call^^*
These amendments practically nullified Ministerial
Responsibility, for most matters could be defined, in one way
or another, as not prejudicing the rights of the Assembly.
Even in the few remaining cases, there was hardly a chance
that three fourth* of the Assembly would vote against the
Council of Ministers, when the Khediv&al circles could always
exercise some pressure in the elections of the delegates#
Should even three fourths desire to vote against the
Government, it was highly improbable that they would dare
"

1

to do so by a roll-call, as reprisals might follow. The fact
that the suggestion was raised at all may be explained by
Sharif1s desire to be on the safe side, granting unreal
powers to the Assembly, on one hand, and keeping constitutional
appearances, on the other.
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See below, App. 5,/ 18.
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As soon as Taufiq took over the IChedivate, he
wrote an official letter to Sharif Pasha, stressing that
he knew that the Khedivate ought to be a regime based, on an
Assembly (Shura) to which Ministers should be responsible,
and declaring that he meant to ruiejbnly by such a system.^^*
The new Khedive had soon another occasion to
re-affirm his attitude towards Ministerial Responsibility#
In an official letter, dated September 21,1879, Taufiq charged
Riyad Pasha to form a new Ministry# He reasserted his desire
to govern "through his Council of Ministers and with It",
thus repeating one of the most significant clauses of Ismacil*s
official decree of August 28, 1878, on which the whole of
Taufiq1s letter is based. The main change from what 4 had
been decreed in I s m a e l 1s time, was that Taufiq, while
charging' Riyad with the presidency of the Council of Ministers,
reserved for himself the right of being present at the
meetings of this Council or even presiding them whenever he
thought fit°^*

528.
An incomplete text of this letter may be found in
Al-hilal, vol. XX, Feb. 1, 1912, p# 280. / o r a part German
translation cf. Kamal Eltlin Galal, opf cit., pp. 80-81#
529.
French official translation in Morcos Sadek, op. cit.,
pp. 89-90, where "28 aout 1898" should be altered to "28
aout 1878". Arabic text in Al-hilal, vol. XX, Feb. 1, 1912,
p.281. See also Bioves, op. cit., pp. 7, 9.

359*
The delegates must have sensed the limitations
which %% Sharif1s project contained relating to Ministerial
Responsibility#. Accordin^to the observations t&f Majlis
al-nuwwab on Sharif 1s project, summed by Sultan Pasha,
Ministerial Responsibility was to be extended to every indivi530
dual action and to every common-ministerial decision^
As usual in Egypt, a compromise was finally reached, and in
the decree of February 7, 1882, Ministerial Responsibility was
extended to all actions of a Minister relating to his
work53!-*

On the other hand, the paragraphs imposing the

conditions of the three fourths majority and the roll-call,
in cases of Ministerial Responsibility, were incorporated
unchanged into the decree
As the Assembly of delegates was dissolved soon
after, never to be convoked again in the same way, the
paragraphs about Ministerial Responsibility remained a dead
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See above, pp.53-54, 60-62.
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- See below, App. 6 ,
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Ibid. ,//44, 47. See also^article on T,Al-dasatir
al-haditha w a ’l-dustur al-misri al-qadimn, in Al-hilal, vol.
XXIX, Nov. 1, 1920, p. 139.
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letter* The political functions of the Ministers continued
to he determined more by traditior^and practice than by laws
and regulations. The powers of the Council of Ministers were
not defined clearly under the British Occupation, Though each
Minister had some liberty in the manegement of his department,
the decisions of the Council of Ministers could not be
published as decrees, until the Khedive signed them. British
advisers helped each Minister, and their approval was required
before the execution of any important project. As has been
explained above, there was no real Ministerial Responsibility
of the Egyptian Ministers towards the semi-parliamentary
institutions under the Occupation533*
The 1923 constitution provided for the independence
of the Ministers from the influence of the British advisers.
It also connected them more cle$ely with Parliament, since
for the first time in the history of modern Egypt, the
Council of Ministers was to be formed of the leaders of the
strongest political group in Parliament. However, since
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Morcos Sadek, op. cit., pp. 94-95.
p. 8.

Forster, op, cit.,
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Parliament was often suspended for long periods after 1924,
the Minister^ actually continued to be at the mercy of the
whims of the Monarch. The latter could, and did, appoint or
dismiss the Ministers almost at will534*

Although,

according to the sixty-first paragraph of the 1923

.

constitution, Ministers were responsible both jointly and
singly to the Chamber of Deputies, this was to remain, for tie
first few years at least, a dead letter.

534.
Abbas Hilmi II, op. cit., p. 97.
and Delta", pp. 2-3.

C. S* Jarvis, "Desert

Project of t h e constitution of the Assembly of .Relegates (1.879.).
1*

The Assembly will consist of delegates (nuwwab) elected

ih a manner to be prescribed by a special law*
3.

Only subjects of the Egyptian Government, at least

thirty years of age, and enjoying full political rights and other
qualifications specified by the Electoral Law, are eligible.
3*

The term of office will be for three years only, with

the right of re-election.
4*

Elections will take place once every three years, to

start at least four months before that December 1 on which the
(new) delegates are to meet*
5*

The end of each session will be, by order, on March 1 of

each year.
6*

According to circumstances, the Khedive may order the

session to begin before the specified time, or shorten or increase
its period.
7.

The opening will be attended by the Khedive in person

or represented by the Prime Minister, and by all,the Ministers
and delegates;

a Speech will be read, describing Egypt*s internal

conditions in the year preceding this ceremony and the measures
the approval of which is regarded as necessary in this session.
8.

Every delegate will be considered as representing all the

Egyptian Umma and not only his electors,
9.
opinions

The delegates will have full liberty to express their
and decisions and it will be forbidden that any of them
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be influenced in his views by orders, promises or menaces.
10,

Problems submitted by the Ministers to the delegates

will be debated in the Assembly;

resulting observations will be

communioated to the Council of Ministers, but should be
accompanied by explanations*
11.

If a difference occurs between the Assembly of

J1©legates and the Council of Ministers, and neither gives way
aftsrarepeated communications and explanations, and should the
Council of Ministers refuse to resign, the Khedive will pro
rogue the Assembly-and order new elections, on condition that not
more than four months will lapse between prorogation and con
vocation,

Should the new Assembly still maintain the same

attitude on the point at issue, its deoision should be Carried
into effect.

The Cmma may re-elect the same delegates or a part

of them.
13.

When a vacancy occurs in the 1 Assembly, election© must

take place with all expedition, the term of office of the new
delegate ending at the next general election thus not exceeding
the length of the original term of office.
13.

The appointment of the President of the Assembly, the

two Vice-Presidents, and the secretaries, will be made with the
knowledge of the Assembly at the beginning of its session and
they will remain in office unti'l the commencement of the next.
14.

The debates of the delegates in their plenary meetings

will be public, but may be secret if demanded by one Minister, or
ten delegates, and approved by the Assembly.
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Delegates cannot be imprisoned or prosecuted,while the

Assembly is in session, without the approval of the Assembly;
this will not apply to circumstances in which a delegate is
actually caught perpetrating a serious crime like murder.
16.

If s, delegate is caught in a criminal offence and

arrested, information to this purport should be submitted to the
President of the Assembly.

If this body demands it, no further

action will be taken against that delegate and he will be set free.
17.

The Assembly can also demand the postponement of the

prosecution against a delegate and his release even if he was
arrested between sessions,
18.

Each delegate, before assuming office, will swear

publicly in the Assembly, after its inauguration, to be faithful '
to the Khedive and the Watan. to observe the Government*s law and
to discharge his duty to the benefit of the Watan.
*

>

19.

Each delegate will receive 1 0 , 0 0 0 piastres yearly,: for

travel and maintenance expenses, in monthly payments during the
three months session.

He will get his 10,000 piastres whether the

session be more or less than three months.

However, if an

extraordinary meeting is convened at another time during the year,
no remuneration will be paid, except when one (delegate) empowers
another to attend, and the substitute attends: then he will be
remunerated, on a daily basis, for the expenses of his stay costs,
provided it does not exceed 10,000 piastres.

As regards the

delegates from the Sudan, they will get, in addition, travelling
expenses for a journey to Egypt*© boundary and back.

365.
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30,

Government officials, both civil and military, cannot

be delegates in the Assembly; this rule will not apply to the
directors of the Government departments, the inspectors and
vice-inspectors of the provinces, the Mudlr-s or the Vioe-Mudlr-s,
on condition that their number does not exceed a fifth of the Assembly
31,

Debates to be valid must be conducted in the presence of

two-thirds of the delegates, those absent with permission not to
be taken into account.

All decisions will be taken by majority,

the President giving the casting vote in the case of a tie.
33.

No delegate may empower another to express his views,

but must deliver them himself.
33,

Aiiy Egyptian having electoral rights may petition the

Assembly through a delegate.

It will be examined by a sub

commission, and on the basis of the sub-commission 1 s report, the
Assembly will decide on the acceptance or rejection of the petition,.
34,

Any petition, relating to private matters, will be

rejected if it is discovered that the petitioner has not previously
submitted it to the proper official or bureau,
35,

The Assembly will not allow an outsider to (Some to it

and speak on any matter, either for himself or on behalf of any
group.

Also, no one but the delegates, the Ministers or their

representatives shall have its audience.
36,

The Council of Ministers should present the Assembly of

delegates upon its first meeting, with all the past bills, re
gulations and decrees of the Government, so that the Assembly
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may examine them and give its opinion, after which the ratification
of the Khedive will make them law*
27 *

Legislation will be initiated by the Council of Ministers,

presented to the Assembly for its examination and observation, so
that no bill will be

considered lawuntil read in the Assembly,

clause by clause, and decided upon;
ratification of the Khedive,

it

will then still need the

Delegates may, for the sake of public

weal and according to circumstances change or modify any bill or any
of its clauses, this La*lha asasiya not excepted.
*

38*

If the Assembly rejects any bill submitted to it by the

Council of Ministers, or any clause of such a bill, these may not
be presented again to the Assembly in its session of that year*
39*

To decide on the validity of the credentials of the

delegates is a prerogative of the Assembly.
30.

The official language to be used in the Assembly will

be Arabic.
31*

Votes will

be recorded inthe following way:

roll-call,

showing of hands, or secret ballot.
33*

Roll-call will be held only by the decision of the

Assembly, proposed by one delegate and supported by ten others;
secret ballot.will be employed only in nominations, such as the
appointment of the President, the Vice-Presidents, the secretaries,
the members of sub-commisBionsaand the like,
33.

The statute of the procedure of the Assembly will be

drawn up with its knowledge.
K
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34*

The number of the Assembly will not exceed 130 delegates,

including those from the Sudan, according to provisions to be
embodied in the Electoral Law.
35*

The meeting-pla.ee of the Assembly will be Cairo, the

capital of the country.
36*

The Ministers are responsible, to the Assembly for

everything connected with their work.

Following this, the Council

of Ministers is expected to hasten the preparation of a bill for
tin trial of Ministers, when necessary, and its presentation to
the Assembly.
37.

No order of the Government will be executed until it is

signed by the Minister concerned and based on a specific law.
38.

A person cannot be Minister and delegate (at the same

time).
39.

Any Minister may be present at the meetings of the

Assembly or be represented by one of the high officials of his
department, on condition that this official is not a delegate
himself.
40.

Ministers or.their representatives may speak in the

Assembly concerning all matters about which they are asked to speak.
41.

If at a time when the Assembly is not in session an

occasion arises, requiring urgent measures for the defence of
the Government against possible danger, or for public security,
the Council of Ministers may order what is necessary on its own
responsibility; and, after the Khedive’s ratification, proper

action will be taken, provided it is not contrary to the law
and submitted to the Assembly on its (next) meeting.
43.

When the delegates think it advisable to discuss a

subject not included in what the Council of Ministers has sub
mitted to them, a notice of their wish will be sent to the latter.
If, within eight days from their sending the notice, the delegates
do not receive any reasons, preventing the proposed debate, which
meet with their approval, they may discuss that subject and reach
decisions on it.
43.

Ministers must reply to all questions put to them by the

Assembly, either by coming to it in person or by being represented
by one of the high officials of their department, on condition
that he is not also a delegate in the Assembly.
44*

The Ministers may, when vary necessary delay their

answer to the questions of the Assembly, provided that they
explain the reasons for this delay not later than ten days before
the end of the Assembly1© session; (when such ia the case), they
must give their answer at the beginning of the Assembly’s next
session.

Under all circumstances they will bear the responsibility

of the delay.
45*

The delegates will have the right to supervise the

general expenditure in all details and decide its extent.

They

should fix the total and the means of expenditure as well as the
collection, distribution, and dates of the different taxes.

No

tax what ever may be imposed or collect ed without the decision of
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the Assembly, just as no sum may be spent from the taxation
revenue, beyond that approved by the delegates.
46.

After the inauguration offeach session, the delegates

may demand, for examination, the general Budget, comprising the
revenue and expenditure, and, having approved it after an
exhaustive study, this Budget will apply only to the current year,
as another Budget will have to be drafted and presented to the
delegates in the following year, and this will be repeated eyery
year.
47.

All decisions of the Assembly of Beleg&tes will be

sent to the Council of Ministers, to obtain the ratification of
the Khedive.
48.

If any of the clauses of this law is equivocal and

necessity arises to determine its real meaning, the explanation
will be demanded from the Assembly of delegates.
49.

If a delegate sees any neglect by an official, or

in the administration of any Governmental department, he may
communicate the above in writing to the Minister concerned.
This regulation applies only to fcommunal matters.

Organisation de la Ghambre des del£gu£s.
Projet d«-R&glement.
1. Les membres de la Ghambre des delegues
sont £lus.
Une loi ult^rieure fera coimattre les
conditions de l^lectorat et de l f£gibilite en m§me
temps que le mode d felection &. la Ghambre des delegues.
2* Les membres de la Ghambre des delegues
sont elus pour une duree de quatre ann^es;

ils

re 9 oivent -une indemnite annuelle de cent (1 0 0 ) livres
dgyptiennes.
3.

Les delegues sont libres dans I'exerciee

de leurs fonctions.

Ils ne peuvent §tre lies ni par

un mandat, ni par une instruction, ni par des menaces.
4* Les delegues sont inviolables#
En cas de crime ou de d^bit eommis
pendant la duree de la session, aucun depute ne peut
§tre mis en arrest at ion qufavec l*autorisation de la
Ghambre.
5* Tout d^legu^ represente au m§me titre
les inter§ts de la circonscription £lectorale dont
il est elu et l fensemble des inter§ts generaux du pays*
6 . La Ghambre des delegues si&ge au Gaire.

Elle est convoquee, ohaque annee, par decret du Khedive,
sur l*avis conforms du Gonseil des Ministres.

7* Les sessions ordinaires annuelles de la
Ghambre des delegues ont une duree de trois mois,
du 15 novembre au 15 fevrier.
La Ghambre peut aussi §tre coxavoquee
en session extraordinaire.
La duree de oes sessions est fixee par
le decret m§me de convocatioxa.
8 . Les sessions & e tla Ghambre sont ouvertes,

en presence des Ministres, par le Khedive ou par le
President du Gonseil agissant par delegation du
Khedive•
9. A la premiere seance de chaque session,
un discours d'ouverture sera prononc^ par le Khedive
ou, en son nom, par le President du Gonseil.

II

aura pour objet d fexposer h. la Ghambre les principales
questions qui lui seront presentees dans le cours de
la session,
Apr&s la lecture du discours d fouverture
la seance sera levee.
10. Bans les trois jours qui suivront, la
Ghambre, apr&s avoir nomme une Commission S. I'effet
de preparer une reponse au discours kh^divial, votera
cette repon.se qui sera presentee & Son Altesse par
une delegation ehoisie dans son sein.
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11. La reponse au discours d*ouverture ne
pourra traiter aucune question d'une fa$on decisive
ni contenir aucun avis d^libere.
12. Le President de la Ghambre des delegues
est nomine par le IChedive sur la proposition du Gonseil
des Ministres*

II doit §tre choisi parmi les membres

de la Ghambre des delegues;

ses fonctions ont la

m§me duree que la Ghambre.
13- Les vice-presidents et les secretaires
sont elus par la Uhambre pour la m§me duree, ils
doivent§tre membres de la Ghambre des delegues*
14* Le proces-verbal des seances de la Ghambre
est redige sous la direction du bureau de la Chambre*
15* La langue officielle est la langue arabe.
Les proces-verbaux et comptes rendus de
la Ghambre seront redig^s dans la langue officielle.
16. Les Ministres peuvent assister aux seances
de

laGhambre des delegues;

aux discussions.

ils peuvent prendre part

Ils peuvent egalement se faire

assister o n representer dans des questions speciales
par des membres du Gonseil dAdministration et de
legislation ou par des hauts fonctionnaires de leur
departement ministeriel.

17* Les Ministres fournissent toutes les
explications qui leur sont demandees par la Chambre
dans la limits de ses attributions.

Les delegues,

par I'entremise de leur President, peuvent signaler au
Ministre competent les actes des fonctionnaires publics.
18.

Les Ministres sont solidairement respon-

sables vis-a-vis de la Chambre de tout mesure prise en
Gonseil, par laquelle il serait porte atteinte aux droits
attribues h la Ghambre par la presente loi*
19* Bans les m§mes conditions, la responsabilitd de chaque Ministre peut §tre engagee par les 2
mesures emanant de son initiative*
20. En cas de disaccord persistant entre la
Ghambre des delegues et le Minist&re, le Khedive peut
dissoudre la Chambre des ddiegues.
II est alors proced^ h de nouvelles elec
tions dans le d^lai maximum de quatre mois*
21 Si la nouvelle Ghambre est saisie h, nouveau
de la m§me question par le MinistSre et si elie confirme
par son vote la resolution exprimee par la Ghambre
precedent©, cette resolution sera definitivement acquise.
22.

La Ghambre des delegues discute et vote le

projets de loi et tout© proposition qui lui est soumise
par le Gouvernement.

Elle £met des avis -$ur le budget.

23. Les projets de loi emanent de l finitiative
du Gouvernement.^

Ils sont pr^sentes & la Chambre des

delegues par les Ministres aprfes avoir e t 6 elabores ou
examines par le Conseil d*administration et de legislation*
24. La Chambre elit daris son sein un Commission
chargee de l fexameh de tout projet de loi qui lui est
soumis.
Gette commission peut .proposer au Gouvesnement des modifications au projet.

Dans ce cas, le

projet et les modifications proposees sont renvoyes avant
la disciission general©, par le President de la Ghambre
au President du Gonseil des Ministres, qui consulte &
noiiveau le Gonseil dAdministration et de legislation.
25* Si la Commission ne propose pas de modifi
cations ou si celles qufelle propose ne sont pas adoptees
par le Gouvernement, le text© primitif du projet de loi
est mis en deliberation devant la Chambre.

Si les modi

fications proposees par la Commission sont acceptees par
le Gotivernement, le texte ainsi modifie est soumis h la
discussion generale.
26.

La Ghambre des delegues peut adopter ou

rejeter tout projet de loi.

Elle peut aussi le renvoyer

%. la Commission pour §tre examine & nouveau.

27.

Les lois votees par la Ghambre sont trans-

mises par le President de la Ghambre au President du
Gonseil des Ministres*
28* Hul imp§t nouveau, direct ou indirect,
foncier, mobilier ou personnel, ne peut §tre etabli
f

en Egypte sans une loi vote© par la Ghambre des delegues*
Toutes contributions autres que celles qui sont autori*
sees par les lois de finances, & quelque titre que ce
soit et sous quelque denomination qu felles se perqoivent
sont formellement interdites, S. peine, contre les
autorites qui les ordonneraient, contre les employes
qui redigeraient les rdles et tarifs et contre ceux qui
en feraitjtle recouvrement, d f§tre poursuivis comme
concussionnaires, sans prejudice de 1 *action en repe
tition contre tout receveur, percepteur ou individu qui
auralt fait la perception*
29* Le budget annuel des depenses et reeettes
/
■
f
de l*Etat sera communique a la Ghambre des delegues,
au plus tard le 10 novembre de chaque ann^e*
50. Le budget general des reeettes presentes
\

la Ghambre donnera l fevaluation gdnerale des ressources
/
de l*Etat et il sera fourni, s fil y a lieu, des etats

detailles relatifs S. chaque nature de recette.
51* Le budget des depenses sera divise en
MinistSres et subdivise en sections et chapitres corres^
pondant aux divers branches des services publics*
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52* La Ghambre pourra emettre cles ILvis sur
le budget de chaque Ministftre;

ces ©.vis et ces voeux

seront transmis au Ministere des Finances par le
President de la Ghambre, le 20 decembre au plus tard.
35.

Le Service du Iribut, celui de la D©,tte

publique, ainsi que toute charge resultant de la loi
de liquidation ou de conventions Internationales, ne
pourront §tre l'objet d faucune discussion*
34* Bans le cas oft. le budget ne pourra dtre
examine par la Ghambre avant le 20 decembre de chaque
annee, il sera rendu exeeutoire par simple d^cret du
Khedive, sur la proposition du Gonseil de Ministres,
sous reserve des dispositions de 1 ‘article 28*
35* Sout Egyptian, jouissant de ses droits
d'electeur, peut adresser une petition ft la Ghambre
des deputes*
Routes les petitions seront renvoyees
ft une Commission £lue par la Chambre.
Gette Commission en dressera un rapport
general et proposera ft la Chambre le rejet ou la prise
en consideration de chaque petition.
Dans ce dernier cas, elle en ordonnera
le renvoi pur et simple au Ministre competent.

36. 3?oute petition ayant pour objet des
droits ou des inter§ts personnels sera rejetee si
elle ressort ft la competence des tribunaux civils
ou administratifs, ou si elle n*a pas e t £ prealablement adressee ft l fautorite administrative competent©.
37. Dans l*inter§t de l ’ordre publique, ou
pour conjurer un danger iimninent, le Khedive pourra,
sur l*avis conform© de son conseil des Ministres,
prendre toute mesure urgent© que neeessiteraient les
circonstances.
Ces mesures, en tant q u ^ l l e s seraient
de la competence de la Chambre, lui seront soumises
dans sa plus prochaine session pour y S-tre ratifiees.
38. Bui ne pourra gtre admis ft exposer ou
discuter des questions ni ft prendre part au delibera
tions de la Chambre en dehors des delegues, ft 1 1ex
ception des Ministres ou de ceux qui les assistent ou
les representente
39. Les votes de la Ghambre auront lieu soit
par assis soit par leve, soit par appel nominal, soit
au scrutirx secret*
40. Le vote par appel nominal ne poxirra
avoir lieu que sur la demand© de dix membres au moins
de la Chambre des deligues.
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3?out$ vote ayant pour r6sultat les disposi
tions prevues par 1*article 43, sera emis par appel
npminal•
41.Les elections des vice-presidents et
secretaires de la Ghambre auront toujours lieu au
scrutin secret*
42.La Ghambre des delegues ne peut valablement
deliber.er que si les deux tiers au mo ins de ses membres
assistant ft la deliberation.
Les deliberations sont prises ft la majorite
absolue des voix.
43.Toute deliberation qui engagera la .responsebilit£ ministerielle devra Stre prise ft la majorite
des trois quarts au mo ins des voix des d£legu<£s composant la Ghambre.
44*Aucun vote ne peut Stre emis par un mandataire.
45*La Ghambre des delegues eiaborera son
Rftglement interieure qui sera rendu executoire par
decret de Son Altesse le Khedive.
46.Routes dispositions de lois, decrets, ordres
superieurs, rftglements ou usages contraire ft la presente
loi sont et demeurent abroges.
47*Bos ministres sont charges, chacun en ce qui
le coneerne, de I 1execution de la presente loi.
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DECREE.

We, Khedive of Egypt,
In view of our Decree of the 4th October, 1881 (11 Zilcade,
1398)
In view of the decision of the Chamber of Delegates, and con
formably with the advice of our Council of Ministers,
Have decreed and decree,
1,

The Members of the Chamber of Deputies are elected.

An ulterior and special Law will make known the conditions of
electorability and of eligibility for election, and at the same
time the mode of election to the Chamber of Deputies*
3*

The Members of* the Chamber of Deputies are elected

for a period of five years.

They reoeive an annual payment of

£E*100.
3*

The Deputies are free in the exercise of their mandates.

They cannot be bound either by promises or by (government)
instructions, or by an (administrative) order, or by menaces of
a nature to interfere with the free expression of their opinions*
4.

The Deputies are inviolable*

In case of crime or mis

demeanour committed during the course of the Session, they can
not be put under arrest except with the leave of the Chamber.
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5*

The Chamber may also, after its convocation, demand,

provisionally and for the duration of the Session, that any one
of its Members who has been imprisoned shall be set at liberty,
or that all action directed against him shall be suspended during
the Chamber1s recess, if for a criminal matter, where no judgment
has yet been pronounced.
6.

Each Deputy represents not only the interests of the

constituency which has elected him, but also the interests of the
Egyptian people in general.
?.

The Chamber of Deputies shall sit at Cairo.

It is. con

voked each year by Decree of the Khedive, and according to the
advice of the Council of Ministers.
8.

The ordinary annual Session of the Chamber of Deputies

shall be for three months, vis-.from the 1st November to the
81st January.

But if the work of the Chamber is not finished

by the Slst January, it may then demand a prolongation of
fifteen to thirty days.

This prolongation will be accorded by

Decree of the Khedive.
9.

In case of necessity the Chamber will be convoked in

Extraordinary Session by the Khedive.

The duration of the Extra

ordinary Session will be fixed by the Decree convoking it.
10.

The Sessions of the Chamber shall be opened in the

presence of the Ministers either by the Khedive or by the Presi
dent of the Council of Ministers, acting by delegation of the
Khedive.

At o . VI.
11,
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At the first sitting of each annual Session an opening

Speech shall be pronounced by the Khedive, or in his name by
the President of the Council of Ministers.

It shall have for

its object to make known to the Chamber the principal questions
to be presented to it in the course of the session.

After

the reading of the opening speech the sitting shall be adjourned.
13.

During the three following days, the Chamber, having

named a Committee for the purpose of preparing a reply to the
opening speech, shall vote its reply, which shall be presented
to the Khedive by a deputation chosen from amongst its members,
13,

The reply to the opening speech may not treat of any

question in a decisive sense, nor contain any opinion which has
been the object of previous deliberations.
14,

The Chamber shall submit to the Khedive a list con

taining the names of three Members whom it may propose for the
office of President.

The Khedive shall name by Decree one of

the Members, thus designated, President of the Chamber of
Deputies.
15,

The office of President shall continue for five years.
The Chamber shall elect two Yide-Presidents which it

shall choose fro® among itw Members, and shall name the Secre
taries of its Bureau.
16,

An official report of the sittings of the Chamber shall

be drawn up under the direction of the Bureau of the Chamber,
composed of its President, Vice-Presidents, and Secretaries,
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17*

The official language for the Chamber shall be Arabic,

The proceedings and reports of the Chamber shall be drawn up
ih the official language*
18.

The Ministers shall have the right of being present at

the sittings of the Chamber, and of speaking there, when they
shall think fit.

They may cause themselves to be represented

there by high state officials*
19.

If the Chamber decides that there is reason for sum

moning one of the Ministers to appear before it to give explana
tions on any question, the Minister shall appear in person or
cause himself to be represented by another official to give the
required explanations,
80,

The Deputies shall have the right to supervise the

acts of all public functionaries during the Session, and through
the President of the Chamber they may report to the Minister
concerned all abuses, irregularities, or negligences charged against
a public official, in the exercise of his functions,
31.

The Ministers are jointly and severally responsible to

the Chamber for every measure taken in Council, which may violate
existing rules and regulations*
33.

Each Minister is individually responsible, in the cases

foreseen in the preceding article, for his acts occurring in the
exercise of his functions*
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33.

In case of persistent disagreement between the

Chamber of Deputies and the Ministry;

when repeated inter

change© of views and motives shall have taken place between them,
if then the Ministry does not withdraw, the Khedive shall dissolve
the Chamber of Deputies, and decree that new elections shall be
proceeded with, within a period of time not exceeding three
months, counted from the day of dissolution to that of re
assembly.

All Deputies thus dismissed shall be eligible for re-

election.
34.

If the new Chamber confirms by its vote that of the

preceding Chanber which had provoked the disagreement, this
vote ©hall be accepted as final.
35.

The Bills and Regulation© emanating from the in

itiative of the Government shall be brought into the Chamber of
Deputies by the Ministers, to be examined, discussed and voted.
No Law shall become valid until it has been read before the
Ghamber of Deputies, Article by Article, voted clause by clause,
and consented to by the Khedive.

Each Bill shall be read three

times and between each reading there shall have been an interval
of fifteen days*

In case of urgency a single reading shall, by

a special vote of the Chamber, be declared sufficient.

If the

Ghamber judges it necessa-ry to demand the introduction of a Bill from
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the Counoil of Ministers, it shall make the demand through the
intermediary of the President of the Chamber, and in case of the
approval of the Government, the Bill ©hall be prepared by the
Ministry and introduced to the Chamber according to the form©
fixed by this Article.
36.

The Chamber shall choose from amongst its Member©

a Committee, charged to examine all Bills and Regulations sub
mitted to it*

This Committee may propose to the Government

amendment© of such bills a© it has been charged to examine;

in

which case, the bill and the amendments proposed shall be sent
back, before any general discussion, by the President of the
Chamber, to the President of the Council of Ministers.
3?.

If the Committee does not propose any amendment©

or if those proposed are not adopted by the Government, the
original text of the Bill shall be placed for discussion before th©
Chamber.

If the amendment© proposed by the Committee are ac

cepted by the Government, then the text thus amended shall be
placed for discussion before the Chamber.

In case the Govern

ment should not accept the amendments proposed by the Committee,
then the latter shall have the right of submitting its opinion
and observations to the Chamber.
38.

The Chamber of Deputies may adopt or reject all Bills

submitted to it by the Committee.

It may also return them to the

Committee to be examined a second time.
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39.

The President of the Ghamber shall convey to the

President of the Council of Minister© the Laws and Regulations
voted by the Chamber.
30*

No fresh tax - direct or indirect - on movable,

immovable or personal property may be imposed in Egypt without
a Law voted by the Chamber.

It is therefore formally forbidden

that any nex tax shall be levied, under whatever title or denom
ination it may be, without having been previously voted by the
Chamber of Deputies, under penalty, against the authority which
shall have ordered it, against the employes who shall have drawn
up the schedules and tariffs and against those who shall have
effected the recovery of the amounts,, of being prosecuted as
peculators.

All contributions thus unduly levied shall be

returned to those who have paid them.
31.

The Annual Budget of the Receipts and Expend! txire

of the State shall be communicated to the Chamber of Deputies
not later than the 5th of November of each, year.
38.

The General Budget of Receipts shall be presented to

the Chamber, accompanied by notes explanatory of the nature of
each receipt.
33*

The Budget of Expenditure shall be divided Depart

ment by Department1, and shall be subdivided into sections and
chapters, corresponding to the various branches of th© public
service depending upon each Ministry.
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34*

The following cannot on any account be objects of

discussion in the Chambers
The service of the Tribute due to the Sublime Porte.
The service of the Public Debt.
Also all matters relating to the Debt and resulting from the Law
of Liquidation, or Conventions existing between the Foreign
Powers and the Egyptian Government.
35.

The Budget shall be sent to the Chamber, to be ex

amined and discussed there (under reserve of the preceding
Article).
A Committee composed of as many Deputies, and having the
same number of votes as the Member© of the Council of Ministers
and its President, shall be named by the Chamber to discuss,
in common with the Council of Ministers, the Budget Estima/bes,
and to vote them either unanimously or according to the majority.
36.

In case of an exact division of votes between the

Commission of the Chamber and the Council of Ministers, the
Budget shall be returned to the Chamber and, should the Chamber
confirm (by it© vote) that of the Council of Ministers, this
vote shall become executory (executoire).

But if the Chamber

should maintain the vote of its Committee, then the procedure
shall be according to Articles 33 and 34 of the present Law.

In

this case, the credits of the Budget Estimates which shall have
caused the division of votes, if they figures in the Budget of

387.

the preceding year, and if they are not affected to any new
object of expenditure such as public works or others, shall be
employed provisionally and until the meeting of the new
Chamber, according to Article 83.
37*

If the new Chamber confirms the vote of the preceding

Chamber, on the Budget, this vote shall become definitely
executory, in conformity with Article 83.
38.

No Treaty or contract between the Government and

third parties and no farming concession shall acquire a final
character without having been first approved by a vote of the
Chamber, provided that such Treaty, contract or concession does
not relate to an object for which a sum has already figures in
the approved Budget, corresponding to the year for which the
i

Treaty, contract or concession ©hall have been proposed.

Like

wise no concession for public works, the execution of which ©hall
not have been foreseen by the Budget, and no sale, or gratuitous
alienation of the State domains, nor concession of privilege of any
kind shall become definitive until it shall have been approved
by the Chamber.
39.

'•

All Egyptians may address a petition to the Chamber

of Deputies.

The petitions shall be eent to a Committee chosen

by the Chamber from among its Members.

Upon the report of

this Committee the Chamber shall take into consideration or
reject the petitions.

The petitions taken into consideration

shall be sent back to the Minister concerned*

40*

All petitions relative to personal rights or interests

shall be rejected if they are outside the competence of the Ad
ministrative and Givil Tribunals, or if they have not been
previously addressed to the competent administrative authority.
41.

If during the recess of the Chamber grave circumj

stances shall demand that urgent Measures be taken to avoid a
danger menacing the State, or to assure public order, the
Council of Ministers may, then, upon its own responsibility and
with the sanction of the Khedive, order those measures to be
taken, even if they should be within the competence of the
Chamber, supposing the time to be too short for the convocation
of the latter.

Nevertheless, the affair should be submitted

for examination, at its next sitting, to the Chamber.
43.

No one may be admitted to explain or discuss questions

or to take part in the deliberations of the Chamber other than
its members, with the exception of the Ministers or of those who
are assisting or representing them.
43.
up

The votes of the Chamber shall be

given by the holding

of hands or by the balling over of names or by ballot1
44.

The vote by calling over of names

shall only be on the

demand of at least ten Members of the Chamber of Deputies*

All

votes which may affect the provisions of Article 47 shall be
made openly.
45.

The naming of the three candidates for the Presidency

of the Chamber, as well as the election of the two Vice-Presidents

Ac t * VI*
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and the nomination of the first and second Secretaries to the
Chamber shall be made by ballot.
46.

The Chamber of Deputies may not validly deliberate

unless at least two-thirds of its Members are present at the de
liberation.

All decisions shall be taken absolutely according

to the majority of votes.
4?.

No vote entailing Ministerial responsibility shall be

given without a majority of at least three-quarters of the
Members pres ent.
48.

No opinion shall be given by proxy.

49.

The Chamber of Deputies shall elaborate its own in

ternal Regulations*

These shall be made executory by Decree

of the Khedive.
50*

The present Organic Law may be amended after agreement

between the Chamber of Deputies and the Council of Ministers.
51.

The interpretation of all Articles and phrases of the

present law which it may be necessary to make clear shall be
made on agreement between the Chamber of Deputies and the
Council o f •Ministers.
53.

All the provisions of Lav/s, Decrees, Superior Orders,

Regulations, or Usages contrary to the pres exit Law are and shall
remain revoked.
53.

Our Ministers are charged, each.in what concerns him

with the execution of the present Law.
Done in the Palace of I©mailieh, 7th February, 1888
(iS.Rabi Awe!, 1399).
(Signed) MEHEMET TEWFIK.
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Originally, Hizb meant na group of peox>le" or
"the followers of somebodyn535.

Tlie word appeared in the

Koran and in later literature, not neccessarily having a
political meaning; it often had a religious implication^3^*
Afterwards, Hizb began to denote f,the armed adherents of
somebody”33''**

, or "those subjected to the rule of

somebody"333*

535.
My work is not concerned with that meaning of Hizb.
which is translated by ”a part of a book or of a prayer".
This aspect was dealt with by 33. Blochet, "A propos du hizb”,
in B.M.M., vol. XIV, Ho. 4, Apr. 1911, pp. 110-119.
536
Koran, V, 61; LVIII, 20 and 22. J U s o "Lisan al-carab",
"Taj al-carus", Lane’s "Lexicon”, al-Firuzabadi1s "Al-qamus
al-muhit" (Both in the printed editions and in the British
Museum Or. Ms. 5439), An. Giggeius's "Thesaurus linguae
arabicae",
537.
"Taj al-carus", Lane’s "Lexicon^1, Bozy’s "Supplement”,
Freytag’s "Lexicon”, Butrus al-Bustani1s "Muhit al-muhit",
Sacid al-Khur&I al-Shartuni1s "Aqrab al-mawarid", Ellious
Bocthor’s "Dietionnaire‘francais arabe" (2nd. ed., rev. by
Caussin de Perceval).
4
3 3 s *

.

^

_

Al-Istakhri, "Kitab masalik al-mamalik” (B.G.A.,1),
p. 22, 1. 5.* Ibn Hauqal, "Kitab al-masalik wa’1-mamalik”
(B.G.A.,11), p. 29, 1* 2*

391.
Hizb had a speciaiteGhnical sense in the corporation
organization. According to an undated Dervish tract called
"Bast madad al-taufiq fima yatarallaq bi-ahkam al-tariq", the
new apprentices, grouped round an elder member of the
539.
corporation, formed a Hizb
The same word still served
as a name for the band of Muslim disciples following a
religious leader in India in the sixties of the eighteenth
century^^*

; and as a name for the Muslim religious orders

in Egypt in the first third of the nineteenth century3^ *

539.
Thorning,"Beitrage zur Kenntnis des islamischen
Vereinswesens etc.", pp. 195-196; cf. ibid., pp. 200-212.
See also Her Islam, vol. VI, 1915-1916, p. 153.
540.
M. S. Hasanal-Macsum!, "An appreciation of Shah
Waliyullah al-muhaddith al-Dihlawi", Islamic Culture, vol.
XXI, No. 4, Oct. ‘1947, p. 351.
541.
E. W. Lane, "The manners and customs of the modern^
Egyptians", ch. 28
in Everyman1s edition, p. 522j cf. ibid.,
pp. 251, 508. See also Der Islam, vol. VI, 1915-1916, p. 153.

392.
It is characteristic that|this sense of Hizb
as a grouping of adherents remained in practice even when theword was used as a translation of the West-European "political
party". Though Hizb was translated by "party" by Cuche542*
f

and by Lane543*

, it is by no means certain that they

referred to a "political party"; it rather seems they meant
a group or a companyV Newman1s dictionary of 1S71 is apparently
544
the first known one to translate *Huzba as "party (in polities)'1.
Since cUrabi' s time the word was freely ,used to mean a
"political party"545* Still it is* remarkable that an anonymous

542.
"Dictionnaire arabe-franeais" (Beirut} 1862).
543.
In his "Lexicon" (1865).
544.
F* W. Newman, "^dictionary of modern Arabic" (London,
Trubner, 1871; 2 vols.), vol I, p. 252; cf* ibid., vol. II,
p* 33. Huzb and Huaba are equally mentioned ibid., vol. II,

p.j%f
545.

2WTT

_
'
E.g., Jurji Saidan, " T a ^ i k h Misr al-hadith", 2nd. ed.,
vol. II, pp. 247, 249 (first edition'appeared in,1889).

393.
Arabic writer in an Arabic paper in New-york in 19065 4 6 * }
though being aware that Hizb conveys the same meaning as
the French “parti #

}

a political group54^*
and commercial interests

used Hizb alternatively to mean
, a class having common economic
549

#

, or an association of minority

communities55*-**

546.
The article was “Saut rain b a cid“ (A voice from__afar) ,*
part II, called “Ilal fi'Misr hizb watani wa-lahu zacim“
(Is there in Egypt a patriot hizb with a leader?), was
published in the bi-monthly Al-janiica vol. V, Oct. 1, 1906,
pp. 223-231.
547.
Ibid., P* 224.
548.
Ibid., PP* 226 ssv
549.
ibid., PP* 229-230
550.
Ibid., P* 230.
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Traduction da 1*original en lanq.ua arabe.
Manifeste du parti national egyptien.
20 -Zilcade 1296
4 JSTovambere 1879.
A une heure critique, supreme m&ne,

pour

son pouvoir personnel, 1 fex~K|i6dive, Ismael-Pacha,
invoqua l 1intervention du parti national £gyptien«
C ^ t a i t la premiere fois que le Prince, qui ne souffrait
d*autre opinion que la sienne, laissait echapper de ses
l&vres, toujours esclaves de sa pens^e, ces mots
magiques, si electriques en Europe, dont le sens,
sagement interpret^, el&ve l f£me, et sauve les nations
en faisant des hommes.
Par cet appel au parti national qu*il savait
exister, et dont 11 redoutait 1 Expansion, Ismael voulait
se sauver lui et les siens, pour se perpetuer au pouvoir,
sans faire aucune des concessions qui eussent pu conjurer
les tempStes qu*il avait soulevees.
Get appel vint trop tard.

Personne n fy repondit*

Aujourd'hui le parti national Egyptien desire
s*affirmer«

II veut, en reconstruisant) et en se consti-

tuant h. la face du monde politique, vivre de la vie qui
lui est propre pour tirer, lui~m&ne, le pays de l fab±me dans
leqiiel l*arbitraire et I n s u r e l font plonge.

II estime,

sur des donnees authentiques, que plus de soix&nte millions
sterlings, sont restes dans' les mains des intermediaires

395.
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financiers et industriels du dernier r&gne, dont le
legs & l'Egypte est un|e dette g£n&rale, avoisinant
cent millions sterlings!
L*initiative du parti national est un
devoir sacre, decoulant d fun droit indiscutable, de
ce droit que possSde une nation libre, homog&ne, de
cinq millions d fhabitants, vouee A 1*agriculture,
laborieuse, et soumise aux m$mes lois civiles et
religieuses,

Gette nation, c*est la nation egyptienne,

qui a r^siste & des milliers de si&cles de despotisms,
et sans le travail de laquelle, la fertilite du sol
ne saurait rien produire.

Ge peuple laborieux,

emancipe aujourdfhui, ne veut plus l feselatyage,
Le parti national entend relever les masses
par une instruction progressive, primaire et secondaire
appropri^e aux moeurs et aux occupations des habitants*
Le peuple doit connattre ses devoirs et ses droits.

Son

education doit §tre faite par son propre element, dans la
mesure du possible,
Ennemi des moyens extremes, le parti national
a vu avec regret I ’evenement diplomatique , qui a determine
brusquement la chute meritee du regime precedent.
Mais en^hnclinant
'i

devant les faits accomplis,*

ce parti ne peut considerer le Gouvernement constitue par
1*influence etrangfere, comme etant 1*expression des voeux

A p p #

8 ,
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et des besoins du pays, qu*on n*a pas daign! consulter.
Tel qu'il est, il n ’a aucune attache vraiment !gyptienne,
sa base est artifieielle*
ooneouru b sa formation*

Les puissances seules ont
La nation n*y est pour rien.

Un Khedive r^gne au Qaire, mais la direction supreme des
affaires n femane ni de lui ni de son ministfere.

Sous

un pareil regime, 1 fEgypte, toujours responsable des
fautes d*autrui, dont elle est lasse, raarche b sa perte,.
comme elle y ailait sous celui qui vient d ’etre renvers!.
La nation nilotique ne peut accepter un etat
de choses qui la livre, sans appel, b une tutelle dangereuse
pour son autonomie, et laisse 1*exploitation de ses
richesses b des Elements !trang&r#s, irresponsables,
jouissant d'immunites et de privileges auxquels elle ne
participe pas#
Elle se sent assez jeune et assez forte pour
se r!generer elle m&me.

Elle le veut.

C ’est pour cela

q u e l l e revendique hautement l rexercioe de ses droits, en
oonfiant ses inter&ts au parti national egyptien,
compos! d ’hommes capables et eprouv!s, vou!s jusqu'k
hier au silence, et aujourd*hui des patriotes#

Leur

nombre est grand*
L*Egypte, avant tout, declare vouloir se liberer
d fune dette b la creation de laquelle elle n*adhera pas,
parce qu*elle ne fut pas appelee b donner son opinion*
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Le parti national constate,, avee intention, cette
inique irr!gularite.

Abattue, ob!ree, mais non

deshonor!e, l'Egypte est solvable.

Cette t&ehe

lourde, elle l raccepte, b condition que les puissances
i

la laisseront libre de deviser les moyens d farriver
b une equitable solution, sans entraver le pays dans

l fapplication de r!formes d*une urgent© necessit!.
Pour cela, il faut qufelle soit administree
par des individuality egyptiennes, de son choix, et
meritant sa confiance b tous les egards.
Le parti national ne nie pas le bien que les
communaut!s indigenes peuvent attendre du coneours
eventuel et m!sur! de l fElement etranger, dans
certaines branches de 1*administration.

Au contraire.

II rechercifa toujours, le cas echeant, les services
des personnes eclair!es, qui voudront bien les pr$ter
aux chefs des departements dont est form! le Gouvernement du pays.
Mais, aussi bien qu fil ne veut pas de
Ministres representant telle ou telle influence europ!enne, ce qui ne doit pas avoir lieu en Egypte, dont la
devise est:* TRAVAIL SARS POLITIQUE

le parti national

r!pudie, purement et simplement, toute immixtion etrang&re,
sous forme de chefs d radministrations principales, dont

les emoluments somptueux absorbent le plus Glair des
revenus publics, immixtion imposee et toleree sous
l*ancien regime, et dont les resultats ont largement
eontribu! b la ruine de l*Egypte.
Le parti national represente, dans toutes
ses affinites, aptitudes et aspirations, les popu
lations egyptiennes, d fo& il sort lui-m§me, qui sont
soumises aux lois, ainsi qu*au for territorial du pays,
sans aucune exception ou restriction.
Les nombreuses individuality qui sont b
sa t§te, n'ont jamais m!connu les excellents effets
d'avis paternels et amicaux, donnees par les puissances
europeennes aux peuples asservis, qui cherchent b
jouir d'une saine libert!.

L*Egypte, la premiere,

Serait mal venue b nier ce qui est clair comme le a
soleil.

Mais en admettant les bienfaits d fune influence
HC. Ift
si grande et si vari!e, elle desire recevoir que par
A

des doses appropriees b ses forces d*assimilation, et
lorsquelle le demands.
Et, pour prouver par ses actes, que le parti
national egyptien, en s'affirmant, entend recourir
aux vrais, amis du pays, dans les circonstances d!licates
ou difficiles, il vient loyalement exposer sa position
aux cabinets europeens.

Rien ne serait plus facile aux populations
nilotiques que d'arriver au redressement de leurs
griefs, en suivant les phases historiques de la vie
des nations europeennes, qui jouissent aujourd'hui
des l i b e r t y auxquelles ji'Egypte aspire.

Elies

pourraient done refuser l fimp6t, et se mettre en
opposition ouverte et l!gitime avee les autorites
diverses qui la dirigent si rnal.
Aucun peuple n'aurait plus de droit d'agir
ainsi que le peuple Egyptian.
Mais les moyens violents repugnent au parti
national, qui s'efforcera de n'y recourir qu'& la
derni&re heure.
agricole*

I'Egypte est un pays purement

Ciest par le travail et la paix qu'il

arrivera b se relever de lui~m§me et par lui-m§me,
et e'est en vue de ce resultat que le parti national
a decide d'en appeler aux puissances et au public,
par le present manifeste.
Ge manifest© du parti national egyptien,
auquel, sans exception, tous ses membres adherent,
ne peut, malheureusement, pour le moment, du moins,
§tre sign© d faucun d'eux.

Pourquoi?

Parce que

la forme de gouvernement octroy! b l'Egypte, sans
participation national©, par les puissances, et ququel
le preesent document a d|j^ fait allusion, peut, d fun

mot, sans proofs, sans bruit, deporter, supprimer,
ruiner dans leurs families, les patriotes que le parti
national a reuni sous un drapeau unique.
Est-ce que ces citoyens que le parti national
a reuni manqueraient de courage civique, que la crainte
de persecutions pftt les emp§clier d'accomplir leurs
devoirs?

Ron.

Tous verseraient et verseront, quand

il le faudra, sans se plaindre, leur sang pour une
cause si juste.

Mais I'exil dont on ne revient pas,

et la mort sans gloire ni profit, eclaircissent les
rangs d'un parti qui a besoin de toutes ses forces,
pour conduire b bien la t&che qu'il s'est imposes.
LXEgypte, d'un autre c6te, est convaincu que
1 'Europe veut son bien, et son autonomie administrative.
1'Egypte est certain© que sa solvability et le bon
vouloir de ses enfants ne sont mis en doute par personne.
Le parti national, qui pens© iqlentiquement, et qui ne
peut siarrfiter en chemin, par d!faut de confiance en
ceux qui ont tout inter§t b le voir d!velopper, sur les
bords du Ril, les principes m§mes augjuels 1 'Europe doit
sa grandeur, fait un appel solennel aux Gabinets du
rnonde libre et civilise, appel supreme, qui sera entendu
parce qu'il sera compris des peuples.
Qu'il leur plaise de prendre sous leur protection,
c fest-&-dire de garantir diplomatiquement les membres du
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parti national egyptien, soit le parti lui~m§me, contre
tout© mesure arbitraire quelconque, attentatoire b
leur vie, b leur libert! et b leurs droits, de la part
du Gouvernement Egyptian actuel et futur, ou de quieonque,
afin qu'il soit permis b chaque Egyptien de devouer ses
services b son pays, sans craindre d*§tre molest! ou
emp§ch!, de quelque fatjon que ce soit.
Sur cette garantie loyalement accordee, comme
elle est loyalement demand!©, tous les homines qui forment
le parti national !gyptien, se rendront publiquement b
1*appel de la nation, en acceptant la responsabilit! de
leurs oeuvres.
Le parti national se recommande tout partieuliSrement b Monsieur le Prince Ohancelier von Bismark,
qui a reconnu le grand principe de l'autonomie des
nationality, et qui voudra bien entreprendre de plaider
sa cause par devant le Tribunal des nations.
En temps et lieu le Gomit! se fera connattre
au Prince.
Jusque l b , le parti national supplie les
puissances de ne prendre aucune mesure d!finitive,
contraire au contenu du present manifeste, sans le
consulter.

Aux conditions precit^es il est pr§t h agir.
Si l'Europe desire reellement, mettre ses
actes en harmonie avec les paroles de sa diplomatie,
elle protegera le parti national egyptien et fera droit
li sa legitime demande*
L rEgypte ainsi qu*il est dit plus haut, acoepte
toutes les dettes contractees par ses vice«*Rois, et les
eteindra par entier*
Mais la nation q u i a toujours pay£, n*import©
au prix de quel sacrifice, et qui entrepend de tout
payer, a le droit de reelamer la jouissance, c Test-&-dire
l*usage absolu de toutes les branches du revenu public,
ou rendues telles par restitution, lesquelles forment
l ’actif natural du pays*

Aucune de ses ressources,

desormais nationales, ne peut rester engag^e, ni 6tre
donnee en garantie, & aucun titre, entre les mains de
qui que ce soit*
Par consequent, les ehemins de fer ^gyptiens,
ne sauraient continuer S, servir de gage St la convention
dite Goschen«*Joubert, constituant un privilege injuste,
que le Khedive Ismael n ’avait pas le droit de consentir,
surtout lorsque l'Etat Egyptien, plus qu fober£, etait
de j&,en depit des ^chappatoires legales produites &
l ’epoque, en suspension relative, par arr§t partiel de
ses paiementj.

De plus cette convention leonine, etait,
par sa propre nature, detrimental© aux inter§ts de ceux
qui, en pr§tant leur argent, ont ett eonfiance dans la
solvability de l ’Egypte leur seul debiteur#Ismael
n favait ni le droit ni le pouvoir de faire, §, son gre,
des categories de ereanciers, et encore moins le droit
et le pouvoir de creer des privileges, en dytournant de
I'actif egyptien certaines branches du revenu public,
lui qui, pendant quinze ans s fetait attribue, sous le
manteau d fune habile confusion, toutes les ressources
ordinaires et extraordinaires de l'Etat;

lui qui avait

absorb© tous les emprunts, et encouru,par consequent,
toutes les responsabilites rejetees aujourd’hui sur
les ypaules de l fEgypte.
Pas d'avantage Ismael ne pouvait affeeter tel
ou tel domain©, dit particulier, au paiement de telle
ou telle dette, ce domain©, en dehors des biens
patrimoniaux du Prince, £tant du ^Er^sor ygyptien.
Personnenignore la fortune Ira- fortune- patri
monial© que possedait Ismael en arrivant au pouvoir,
M. Rivers Wilson devait le savoir, eomme Vice-President
de la commission d fenqu§te.

lous les biens vice«*royaux

acquis, de quelque mani&re, ou & quelque titre que ce soit,
depuis l favenement de 1 *ex-Khedive, jusquf& sa deposition,
appartiennent & la nation, et doivent lui faire retour.

Ge principe de justice a ety dyfinitivement
consacre par l*Acte conservatoire protestatif, du
25 avril 1870- que la Sublime Porte signifia aux
puissances, et que lord Clarendon accepta dans son
sens et teneur*
La convention dite domanial© — de Rothschild—
due S, la regrettable initiative de M . Rivers Wilson,
portant sur un emprunt de h$it millions sterlings,
hypotheques sur de prytendus domaines Viee-Royaux, est
invalid©© pour les m§mes raisons et motifs dej& produits
S, l*egard de la convention Goschen-Joubert.
Ghacun comprendra l finjustice souveraine
qu'il y aurait de vouloir persister dans le maintien
d 1arrangements financiers de cette nature, contraires
& la raison, et en opposition avec la conscience et

1*equity*
Le parti national ygyptien ne saurait mieux
completer son manifest©, qu*en soumettant au public le
programme du debiteur honnSte et sacrifie* qui s ’est
substituy S. 1 'auteur de dettes styriles pour la nation,
de 1 'Egypt© enfin, toujours probe, touchant le rlglement final de la question gynyrale financifere egyptienne*
T

ft
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Le Voicis»
A) Retour S. l'Etat egyptien de tous domaines
dit priv^s ou Viee-Royaux, ceux patrimoniaux exceptes.
Retour, ou retrait du privilege accord^
b I'emprunt dit privilegie par 1 *affectation du produit
des voies iferrees, comme gage, b quelque titre qu-e— e-e
que ce soit, du chef de cette combinaison.
II est bien entendu que, dans le cas oh les
creaneiers anglais, persisteraient b se prevaloir ,
*

*

%

..

d fune convention leonine,-qui assura a Ismael une
enorme somme detournde du Tresor, pour conserver la
garantie du produit des voies ferries, ils devront se
contenter de ce revenu, tel quel, sans exiger le concours
arbitraire et injuste, des deniers du pauvre contribuable, destines b servir les int^r^ts de la Dette
unifies*
Aucun privilege enchainant les volontes et
les labeurs du peuple ne peut et ne doit §tre toler^.
0) Conversion general© et simultanee de toutes
les dettes consolidees et flottantes, privees ou d'Etat,
reeonnues, en un titre de rente unique, portant inter^t
b quatre pour cent l'an, garanti par la nation nilotique
et tous ses biens, lesquels seront ©changes soit contre
les anciens documents, soit contre les creances averees,

b un cours 6quitable, en extinction finale de toutes
pretentions ou reclamations des porteurs, envers
1*Egypte** et son Gouvernement.
A cet effet, les dettes generales et flottantes,
et celle rnal b propos, appelee particuli&re, reunies
ensemble, formeront un total qui sera augment^ de la
somnie jugee necessaire pour compenser les differences
equitables, cremes par la conversion.

De cet arrange

ment seront e.iclus les emprunts 1864, 1866 et 1867, en
grande partie rembourses, et representant un solde de
£s. 2,500,000 sterl. environ, dont I'extinetion suivra
sonjbours regulier, avec reduction d fintyr§t* Si 5$*
Comme les recettes de l'Egypte, dsl&s les
conditions eoonomiques o?L se trouvent les agriculteurs,
apr&s tant &'exactions, ne peuvent normalement depassers
£s6,500,000 (maximum de.j& eleve).|. le budget des dypenses
du gouvernement davra $tre place sur un fief d'economie
ja^G.impnieuse mais raisonable.

Neanmoins, il

res-tera de la marge, pour constituer un fond d* amort is sement Important, calcule en vue de l fextinction de la
Dette egyptienne, en un nombre d*annees determine.
D) Un contrSle international, special et
temporaire, compose de trois membres choisis par les
puissances, agrees du Gouvernement egyptien, surveilleront
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le service des inter§ts de la Bette, sans autre ingerence
ou attribution administrative.
Les contrdleurs seront en communication direct©
avec le minist&re egyptien, et leur responsabilite,
comme celle du gouvernement lui-m§me, sera specialement
m^ntionny dans une convention international©, afin
d'eviter, par une stricte observation de ses clauses,
tout pretext© d*intermixtion etrang&re possible.
II serait malseant de croire que les Puissances
les plus interessees dans les difficultes financi&res
de l'Egypte, par la part que leurs ressortissants ont
prise, %. leurs pyrils et risques, b des opyrations aussi
aleatoires, comme la Prance, par exemple, cherchassent
influencer les autres, qui le sont moins, pour exiger
du pays nilotique plus qu*il ne peut payer, en se
reformant lui-m§me.
Le parti national egyptien declare que les
populations ne peuvent pas m§me

supporter I'assiette

actuelle de l fimp8t, et que le syst^me doit en £tre

/

reformy, en m§me temps que les taxes seront dinifcuees.
Dans le cas contraire la situation economique du pays
empirera et beaucoup de terres resteront incultes.
La paix et la proppyrity d*un peuple ne peuvent
dypendre du paiement d'un coupon, b un certain taux
purement fictif, quand les forces productives de la
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nation s fy opposent, et que la fauteur du mal, qui a
accumule d*immenses richesses, s fest debarrasse, en
s*eloignant du pays avec la sanction des puissances,
de tout esplce de responsibility.
It1Egypt© ne serait-elle q u fune simple
expression geographique, et les cinq millions
d'habitants qui la vivifient, devraient-ils §tre
assimiles b du betail, auquel on impose des bergers
caprice?
‘Le peuple, qui, par ses travaux assidus, et
sa patient© industrie, a produit les milliards depenses
pendant seize ans du plus dur despotism©, n*a-t~il pas
conquis le droit d fattendre du monde civilise un peu
de justice et d*Equity?
Ge qu'il demand© c'est d'Stre trait6 comme
voudraient l f§tre ses fr&res d fEurope, s fils fussent
placys dans une position identique b eelle qui lui est
fait©.
Par cett© unification general©, aux conditions
indiquees, l fEgypte delivree des embarras et des charges
qui la ruinent, rentrant dans l'exercice de ses droits
sur toutes les branches du revenu public, offrira b
ses creanciers b titre unique, des garanties d'autant
plus positives, que les detenteurs en seront egaux
devant le grand livre de la Bette, sans aucune exception

ni privilege.
Ges avantages eapitaux, qui n'echapperont b
personae, releveront les cours de la Rente Egyptienne,
et emp6elieront, b toujours, les immenses oscillations
du march© financier, en mettant un terme aux manoeuvres
d© la speculation.
Pour traduction conform© b
1*original en langue Arabe
le Secretaire du Gomite
Aali.
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19Q7 Programme of Al-hizb al-watani.
1. The autonomy of Egypt (or her internal
independence) as established in 1840 by the treaty
of London and guaranteed by imperial firmans.
(This autonomy guarantees the throne of Egypt to
the descendants of Mohamed Ali and the internal
independence of the country;

it comprises all the

countries given to Egypt by the Imperial firmans).
This autonomy England has officially promised to
respect.
2. The institution of representative
government, so that the governing aauthority may be
responsible to a Parliament possessing authority like
that of European parliaments.
5* The respect of treaties and financial
conventions which bind the Egyptian government to
pay its debts and to accept a financial control like
the Anglo French condominium, so long as Egypt remains
the debtor of Europe and Europe demands this control.
4. The outspoken criticism of all ill courses
and actions, the recognition and encouragement of the
good, and the demonstration to the Government of the
interests of the nation, of its desires and the reforms
of which it stands in need.
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3* The furtherance and spreading of

education throughout the entire country on a strong
national basis, so that the poor may have the largest
share;

war against errors and stupidities; the

propagation of sound religious principles which
inculcate progress;

and the incitement of the rich

and influential to aid education by fonding universities,
by sending missions to Europe and by creating nightschools for the working classes.
6. The development of agriculture, industry,
commerce and all the branches of social life, in order
to enable the nation to win scientific and economic
independence.
7. The enlightenment of the minds of the
Egyptians regarding the present situation, the propagation
of the national spirit, the inoulcation of union and
harmony between the two elements of the nation, the
Mussulmans and the Copts, the indication of the duties
incumbent on all towards their country and the accomplish
ment of these duties while taking care to assure peace
and security in every nook and corner of Egypt.*
8. The encouragement and assistance of every
useful project and the amelioration of the sanitary
conditions now prevailing, so that the inhabitants may
increase in numbers and in that manner augment the
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strength of the nation,
9.

The development of the bonds of

union and friendship between Egyptians and the
foreign colonists, the effacement of all misunder
standing, and the judging of foreign criminals
by the Mixed Courts.
;

10. The strengthening of the ties of friend

ship and of attachment between Egypt and the Ottoman
Empire, the development of the realtions of friendship
and confidence between Egypt and the European Powers,
the refutation of all accusations framed against
Egypt, and the winning over t>o the national cause of
partisans everywhere so that they may constitute a
super or moral force, helping the nation to gain
recognition by others of its legitimate rights and
to foil the attempts made against its interests to
hide the truth*

Resolutions votees par le 2e Congr&s de/la Jeunesse
. Egyptienne.
Tenu

b

Geneve, les 15,' 14 et 15 septembre 1909*
Premiere resolution.1-

Gonsiderant que

1*occupation anglaise a ete effectuee sous de faux
pretextes et rnaintenue en depit. des promesses rbi-*
terees d/evacuer la vallde du Ril, le 2e Gongres,
sur la pr oxjo^ition du Gomite permanent, renouvelle
sa demand© de retrait immediat ,des. troupes britarmiques
et d 1et ab1issement d 1un r egime repr esentatif , effectif
et responsable, et prie en outre le Gomite Permanent
de la Jeunesse Egyptienne d'Htser de tous les moyens
legaux pour arriver

b

cette fin*,

11 decide qii'une copie de cette resolution
sera envoyee:Au Oonseil Iieglslatif;
Z' ’

.
’

.

A 1 Assemblee General,©;
Au Khedive;

‘

:

A la Sublime Porte;
A Sir Ed* Grey, Sir El* Gorst, au chef du
Parti Ouvrier Anglais, au chef

dxx

Parti Irlandais, &

la Gliambre des communes*
Deuxi&me resolution.-

Le 2e Congres, sur

la proposition du Gomite, Permanent de la Jeunesse

-.

Egyptienne, invite les partis politiques egyptiens
'k unir leurs efforts/dans une action etroite

et energique pour travailler en commun k la liberation
du pays.
Afin d rinaugurer cette Sre nouvelle et de
remedier a la negligence voulue que le gouvernement
actuel apporte k. 1 *education et It 1 1instruction de
la .nation egyptienne, le Oongrfe's- decide de nommer urn
Gomite de quinze membres pris,dans le trois grands
partis politiques - parti national, parti du peuple ,
parti des reformes constitutionnelles.- La t&che de
ce Gomite sera, d forganiser au Caire, en nomembre 1910 ,
un Gongres qui etudiera les moyens pratiques d'etablir
un syst&me & *enseignement libre et absolument inde
pendant de l fEtat, dans le but d*eduquer et d^nstruire
les deux sexes de la nation et par 1 & d farriver k faire
de bons citoyens.
froisi&me resolution*-

Pour eclairer l fopinion

,publique du rnonde civilise 9 et la tenir au courant des
'

■

s'

consequences nefastes de ^occupation afJjgl&iso en Egypte
ainsi quie de. son influence demoralises g ^ W O o n g r ^ s ,
i, .
Ifiim es
sur la. proposition du Gomite Permag^-fc de
la
Egyptienne 5 declare n e e e s s a i r © ^ creation d fuK journal
bi^mensuel intitule l fEgypte/ 1 ibre qui

paraitra

k

G-en&ve en franpais et en anglais*

Ce journal sera

I'organe du Gomite Permanent de la Jeunesse Egyptienne*
Quatri&me resolution.- Le Congres, sur la
proposition du Comite Permanent de la, jeunesse Egyptienne
decide d *envoyer aux Jeunes-Turcs, ainsi qu'aux
nationalistes persans, ses sincferes felicitations
pour la victoire qu'ils viennent de remporter dans
leur lutte et le trio^aphe de la liberty des priricipes
constitut.ionnels et les convie k sympathiser avec
Sleurs frferes egyptiens, et A les aider dans leur t&che.
Cinqui&ine resolution.- Le congrfes, sur la
proposition du Comity Permanent de la Jeunesse Egyp-,
tienne proteste contre le retablissement du d£cret
de novembre 1881 supprimant la liberty de la presse en
*
\
Egypte et'en demande 1 Abrogation*
A cette fin il
decide de homraer une Commission composee des directeurs
des trois journaux de Caire, organes des partis national#,
Peuple et des reformes pour etudier cette question et
presenter un rapport d£taill6 au prochain Congr&s.
\

Sixi&me resolution.- Le Comitd Permanent
de la,Jeunesse Egyptienne fixera le lieu et la date
du 3e Congr&s*
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1922 Programme of Al-hizb al~watani«
1.

Indipendenza assoluta della valle

del Hilo entro i suoi antichi confini, senza tracci*
d* influenza, straniera;,
2* Annulamento del Trattato del 1899
relativo al Sudan anglo-egiziano;
3* Immediate e complete sgombro delle
truppe inglesi dalla valle del Hilo;
4. Esclusione di ogni accordo che concede
all'Inghilterra una posizione speciale nella valle
del Hilo;
5* Opposizione alle trattative fra Inghilterra e4 Egitto, per il motivo che i diritti dellr
Egitto non abbisognano di discussioni;
6. lutte le misure prese in Egitto sotto
il regime dello stato d'assedio non saxanno riconoshiute valide;
7. HeutralitS, del Oanale di Suez sotto la
custodia dell’Egitto;
8. Riconoscimento del potere religiose
del Califfo.*
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1. Es Iconstituiert .sioh eine Delegation unter
dem Hamen 11al-Wafd al-misri1* aus den Herren S a cd
Za#ghlul Pa sc ha, cAli Sacrawi Pascha, cAhdal caziz Pahmi
Bey, Muhammed $Ali Bey, cAbdallatif al^Mukabati, Muhammed
Mahmud Palha, Ahmad Butfi as-Saiyid Bey, IsmaSLl Sidcji
Pascha, Sennut Hanna Bey, H a m M aJ.-Basil Pascha, George
Hay at Bey, Mahmud Abunnayr Bey, Mustafa an-Nahhas, Dr.
Hafiz jAfifi Bey.
2. Die Aufgabe dieses Wafd ist es, auf friedliohem gesetzlichem Wege auf eine v5 llige IJnabMngigkeit
hinzuwirken, wo immer sie dafdr einen Weg findet.
3. Der Wafd schflpft seine Kraft aus dem Wunsoh
der &gyptisehen Bevdlkerung, dem sie Ausdruck verleiht
entweder direkt oder durch ihre Abgeordneten in den
parlamentarisohen Kdrperschaften.
4. Der Wafd darf bei der Aufgabe, filr die er
gew&hlt worden ist, nicht eigenm&chtig handeln;

weder

die gesamte Delegation nfflch ein einzelnes Mitglied darf
in seinen Porderungen fiber die Grenzen seiner Vertretungs-*
macht hinausgehen, aus der er seine Kraft herleitet.
Dies ist:Vdllige Selbst&hdigkeit flegjrptens und alles,
was'sich im einzelrxen daraus ergibt.
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5* Ber Wafd besteht ebenso lange wie seine
Aufgabe, f&r die er berufen wurde, und h8rt auf mit
deren Beendigung*
£.JedesAWafdmitglied (Qinsolno)- schw&rt, seine
Aufgabe zu erfttllen gem&ss dem, wofttr er gew&hlt worden
ist, sich fdr seine Arbeit zu verb&rgen und keine Geheimnisse des Wafd zu verraten.
7# Wenn der Ausschluss eines Mitgliedes n8tig
wird, so geschieht dies durch einen Bescliluss von wenig**
stens 5/4 des Wafd.

Das Mitglied hat (von sich ftus)

das Recht, jederzeit auszuseheiden, ohne di^Bereohtigung
die gezahlten Beitrlge zurftek zu fordern.
8 * Ber Wafd kann andere als Mitglieder heran-

ziehen, wobei jedoch bei ihrer auswahl der Nutsen su
beaohten bleibt, der sich aus ihrer Beteiligung an der
Arbeit ergibt.
9. Ber Wafd f&hrt in jede Gegend, wenn es einen
Vorteil fdr die^t Sgyptisehe Saehe bedeutet.

Er hat das

Recht, auch einige seiner Mitglieder zu einer (solchen)
Reise in irgendeine Gegend als Abordnung zu senden, wenn
sich daraus ein Vorteil ergibt.
10. B$e Besehlflsse werden mit Stimmenmehrheit
gefasst;

bei Stimmengleichheit entscheidet der Vorsitzende.
11. Ber Wafd ernennt einen Vorsitsenden, einen

Sekret&r und einen Schatzmeisterj

jeder von ihnen kann

Assistenten aus dem Mitgliederkreise haben.

12. Die Delegation ernennt nach ihrem G-utdttnken
Leute aus den Mitgliedern fftr besondere Aufgaben*

Sie

ernennt auch ganze Kommissionen, deren ICompetenz und
Mitgliederzahl begrenzt ist*
13. Der Vorsitzende verkdrpert den Wafd, er
pr&sidiert seine Sitzungen, er wacht ftber ihre Organi
sation, kontrolliert die Arbeiten der Kommissionen,
deren Mitglieder mit (Sihder*)Aufgaben, die Arbeit .
des Seferet&rs und den richtigen Bestand der Kasse*
14* Der Sekret&r versieht die schriftlichen
Arbeiten fftr den Wafd, und unter seiner Obhut stehen
die Archive und Bdcher und anderes von den Papieren
des Wafd, abgesehen von den Rechnungspapieren*
15* Der Schatzmeister waoht dber die G-elder, die
gesammelt sind, urn die allgemeinen Ausgaben des Wafd
zu decken, gleichgdltig, ob sie bei ihm oder bei der
von dem Wafd bestimmten Bank deponiert sind.

Er kon-

trolliert die Rechnungsgeseh&fte, und er 1 st verantwortlioh fftr alie Verwendungen vom Gelde des Wafd.
16.

Der Wafd gilt als st&ndig konstituiert; seine

ordentlichen Sitzungen werden anberaumt durch Einladung
des Vorsitzenden und, wenn es notwendig ist, kann er auch
Beschliisse, die er fftr eilig hilt, allein fassenj

in diesem

Fall muss er sie in.der n&chsten ordentlichen Sitzung

vorlegen, um sie in das Protokoll aufzunehmen*
17* Die Sitzungsportokolle enthalten - mit
Auszdgen - alle Verhandlungen und Beschldsse;

jedes

Gespr&eh, welches die Aufgabe des Wafd berdhrt, muss
darin protokollarisch festgelegt werden.
18. Das Protokoll wird in der folgenden Sitsung
genehmigt und vom Vorsitzenden und Sekret&r unterschrieben*
19* Abgesehen von den Protokollen legt der
Sekret&r eine Biste an, in die er alle wichtigen
Ereignisse und Ver&nderungen und Arbeiten tUglich
eintr&gt.

Diese Liste wird t&glich von dem Vorsitzenden

visiert#
20. Ein Mitglied des Wafd darf mit einer Person
des Sffentlichen lebens nur dann im Namen des Wafd
verhandeln, wenn er dem Vorsitzenden das Ehema vorher
mitgeteilt hat;

nach Beendigung muss er das Gespr&eh

schriftlich fixieren und es dem Vorsitzenden einreichen.Wenn er den Vorsitzenden aber vor dem Gespr&ch nicht
erreichen kann, so #uss er seinem Gespr&chsgegner
gegendber erkldren, dass er in diesem Gespr&che nicht
den Wafd repr&sentiert*
21. Jedes Mitglied, welches Sonderausgaben, durch
Reisen oder Aufenthalt, bezahlt, darf nur die Unkosten
zurdckverlangen, die ihm im Interesse des Wafd entstanden
sind*

Das Geld des Wafd wird nur zu seinem Nutzen

verwandt«

22, Nur auf Beschluss der Delegation wird
Geld ausgegeben.,

Die Ausgabeerlaubnis wird vom

Vorsitzenden und vom Schatzmeister unterschrieben.
Die Delegation bestimmt einen Fond als dauernden
Vorschuss, urn die eiligen Sachen aus ihm zu decken,
unter der Voraussetzung, dass der Wafd alle Ausgaben
genehmigt, nachdem der Vorschuss verbraucht und die
Festsetzung eines neuen beantragt ist,
23- Der Wafd kann besoldete Arbeitskr&fte
zur Unterst&tzung der Verwaltungs - und Schreibarfe
beiten hinziuziehen,

Diese stehen - wie es dem

Oharakter ihrer Arbeit entspricht - unter der
Kontrolle des Sekret&rs*

Oder Sehatzmeisters, alle

aber unter der Verwaltung des Vorsitzenden.

Die

Angestellten aber sehw5ren,dass sie kein Geheimnis
verraten, welches sie bei ihrem Dienst erfahren*
24* Das VermQgen

des Wafd besteht aus dem,

was sich aus den Spenden ergibt, die die Mitglieder
zahlen Oder auch andere, die den Wafd und seine
Arbeit unterstfttzen wollen.
25.

Was von dem VermQgen des Wafd nach Er filllu

seiner^ Aufgabe iibrig bleibt, soil filr eine allgemein
niitzliche Sache Aegyptens verwandt werden gem&ss dem,
was der Wafd beschliesst*
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Der Wafd ernennt eine Kommission unter dem

Titel "Zentrales Komitee** fur den Mgyptischen Wafd ,11
dessen Mitglieder er aus angesehenen national
begeisterten Leuten ausw&hlt.

Ihre Aufgabe ist es

die Spenden fftr den Wafd zu sammeln und sie ihm zu
schicken und mit dem Wafd zu korrespondieren, soweit
die Angelegenheiten seine Aufgabe betreffen.

Glossary.
cAdam al-mucawana. Non-cooperation. One of
the ways of passive resistance — Muaawama salblva (q.v.).
Amiriya domains. Name of the land property
belonging to the Government.
Aqlam. see: Qalam.
Bait al-umma. The house of the nation. The
title generally given to Sacd Zaghlul’s house. During
Zaghlul's life, it was the centre of the Wafd's activities.
Dir. ,
al- culum? see: Madrasat dir al-culum.
Daribat al-mawaghi. Animal tax. One of the
additional taxes imposed by the Egyptian Government in
1871 and abolished in the same year at the request of
the Assembly of Delegates.
Dawawin. see: Dlwan.
Diwan (pi. :Dawawin). Office, in the larger sense
of the term. Often applied to a governmental department
in Egypt.
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The special council. A

body formed by Hapoleon to advise him# It was appointed,
and represented, to some extent social and religious
interests#
Dustur. Constitution. One of the demands of
political parties in the early twentieth century was a
liberal dustur for Egypt.
Firman. Order, command. Often used for an order
issued by the Turkish Suitan 5 also applied to the order
of investiture sent by the Sultan to the Khedive (q.v.).
Hizb. Faction, party. See above, App* 7,
^DTote on Hizbn.
Hi sab al-ahrar al-dusturiyln. The Constitutional
Liberals Party. Name of a party, founded in 1922. See
above, part II, ch# VII.
High al-islah

^ala^l^mabadf

al-dustmilya. The

Party of Reform by constitutional principles (or means).
Commonly translated as the ’Constitutional Reformers11. See
above, part 3DI, ch. V.
Hizb al-umma. The Party of the Umina (q.v.).
Founded in 19o7. See above, part II, ch. V.
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Al-hizb al-wafdj al-niyabi. The Parlamentarian
Wafd Party* Name of the party formed, in 1924, out of the
Wafd (q.v.) adherents in the Egyptian Chamber of fieputies.
Al-hizb al-watani. The National Party (however,
see below, Watan). A name assumed both by the party led by the
cUrabi and his fellow officers and by that headed by
Mustafa Kamil. See above, part II, chs. II and IV.
Al-hizb al-watani al-hprr- The National Free
Party (however, see below, Watan). Name of a party formed
in 1908. See above, part II, ch. V.
Katim al- asrar. The hider (keeper) of the
secrets, i.e., secretary. Term used by the Misr al-fatat
society (q.v.) in 1879, and many times afterwards.
Istialal tamm. Complete independence. One of
the main watchwords used by the Wafd (q.v.) in its
programmes and propaganda.
Ittihad muqaddas.Sacred Union, a term borrowed
from the often-used !lUnion sacree”. See above,
Jala? . Evacuation (of Egypt by the British).
One of the main slogans of Al-hizb al-watani (q.v.).
J a m civa (pi.: J a m giyat). Assembly or society?
sometimes also used for an unorganized association.
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J a m ciya misriva. Egyptian association. Name of
an association of Egyptians in Paris, after the First
World War.
J a m ciya tashrfciya. Legislative Assembly, a •
parliamentary body, elected for the greater part; founded
in 1913. See above, part I, ch. VI.
Jamciya cumumiya. General Assembly, a semiparliamentary body. See above, part I, ch. V.
J a m ciya wataniva. Patriotic society. Name of a
short-lived association, allegedly formed for benevolent
aims.
Kaukab al-sharq. The Orient Star. Arabic
.translation of the name of a masonie organization, with
branches in Egypt*
Khedive. A Persian word, meaning "sovereign".
Used as an honorary title by Muhammad

£Ali, granted

officially to Xsmacil by the Sultan in 1876. Often
translated in European languages as "Viceroy11.
Khitab al-carsh. The Speech from the Throne.
La^iha (pi.: L a w a *ih). Statute, regulation, or law.
Often used as a translation of the Turkish Name. It is
also applied to a draft law or a political programme.
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La* ilia asasiya. Foundation Statute or Organic
Law. Often used as a translation of the Turkish asasname.
La *iha nizamiya. Statute of organization or
procedure (of a body). Often used as a translation of
the Turkish nizamname.
La^iha wataniya. Patriotic programme. Name given,
since 1879, by some Egyptian political groups or parties
to their programmes. See also La *iha and Watan.
L a *ihat al-hizb. “Programme11 or"statutory rules”
of the party. Term used in the foundation assembly of
Al-hizb al-watani (q.v.) in 1907, and afterwards.
La?ihftat al-intikhab. Electoral Law; sometimes
means "Project of electoral law". Synonymous, in Isma4! ! 1s
time, with Qanun al-intikhabLa.ina (pi.: Li.ian). Committee. In the Assembly
of Delegates, La.ina

was sometimes synonymous with Qalam

(q.v.). These committees were elected from among the
delegates.
La.ina idariya. Administrative Board (of a party,
organization, etc.).
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Lajna markaziya. Central Committee. Fame of the
body left behind by the Wafd (q.v.), upon its departure
for Europe in April, 1919, to inform it of local
developments and aid it financially.
Lajna tanfidhiva. Executive Committee (of a party,
organization, etc.). This usually included the principal
officials of the body and directed its policy.
La.inat al-la?iha. The statute sub- commission.
This was elected, when necessary, from among the members
of the Assembly of Delegates, to draft or examine new
constitutional projects, and submit its report to this
Assembly. It generally consisted of fifteen members. See
also above, L a 3iha, La.ina.
Li.ian, see; Lajna.
Madrasat dar al-alsun. School of languages. First
opened in Cairo in 1836, under the name of Madrasat
al-tarjama, the School of translation. For some time,
during1 the seventies of the nineteenth century, Muhammad
cAbduh taught there.
Madrasat dar al- culutru or Par al- culum. Name of
a training school, opened in Cairo in 1872* Besides lectures
on religious subjects, instruction was provided in
physics, chemistry, architecture, mechanics, botany and
history.

Mahakim, see; M ahkama.
Mahkama (pi.: Mahakim ) . .Court of Law#
Mahkama shar c iv a (pi*: Mahakim shar clva).
Religious Court.
Ma.ialis tanzim al-ziraca . see: Majlis tanzim
al~ziraca.
Marxalis ta£t_i§h a ^ -2 X v J k l& , see:
ziraca.
Majlis d a cawl al-balad. The village Council for
litigation. Name of a projected Court for each village,
to adjudicate minor law matters (1871).
Mai 11 s al-dacawi al-markaziva. The Central Council
for litigation. Name of a projected Court for the largest
Village of each mudiriya (q.v.).
Al-mallis al-mahalli. The Local Council. Name of
a projected Court (1871) in each mudiriya (q.v.), to
which one might appeal from Mai 11 s al-dacawl al-markaziya
(q.v.).
Majlis al-mashwara. The Consultative Council. A
body, consisting of 156 members, which advised and assisted
Muhammad cAli in internal matters.
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Majlis mashyakhat al-balad. The Council of the
village elders* Name of a projected Court for each
village, to deal with administrative matters,
M & L U & alrLnuwiSb, see: Majlis, shuri al-nuwwab.
Majlis ghura al-nuwwab. afterwards Majlis
nuwwab, the Assembly of Delegates. A body consisting of
seventy-five elected members, which advised Ismacil on
purely internal matters.
Majlis ghura}1-qawanin. The Legislative Council,
a semi- parliamentary body. See above, part I, ch. V.
Majlis tanzim al^-zira!a (pi.; Majalia
al)-ziraca) . Council for the organization of agriculture.The name of projected agricultural centres which we^e to
work for improvements in agriculture (1868).
Majlis taftigh al-ziraca (pi.; Majalis taftish
al-ziraca). Council for supervision of agriculture. The
name of projectedagricultural committees, composed of
specialised officials, having a supervisory capacity in
agricultural matters (1869).
Majlis al-wusara?. Council of Ministers (Cabinet).
Title referring, from Ismaci i fs time, to that group of men
who conducted the different Government departments under
his supervision. See also above, App* 3.
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Makarim al-akhlaq. The Graces of morals, name
of a semi-secret society with Panislamic aims* Active
chiefly in 1899-1900.
M&siul. He sponsible. See also M a s Juliya.
Mas^uliya. Responsibility. Occurring as Ministerial
Responsibility" (M a s ?uliva wizariya) in official documents
in Egypt since 1879. Obviously a translation of the
European term, probably from the French. See also above,
App. 3.
Misr al-fatat. Name of a society, claiming to be
a political party, in 1879-1880. It published a periodical
bearing the same name. See also above, part II, ch.III.
. M u carada. Opposition. Often used in the meaning
of "Parliamentary Opposition", although it originally
meant only "setting oneself against".
Mudir. Government official administering a
county or district called mudiriya.

In practice, mudir-s

had wide administrative powers.
Mudiriya, see: Mudir.
Mufattish. Inspector. In Ismacil*s time, this
was the title of the High Inspector of Finances.
Muhtall (pi.: Muhtalluti) : Occupationist. This
was the name by which those Egyptians supporting the
Occupation (Ihtilal) , were described in the propaganda of
Al-hizb al-watani (q.v.).
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Muqabala. Compensation. The name of a measure
introduced in 1871 to redeem half of the land-tax, and
thereby pay the floating debt with the proceeds. In
exchange for regular title-deeds to their properties, the
Egyptian landowners were to pay six years* land tax in
advance (in one or six yearly instalments). As only the
wealthiest landowners could comply with the measure, it
was modified and eventually abolished.
Muoawama salbiva. Passive resistance. Term used
in the manifesto of the Wafd (q.v.) of January 23, 1922,
and afterwards.
M u ?tamar watani. National Assembly or Congress
(see below, however, Watan) . Name of the congress which
Al-hizb al-watani (q.v.) proposed to convoke yearly. This
body was expected to debate the party*s policy and elect
its boards.
Nizam al-cahd. The system of the promise, a
system according to which the government leased the
taxes to contractors who afterwards mulcted the population.
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Qalam (pi*: Aqlam). A section of a department*
More often it means a "committee” of the Assembly of
Delegates, sometimes used (in this sense) synonymously
with La;jna

(q.v.) * The seventy-five members of that

Assembly usually divided into five committees of the sort
in the beginning of each session.
Qariun al^lntlldiab, see; L a *ihat al-intilgiab.
Qanun khamsat al-afdina* The Five Feddens Law,
suggested by Kitchener and debated in the Legislative
Assembly in 1914, was intended to defend the property of
the small landowners and fallahin.
Qumisyun (pi.: Qumisyunat)* A sub-commission.
Name given also to sub-commissions elected from among the
Assembly of Delegates to examine the various problems*
Qumisyunat, see; Qumisyun.
%

Baghabat, see,: Rgghfea.
Raghba (pi.: B aghabat). Wish, desire. This was the

term used to denote the proposals or suggestions of the
Assembly of Delegates.
Ra^Is. President of a body or meeting.

§tocb. People. Term often used by Al-hizb
al-watani (q.v.),-when speaking of the Egyptian umma (q.v.).
Shaikh al-Azhar. The Hector of al-Azhar (the
theological academy in Cairo). This office is mainly
religious and educational.
Shams al-islam. The Sun of Islam. Name of a secret
society in Egypt, directed from Constantinople. Flourished
about 1899-1900.
ghirkat

al-zira/iya. Society for

agricultural cooperation. Name of a projected body for
the organization of agricultural assistance, debated in
the Legislative Assembly in 1914.
Sukhra. Corvee or forced labour.
Thaura. Rising, and by extension, Revolution.
A term applied in Egypt to the independence movement
after the First World War.
cUmda (pi.; cUmad) . A village mayor. These
people had, and still have, great influence.
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Umma, Technical term, originally referring to
the Muslim community as such, At the end of the
nineteenth century it is sometimes used as "nation11, most
frequently from Mustafa Kamil's time,
Wafd, Delegation, Afterwards the name of a
political party, so called because it formed around the
Egyptian delegation to the Paris Peace Conference, See
above, part II, eh, VI,
Wakil. Vice-President of a body or organisation.
Watan. Originally means one's country, in a
strictly local sense. Possibly influenced by its use in
Turkish, Watan begins, in the time of the Khedive
lsmacil, to convey an idea corresponding to the French
"patrie". This becomes much more common at the beginning
of the twentieth century.
Waof (pi*: Awqaf). Immovable property, consecrated
by the owner to a certain family or organisation. In the
Ottoman Empire, the Waaf lands were so numerous that a
special administration was set up for them. In Egypt, they
constituted such a problem, that many reforms in their
administration were made from Muhammad cAlJ* s time onwards.
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ampin lxxarc n’Ta-mn yaanrcn^ nrcp n*nx .2 niaian-nitna bun
■mxa ,*mnxna-xna*ai (*nman ^w*) *xnx’a nn* naomnan noaaa
u'bnnb px .onnx nmpaai xrma xnxnxi aiVnaoxn-niaTiBoxn bv msoa
mayian nisrrn px ,nana jwss *n*Wx nima**? arc nann n ,nix*na
mrna nix’xaV yaian *ma anna niapa pi^*xa h^pVid Vrc nr aio by
:>x inixa ansrrp wbbx
bab jtitxm nn ,onp xm mrna o'bbsnnima m w branaam n nx
rex ]xaa .4 annb* mwa naa ibx nwpya nnaoa nipiamb nm ,aam xrr»x
pa m pnamn npaaw nyrca na ,nwa n^bbxn pnamn bu nnp *aayn
pn DiB® ,snn pin ’bya rmna xpn nianp nmyb n 'u n n nmnyn
paya .nma laawai pxsnaa ysuna mma n'bbxn nrna .ba ma nmatf
ntn nbiya ia”n nuno ba nx nrroan ,nmnan nmn amian pxa *»annpaa
-pnamn .snnnx mnxb na rra m ^sx nin p^yn sn'bbz pm?a„b
•wa nwrpm nmaan ,n>ab»?n n^bxn brc nmm nx nxna mrna n’bbxn
.nnpa mo^bxn vox nwx ^anya n^bbxn pnamna xm naw nxra .mp
n'msan mixa lrasb nnmyan mmaaw npbaoa xin a,Taw pa pmnn
.nmniynaai nmmbya ba ay n*nna nwno nnanai
bwnwn nnspwn non yian ,mma n^bbxn mna xnpaw *»sa,"aax’axi„n
nmbiwa niaaxi m .pyb n^xna n’baoa nxaiwa rrpwa aa mm mm ^aa
aaax .mbinpn .Toaaa pbisn nx "aax’axun mara pmn rrpana .6m m
n’bbxn mnaa nai *aax’axi*a na nx 1 nmbxb anpnnb n*»sxiw nannxn ira
nx omb npiwna n’amaa — nmn maipaa *»aay a^aia nr *ixi— ^32
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.rrpon nx y’j.P ’na ,nTnan 6 rua tra n ^ a raw p in p m n w xra .iraa arax
.*a ’iy 5x a-in- m x ,P D’ wanwa na p n v w i n .
t jx .(48 rm an , i 6i *y , I I
rm naa m yraian w i a

nvbv

*ix ix 2 nibya ,n n n x a v jx a w

p a .aw)

.2

mop ,
t jx \*nr

.n^Vxn
nanna n o w a n a m n

.o’araa

*n n in 5x nay5» rasna m x

m r m n 5x .Pxaw m n v n ro n w nywa

.(121 »y

/Levy .1035) .3

: nnv ra ra n m a n rro n a n m am pn ja
.iosn5 nwsx-’xw na m n nx

1. (Kahle, D er Islam, I, 272, fig. 7). Th e man standing near the mast has
an oboe in his mouth. O n the top of the mast there is the loophole which
aids the “leader” in moving the boat.
2.

(Id ., vol. I I , 161, fig. 48). A newer boat, used in the H arb al-‘A gam play.
This is a smaller boat than the two-masted or three-masted ones, which
are common in Shadow Plays.

3.

(Levy, 1935, 121). This boat is common in the Tunisian L ib a t Elhote.
Th e pattern is simpler than the former ones and the arrangements more
prim itive: when the boat descends to the left, the fish descends too, so
that the fishermen never succeed in catching it.
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anpn mT»a o*ftsn mtna
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6.
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rm c n x’ m ,irja n n v ^ n nxva n a n p m x n a p ia n

j w m m D’ p’ nyn ,n"nsan D’ bVxn m inaa m n n rn a i ,n’m b x .(86 *y ,PrGfer .1906)

4.

.4

.6

nmxa a’ abia id u ’ pVn

(Kahle, op. cit., I, 297, fig. 37). A market seller offering goods in his
basket. The figure’s hat is uncommon in Shadow Plays.
(Id ., 296, fig. 36). T a a d ir from Li‘b el-Deir. O n his head the Tartur.
The outstretched hand is not as old as the other parts of the figure, and
it is sewn to the body in an unusual way.
(P riifer, 1906, 86). Al-Rikhim , a recurring character in Egyptian Shadow
Plays, old and new. Parts of his body protrude in an uncustomary manner.

,tns» unm ,nwpa ’mu? mix on it nny ny obix .omwm omen
yaau?^ hd onn px ,57 D’Vbxn nma nxxan nx mnu? nmoa niomia iV *iu?x
.dhxdd xainu? 'M b ,nniDD d^Vs inomn ominV mnu?
nxan n**VVxn nma pa p»n axia .nva^on nvnyn m p mmum
h mamu? ,x>n -iBHS Vu? lmar .o^yiap dhib'd px puanai nvn m m m
.80—79 *9 ,DP .1X1

(57

.78—79 >?

,G . d. S- m 1” ?

(56

nny
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*Btxan*n ,ons:npn ax *»xann mn ,nnatya mx oasm pn v r a'nxan mrna1
?
»r*ov6 mysx .mm-iaim a'toxn natnan nxanxnb ^>npan ,(mpa :mnanso)
nmaa nanism ntoa man ita*?axj'BMrato* nx oa miiymaasm man mnn
.58nnto m v

’n yamty x*?x .mtoato* naato ,#a*m~nmr 59ttns*? noaa -asms
vnsb sriy '
*?na*n .'a’rru xpan (.*nna nmxa a'aaty naaapaa ymaa nr aw
6o.(aVapa) **n* ax owinn) "Tny* mn *n’m,,w pma ,mnmx3 nr aw
myx ,mpotjam m a m ■trman anax naxna e’mtoa a^ nxwaw maaann to
*aVnn oaa'an nx a^? nrnnran rrmn ,ynan inn xto am^aa anaya aaaa
b'n runny ,anyDan*? navx mran xsaa ,nt nnon nfc ,aaiy «t.t *p .vaa
Vasa* toa aunt toaxn tax to anmaa toxvn*?x n^tf aaa iyaa ,nr-Ty
.nxra maan nsmn xVx ,mraasa-isn ato toxmyxto
mrna to namn nanson ton ays nx nara tana asm px ,naann
nycwn taraa*? aomn pa'nan nyaaw 'jnrnn m paya ^lanxan e'tosn
anm nx y>toto px .62B'mnxn namna mmyn a'toxn natna to nnma
,Trxa .mmyn a^ton natna to ntata pny mx^aa nmmy ,anxa to
,-mn nxt-toa po-acn a'toxn nrna ,'txn my*n namx to &ya p-i yam p nx
'o*asn oas'amy aaa waa tama*? omna ^xatos toa* ,iyQ'Bn oas'a ’a
nrn ,toa ^xattnp1? nayan '*?ax a w /naaomn a'toxn nma /»amto omna
.63*nxan a'tosn pnamn1?nm*»a amya nxma a'lymy atynam x^>/prcx-an a'to
my am — n m n nysayn m m am m a'ia'o n*»B”p ,nxr to nx to
to nayaayn .amsaaa mamna a'tosn pnamn pa — m m arxa yaapV
a^yaaay ,miyx-i rpptoa aanoto nto' mmnn to msan a'toxn p-iaxna
nuw .mamna amamx-to a’yaaay aaxay 'isb ansan a'toxn pmmn to a:x
.xaayap^ a^to pmmn ^pnay nnpV ^aayxnn a^to nmps “aamto nynm
B'toy natnaa ma' my '^axa) toaxn px narnaa a'aVaan amman ,n'ay'b»ay
— a'msan amnaaay ay nm aV>BX — apnyan (armV arm anaay /Bmnx
-to mmnn a^ton nrna nx a'a^xa aa mna awn ,my'n-a .tanan natna*?

,86 »y ,1906 ,"iDnB

ODnnw D’W>xn mn a a anyDina -D’mVK, mttrn (58

*»Da HrmioabK by anxaan bv ynn nDpnn nxnan ,*aaybx ann»a taamnaa amaa^
to anaay m

nwn

.293 »y Ki^is)

raa^n mirn

(60

.80— 81 »y ,G. d. s.
H"D ,ncn»

,E.

R.

d-*8 Krokodiispiei anaxaa ’bnxp ’"y p>axw

.86 *y ,1906 n a n s

mam
k.

(61

(59

.102 »ya 101 »y ,1905 ,p p

.nnnx aaatoa ,1935 ^ b m x a taa ,myto txoba

xan nt p*na nnv ybap

.31— 32 *y ,1905 ,ranan

.81—82 »y , G. d. S. nxa (63

(62

.874 »y ,4
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anpn mraa n’bbxn nuna

naa i? .snpx-ixp nsaa Ttin u vn pnyn xin /winn rpsna pnrcan dp
.Vnw nrrfrn bw vanpaa rrm pi^x n^s *a*a nr tti ■’n M b jtitw
n 'w n n^aa .wo r1
? imnanm nxia lViw ayVa i*m lanaitt onai

c ^ /

2 5
,r » ’b bxae?a .tm aa "na-ia*a m a w n n a i be? maan .(123 »y ,L«»vy
naaa ,TxvTxn : naab j m

i

,1935) .7

ixa’bo ,m r n inna ,’enan iiyoa ,naaa : nbjab
.naaxs ,(]apn) rasbx

7.

(Levy, 1935, 123). Common figures in Tunisian Karakoz • From left to
right above: Karakoz, the negro M as'ud, Breytu the Jew, Suleiman the
T u r k ; below: H aziwaz, Karakoz al-Saghir (sm all), Fatma.

iniaiV ,nmV w iw d ^ x V? n^nro*? rm w ,dmw nvaay rrrooa isoim
.64 snpinxp

’’Hit

Vw np*»nxan
.Tim rrwiya nnax m ai ira ,> 751 nr snpmxpa m m ia

G . A . L . fixabpna Di p>j; enpxaxp 133 (’Ob 1209 n a) ’ nxaa p x be? n c o b j

(64

nny

-px
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^5 mn-raixa amVan (Dwm noim aiaaan ,nittDB.n bv namn

monaa imaa ia**x r^ y ,snpxnxp nmn inn n w nxaa in r mw ^ a x n
oid'd inn manna ,nxr naiy1? .mrxnn1? rrtan xb anxaai ws'on ybn
oia'an bv iman nx xarznpa my ixsa apmnniy mar1? vr .a'am *?*>an
no nnv *ny ainp oia'an 'pn^a^ *mnaV an lvan nxnan pmyn »awi
•66 *imx namx* xnpm a'pnin.n a^aayn niman
nxmxn : pp^ra ,V ? y y m ,xin p-nnn a'^xn mna bv uain -[Sna
myixpaa mpoynn **y ,*ioa x>vmb amra onanai myna nnx B'rcnie mnai
ini^oa iwk ny .n^p-x1? mna nVnnna laxy nx nxna mna .max^aai
bv bpid'd enroia mm?1? mna

.ryui an myya1? nrrma mix n'naia

nana nna nnx *?a — ,nai mm ,'ianx ,'ar» : xosnpa B'mrc D'aya anx-ua
nnnrrcra ,nxr»’axn nwpa p 1?! snwan noaaa *iioaV .lanna ,my*?3 mamn
mna^rc piaa .pmxa nnv my pixa pmzr xan anyaw 'xma mna nx xm
.•pumn-noia nmaa * i n ^ w yixpa ^ya bv a>Tpana ypm^ nn^ax izr>
.68 any? piaa mmV Via' a'VVx-mma bw nr aio 'a nan:
mtnaV mma .□'anirma a^yanai a'anyn Vxx nnr amya mna mrna
nraayn nmoan bv imwaann nx mxnan myiap nman ixa rzr> ,a"nxa»n
nxa ,nxrx vaxn ix nxi nxn ra m rm naVan .B'amoa B'oio'a a'ao
-nxn .mnan mmaa nni'a a'pmxan nmoM nnx xm ,'aip nxa mnai ,nnx
i man nx jraa xm pa
,B'Vaa ■’anna mmV Vnnrcai nni' imya nxi
nana ,iV na^aa .nxmxna Tiax mama a^V^tn nrnaa nvnann nx^a man
-mxn nnx i*nn^ ,(annx a*»avpiaa) nnpn nrnvn ,yspina-»n,?a ois’a xm
rmay wona •ma^ nnx npnsnna naiyi ,«nyy uw b a1? a ^ 1? ^aa na1?
ra^ lap nvaiu^ maan-’xi ,nxa naivs ma» .annx ’u?a nnx isnna ix
aa nxa m^’an ,mnnx nrian naaV noia
anwaVna ,amanaaa ,u 'iw a>ay 'aa
,7oamm ,apnyi

69 a'ons

.nirra ra n mnniya nxi^axn
anyoin nx maxyan mnan

:nnx mamn nan1? an a'Vnn^a na nmxai

.a^nDa B'amn ,B'D!xanxi B'aanx .B'ama ap^nnan ,(B'nn anxia) a'pans

mnwan Ttaai 335 *y ,1898

,g .a . l .

.i^y rncaai’Va’a na >ran ixaVpna j 572—573 »y ,1937 ,yp* ,x m n n

•nai m rrwn

,V1bt^ na my enpmxp Vo i r w
•1899 •alpr

a -hit* D’amion m an ,160 »y ,1909 4W >

03 nm (65

,G. d. s. (67

a

unnr'K V9 .29—31 *yi 12 *y ,1905 ,p a r iv i

.363*1 ,297 ,295 ,244 ,153 ,152 ,110 ,108 ’? ,1926

.30—33 *y ,1905 ,f'3 n v i p y

(66

nai . v i i

•Tmpxn „Tanna n^^tn mrnn Vo myiapn nr»imn mnx*^y (68
"o ,pyn

.25

*y ,1906 ,aipy’ na mwn

nman ir r t ay^n (69

»y ,nmpnn
.95—96 y

* 57 *y ,1861 ,no .•» na aaTa ,nnnxi naaa

..naTinai roa Q’^ in nrnaa rnnsm ra nvp by ran i v

anpn miaa D’tosn rmna
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•ircya ,naaaan o’aaa n^ai^inxsm n*owan pa .Vay >amxi nmanina m^a
.yawam niarcn ^nmn-ipya ^vmxn
-nxn namna yspa wsna nna (x :manina nna mrna ■ano 4 ur»
non nna (a .manya m nmia ntoa mrna — m^a* nom nx nxnai nxi
,maa ,* n mm oom xm na *?yimxn ix mnpo nma nmox nnan mwy1
?
-m*?a axaa xswi ur»a poy1
? oiaa nana (a .ira iVnta nxv’axn pn no?x
.maayn rnaxna n>Vixrc mrna (*t .a*ya

^xvpVx ioni Mxaa^x -nxn
nnix-^ xnjrrn manna ,n*wya nnn myi rrwy-yiynn nxaa
nwria man n’ayo nnnn n^Vxn finaxm nnarn .nmaa n^xn-finaxm
nx ,nni’ anzm .an man irx V?*?n msrrn bw pny n^ix ,nnTa*7 myoa
*ix nxpaai ,n'bbx mrna Vyamz? ,n*>noaB ixn n^iur nmai^a ^a nanrnaa
F>Ban ,nnoa naoa xsaa nixV ixxms? a^xn mrna ra .mx1
? aixmn
-px b v n^xn mmas? nywa .manya a^x.n pnaxm Vw v b ix by aa mx
nubbin mrna mana nn ,ms^n ,.nnnn rmnoai annna nmwa Vxmxn
.7ianinna xpin nmina ,rmy“ys?nn nxaa ,many nminan
.n^na i^nu by anxn nyswn naya ,nx*?o’x«n bv nyiyn neprcn 'Db
,nmpa naa w*nw ’aa .snx1
?pawn nnb ^aa ,*?annx nnoan xm n^x
,aminn *733nunaannaa.nu;jra ,nxm a^nn napwi nx xaaa n^x.n mna nn
mnaa na neprirca n^nn bv it mnana .anbva pn ynre*? xmrc ^aa
n'bbxn mmaa :nnea ix v n y vnnx n^iaw ,xan xm pinn ainV .n^Vsn
nsm m^oian .mn — n^anyn mmaai /»am an*? xm mn xann n^aninn
nVo’ ,.nanz?na mim nx n*nx ?ma nmo’x *?y naya ,r»axa-mVaV *?p:a
m’roian ama na .nia^xVn^n pV-rnip naxu?mixan nxix Va ’a nx ,nny i1
?
np*» nxr ma*nnn :naab* b n b mby ^ y nawna mm1?,rny mix ^y nna1
?
nm> piayn mom xm m .imiany nnoa1
? nnva xm nsma^a ,ra*» nio^
n'bbx mrna nm^noa ,nxr nwa .n’aiwn n^anyn n^^sn mmaa mVan
"mna^X/zi ,naa*7 *?an*? rr^ya *>anman "nnVx ay^z/i '•'Vxxi max* iiaa
Vy .ht

’aiym ’sn n n Tiansm ,n ^ s n nrna nx on^Dxan nnm na xin nnrn *?m

-1876 ,’Taaxi .n ,^ a b

,-)Doa D’bbxn minaa Dnyombi d’ddih t o DmD’nV ayto

nm nx mprrt n’a-ia a’Vton mrna (70

.14 pna ,1894

.nn p i ,34— 35 nr

oisnjn 1’iy^i ,695— 703 nr ,1898pipy’ mvn ,mnx iin a xpn ix^i phihm
m ia n
t o inox’na n m i t o im ai
npna nnyb mn ixa ’Xia .701 »y nv m rrn
my nxi v n n n c to tn iiid x ti to .anca a’anyn tox inax^nai n’aboian D’ayn
.1900 ,aipy ; 1 1091 pipy’ ?1908 ,oinp ; 1918 ,ixaa’b> ;1936 ,” D1D : ixtpn r a
iW m xnox n ’a ixxaiE? ,nni’ a’p’ny n’Vto mrna n a rto *ix ,nsns oa r y a p (71

nny
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.('mxntfA-n) ^ o ia 'jaa wiiaw 'sa ^nsw ia ia mno^ ,naiwna mrna
i'pdxi ,ana rm 'a nx ,a*»ai D’1?^ nimaa a w ix a’aaaVx a^ixaw liaa
nanai 'in ^x ay^a anonaw laa ,a”ioia nmo** ,ff*a*npn B'oaa^xn ixa
72.nnn nyaix ••as1? >An8 '*y la1? ioaa laan iwx ^ois a^Vx nmaa aa
anyi myo bud ^mnaoaVx ,impa any ny^> mxi^> iwdx ira^a na
apmyn mrna^ aiwp nx yiap^> bp nb iwx a * ^ nima maVra minx
,nawn ova w d maa ix /nna ,.iDp*maa napmw ,naiwB naa V? .mr»
a^rn^ anan ^ya ix m*?paa ?miaa a^aw imnxa ,p^> ia no’D Danina
amain imx^? .D'bbx naan mxia now ik iiyn nmaiw *p nan no*D by
*mna*n b v boob.i .yyiana *pan bn linnnn p^nn nxi a^yyiana nnax xr
Abhn nrnana nx amiaoo o^asa yiax*? io*»a jw *m iwia ix abpna
,B*ftsn ntna bv maa n^nn^ mraan maiy ,iiyV .iaa '•ynb jnaa paiaw
on tmrman trVVxn niTnaa naa -Taiinai mnoa ns,» laV nyim nyoin
awana naxrfc puoa lain n^aa ,bvnb ^inxym a^y* .na^ bpitx
•ix’xai mW naiawi anwya
ntaa n ry a .wxwp^x ^on **y imp1? xam >aman a^Vxn inaxm
^a^x pnwa ^>w T-ana a*>wn ,imx ia^> ,mn maxnn aio nx wxwp^x Tan
xin .aAVxn liiaxm nxmn1? -nom nx mam ,p *»asV naw amxaa iainw
iwx ,ym ^x xoia ay im ,0'bbx mtna ,nanx nposn mx^> ,mnpa a w
ion moa nxr nnx1? 73.a,»aD bn a'ao iman ^nxpi vnmx-by yaw nono
wxwp^x .iaxy^ np?rt> nnx ^a iapm myna tzrx yxn^x xoiai wxwpVx
.74 annx ^y impa a*nx ipnymw mmaa mw nnxa^> piyana ir»an
a^ xn inoirn nx ns> -ron^ ia*? anwsxa ,anmn ^an T.Tana
n n x n i w a bv inTX’ ia*»x rnn a^Vxn mna .anxaa **aayn
^apnwn .rnxn mnan bv a^wn ooaon nx a>y»aa aa^x a’aiwn T?r>anai
lo^aam ayn mn nx aa^n rr»an ,pnwaa nn^>w rpxaionaaw nx lanaw
ipnwn yowin p-iaa .naan ^y mnan nx^yna rnm'a maay na’a a>ny^
-inox^na p>mn pnwn *?xx na’iar nmw mn Tyxn x^Viwn : imiaa
unn mn amanw ii*oa ,o^ay mmaxn by npsai na^a mn irnnai ,trVfen
ix naVpiiw — nn*^y mixa Vnan ip^na wai' a^ xn mmaa nainn *»a
aaxya nam nwx ,a^bxn inox^na a^oya a^apmy pi ixxaa — mwm
ami'wa wanwn1? ix^xa i^^>n a’apnwn *?w Ban .ammrna^ ^aayn iainn nx
lpnwn mna Vxx iai^> pi mViwn mn nb p .a’aonoai n*»aaina a’apnw bv
,1823 ,^ o 1 k

(72

; V I I y ,na7pnn
186 *y ,DV A m p

.X I

,1906
(74

ry nmpnn ,1906 n a n s ,Tittrn .im p s D’ ^^x r n o im a pn^a

,"ionD

(73

.185— 186

.93— 95 *y

,G.

,1911 ,’3 , 3 e r

d.

s.

w

.404— 405

p j

Is la m *a A m p ,1.

/

7
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•’sis

anpn mras o*ftsn mina
75.yaiw mn *ws ns sms aa rrn sVs ,na*ioa nrxo nay* *n ’»s

ns swun wsrcpVs p n Vw t»tV VaVamw nVnaa mmansV ur» nr ’naan

*r\'w

Von myo ‘mu? Vw m T tt Tina n'VVxmmma ts m i m „ : m an m m sn

t i k t V.mam ('ipngVit#) n^prron m an w n Vw w y v im a i nVruVs ^Vy
nawsna mnan *>ss ,iaxy msisaVs is msnaVs tis*t

o'm

Vo? a n n u a l in y -n s a a n ^ a

w in is i ; m a

76.TVann nmo

nrn noisn ns na*»n ,mnan oana

aa nao?V sin msta am s no?s — m ia a ’ Vis — vampa

.ima nnsV nxp jar nnas man1? non nr msn

.77

nutnV nsn nam n^pmpV

n w yan t>to? ,mViyan v n m n Vy mno? xrpvya mnpa mmms-Vy n so i
•prc&oi ("yVaa,,)
,(*m*raVs

m i//)

nmnsa
s^aiV

mmans *0 ns

Vmna

nrnan

nao? VVis

iw a

"yVaa*n

tv

Vs

.(n n » )

78.m a n im ai

mo? via

rrrm

.("nsnomosVs i n #) nanan aw ns t s t b 'n n *n iV w

nyrV las n^Vis* ,Dm sa a’sn Vy amsi ,V V s *tto .sin nms irV s snanw
-nsnV *poxa V V a-rn a

.imaVoa irV s

yxw

,to? Vs nam *»a it f n a

rayV ovsan sini ,n * w im s *io?s ^ V a # ) to? mara aa (V’3t„) a r w i
niainsn

,man mV^spa n irx o nm aa V*an T n-ansa

.mnso? V»arn ns

iV nnrun nnoian nms n v n a ns pno?V nno?ssam aviwn ananan *r»a
lpnw a w a ,nsa nsVsa m rxon nsw n
am w an

r*n jmVs -io?s

»m n»

jm anrnn *aaV ini'* na’sna

m n o a

. a *>m s a
-anso? ivsa

isxai >s 13V nmsia

pn o?aa nanV iVs*»i ,n n w p

.n^VVx mrna Vo? nsns mnoa nmn /pman w a n s ’ sV

x\m

msiaVs tis*t >s ,mmV on ,(’oV 1707— 1706) nranV 1119
p i aapVs las lias ,nv>aay n m o

m aiyn

*ianni mn

j n w j - p w i nsan p

n\n

la in mno? p *o —1
i r a p iasi Vsvsn p s Vxs las ,iVxs aa my*sia siaap
n»a nayo? n m o a ns isxa: *»s ,p m i o*Wxn mrna Vo? n w ia V *inwa
vm wsttrpVs ion m V iVaVann nVs Vs
iniaViya 0333 sV '’isnaVs bw w a n s

.am sn V a^VVsn pios^n ’’apnip
.im a a*»VVxn inas^n unrnV •no’

Vu? ’’Wsn vsis *»sV na yiapV ias n,’Vis,» nsr :o?s^pVs Vip n*VVsn mnaV
T ”»ans i m

,aosaa n^p^V im a nai ia m m spa n r a *»sV ,n*»VVan mna

/nVraa ra n ,wswpVs *»s ,manV on s^sy
nsT mnai ,mpa im sa
.79

iaxj?

n^VVsn inas^n w

my msnV p’son

n n saa n^VVan tn a s v i ns o?nna i n

iVw namn ns na^y

naxa T y n

mm

,( 1915) A m p na n w n

D e r*a ^ .m p
,0 .

L. z.

,1.

(76

.nv

S.

p vjw in n w n

p’ nyn

.nspaa pn nms n^sVaa nnns

,ncr

E.

.103— 104 »y ,1913 A i s p
(77

nwn

. 104—

(75

.is s — 189 »yi

.2 m y n ,104 *y n o n m — r ^ a n i m o m n
(78

."lV’ K*» 289 ’y

105 »y ,1913 A m p

(79

"D as
. 185—

'o

K ro k o d ils p ie l”

187 »y

,»a

.Is la m
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nanyw r^aa .vxit^x pn bw an-px1
*by na^aaxM nayawn mnb nwp
.(1862 rowa apanaa ax) anwy b’aa nnbxa Ka rax *a ,wxwpbx w>am ,aia
,wxwpbx r m *aa ,nnwxnb it ny^T xmhw pbnxp ab’sx .roa\na nrx
^nya fima poyw ,wxwpbx ion anax *»a,annx nmpa mana .so aa nrn
nwp ixaa ^1(1905 rowa avvpa) anaab ny na ’m anxaa nbaa .a^na
o^aan wxwpbx ion .an-px*> by mi nyswn ,nanob .na^axM narnaa ,nax*ib
.naaayr max ,najrT arra azr»a rowan na’aan nsoa aa a^bbxn narnab
nana naoya rarr nab nasoaa ;ab ranb na^xw nawrn na^aan namx-by
**a ,nywb nwoxa .awa nnya a**bbxn ia*aoirnb aomnw na^rraa na^aan
nawm na^aaia .82apbn nx m n nn ,nr laa^aa *r»rr»n araM » th xb ax nx
w nx ^bax) ina wanwn wxwpbx *»a nwsxa ,naa«r»na na*ana naaaw abx
na^aann naxan na atm raa bnpn rx *a ,nbnaa ana’b *a*a nxnwa ,(inax
:nrmanb ixa aa*TW nanao r»n nawrnn awianb naxaaaan .baob naaunn
.l?r»yax nx napnb lamnaa na^aann bw ’aax^nn ixna raw la^anna m n a nr
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their Shadow Plays, the characters are taken from a great variety of
popular types without possessing any special colour.
In spite of the interest which lies in the Arabic Shadow Plays,
in their popular culture, the individual plays as such are somewhat
monotonous, especially on account of undue repetitions. This is part
of the Arab’s nature. H e prefers gradual and slow development on
the stage to lightning dramatical changes. The Arab’s fondness for
repetition is also expressed in his music, and it is possible that the
reason lies in a natural inclination as well as in the primitive stage
of his culture, just as an infant likes to hear the same tale again so
as not to tire himself by the mental effort of absorbing novel ideas.
The Shadow Play Theatre is on the point of becoming extinct
under the influence of Western Culture, the amusements of which
are flooding the Arab countries. This development is accelerated by
the fact that the educated classes much prefer the new types of
amusements, leaving the Shadow Play Theatre to the poorest classes
of the people. T o this popular amusement which may be entirely
extinct in the very near future, I have tried to call attention in this
short work of research.
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their themes, their artistic level and their degree of morality differ
vastly. For this reason, the research into the folk-lore of Shadow
Plays should be conducted with caution, because it would be quite
possible to find identical plays performed in countries, far apart, for
the simple reason that they were written by the same author. I t is
also not infrequent that plays given in one country used common
folk-lore material from a foreign source, without thus being a local
popular creation.
The common element of all Shadow Plays is humour. Only rarely
does it come from mild irony. Mostly it obtains its laugh-effects by
imitating characters from the common people. This form of Farce
was quite well-known in olden times and its development showed dif
ferent forms without deviating from its basic sense of humour. From
an artistic point of view, there are in the Shadow Play Theatre im
portant possibilities which have their root in the very existence of
the Theatre as such: painting and movement, imitation in various
forms, and song as well as music generally.
Shadow Plays abound in a great variety of humorous motives and
it should be remembered that they are mainly intended for a simple
Arab audience, with its own peculiar mentality, its beliefs and its
slant on life. Apart from the teratological elements (giant, dwarf,
protruding limbs), intellectual slips are also applied as a humour
stimulant: misunderstandings in language, or a grasping of matter
without further elaborations, a bedlam of simultaneous shouts, vilifica
tion of customs (not in political matters only) irony and parody,
not confined to strangers but illuminating the frailties of human
beings and the conflicts of their characters. Popular backgrounds like
the market, the Bath house and the Coffee house help the develop
ment of humour in a Shadow Play, and to no small measure are they
enlivened by music and song.
The central character in the Arab Shadow Play is Karagoz, or,
in Egypt, parallel types who belong to a certain type of Mim e whose
obscenity points to an undeniable influence emanating from the Greek
Mime. In contrast to the silly clown who invites derision, Karagoz
knows well that he is a Fool, and his jokes are on himself as well as
on the stupidity of others. H is words are rich in popular humour and
irony. In this he resembles the most characteristic trait of the Italian
Pulcinell, the French Polichinelle, the British Punch and the German
Kasperl. W hilst in Turkey, under the influence of the image coloured
by the Byzantine era, Karagoz developed from more or less vague
characters to permanent ones, somewhat as in the W ajang, in Java.
In Egypt this crystallisation had not reached the same level and in
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the connection between Persia and the countries of Western Europe.
From a wealth of evidence, it is thus established that a connection
existed between paper-cutting and the cutting of leather, a connec
tion which was proved by old figures discovered by Kahle in Egyptian
Shadow Plays. These, in themselves, bear the mark of Far-Eastern
creation.
As a general rule a good measure of primitiveness is found in
the figures used in Arabic Shadow Plays, although they showed some
measure of artistic perfection in Egypt. The figures seen during the
last few years were made from templets made in the beginning of
the 18th century. The figures, however, which were used for hundreds
of years in Egyptian Shadow Plays, were copied from more ancient
samples. Figures used in other Arabic speaking countries have a
lesser degree of perfection. In Tunis, for instance, they are mostly
cut from dark blue leather and, lacking all limbs, do not present a
pleasant appearance. But the more elaborate amongst Arab and Turk
ish figures, on the other hand, are transparent, beautifully coloured
in shades which showed well on the screen. 174
Our information on their costumes is none too abundant, al
though we know that the players used coloured dresses which ap-.
parently have their counterparts in those common in present-day
Shadow Plays. O ur knowledge of the music which used to accompany
Shadow Plays is smaller still, but it is clear that the music consisted
not only of songs but also of melodies performed by instruments. 115
C o n c l u s io n

From the scanty material at our disposal, it is difficult to trace
a gradual development of the type of popular amusement called
“The Shadow Play”. Although it is possible, that at first the Arabic
Egyptian Shadow Play influenced the Turkish productions, it seems
equally clear that during the Turkish domination over parts of Asia
and N orth Africa, the Turkish Karagoz managed to imprint its
mark on the Arabic Shadow Play, and especially on the Shows given
for the last three generations in Palestine, Syria, Algeria and Tunis.
The Arabic and Turkish Shadow Plays have their basis in ma
terial from fictional literature, Persian Farce and the popular sec
tions of literature of other languages, as is the case with the tales
and legends of “ A Thousand and One Nights”. W e equally find
that Shadow Plays lack, largely speaking, a cotnmon basis and that
kindness and readiness to aid me.
174. G . d. S., pp. 104— 106. Jacob,
1913a, p. 10. Kahle, I.S .E ., D er Islam , 1910, pp. 264— 2 9 9 ; and 1911,
pp. 143— 181. A dditional bibliographic material on Turkish Karagoz figures,
Jacob, 1899, In tro d ., p. V I , n. 1.
175. G .d .S ., pp. 105— 107.
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achieve its purposes of amusing the audience by repetitions of the same
humorous motive. It also attempts to tickle the senses by insinua
tions and questions on the relationship between men and women.
Thus the play is bound to cause delight amongst a primitive audience,
and it seems that this is the explanation of “The Play of the Fish” ’s
popularity with the Tunisians. A considerable time before the visit
to Tunis by Spies and Levy, Arene saw the same play with some
variations. 171
T

he

“ K ara g o ez”

in

P a l e s t in e

Fortunately, we possess good evidence on the Shadow Play in
Palestine for the more contemporary period, although it seems quite
possible that it had already existed in the days of the Turkish domi
nation. “Karakoz” still is a by-name for a small festival in colloquial
Arabic in Palestine and in the Hebrew used by Jewish children in
Palestine. Naturally, the majority of performances are given
during the month of Ramadan, when troupes of Shadow Play per
formers from the neighbouring Arab countries come to Palestine.
The Shadow Play is dear to the Arabs of Jerusalem who, young
and old, visit the Karagoz shows in the O ld City, enjoying them im
mensely, according to the evidence of T h . F. M . 172 M r. Gideon
W eigart mentions Shadow Plays shows in the O ld City of Jerusalem
in Ramadan 1944. These were directed by a Syrian and twice a night
Shadow Plays with a historical and satirical background were given,
the first performance for children and the second for adults. 173
F ig u r e s

and

C

o stum es

The Shadow Play Theatre were bound to arouse opposition in
orthodox Muslim circles, because it used images. Although laws
against Shadow Plays were passed, there were people who took up
the cause of this form of amusement and argued that only the making
of living images was forbidden. Therefore holes were made in the
chest or in the belly of the figures, even if they were quite unnecessary
for their handling by the player. The Turks and Arabs had a greater
number of figures than the Persians. Nevertheless, it is also certain
that the art of cutting the images came to Western Europe from
Persia. In the 17th century, the white paper on a coloured back
ground, the motives and the use of figures as book ornaments show
probably incomplete— id., pp. 120— 122, and transl. pp. 122— 124, with figures.
171. C f. Reich, vol. I , pp. 664— 666.
172. T h e Palestine Post,
13.9.19 43, p. 4. T h e tale recited by Meysels in his article (id ., 5 .1 .1 9 4 4 ,
p. 4, “Karagoes and King Solomon. Topical Court Case Dram atized”, is
pure phantasy.
173. T h e Palestine P ost , 3 1 .8 .1 9 4 4 , p. 4. I consider it a
pleasant duty to thank M r. W eigart for showing me his article, and for his
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Li'bet Sayd dl-Hota. Hagivaz comes to
Karakoz and asks him to fish for him. Karakoz agrees. In the second
act, Karakoz and a Negro pull oars, but the Negro, trying to catch
fish only succeeds in driving them away. Karakoz swears at him
lustily and manages to catch three fishes. In the last act, Hagivaz
again appears and quarrels with Karakoz on how to sell the fish or
prepare a meal from them. The play concludes with beatings, m
I t seems to me that the main elements of the two last mentioned
Shadow Plays have crystallised and added to themselves frills in the
Shadow Play called the “ P l a y o f t h e F i s h ” , Li'bat el hota. Kurt
Levy saw this play in Tunis in 1929 shortly after the visit of Spies.
H is observations are particularly important in view of the scarcity
of material available on this matter. By the last version, the theme
is more one-sided and saturated with dry humour, serving as an
example of popular humour in Tunis.
The player, al-H adi,
came to Tunis from afar and a Moroccan accent was well discernable
in his speech. H e explained that the two most common Shadow Play
shows were “The Play of the Bath-House” and “The Play of the
Fish” . The implements necessary for these two plays were simple.
For the first, a house with a flat roof was needed, the right side of
which was covered by' an awning. The second play required a boat
with a Negro sitting in the stern. H e holds a steering-wheel in his
hand, and in front of him stands a man holding a fishing rod in
his hand. A fish dangles from the rod. A pole connected to the boat
and the fish makes it possible to move both. I t is obvious that all
these arrangements are very primitive.
In the “Play of the Fish”, a servant and his master are presented
sitting in the boat. The master is angry and the Negro, who is called
Mas‘ud, explains that he desires a red hat and a green tarbush.
Again the fish approaches the rod and Mascud again moves the boat.
This time too, the fish gets away. The master promises his servant
that he w ill give him a wife so that he could have children. This
recurs several times and Mascud has a profusion of questions. H e
wants to know : “W hy is the wife not here in the boat ? W hy has
she no children before the marriage ? W ill the children come the
morning after the wedding night ? H ow do men treat their women ?
W ould the master show him the difference between men and women ?
W ould he, Mas‘ud, also be the husband of his master’s wife ? A t
this the master’s patience runs out and they leave the place without
having caught any fish. 170 As has been explained, the play tries to
“T h e

F is h in g

pp. 699— 700.

P la y ”,

168. Id ., pp. 698— 699.

169. Levy, 1935.

170. T h e text—
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to take his money by force and is killed. In the second act, Karakoz
rises from the coffin and beats the mourners with a stick. They flee
in panic and leave part of their clothes behind them on the stage. 182
This last motive was also part of a Shadow Play seen in Tunis by
Paul Arene in the latter half of the last century. 185 The popular
belief in the rising of the dead is also mirrored in an Egyptian Shadow
Play called “Riwaya Abu G afar”. 184
“ T h e P l a y o f t h e B a t h H o u s e ” , Li'bet al-Hammam. Hagivaz
plays on his flute. H e calls out to Karakoz and after they have ex
changed a few spicy jokes, Hagivaz proposes to Karakoz to open a
Bath house and share the profits. In the next scene, Karakoz attempts
to enter the Bath house while women are washing themselves, but
is prevented by the wife of Hagivaz. However she lets the following
characters in : an Arab, an Indian, a Maltese and finally a Jew,
with Karakoz hanging onto the latter’s coat-tails trying to get inside.
When he does not succeed he calls in the authorities and accuses the
wife of Hagivaz of turning the Bath house into a brothel. One after
the other the men leave the Bath house. The Play concludes with
a free-for-all between the offended Hagivaz and Karakoz. >65
The last play is similar to the popular Turkish Shadow Play
called “Hammain Oynu”. In the Turkish Play, Hagivaz leases a
Bath house and appoints a number of servants for various duties.
Karagoz too desires a job but is driven away. In the second act,
various types common in Constantinople come to the Bath house.
They are Greeks, Armenians, Jews and Arabs. Karagoz also appears
but is driven off again, even when he tries to enter in the guise of
a woman. Karagoz climbs on to the sky-light of the Bath house,
makes fun of the bathers and falls through the glass into their midst,
much to their consternation. Only Hagivad saves him from the
police. 188
“ T h e P l a y o f t h e S h ip o n t h e S e a ” , L i bet al M a rk ib ft a l Bahr. One after the other, Karakoz, Sheyshi and a Jew come to
Hagivaz and ask to be allowed to work on his ship. In the second
act, the Negro prevents Karakoz from catching the fish by his shouts.
Karakoz promises him a tarbush and red shoes* Afterwards he catches
the fish which they try to sell. In a third act Karakoz comes to Hagivaz
and tells him that the ship has sunk. They quarrel and beat one
another until they go to the governor.187
162. Ib id., pp. 697— 698.
163. Arene, 1884, acc. to Reich, vol. I, part
I I , p. 666.
164. Kern, 1905, pp. 102— 103.
165. Spies, 1928, pp.
700— 701.
166. Id ., p. 701. This is the first among the Shadow Plays
published by Kunos, 1886. C f. Saussey, 1936, pp. 88— 89.
167. Spies, id.,
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Shadow Play. As players, there appear Karagoz (also Karakon) 157 and
Hazivaz (in Qairawan : Hagivash and also Hazivan), both well known
characters in Turkish Shadow Plays.
Tunisian Shadow Plays were not printed and the players never
consult even a general outline, a fortiori they do not even look at
Shadow Plays’ manuscripts. The contents of the Shadow Plays were
passed on by word of mouth and had to rely on the players’ ability
to improvise. Thus there are many versions for one and the same
play to the extent that it was impossible to see the identical play
performed twice in the same manner. This peculiar characteristic has
had a profound influence on the development of Shadow Plays in
all parts of the East158 (Littmann notes that, in Beirut, the players
used to add or subtract from a play as they felt inclined 159 ). The
contents of these Shadow Plays are naive and simple. The scenes
are connected only from an external point of view. The chief attrac
tion of the Tunisian Shadow Theatre is in the merry, amusing scenes
and not in the general content of a play. It should be pointed out
that the Shadow Play in Tunis naturally presents its characters as
Africans, who are the most popular types in the Tunisian Shadow
Play Theatre. The counterpart of the Arnaut in the Tunisian Sha
dow Play is the Berber from Morocco, who is also wont to rattle
his sabre. In addition to these types, there are also Maltese, Negroes,
a dancer from the U lad N ail tribe, etc. 160
The number of Tunisian Shadow Plays known to us is not great.
“The Play of the Lemons” and “The Play of the Ship on the Sea” were
dictated to Spies by a Tunisian, who was fifty years old, had never
left Tunis and could neither read nor write ; a proof that his lan
guage must have been popular. In ordinary life he was a butcher,
but for the last thirty years he had performed Shadow Plays during
the month of Ramadan. “The Play of the Bath House” and “The
Play of Fishing” were dictated to him by a native of Qairawan, who
was in his middle forties, a cobbler by trade, who had given Shadow
Plays for the last ten years. 161
“ T h e P l a y o f t h e L e m o n s ” . Karakoz knocks at the gate of
the lemon grove belonging to Hagivaz. H e is accompanied by the
tenant of the lemon grove who comes to pay his fees. Karakoz tries
1928, p. 694.
157. Acc. to Littm ann, 1901, p. 7, in the M aghrib this
name is also pronounced Karagos and G aragos; the pronunciation of guttural
G instead of Q is not at all exceptional in the vulgar Arabic language.
158. Spies, 1928, pp. 695— 697.
159. Littm ann, 1900, p. 664 ; in regard
to Turkey, s. Jacob, 1900, pp. 44— 47.
160. Jacob, id., p. 3 6 ; Jacob,
1899, Introduction, p. I X ; Spies, 1928, p. 697.
161. Spies, ibid.
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puts them to shame. The Maltese, the common Christian people, are
treated even more execrably in the Karagoz Plays. In their derision of
the Maltese, with whom the Muslims came in daily contact, they enjoy
ed themselves immensely, identifying the Maltese scape-goat with all
European Christians who came to Tunis. The “Madama” (an Italian
word used by Tunisians to describe a European lady), who wears a
broad crinoline, more often than not has a bad time of it because she
arouses the curiosity of Karagoz. Even when she tries to deceive him
or to play on his feelings, he shows that he does not succumb to her
guiles, by failing to pay her a penny.
W hilst Shadow Plays in Tunis during the 1820’s were given in
Turkish, they were performed only in the Tunisian dialect when they
were seen by von Maltzan. N o t only could the Karagoz player raise and
lower his voice, so as to suit every occasion, but he was also quite adept
at imitating the manner of speech of many peoples domiciled in Tunis
and trying to speak Tunisian Arabic. Among these types was a Jew,
a Moroccan, a Maltese and an Arab yokel. The play is never a uni
form whole, but consists of separate scenes which are unconnected. In
most plays Karagoz defeats his opponents by the superior quality
of his speech or by applying his fists or whip which he liberally dispenses
to the other puppets. The Tunisian Shadow Play generally concludes
with such scenes of fistcuffs. The humour of Karagoz is dry and quite
devoid of wit. Karagoz does not lack an element of moral feelings,
because he is wont to punish by force or stealth all those who try to get
the better of him or who have designs on his possessions.
According to every evidence 154
( I would almost add : ac
cording to the lack of evidence w ). the level of the Shadow Play
Theatre has much declined since von M altzan visited Tunis at the end
of the 1860’s, and until the coming of O tto Spies. The latter, in 1927,
investigated the Shadow Play Theatre in Tunis and requested that
their contents be written down for him . 15# In his opinion, the figures
appearing in Tunisian Shadow Plays are not exactly noteworthy. They
were crude, primitive and made of clay ; thus they were not even trans
parent. In spite of this, they delight the eye and fit admirably into the
gcria cf. Bernard, 1887, p. 67.
153. von M altzan, 1870, vol. I, pp.
233— 237.
154. Spies, 1928; p. 695.
155. N o t only that travellers
seldom mention the Shadow Theatre, for this does not constitute yet any
p ro o f; but it is significant that Hans Stumme, the Tunis folklorist, who
published several treatises on Tunisian poetry and prose at the end of the
last century, does not attach any importance to the Shadow Play and does
not even mention it, according to the best of my knowledge.
156. Spies,
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ment, the Shadow Theatre players in Tunis were quite willing to show
their art. 147
According to references to the Shadow Play Theatre contained in
travel literature, that theatre was quite common in the country at the
beginning and even the middle of the last century. Heinrich von
Maltzan tells in 1870 of a Karagoz performance which he saw in Tunis
shortly before. According to him, these performances are popular in
all the countries of Islam, especially during Ramadan. The climax is
a Puppet Show given in the form of a Shadow Play.
This is a type
of amusement which was brought to Tunis during the Turkish domina
tion ; further details of the play itself, however, are lacking 148* The
main character is Karagoz, a man of ugly countenance and conspicuous
by his unattractive bearing, who, by his strange appearance, throws
European audiences into wonderment and indignation. H e bears a
striking resemblance to the ancient god of gardens. The Muslims
of Tunis do not see any immorality in the obscene language of the
Karagoz Plays and even send their children to see them, 149 as the
custom was in Algeria too until the French authorities prohibited the
public Shadow Plays ; 150 the same attitude also reigned in Turkey. 151
In spite of this, Shadow Play shows were rarely attended by women, as,
generally, they were barred from taking part in the amusements of
their men-folk. In contrast to this, Vambery, who spent many years
in Turkey and became quite an expert in eastern affairs, tells that
Karagoz Plays were willingly attended by a great number of women and
girls, is* In the majority of Karagoz Plays in Tunis, there were from
5 to 6 permanent characters. Karagoz is always one of them; he is dressed
up as a Turk, and being a Turkish invention, he is always pictured
as a successful man-about-town who annoys and deceives the others,
relieves them of their possessions and beats them for good measure.
I t should be noted that almost on no occasion does a Muslim appear
as a character who is being reviled and beaten by Karagoz. A Jew and
sometimes a Jewess belong to the permanent stock-in-trade. They try
to get the better of Karagoz, but the latter sees through their devices and
P ost , 10. 10. 1944.

147. Spies, 1928, p. 694. C f. Jacob, 1899, Introd.
pp. V — V I I about the proper time in which Shadow Plays were performed in
Turkey.
148. Jacob, id., p. V and n. 5 to that page ; id., p. V I I . Jacob,
1900, pp. 14— 15.
149. von M altzan, 1870, vol. I, p. 234. For a later
period s. Spies, 1928, p. 695. Also Littm ann, 1900, p. 662, wonders, thirty
years later, at the great number of children aged 10— 15 attending the show
of a Shadow Play in Beirut.
150. Bernard, 1887, p. 67.
151. de Neuville, 1892, p. 70. Tevfik, 1905, p. 59.
152. Vam bery, 1876, p. 34. C f.
de N euville, p. 70. About women spectators of the Shadow Theatre in A l-
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on the close relationship between Italy and N orth Africa, but also on
account of the fact that Shadow Plays were particularly numerous in
Egypt. This assumption would gain further credibility if we could pro
cure information on the existence of a Shadow Play Theatre in NorthWest Africa, and especially in Algeria and Tunis. In Morocco also,
delightful Shadow Plays were performed — tales from “Thousand and
One Nights” and animal plays — but our knowledge of these plays is
rather incomplete.
Exact details on the development of the Shadow Theatre in these
parts are not available. In Algeria, Puckier-Muskau depicted a Karagoz
performance given on the 17th January 1835, which abounded in obs
cene language between Karagoz and the god of fertility (the connection
between the mime and the god of fertility is already found in ancient
Greek Mimic 140 ). A t the end of the play, the giant hero Karagoz
puts to flight the French military unit which had come to arrest him,
by beating the soldiers with the god of fertility who serves him as a
stick. 141 In other Algerian plays, Satan dressed in French uniform
frequently appears. 142 It seems that the French authorities forbade
the performance of Shadow Plays in 1843, because of the plays’ ironic
al treatment of the French army* 143 Thus the Shadow Play Theatre
in Algeria became extinj rather more than a hundred years ago, although
some performances were given in secret 144 From all this, it becomes
clear that the Algerian Karagoz appears as a vessel of the people’s
complaints against the oppressive authorities.
In contrast to the Syrian Karagoz, the Shadow Play in Tunis,
although belonging to a Karagoz category, does not express ironical
criticisms of leaders and opinions but contains a wealth of pomographical language. Hi
I t is highly probable that these pomographical
innuendos are an outward indication that the vast majority of Tunisians
lived on a low cultural plane. The position of the Shadow Play Theatre
in Tunis generally, and during the last generation in particular, was
poor indeed. Only in the month of the Ramadan, when the need for
amusements was felt in the evening, after a long day of fasting, were
these plays performed, in contrast to Turkey and Egypt, where Shadow
Play performances took their place at feasts, weddings and circumcisions.
It happened not infrequently that the authorities ordered all places
of amusement closed during the month of Ramadan. 148 Against paypart I, pp. 18 s. C f. Flogel, 1914, vol. I, pp. 26 s.
141. Puckier-Muskau
1836, vol. I, p. 135.
142. Reich, 1903, vol. I, part I I , p. 641.
143. O . Spies, 1928, p. 695, relies on Piese, 1882, p. 38. S. also Jacob,
1900, p. 9.
144 Bernard, 1887, pp. 66— 67 ; cf. R. Basset, R .T .P ., 16,
1901, p. 597.
145. Flogel, 1914, vol. I I , p. 10.
146. T h e Palestine
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Al-Afyuni, was by no means a rare type
in Turkey for many years, although lately he is much less frequent.
This character was the most popular amongst the pathological types
presented in the Turkish Karagoz, and through the latter’s influence
also in the Arabic Shadow Plays, especially in Syria and Tunis. 131
A l-A fyuni tempts ‘Aiwaz to a pipe of opium and hashish until both
become intoxicated and fall asleep. Enters Karagoz, himself intoxicated,
and begins to beat them .132 It should be noted that in many Turkish
plays the opium addict also falls asleep on the stage. One example is
the play “ Cesme ve yahut Kutahiya” ( “The Fountain or Kiitahiya”,
which is a town famous for its wells) 133 and “Kayik” ( “The Boat”) . 134
“ T h e B a t h H o u s e ” , Al-Hammam. cAiwaz and Karagoz discuss
between themselves to which Bath-house they should go. In the end
they decide, on the suggestion of ‘Aiwaz, to go to the Bath-house which
is situated underground. The owner of that Bath-house requests them
to bring all the paraphernalia (water, etc.) necessary for a bath, as
well as shields and swords to enable them to rout the robbers lurking
in the Bath-house.135
“ T h e O p iu m A d d i c t ” ,

Al-Sahra. ‘Aiwaz invites Karagoz to
join him in a visit and to partake of an evening meal. Karagoz accepts
but ‘Aiwaz enters without him and subsequently calls him a thief in
front of the host who orders his servant to give Karagoz a sound
beating. 136
“T h e

E v e n in g

M e a l” ,

“ T h e T i m b e r ” , Al-Hashabat. Ashqu asks ‘Aiwaz and Karagoz
to carry a bundle of timber for him. They sell the timber and succeed
in extorting money, time and again, from Ashqu under different pre
texts. 137 Littmann found a similar part in a Jerusalem story con
cerning Karakoz and ‘Aiwaz. 138 It is interesting to the development
of facts into legends to note the existence of the legend on the Sultan,
his W azir and the two players Qara-Goz and A iw as.139
T

he

Shadow T

heatre in

N

orth

A

f r ic a

I f it be true that the Shadow Theatre moved from the East to the
W est and reached Italy in the 17th century, as is assumed, it seems to
me that one of the possible ways it travelled was via N orth Africa. This
assumption seems likely, not only because of the information available
PP- 24— 35.
131. S. examples and bibl. Jacob, 1900, pp. 38— 39.
132. Littm ann, 1901, pp. 36—43.
133. R itter, 1941, p. 88.
134. Id .,
pp. 254, 256.
135. Littm ann, 1901, pp. 44— 49.
136. Id ., pp. 50— 55.
137. Id ., pp. 56—63.
138. Id ., pp. 64— 67. For examples taken from the
popular legend about Karagoz in the New -Aram aic dialect spoken in T u r
‘Abdm s. Prym . I, pp. 154— 156, and I I
(transl.) pp. 223— 226.
139. Petermann, 1865, vol. I, pp. 26, 164— 165.
140. Reich, 1903, vol. I,
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lady reminds one of the build-up of the popular Turkish plays known
as “Orta oynu (ojunu)”. In these plays it is quite common for the
men to be thrown, one after the other, out of the home of a lady. 124
From here, in my opinion, this motive passed to the Turkish and thence
to the Arabic Karagoz. In the Turkish Karagoz this motive can be
found in the Turkish Shadow Play called “lk i kysang qary” ( “The
two jealous women” ; the transliteration is by the ancient system), in
which several men are thrown naked into the street from the house of
two women, 125 or in the Shadow Play called Cazular ( “The
Witches”). 124 The following is the story of the Syrian Shadow Plays
in a very condensed form.
“T h e
B e g g a rs ”,
Al-Shahhadin. Hagivad tells Karagoz, his
friend, that the people of the town are angry because of his laziness. H e
therefore suggests to Karagoz to come and work together with him. H e
teaches him how to beg alms in different languages. Here is ample
occasion for derision. W ithout noticing it, Hagivad begs alms from
none other than his wife, who does not open the door and replies that
ihe is an Armenian whose husband is in Constantinople. 127 The
wives of Hagivad and Karagoz also appear in Turkish Shadow Plays,
and, as in the Arabic Plays, not much love is lost between the two
women and their husbands who indulge in perpetual quarrels.128
“ T h e F o r e i g n D o c t o r ” , Afrengun.
Karagoz feels ill. *Aiwaz
advises Karagoz’s wife to go to the foreign Christian doctor who has
just come to the town and has announced that he would take money
only from those whom he would cure completely (the type of the
Christian doctor is also found
in the Turkish Shadow Plays129)Karagoz and his wife visit the doctor and a welter of misunderstandings
occur between them. A fter returning home, Karagoz quarrels with
‘Aiwaz because of his stupid advice. 130
Bekir see i.a. Jacob, 1900 pp. 23— 27.
124. C f., e.g., the M s. farce, the
contents of which have been given by Saussey, 1936, ch. 3, pp. 78— 82.
Th e thesis of Kunos, 1908, pp. 8— 9, about the connection between the Orta
Oynu and the Com media dell ’ arte is interesting, but has to be further in
vestigated. C f. also Reich, 1903, vol. I, part I I , pp. 619— 620. Kunos book
is one of the most important studies about the O rta O ynu in Turkey. I t does
not, however, try to clarify the connection between O rta O ynu and K aragoz;
but cf. pp. 98 ss., 106 sq. in his book.
125. O rig. and transl. Siissheim,
1909, pp. 744 ss. O rig. and a diff. transl. T h . Seif, 1923, esp. pp. 124— 148;
reviewed by Jacob, M .S .O .S ., 28, part 2, 1925, pp. 282 sq. Jacob also reviews
there vol. I of Ritter’s t(Karag6s. Tiirkische Schattenspiele” (1924), reviewed
also by W . Aichele, D er Islam, 15, 1926, pp. 153— 158.
126. O rig. a,
transl. Ritter, 1941, pp. 128— 171.
127. Littm ann, 1901, pp. 16— 23.
128. Jacob, 1900, p. 39.
129. e.g., id. p. 34.
130. Littm ann, 1901,
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There is *undoubtedly a distinct connection between the Shadow
Play and the popular tale, but only after more research and the dis
covery of new material on the Arabic Shadow Play Theatre shall we
be in a position to draw definite conclusions on the matter. Shadow
Plays which were given in Palestine and Syria before almost 50 years
showed certain mutual traits and differed from the Turkish plays in
that they frequently lacked the prologue and also the Aduhawara as a
main basis for the development of the play.
In Syria Karagoz Plays, related to the Turkish ones, were quite
common. Karagoz as well as ‘Aiwaz, i.e. Hagivad, resemble parallel
images in Turkish plays, in their behaviour and speaking parts. Karagoz
can be found not only in the Turkish speaking parts of the Ottoman
Empire, but also in the parts which were under Turkish rule, as for
instance the Arabic speaking countries. These plays and their charac
ters were also introduced to Persia by way of Azarbaigan Turkish. 118
Another common link between Shadow Plays in Turkey and Syria is
the fondness for beatings which is also found in many farces in dif
ferent countries, 11* as is also the appearance of Hagivad commencing
with the prologue. N o t infrequently the prologue and the M u h a w a ra
are missing in the Syrian Plays. 120 Hagivad and Karagoz are friends
and both suffer from the bad temper of their wives. The most common
types amongst the others are an opium addict, a pathological type
with a eunuch’s voice who chortles through his nose, and at his side
Ash’u or Ashqu, a Turk whose duty is to preserve order and who
lives in bad relations with Hagivad and Karagoz. Amongst the charac
ters who mutilate the Arab language, the most important is the foreign
doctor. 121
A special similarity to the Turkish Plays lies in a part which is
known to us in two versions. Its contents are very simple and deal with
the adventures of Karakoz (Karagoz), ‘Aiwaz (H agivad) and Afyuni
(the opium addict) who behave in a shameful manner in the house of
a certain lady. 122
I t seems to me that the type of the Agha, who appears almost at the
end of the play, much resembles the characters of Tuzsuz deli Bekir,
a military man who usually enters at the end of Turkish Karagoz
plays. 123 In addition to that, their “ejection” from the house of the
esp. p. V , in which he quotes Chodzko, Theatre Persan. C f. Jacob, 1900, p. 8.
119. C f. Littm ann, 1902, for blows as a comic element of the Shadow Play
in Arabic and other languages. The use of blows in the ancient Classic farce
has been pointed out by Reich, 1903, vol. I, part I , pp. 113— 114; vol. I ,
part I I , pp. 638— 639.
120. Littm ann, 1918.
121. Littm ann, 1901,
pp. 3— 11.
122. Littm ann, 1900, pp. 666— 680.
123. O n Tuzsuz D eli
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appears after the prologue and tells about the miracles of Jesus, asking
the Mqaddim to find him a plot of land on which to build a monastery.
A fter the monastery has been built, Mnagga and his son Bulus give to
the Mqaddim in payment a sack which contains a . . . dog. This crea
ture bites the Mqaddim and also steals his tarbush. Thereafter T a ‘adir
appears and holds a long speech. The Mqaddim complains to him
about the vileness of the priest and T a ‘adir promises to pay the Christ
ian back measure for measure. H e succeeds in entering the monastery
and empties a jug of wine which belongs to the priest and manages
in the process to beat the latter and his son. T a ‘adir does the same a
second time, whereupon ‘Alam, the daughter of the priest Mnagga,
interferes. The young girl falls in love with T a ‘adir and accompanies
him to his home ; but he shrinks from the sin and leaves her. A fter
wards he regrets his omission and tries to reach her with the help
of various disguises (the attempt to penetrate to the beloved in the
disguise of a merchant is well known in the folklore of many peoples).
But ‘Alam succeeds in stealing from him each time his merchandise.
T a ‘adir sings love songs to ‘Alam and asks her to marry him according
to the laws of Islam. She softens and all the arguments advanced by
her father the priest (in other sentences it is insinuated that he is not
a Christian priest but a Jewish Rabbi) do not succeed to make her
falter in the decision to marry her beloved T a ‘adir. A ll the women
of the monastery go to the bath house in order to purify themselves
before the wedding of ‘Alam. A t this hour she goes to the house of
T a ‘adir and the latter shows to the Mqaddim with no little pride his
double joy at acquiring a woman like ‘Alam and at the grief he was
causing to her father the priest. A fter the wedding, they both make
a pilgrimage to Mecca and on the way all their belongings are stolen
by Beduins. Having completed the pilgrimage, they return to Egypt.
K a ra g o z in A r a b ic in S y r ia

Syrian Shadow Plays collected by Enno Littmann during his stay
in Beirut, in 1899-1900, as a member of an American Archeological
mission to the country,116 are different in their character. According
to various sources, Shadow Plays influenced by the Turks were pre
sented in Jerusalem, Jaffa, Aleppo, Beirut and Damascus, particularly
in the last two towns mentioned. Littmann saw a Shadow Play in
Beirut and took with him copies of seven others which he tried to
fit into several versions.117
did not notice that Kern had already been present at the performance of the
“ Cloister Play”, which was then named L ib el-beit, a very similar title to
L ib el-deir.
116. Littm ann, 1901, Preface. Reviewed by Rene Basset,
R .T .P ., 16, 1901, pp. 597— 598, and by H . Reich, D .L .Z ., 1904, pp. 597— 598.
117.Littm ann, 1900, pp. 661 ss.
118. Jacob, 1899, pp. I l l — X V I and
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still a number of other Shadow Plays, but they were not seen by Priifer.
The play begins with a musical introduction by the ochestra. Meanwhile
the Mqaddim or the M callim appears and dances with his stick to the
rhythm of the music. W hilst he is dancing, Rikhim and a female dancer
appear, the latter entertaining with a belly dance. The Mqaddim and
Rikhim both want to touch her, but they get in each other’s way, until
Rikhim throws himself at the dancer’s feet.- She climbs on to his back
and they both depart despite the anger of the Mqaddim. The latter
praises Muhammad and his Companions and tries to ingratiate himself
with the audience by flattering them and by liberally scolding his ad
versaries.
Enters a Coptic monk who praises Jesus. The Muhawara, dialogue,
between him and the Mqaddim serves as the background for the play,
the acts fitting themselves into it, and between the one and the other
the crowd listens to a musical interlude. Similar to Ibn Daniyal’s inter
pretation is the picture of the marriage and of the repentant sinner who
decides to go on a pilgrimage.113 I t should not be immediately as
sumed that Ibn Daniyal’s influence has been unduly great, because
these are common motifs from the Muslims’ lives.
The Mqaddim is loved by the public and personifies the small
bourgeois of Cairo who is easily amused but somewhat vindictive at
the same time. H e is a bad Muslim, fond of money, but easily deceived
by the shrewd Coptic monk. The latter is presented as a bad type in
contrast to the Mqaddim. Bulus (Paulus), the Coptic monk’s son, is
treated even less charitably. In spite of his tender age, he is a thief and
a liar. H is sister is saved from a life of theft and dissipation by Ta'adir,
a drunken but kind-hearted Turk who converts the young girl to
Islam. H ere we see that the purpose of the play is a glorification of
the Muslim at the expense of the Christian. Rikhim’s appearance, re
minds us of the figure of Kasperl, which is very common in the Ger
man Puppet Theatre for instance.114 The play is rich in life-like images
of different types. The first part of the play is held in real popular
language, apart from the prologue and songs which are nothing but
a mixture of the two languages. The two last parts of the play, how
ever, are nearer to a literary style, and are therefore less frequently
used.
The contents which were similarly depicted by Kern and Priifer,
who published the play, 115 are simple. The Coptic priest Mnagga
spiel” . I t seems very probable, that the supplementary act is the one described
by Kern, 1905, pp. 101— 102 as a sequel to the above mentioned Shadow Play.
113, P riifer, id., pp. X I V — X V .
114. Id ., pp. X V - r - X V II.
115. Kern,
1905, pp. 99— 101; P riifer, 1906, pp. 2— 151, P riifer knew Kern’s article, but
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that the book had not only been printed a short time before the per
formance of the Shadow Play (although this proof is also important),
but that it had been written shortly before the play was given. 108
W ith the exception of the poetry parts, the
language of theplay
is in a popular vein. From a literary point of view, the characters are
rather indistinct, and even the captain is not quite clear-cut. Sholah
is the villain type, obscene of language and greedy, but cool of mind
just like other Mimes. 109
Generally the close relationship of the
Egyptian Shadow Play of this kind to the parallel Turkish Plays is
rather more pronounced than their similarity to Syrian Shadow Plays
as we know them. The latter sometimes lack the conversational dia
logue, the Muhawara, which is well-known to us in Turkish and numer
ous Egyptian plays. There is a particularly great similarity between
“The Play of the Ship” and the Turkish Kayik. 110
In Li b cl-Markib obscene language plays an important part. Priifer
does not accept Littmann’s assertion that this kind of popular Shadow
Play is older. I f this were so, it would be difficult to explain the in
fluence of these simple plays on the writing of Shadow Plays com
posed in the literary language which contains parts not always un
derstood by the audience. It might be possible to understand how plays
written in the literary language “degenerated” into plays saturated in
parts with the crude spoken Arabic. Priifer assumes the existence of
two schools in the writing and performance of Shadow Plays. The
one represented by the works of Ibn Daniyal was palatable to higher
society, but in the course of generations and following the severe per
secution suffered by the Shadow Play, the second popular kind became
more accepted by the mass. The Shadow Play adapted itself to the new
audience which it found. Plays written on an erotical basis and in
suitably crude language can always be counted upon to supply firstclass amusement for an audience of this kind. Thus this element was
extensively used, as it was with the popular Arab
song.111
Apart from the “Play of the Ship”, another
play called the “ Play
of the Monastery”, L ib el-Deir, was also quite common in Cairo. Toge
ther with the L ib el-Deir, an additional act called Fasl al-Muhandis,
i.e. “The Act of the Engineer”, was sometimes given. This shows how
T a ‘adir supervises a beautiful house for ‘Alam ; or Fasl ‘Aga’ib al-Bahr
is given instead, in which appears a group of sea monsters.112 There is
p. 156.
109. S. the material gathered by P riifer, id., p. 157.
110. Ger
man transl. Jacob, 1900, pp. 86— 101 ; cf. also p. 104. O riginal and German
transl. H . Ritter, 1941, pp. 224— 269.
111. P riifer, 1906a, pp. 156— 157.
C f. about obscene talk in Shadow Plays, Kem , 1905, p. 98.
112. P riifer,
1906, published the “Cloister Play” and named it “ Ein agyptisches Schatten-
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which mean “let the wind blow !
This seems even more appropriate
to a sailor’s chant than to childrens’ songs. As to Helisa, it is highly
probable that this is a mutilation of Ielisa, in order to keep the rhythm
of rowing.
A fter the ship has approached the shore, and it has become im
possible to row, the captain waits for the passengers and sings to him
self to while away the time. Immediately after he has finished, he hears
a reply from the shore. This is Sholah the idler who derides the cap
tain. The captain in his turn replies, and on the background of their
dialogue the play consisting of a sequence of pictures concerning these
two, develops. The captain offers to Sholah to become a sailor. The
latter pretends not to understand his offer, distorting the captain’s words
in crude language. Eventually Sholah yields to the captain’s appeal,
and brings to the ship, one after the other, the following persons:
a Turkish soldier, a cloth merchant, the latter’s young son who gives
forth evil smells, the merchant’s wife who starts a pungent conversa
tion with Sholah, a Moroccan, who speaks in his native tongue, a
Sudanese, who is peremptorily thrown into the water by Sholah. A t
the end when the ship leaves the captain sings again, and the sailors’
chant accompanies his song as a refrain. 106 Often the play has another
fasl (act). It consists of the captain’s conversation with the passengers.
H e asks them about the aim of their journey and their business. When
the Moroccan tells him that he is going to Cairo, there develops be
tween him and the captain a discussion on the merits of the capital
city. Everything which in Cairo is worth seeing or deserves special
praise, is mentioned in great detail: the museum, Ezbekia Gardens,
the Mosque and the Pyramids, the gas lamps, the electric trams, the
spring and wells, etc. A fter that, there follows another epilogue by
Sholah. 107 It is easy to observe that this additional act must have
been written only a short while before the play was performed because
it depicts Cairo as it actually was at the time, complete with the in
novations of the European technology.
Priifer bases this assumption on the fact that the play contains —
and in some places even quotes — parts of a book named ‘Aga’ib Misr
which had only just been printed. Although this book is unknown to
me, I feel that this way of reasoning is not absolutely convincing, be
cause the troupe of Shadow Players could have used — as had been
their custom for hundreds of years — a manuscript also. Priifer’s ar
gument would have been more to the point if he could have established
of the “Ship Play” have been summarized by Kern, 1905, p. 102 — who
was present at the performance of the play.
107. Priifer, 1906a.
108. Id .,
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on the same sheet. Here the comments are lacking. In the dialogue be
tween Abu al-Qitat and the sweetmeat seller, it becomes clear that
Abu al-Qitat wanted to swallow some sweets, but was foiled by the
seller. Scenes like these, between Abu a lQ ita t and a water vendor, are
found already earlier; and on the strength of the latter, Kahle, per
haps with some justification, thought that he was dealing here with
isolated scenes belonging to a great cycle of popular songs. The chief
speaker in this section is Abu a lQ ita t, who asks for sweets. Apart
from him, various street hawkers appear, shouting their wares, as is
customary in the markets of Cairo. These types are: two honey ven
dors, two water sellers, two bean sellers, a sweetmeat vendor, a vendor
of cakes, and someone who sells fruit preserved in vinegar.100
Before the performance of “The Play of the Ship,” L ib el-Markib,
a small troupe opens with soft beating on drums and the playing of
flutes and tambourines. Thus the “festive atmosphere” is created for
the performance of the play- In the Turkish Shadow Play orchestra of
40 years ago — i.e. in a period when the “Play of the S lip ” was fre
quently performed — the following took part: a violinist, a tambou
rine player and a harp player. 101 In Shadow Plays performed in
Europe and also in Siam the orchestra was generally larger.102
A fter a few minutes, a ship appears with the ra’is, the captain, in
its front part. From the ship the muffled and monotonous singing of the
sailors can be heard. They row with their oars and sing Helisa-Ielisa.
Priifer, who was responsible for publishing this Shadow Play, 103
and also other researchers, found difficulties in analysing this recurring
chant. Helisa-Ielisa could be a meaningless incantation without further
relevance, somewhat similar to the sailors’ song mentioned in the T a l
mud, in Pesahim 112b, in Rab’s name, which goes as follows: “H iln i
hia hula we-hiluq hulia”. 104
The statement that this refrain is
meaningless, should only be made if a meaning cannot be found ;
but in this case it seems quite obvious. The two words are a recurring
refrain, which also concludes many children’s songs in Turkey, as has
been recorded by Mehmed Tevfik (Tevfiq), for instance.105 Ielisa is
nothing else but a combination of the two Turkish words Yel and Ise
n. 2 in that page.
100. Kahle, 1912, pp. 92—102. Th e formulae used by
the merchants to describe their merchandise are inserted too.
101. Sussheim,
1909, p. 740. C f. Reich, 1903, vol. I, part I I , p. 621 and the sources gathered
in that page.
102. C f. about Siam, Sonakul, 1947, pp. 210— 211 and
picture X X (p. 204).
103. P riifer, 1906a. , 104. C f. Raphael Patai,
Jewish Seafaring in A ncient T im es (H ebrew ), Jerusalem, 1938, p. 55 and n.
46 and 47 in p. 190. I am indebted to D r. Patai, who kindly informed me of
these sources.
105. M . Tevfik, 1905, pp. 29 sqq.
106. The contents
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which Zibriqash implores al-Hagg Mansur to become his teacher.
Eventually al-Hagg Mansur agrees to become his teacher under certain
conditions, conditions which are indeed interesting. Zibriqash agrees
and when he throws his line for the second time he is swallowed by
a crocodile and only his head can be seen sticking out of the reptile’s
jaws.
Enters Rikhim (A bu al-Qitat) and the conversation between him
and Zibriqash begins. The latter complains of his predicament, and
Rikhim replies that he is deeply moved by his misfortune and would
gladly help him with silver or gold, but that he could not possibly
fight the crocodile. Following the shouts of Rikhim, the wife and son
of Zibriqash hurry to the scene, but are driven away by al-Hagg M an
sur. The latter suggests to a Berber (a Nubian) to save the unfor
tunate Zibriqash, and from the ensuing conversation it becomes obvious
that the Arab considers the Berber an ignoramus. Another two Ber
bers and two Moroccans appear. The Berbers do not succeed in saving
Zibriqash and one of them is also swallowed by the crocodile. Only
the Moroccans accomplish the deed by putting the crocodile to sleep
with vaporous fumes — the Moroccans had a reputation for skill in
magic — and so save the two victims from the reptile’s gorge, drag
ging the beast on to the stage as a sign of victory.97
Kahle discusses yet another Egyptian Shadow Play, which describes
characters from the Cairo market and which was compiled, as it seems,
at the beginning of the N th century. The difference, however, between
this part and that which Jacob published from Ibn Daniyal’s second
play is indeed great. The author of the new Shadow Play is not as
successful as the author of the 13th century. Nevertheless, this part
is sufficiently original, and it is interesting to note, from the point of
view of cultural research, that at least one character, Abu al-Qitat,
is mentioned in the two plays. This character appears, as is mentioned
above, also in the “Crocodile Play” of the N th century. 99
This part is of greater importance in that it is written in a special
kind of popular Arabic, 99 and even more so because of its vocabulary
in the popular language, its word-spelling and its punctuation.
The section under discussion contains the ending of one Belliq
and yet another Belliq in its complete form. The Belliq is a popular
song which usually comes at the end of a recital of lengthy verses.
The Belliq is sung to a specific tune or rhythm which is noted down
4

Kahle, Krokodilspiel.
98. Kahle, 1912, p. 92.
99. Brockelmann de
scribes the Arabic language of this play as “real popular Egyptian dialect”
( “ in echtem agyptischen Vulgardialekt”) — Z .D .M .G ., 64, 1910, p. 264 and
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lately (according to Kern’s own evidence) also of women — sings the
prologue (in Turkish: Perde Gazeli) which concludes with a praise
to God and to the Khedive, in an attempt to create sympathy for
the players amongst the audience. Afterwards, generally by the au
dience’s request, begins one of the many plays (Li b, plural A Lab ; liter
ally— plays or games, which is the same also in other languages) which
are amongst the repertoire of the troupe. In most cases the audience even
specifies which development they want to see in a certain stage of the
play, and the members of the troupe are glad to oblige.
It seems reasonable to differentiate between two kinds of Shadow
Plays: the one is cultured and refrains almost entirely from crude
language. Its main exponent at the beginning of this century was
Hammam. The second is a more popular vintage, indulging in crude
jokes and in ditties. The exponent of this kind of play was Darwish.
It may be assumed that the first kind preceded the second because it
seems obvious that a play of the cultured type will by necessity turn
into more popular channels before an uneducated audience. O n the
other hand, it is difficult to imagine how popular plays could be trans
formed into a language more cultured and pure when they continue
to be performed before an uneducated audience. Every Li b is composed
of several scenes (Fasl, plural: Fusul), which are organically con
nected and are sometimes presented on their own.95
Kahle obtained a number of copies of the “Crocodile Play”, Li’b
al-Timsdh, which is said to go back to the time of Hasan al-Qashshash.
A play by this name — apparently the same play — was known to
Priifer several years before then, from hearsay alone, without his
having been able to see the actual play. 96 As in various other Shadow
Plays, the Mqdddim opens with a song. Then appears a fdlldh by the
name of Zibriqash, wishes to go fishing, and the Mqaddim leads him
to the N ile. Soon Zibriqash falls into the water irresistibly drawn by
a fish which has been hooked. Only with difficulty is he saved from
drowning, and the Mqdddim has to comfort him by promising him a
teacher. The Mqdddim calls out and al-Hagg Mansur, an experienced
fisherman, appears who operates a ferry-boat from one bank of the
N ile to the other somewhere in Upper Egypt. Between him and Z ib ri
qash, who is still depressed by his accident, a dialogue commences in
1887. C f. my paper “T h e Theatre of the Arabs” (H ebrew ) part 3, Bamah,
49, September 1946, pp. 50, 58, and the bibliography in Bamah, 50, January
1947, p. 115.
95. Jacob was not interested in modern Shadow Plays. T he
studies of Kahle have already been mentioned and w ill be mentioned again.
See Kern, 1905, pp. 98 sqq.; Priifer, 1906, Introduction; 1906a, Introduction;
E.R .E ., 4, p. 874.
96. Priifer, 1906, Introduction, p. X I I .
97. C f.
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in a kind of guild. There were five Shadow Play performers in C airo:
Darwish the son of Hasan al-Qashshash, who had learned his art
from his father and was the doyen of the Shadow Players in Cairo,
but did not possess a theatre of his own. H e performed, when invited
to parties, generally before “higher society”. Muhammad ‘A ii alQabaqibi and Gad al-Haqq performed in coffee houses or in private
homes during Ramadan. Once or twice a week Shehata Hammam per
formed in his own special “theatre”, mainly in a permanent coffee
house in the Cairo fish market. Priifer did not succeed in seeing the
fifth, Sheikh Musa al-Sha‘ir 92 and erroneously thought that he had
already died. 93 Apart from Cairo, Shadow Plays were only perfor
med in Alexandria in the small theatre of Salim. In other towns and
villages Shadow Plays were almost completely stopped by order of
the Egyptian Government, who feared the spreading of a cholera
epidemic by the gathering of crowds of people.
The technique of the play is similar to that which has become
known to us by thorough research work carried out in different lan
guages on the Turkish Karagoz Plays. Figures of transparent coloured
hide 30-70 cm. long are separated from the audience by a curtain. Be
hind the figures there is a bright lamp, and behind that is the per
former ( Mqaddim or M ^ llim ) who with the help of sticks moves the
figures, which have holes in their various limbs. Only rarely can the
M ‘allim himself move all the figures and he usually hires helpers —
sometime his pupils — to assist him in his work. In this instance it
may occur that the helpers took the speaking part of the image they
operated. Apart from these helpers, the M ‘allim is assisted by three or
four musicians; two with tambourines, the third with an oboe and the
fourth with a drum.
The Effendi, who has tasted of European culture, thinks that he
can do without the pleasure of seeing Shadow Plays, the value of
which has been lessened; furthermore he is loathe to visit the places of
amusement where Khayal el-Zill is performed. Thus the vast majority
of Shadow Theatre patrons are the poorest of the poor, and especially
adolescents. Only during Ramadan and in summer on festive occasions,
do members of the middle and even higher classes attend performances.
The audience, which is conspicuous for its lack of culture and does not
forget that it is in a coffee-house is inclined to interrupt and hamper
the play, until the M'allim is sometimes obliged to silence the noise
and chatter with shouts and even with his stick. 9< A fter a sufficient
number of people have assembled, a choir composed of men and boys—
1906, Introduction, pp. V — V I I .
93. Kahle ascertained this fact some
years afterwards.
94. Priifer, 1906, Introduction, p. V I I I ; s. also Brugsch,
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the Arab market and formulae of soliciting customers used in more
ancient plays. This example, given by Kahle as being without great
significance, 84 seems to me typical of the way in which new Shadow
Plays were written by a compilation of parts from already existing
plays. From the death of Daud al-Manawi and until the appearance of
al-Qashshash the Shadow Theatre was never quite absent from Egypt,
but it seems possible that the majority of these plays were of die
Turkish Karagoz type which were imitated by the Arabs and even
presented by them in Turkish. This is so according to Lane’s evidence
of the second and third decade of the last century.85 I am not quite
certain whether the Karagoz Play, seen by Didier in Cairo in 1859
was presented in Turkish or Arabic, but I am rather inclined to think
that it was given in the form er.86
The missionary Haussmann in
the 1860’s also saw quite a number of plays in Cairo, but all these
were given in the Turkish language. 87
E g y p t ia n E x a m p l e s

in

the

20t h C

entury

Shadow Plays in Egypt, which were known through Kahle, were
still performed there in the years before the first W orld W ar, but
somewhat differently. 88 Apart from him, two people became inter
ested in the Arabic Shadow Plays during the end of the last, and
beginning of this, century. The first is Friedrich Kern, who knew the
Egyptian Shadow Play Theatre from first hand and was the first, so to
speak, who re-discovered this Shadow Play Theatre. Several scholars of
the East followed in his footsteps. 89 The second was Curt Pruefer,
whose interest in the matter was aroused by Jacob. 90 Pruefer lived in
Egypt and became later the head of Secret Intelligence of the TurkoGerman armies in Syria and Palestine. 91 The evidence supplied by
these three men conveys a clear picture of Shadow Plays performed
in Egypt 40— 50 years ago. Syria and Tunis w ill be dealt with later.
In Cairo, at the time, there existed only one Shadow Play Theatre.
In 1903 a second one was added, in the neighbourhood of the first.
Neither survived for long and in the summer of 1909 there was only
one theatre left, which in its turn was also closed by order of the
police, possibly as a measure to prevent the spreading of infectious
diseases prevalent in that season.
As with similar arts, the Shadow Play performers were organised
182— 183.
84. D er Islam , 2, pp. 182— 184.
85. Lane, 1836, 2, ch. 7,
p. 116.
86. D id ier, 1860, p. 353: “ ...e t a cote la lanteme magique, Karagueuz, ravissait la foule par de fabuleuses obscemtes...” .
87. M u ller, 1909,
pp. 341— 342. C f. Kahle, I.S .E ., D e r Islam , 2, p. 188.
88. C f. the evidence
in P riifer, E .R .E ., 4, p. 874.
89. M u ller, 1909, p. 342.
90. P riifer,
1906, Introduction, p. X X .
91. Storrs, 1945, p. 122.
92. Priifer,
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Shadow Play of al-Qashshash ; this can easily be determined by the
general character of the Shadow Play, by our knowledge of it, and
also by discrepancies in the text, which are only partly explained by
other manuscripts. Nevertheless, we may assume that al-Qashshash,
belonging to the Menzela school, still had the opportunity to see frag
ments of the ancient Shadow Theatre in that place, and inspired by
them he compiled his material and resuscitated the Shadow Theatre
in Egypt. 79 I t is difficult to assume external influences on the works of
Hasan al-Qashshash, because his son’s (Darwish al-Qashshash) evidence,
that his father came from Algeria at the age of twenty (or from M o 
rocco in the year 1862), is rather doubtful. Even Kahle, who first sup
plied this fact from Darwish al-Qashshash withdrew his statement even
tually. 80 I t becomes clear from other sources that the same Hasan
al-Qashshash was a house agent, was born in Egypt and lived there
all his life (d. about 1905 A .D .). 81 From this it is difficult to con
ceive, at least from outward evidence, that his work could have been
subjected to foreign influence. Hasan al-Qashshash included in his
Shadow Plays a number of new devices and placed into our hands in
formation, however scanty, on the matter of new figures which he
ordered to be prepared; in addition to this, some information on mo
dern figures introduced into Shadow Play Theatres during his life
time entitle us to assume that, even if he was not the only one res
ponsible for these developments, the part contributed by him was con
siderable. 82 These new figures vary appreciably from the old, and
it is possible that al-Qashshash used them (or created them), because
he saw during his student days in Menzela, that the audience was un
able to grasp the symbols which the old figures tried to convey. H e
took his new figures, which were very similar to those used in Turkey,
from Syria. This becomes clear from the similarity in the outward
appearance of these figures and from the attempt to imitate them in
colours. A ll these are completely different from the ancient figures of
Egyptian Shadow Plays. 83
Together with the above mentioned figures, a number of manu
scripts with unsorted pages were found. They were copies of quite
well-known Shadow Plays which had in addition a greater number of
songs. In the hands of one of the Shadow Players, a few manuscripts
which he had written himself were also found. H e copied scenes from
79. Kahle, 1913, pp. 104—-105. C f. the review of H orovitz, O .L .Z ., 13, 1910,
fasc. 3, p. 130, and fasc. 6, p. 279, on Kahle, 1909.
80. Kahle, 1913, p. 105.
81. Id ., pp. 105— 106.
82. C f. the sources id., p. 106 and n. 1— 3 in the
same page.
83. Id ., p. 106. C f. on the ancient figures Kahle, I.S .E ., D er
Islam ,' 1, pp. 264— 299, and 2, pp. 143— 181. S. particularly vol. 2, pp.
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had to write that which he heard. 75 This characteristic example is
found in the Menzela manuscript which came into the hands of Hasan
al-Qashshash and contained the following heading: “This is the Diwan
of Shadow Plays from the song of Sheikh Sa‘ud and of Sheikh ‘A li
al-Nahla and from the song of the leader of Players, al-ahraf, and the
director Daud the spice seller” . 76 Daud al-Manawi or al-Manati
himself, as is evident from the heading of the play, compiled this
collection from songs written by himself and from those of two of
his predecessors — possibly his teachers — whom he does not fail
to praise in his songs. A nd thus the players are presented with material
ready to be performed. 77 This Daud became a legendary figure soon
after his death, and tales were spun in the streets of Cairo on his de
lightful shows, pleasant songs, and tragic death. 7a Each song in the
play has a prologue, M a tla , and continues with regular song verses,
Dor. The M atla‘ contains a praise to the prophet, Dor al-madih, and
the Dor contains a reference to the author’s name, Dor al-istishhad. A l
though the manuscript which has come down to us is in some way
incomplete and written on loose sheets, we are in a position to ascer
tain the author of each song which has come into our hands in com
plete form. T o the words of the song, Z.agal, there is generally added
a sung refrain Belliq, which introduces into the matter the Z.agal which
follows it. In this manuscript there are many parallel scenes, written
by different authors, which enable the player to choose a version most
suited to the occasion. A comparison of the scenes is illuminating in
deed, because it proves the existence of various traditions, by which
the writers were bound; they could thus add on their own only minor
details.
According to the manuscript under review, there was a long tra
dition of Shadow Plays. As the manuscript was written in 1119 A .H .
(1706— 1707 A .D .), it must be assumed that Daud al-Manawi be
longed to the 17th century. The fact that popular types like Abu ‘
al-Qitat and Qatatu’ appear also in his work, as they do in Ibn Dani
yal’s as well as in our own days, is a sign that Shadow Plays made
use of common material, and it seems possible that there existed tradi
tions which were passed on from one Shadow Theatre player to the
next. A ll these traditions were collected by Hasan al-Qashshash and
served for the revival of the Shadow Theatre planned by him. The
manuscript of al-Manawi did not enter in its complete form into the

75. Kahle, 1913, pp. 103— 104.
76. D aud really asserted of himself that
he was a spice dealer.
77. Id . C f. Kahle, Krokodilspiel (1915), pp. 185— 187.
78. C f. Kahle, I.S .E ., D er Islam 2, pp. 185— 7.
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Also in our days we may see of an evening in Cairo, Alexandria,
Port-Said, and other Delta towns, Shadow Plays whose connections
with the ancient plays is difficult to determine. On a simple stage
erected outside a cafe, or in a private home on the occasion of a wed
ding, a piece of white linen is hung up and a lamp is put behind, with
sticks or date branches put against the linen, so that shadow-like sil
houettes • are produced. These figures have limbs which move, and
even the lower part of the form is moveable by manipulation. The
text of the “play” is recited and sung alternately. I t was attempted
to colour these figures, whose height approximated half a meter, in
contrasting shades, a device used to give the appearance of a larger
Shadow Theatre stage, a trick well known to us from Syria and Turkey.
Some of the modern Shadow Plays are too long. cAlam w-'Ta'adir, for
instance, contains sufficient material to have it presented as a conti
nuous show for twenty-eight nights.
The modern Shadow Theatre was introduced to Cairo by Hasan alQashshash, who became acquainted with this type of performance in
the town of Menzela. H e studied the former, procured a Shadow
Play manuscript written about two hundred years ago, and thus laid
the foundation for the revival of the Shadow Theatre. H e presented
the play in Cairo, where this kind of show had not been known for a
long time. H e collaborated with Musa al-Dera*, about whom Priifer
had heard and whom Kahle had met personally. 73 Subsequently H a 
san al-Qashshash and Musa al-Dera4 separated, and each one set up
a troupe of his own. Al-Qashshash brought with him from Damascus
prototypes of figures which were afterwards copied by others in Cairo. 74
The Shadow Play is not the work of one dramatist alone ; and
the various manuscripts do not contain the complete text of a uniform
play. The players, who gave their own interpretation to the show,
knew the spirit of the people well, and often introduced special popular
attractions. In the same manner the player was influenced by his teach
ers. The novice player was accustomed to stay for some time with
experienced players of the Shadow Theatre, who taught and developed
his dramatic qualities. As custom demanded that the greater part of
Shadow Plays be presented in verse (sung or recited), only few play
ers of the Shadow Theatre wrote the material for the plays them
selves. The majority of players were compelled to use the verse of
others, more talented and famous. Thus the novice player not only
had to learn from his teacher how to perfect a certain scene, but also
pp. 93— 95.
73. P riifer, 1906, Introduction, p. V I I ; Kahle, I.S .E ., D e r
Islam , 2, 1911, pp. 185— 186.
74. Kahle, id., pp.
186, 168— 189.
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In the 19th century, and even more in the 20th, the information
on the Shadow Theatre becomes more plentiful. The Shadow Theatre
is mentioned time and again in descriptions of journeys to the East.
But as a rule the value of this information is not great. M ore impor
tant for our purposes is the fact that various scholars have seen texts
containing Shadow Plays and to some degree even published them.
Amongst these Shadow Plays there is a certain number, which throw
some light on the Shadow Theatre in Arabic.
Although in the Shadow Plays of Ibn Daniyal verse and versified
prose alternate, it is a fact that the majority of Shadow Plays written
in Arabic during the 19th century is still composed in verse.71
According to Islamic conception, the influence of man on his fate
is minute. Allah is the one who arranges all without having any res
ponsibility towards anybody. The Shadow Play expresses this view of
life, in that the leader pulls all the strings and his creatures do not
possess a will of their own. This tragedy of life also finds expression
in the Shadow Play itself. Mostly the contents centre around sin
which draws after itself punishment or retribution. In the Turkish
Shadow Plays the motif of sin is mostly carnal whereas in the Arabic
ones it is religious. The Muslim turns easily into an unbeliever by
infringing the laws of his religion ; but if he returns repentant, his
trespass will be forgiven; nevertheless the whole accumulated treasure
of his good deeds is lost to him. Thus the Muslim usually atones for
his crime, making a pilgrimage to Mecca. This obligation is carried
out by him in his declining years, when repentance is most necessary.
This is the essential, deep basis of the various Arabic Shadow Plays.
For this reason, Shadow Plays like Amir Wisal and the modem L ib
el-Deir conclude with a pilgrimage to Mecca, and al-Mutayyam with,
at least, a verbal repentance, as is required of every Muslim (the
“shahada”). Admittedly there are erotical elements in many Shadow
Plays, but there is in them, even alongside these elements, a moral
background, This will be found in L ib el-Deir and also in the Persian
Shadow Play, the contents of which were revealed to us by Ouseley
four generations ago. 72
not. C f., Jacob, 1898, pp. 695— 703. I t would be very desirable to investigate
the way in which the Jewish type appears in the theatre of the M uslim peoples
and that of the Arabs most particularly. C f. on the Turkish Shadow Theatre:
Jacob, 1900, 1901; Kunos, 1908; Littm ann, 1918; Saussey, 1936.
71. About
more ancient Shadow Plays, which were found in the possession of U sta
Darwish, an actor in a Shadow Play theatre in Cairo, cf. P riifer, 1906, In 
traduction, p. X I.
72. Ouseley, 1823, pp. 404— 405. S. also G . d. S.,
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the roles of different tradesmen. 67 It would seem that this kind of
Shadow Play is intended for children 68 The Karagoz plays are less
common with the Arabs, and even then would seem influenced by the
Turks. In contrast to the Egyptian plays, there exist in the Turkish
Shadow Plays recurring types revealing a solidification of folk-lore
traditions, centering around certain characters. The dominating differ
ence between Hagivad or H agi Aivad on the one hand, and Karagoz
on the other, is one of the most humorous elements in the Karagoz plays.
Hagivad is more cultivated and tries to be a man of few words when ex
pressing himself. Most of the other characters in the Shadow Play take
Hagivad’s words at their face value. In contrast to him, Karagoz is an
unpolished type, the bald fool (like other clowns) who follows his whims
without listening to advice, and falls from one adventure into the
next, in his quest for work or in chasing other people’s wives. H is
language is simple in the extreme, and the misunderstandings in lan
guage between him and Hagivad are always amusing. In addition
to several other types, characters who parody the dress and manners
of certain peoples and their attempts to talk in dignified Turkish, are
common: Persians.69 Arabs and Jews 70 Franks (Christians and
strangers) who change places with Greeks, Armenians, and Amauts,
Turkish yokels, uncultured and hard-working. T o the pathological
characters belong: the stutterer, the opium-addict, the hashish-addict,
the drunkard, and the madman.
There are four kinds af Karagoz plays in T u rkey:
a) Karagoz looks for a profession under the guidance of Hagivad
and shows his lack of ability — plays such as these are also found
in Arabic.
b) Karagoz tries to do forbidden things out of curiosity or lu s t; he
is thus caught by D eli Bekir, from whom only Hagivad can save
him.
c) Karagoz manages to get into trouble and finds himself in an un
pleasant situation.
d) Plays borrowed from the popular legend.
pp. 30— 33.
67. G .d .S ., pp. 95— 96.
68. J. Scherr, 1861, p. 57,
also mentions the unchanging types of the Shadow Plays in Turkey, H agivad,
Karagoz and others. C f. Jacob, 1906, p. 25. I t may be interesting to remark
that Scherr hints at a possible relation between the Shadow Play figures in
China and Turkey.
69. Th e mockery at the strangers’ way of talking is
among the characteristics of the Shadow Play, and this includes the Turkish
and Arabic Karagoz as well. C f. A* Vam bery. 1876, pp. 34— 35 and T h .
Gautier, 1894, ch. 14 for examples of mocker)' at the pronunciation and ap
pearance of the Persians in the Shadow Play.
70. T h e Shadow Play often
imitates the way of speech of the Jews, in an unkind spirit more often than
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2)

The information concerning Selim’s I order to take players of the
Shadow Play Theatre to Constantinople.
3) The outstanding types in Ibn Daniyal’s plays, (and perhaps also
other Shadow Plays of which no records have been found as yet)
have been copied — including their Egyptian names — in the
Karagoz plays.
4) The name Karagoz under which the Turkish Plays are known, after
the name of the principal player, is derived from the Egyptian
W azir Qaraqush. As far as is known, this W azir lived in the days
of Salah al-Din, and was much appreciated by this great warrior. Hostile
essays, saturated with irony, describe him as a man who looked and acted
like a perfect fool. In the course of the years, various folk-tales con
cerning themselves at first with entirely different persons, have enhanced
the humorous qualities of Qaraqush. 64
Thus we have until this very day a Qaraqush-inspired type which,
in its essence is a constant source of irony. This is the personification
of stupidity, innate foolishness and lack of manners, though not devoid
of courage. 6S Ibn Daniyal, who lived about a hundred years after
Qaraqush is as yet unaware of the “Foolish Jester-type” which the W a
zir personifies.
Nevertheless, this type is as common as it is appreciated in T u r
key. It should be remembered that the Turks still found in Constan
tinople a type whose origin was a Greek mime, and who bore a striking
resemblance to Karagoz. Even nearer to the Mim e Plays is a certain
variety of Turkish plays, called Orta Oynu. 66
The sequence of a Turkish Shadow Play is generally as follows:
Hagivad and Karagoz meet one another and decide to obtain money by
following various trades and professions. Karagoz displays himself, at
first, as a person not favoured by success until his stupidity leads him,
in stages, to a deed, great and heroic. As customers there is a galaxy of
types taken from the different peoples living at Constantinople ; Greek,
Armenian, Jew etc. Everybody expresses himself in a parodied jargon
of Turkish. Eventually the police appear on the scene, and following
Hagivad’s request they release Karagoz on his promise to act even more
hilariously the following night. Naturally, Karagoz may appear in
64. C f. about Ibn M am m ati’s book against Qaraqush, Brockelmann, G .A .L .
Leipzig, 1909, p. 160, and more detailed information in his G .A .L ., vol. I
W eim ar, 1898, p. 335, and the first Supplementband, Leiden, 1937, pp
572— 573; Brockelmann also gives bibliographic information. C f. H orovitz
1905, pp. 12 6C 29— 31. The historic personality of Qaraqush has been in
vestigated by Lane-Poole, 1926, pp. 108, 110, 152, 153, 244, 295, 297, 363
65. S. also Jacob, 1899, Introduction, pp. V I I sqq.
66. H orovitz, 1905
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pearance of the Egyptian and Turkish Shadow Plays denotes from the
outset that there were no permanent types in the former. It remains
Priifer’s merit to have proved that in the Egyptian plays there is only
one common type, the conferencier or Master of Ceremonies, the “M ’ad~
dim” (literary: Muqaddim) who plays the same role as Hagivad in the
Turkish Shadow Plays. It is possible too, to include a second character
type, al Rikhim” whose importance is, however, only secondary.5J
Priifer tries to interpret 59 “Rikhim” = - Wikhim” i.e. “dirty”, but
it is known that this name appears quite distinctly as Rikhim in various
places. It seems to me that this name should be interpreted ironically
because “Rikhim” is “delicate” (in its appearance) or tender (in its
sound). 60 A ll the prints of “Rikhim” which exist show him in particular
to be a grotesque figure whose belly and back-side bulge abnormally, in
a manner reminding us exactly of the Hellenic mime. Let him be called
so, and according to this interpretation his name is in ironic contrast
to his appearance, which is not pleasant by any means, and — like
Taif al-Khayal in Ibn Daniyal’s play— he is not at all like “Kamil aiVtidal”, “proportionately perfect”, but the exact opposite of that.
Similarly, the name Karagoz is not even mentioned once in all
the vast literature written on Shadow Plays in Egypt.61 In this matter
I think that Horovitz is mistaken in attributing to Karagoz a wide in
fluence on Arabic Shadow Plays throughout the last generations. 62
W e should not accept this assertion concerning Egypt, which was and
still remains the centre of the Arabic Shadow Play. Although only
little is known about the Persian Shadow Play Sheb Baz, it is never
theless clear that the relation of the Fool, Kechel Pehlevan, towards
Karagoz, is the same as that of the Persian towards the Turk. The
historical Shadow Play which, as mentioned above, was brought to
Constantinople in the time of Selim I, did not strike roots there, but
remained special to the Egyptian Shadow Theatre. 63
In spite of this, it is evident from existing material that the Shadow
Theatre in Turkey and Egypt exerted a mutual influence upon each
other. The case for the influence of the Egyptian Shadow Theatre
upon that of the Turkish can be summed up as follows :
l ) W e hear of the existence of the Shadow Play in Egypt before
hearing about it in Turkey.
figure in the Shadow Play publ. by P riifer, 1906, p. 86, to the way he appears
in H arb al- A gam, which describes a surprise attack of the Christians on
Alexandria, as mentioned by Kahle, Krokodilspiel, (1915), p. 293. C f. Kern,
1905, pp. 101, 102.
59. Priifer, 1906, p. 86.
60. C f. s. v. “ Rikhim ”
in Lisan al-A rab; Barthelemy, 1935, and other dictionaries.
61. G . d. S.,
pp. 80— 81.
62.H orovitz,1905, pp. 31— 32.
63. G . d. S., pp. 81— 82.
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copied by others. In the 15th century, Shihab al-Din Ahmad al-Ibshihi
quotes in the “Kitab al-Mustatraf fi kull fann mustazraP’ three poems
by an unknown author, concerning Shadw Piays. 52 According to
Ibn Higge, al-Qadi al-Fadil expressed similar views to Salah al-D in. 53
In the following centuries Shadow Plays are more frequently men
tioned, especially in Egypt. Ibn Iyas, for instance, mentions Shadow
Play Theatres on four occasions in his Chronicle of Egypt. 54 More
important still are the records of Ibn Iyas on the life of Sultan Selim
I, conqueror of Egypt, who was so fond of Egyptian Shadow Plays,
that he told the producer of Shadow Plays: “When we go to Istanbul
you will come with us so that my son too can see it (the Shadow
Play)”. »
Sha d o w P lays

in

E gypt

and

T

urkey.

According to this source, which describes the beginning of the
16th century A .D . and six years before the death of Ibn Iyas, it ap
pears that the Sultan took with him a troupe of players to Turkey.
Thus it is possible that the Turks learned about the Shadow Plays from
the Egyptians or, at least, improved them. It seems likely that amongst
the six hundred Egyptians who were sent back to their country by the
Sultan three years after ascending the throne, were also these players. 56
It is difficult to assess the degree of mutual influence between the Egypt
ian Arabs and the Turks in the matter of Shadow Plays. In the 14th
century Shadow Plays are mentioned in Tabriz, a province noted as
meeting ground for Persian and Turkish culture. But even this evidence
and that about Sheikh Kushteri from Persia, to whom the invention of
Shadows Plays is attributed by various sources. 57 do not carry convin
cing proof that the Turks possessed a developed Shadow Play Theatre,
before it was introduced from Egypt. The internal evidence of the
Shadow-Plays themselves is however more important. The outer apH . Brockhaus, Leipzig, 1854— 2860, poem 255, verse 5, and poem 360,
verse 6.
52. Al-m ustatraf , ed. Cairo, 1306 A .H ., vol. I I , p. 260 ; cf. Cairo,
1354 A .H . (1935 A .D .), vol. I I , pp. 291— 292. S. also Seybold, 1902,
pp. 413— 414; Seybold adds another parallel. See G . d. S., p. 77.
53. Jacob
1901a pp. 76— 77. C f. G . d. S., p. 77 and Seybold, pp. 413— 414.
54. G . d. S., 77— 78. C f. also about the ancient Shadow Plays, Shihab al-D in
Ahmad al-Kharagi, (d . 1069 A .H . = 1659 A .D .), Shifa al-galtl — acc. to
Jacob, 1901a, pp. 78— 7 9 ; perhaps also Yusuf Ibn Muhamm ad Ibn ‘Abd alGawad al-Sharbini (d. end of 17. cent.), H a zz al-quhuf, ed. Bulaq, 1274 A .H .
C f. P riifer, E.R .E., 4, p. 874, n. 4 ; on al-Sharbini’s book cf. Brockelmann,
G .A .L ., I I , 2 7 8 ; app. to vol. I I , Leiden, 1938, p. 387.
55. Ibn Iyas,
T a ’rikh M'tsr, ed. Bulaq, 1312 A .H ., part 3, p. 125, also mentioned by Jacob,
1901a, p. 78:
56. S. also G . d. S., pp. 7 8 —79.

JjC lLu-!
57. Id ., pp. 79—* 0 .

l
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58. C f. al-Rikhims
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oration full of humour, on the history of war, its vicissitudes and ad
vantages. The bull of al-Mutayyam is defeated, whereupon its owner
mourns its passing and gives instructions to butchers and skinners to
take over. A fter slaughtering and cooking the bull, dishes are prepared
from its meat, and dinner is begun, but not before the hall has been
filled with pleasant odours. 48
The next part has no connection with the preceding one. The op
ponent of al-Mutayyam does not appear at all, but various people as
semble for the feast, who personify by their names, behaviour and ges
tures different sins, or certain pathological types. They fall intoxicated
one after the other. Among them a man with carnal lust ; another one,
fat and fond of song and wine ; the opposite of the last mentioned, a
youth pale and haggard who only sleeps outdoors, and shuns the
pleasures of drink ; a person of responsibility who tries to smooth quar
rels by his mediation ; a sick man ; a man inclined to masturbation ;
another who snatches little children from their beds, and satisfies his
ghoulish lust on their tender bodies.
It might be worth while to describe particularly the last two guests;
the first is Tu faili, doing full justice to his name, a parasite who never
fails to appear at parties and meals to which he was not invited. H e is
a personification of a popular character of which many versions had
been created among the Arabs even before this period. Lastly comes
the Angel of Death who brags that he puts an end to everything. A lMutayyam asks permission to repent, and the Angel of Death agrees.
Thereupon he repents his sins and asks forgiveness from God. H e ex
pires and his guests, aroused from their drunken sleep, scatter in panic,
frightened at the stem punishment they have witnessed. Al-Mutayyam’s
body is washed and taken for burial. 49
W e have given particular attention to Ibn Daniyal’s three plays,
not only because they represent the only dramaturgical creation by the
Arabs in the M iddle Ages, of which there is any record, but also be
cause their popular representations enable us to catch a glimpse of
Egyptian culture in the 13th century. For hundreds of years after Ibn
Daniyal, Shadow Plays were presented ; but these are merely men
tioned in various sources ; no further records of their nature exist.
In the 14th century again Shadow Plays are mentioned, espe
cially in Persia, without, however, any clear details being supplied ;
Muhammad ‘Assar (d. 1382 A .D .)
in his epic “ Mehr w-Mushteri,, 50
and H afiz (d. 1389 A .D .) 51 whose allusions to Shadow Plays were
pp. 6— 8.
48. Id ., passim. Cf. G. d. S., pp. 54— 70.
49. Jacob, 1901d,
particularly pp. 26— 31. C f. G . d. S., pp. 70— 75.
50. According to a
M s. of this Epos, in Berlin — cf. G . d. S., p. 76.
51. H afiz, Diwan, ed.
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make the pilgrimage to Mecca. Gharib brings the performance to a
close with a short epilogue. 45
■
Each actor characterizes his role by specific declamations and ges
tures most suited to him. Only a few of the names of these types are
incomprehensible to us ; they are part of the actor’s secret language
(possibly connected to gipsy-idiom). 46 The vast majority of names
are perfectly clear and excite laughter, because of their suitability or
ironical contrast to their roles. Ibn Daniyal particularly excels in £“Agib
and Gharib” by his knowledge of different doctors, his colleagues, and
also by his deep insight into the traits and characters of other people.
The third play is called ffal-Mutayyam'” (The Love-Stricken), and
opens with an explanation on the kind of greeting to be used when
one is invited to a distinguished and august gathering. Then come love
songs alluding to the grief caused to man by anxiety. Al-Mutayyam was
slaughtered without a knife. A fter the speaker has welcomed the au
dience which has come to see the play, he explains how he lost his
heart. A dwarf appears who asks strange and homorous questions,
especially on various foods, 47 and upon these words al-Mutayyam
“blesses” him generously. Again love becomes the main theme and
an adventurous love story is recounted and eroticai songs are sung.
The beloved woman’s influential servant, al-Baba Bairam (which
is also the name of the Armenian servant in Turkish Shadow Plays),
tells of his success in convincingly describing al-Mutayyam to the hus
band of the beloved, as one who is trustworthy, high-born and well
versed in hunting. Al-Mutayyam dances and sings for joy. A cock
fight is decided upon and the umpire collects deposits from both cockowners. H e praises A llah for bestowing on cocks the ability to announce
the shifts of day and night. H e then proceeds to give the rules for
cock fights.
Eventually they decide to hold a ram-fight, and the umpire .is
called in again. Both al-Mutayyam and his opponent sing a song of
praise to their respective rams, with the difference that the former’s song
is a parody on the latter’s. The opponent’s mother offers a prayer for
the victory and welfare of her son’s ram. A fter an additional speech
by the umpire, the ram fight begins, and the ram of al-Mutayyam is
victorious. But even then the struggle is not concluded, because alMutayyam and his opponent begin to praise their bulls and promptly
proceed to hold a bull-fight. Again the umpire delivers a philosophical
manners.
45. Id ., pp. 41— 42. G . d. S., pp. 51— 54. C f. the description
of the market in Damascus by W etzstein, 1857, pp. 475— 525 and the corrb
gertda, p. 744.
46. Kahle, 1926, examined the vocabulary of the people
who wrote Shadow Plays or played them in Egypt.
47. Jacob, 1901 d,
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and who hints that he is able to cure even blindness,-, (though it oc
casionally occurs that he causes the affliction), e) 8C f) A n acrobat who
twists and bends his body and then steps with his feet on pointed
swords ; together with his “M u ‘allim”. g) QC h) A conjurer with his
assistant, who display their skill in changing the nature of objects, take
gold-coins out, of their mouth or produce an amazing chain out of
separate links, i) A n astrologer who proclaims his ability to elucidate
mysteries, k) A sorcerer trading in amulets, who praises the healing
and apotropaic power of his charms. Suddenly there appears 1) an
epileptic boy, whereon the sorcerer heals him, takes hold of his “evil
spirit” — whether it be a Jewish or a Christian one — and forces him
into a box fu ll of eye ointment which he buries, m) A phlebotomist
with all her instruments. 41 I t is, however, quite certain that she really
represents a gypsy-dancer and woman tatooer, a common type in Cairo
during the last generation. 42
Now appears a long procession of animal-tamers, who present
their animals one after the other, or let them act small-scale wonders
or clownish tricks. They are: the lion-tamer, the elephant-tamer, the
wonder-man who shows us the litheness of his goats ; Abu al-Qitat, a
popular figure, who tries to reconcile cats and mice ; the dog tamer
who makes his dogs dance; the bear-tamer ; N atu, the Sudanese, sings
a somewhat unintelligible ditty — perhaps intended to show the buffoo
nery of the Sudanese ; a man who swallows bayonet-points and other
similar articles, but who suggests to the audience that he would rather
swallow any present from it than those sharp weapons ; the monkeyowner, who exhibits the cleverness and litheness of his monkeys; 43
the rope dancer, who, attached to the rope by one toe only, remains
suspended in mid-air, whilst he catches coins thrown at him by the
audience. The name of this dancer, “W ithab” meaning “jump” should,
I think, read “Waththab”, “jumper”, in the M s.
The last types to appear are a man covered with self-inflicted
wounds due to this inability to console himself after having been deeply
smitten by love ; a carrier of burning coal, who sings a Qctsida directed
to Christians as well as to Jews.44 The very last is the camel driver,
who prays to God that he, and his fellow-believers, may be able to
man by Jacob, 1913, pp. 67— 71.
41. Jacob, 1910, pp. 12— 26.
42, See
Kahle’s review on Jacob, 1910, O .L .Z ., 15, 1912, esp. pp. 325— 328.
43. For some of the forms, in which the Qarrad — the monkey driver — ap
pears, cf. E. Graefe, G . Jacob, P, Kahle, and E . Littm ann (D e r Islam, 5, 1914,
pp. 93— 106).
44. Jacob, 1910, pp. 24— 41. I t is not impossible that Ibn
Daniya! may have been of non-Muslim stock, considering his name and his
interest in Jews and Christians and his acquaintance with their beliefs and
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of the market serves as a source of information on Arab civilization
in those days. The large varietyoftypes makes it- appear unlikely
that Ibn Daniyal created them all. W ithout doubt he used some
which already existed. The play opens in verse with directions for
the performance, in order to capture the attention of the audience. I t
is interesting to note that directions and hints for the producer and '
actors are scattered throughout the play itself. 37
,
,
Gharib, one of the “Ghuraba3
33,the shrewd travellers,enters ; he
personifies the class of the Sonsof Sasan. 38 The sons of Sasan
allegedly took their name from Sasan, the son of the legendary Per
sian King Bahman, who was wont to roam in great poverty. The Sons
of Sasan were, as a matter of fact, mostly restless people, of a type
which could not settle down to live in any one place. 39 Gharib be
wails the good old days which are ho more. W ith deep sorrow he
recalls the times he used to listen to music and drink wine, and im
plores A llah to return every foreigner to his native land. Gharib de
scribes the unhappy lot of those travellers to foreign markets, and tells
of all the arts and tricks he and his kin were forced to use in order
to be able to make a living — and he relates a number of amusing in
stances. Thus, he learned various cunning enterprises and several scien
ces: theology and law, literature and poetry ; philosophy helped him
/immensely to spread fairy tales and lies. In the same way as Hagivad
in the Turkish Shadow Play is complementary to Karagoz, so is ‘Agib
here to the figure of Gharib, ‘Agib al-D in al-W a‘iz, i.e. “the preacher
of the wonderful religion”, praises A llah for having created wine ; and
in his eloquent speech, bitingly ironical, he calls on all the beggars
to increase their begging and particularly to obtain ready cash.40
Others to appear are various popular types from everyday life —
mainly tradesmen who display their exotic wares (quite a beloved theme
in market scenes all over the world) — and the behaviour and express
ion of every one of them is described briefly, but in their main charac
teristics: a) A snake-charmer, an expert for remedies against snake
bites. b) A physician for ail sorts of curious ailments who himself con
cocts his medicines from precious drugs, and asks in payment only a
date or a cucumber, c) A hawker of medicinal herbs who speaks in
glowing terms, in verse and in prose, of his herbs, each one for a.
specific illness, d) A n ophthalmic surgeon who praises his own skill
H orovitz, 1906, p. 703.
37. C f. Jacob, 1910, pp. 3— 6.
38. Id ., ,p . 5 ;
cf. G. d. S., pp. 50— 51.
39. O n “Banu Sasan” cf. H orovitz, 1905,
■pp.--6 --i-3 -j-c fi also- the humorous rtthortionc of A g ib , translated into—G er-pp
additional material cf. J. H . Krammers. E . d. Is., s. v.
40. C f. Jacob,: 1910,
pp. 6— 1 2 ; cf. also the humorous exhbrtions of ‘A gib, translated into Ger-
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resembles the Phallos theme of the Greek farce, and this analogy is
sufficient to show the connection of the Arabic Shadow Theatre with
the Greek phallic mime. 33
In a long list of comparisons W isal describes his secret passions
and characteristics. Later he calls on his secretary Tag Babug (it
seems to me that this very name invites laughter as Tag means “crown”
and Babug — “slippers” ; thus we have'a combination of the most
precious & the most cheap in the name of one person); and he pro
ceeds to read out a document which is nothing but a parody on the
writing of secretaries, which all its elaborate adornments. A fter that,
the secretary, by special request of T a if al-Khayal, recites a Qasida also
full of parody.
A fter some more preliminary scenes, the first play starts in earnest.
The background is on a theme, fairly common in popular literature
and later also in the drama of the Muslim East. I t is the theme of a
grand marriage festival at the end of which the bridegroom discovers
with horror that the bride is of a most ugly appearance, although her
looks have been highly praised by the match-maker. In our case it is
• the Am ir W isal who wants to get married. A n evil agent, Um m Rashid
al-Qawwada, is called in and describes the charms of a young lady.
When the terms are settled a mourner bursts forth in a humorous
lamentation (remindful of the jester’s lamentation in Jewish mar
riages). From his words it emerges that the A m ir has been reduced
to poverty. 34 When finally, after the ceremony is over, the bridegroom
lifts the veil from his bride’s face, he is confronted by a monster. “H er
nose resembles a hill, her lips are like the lips of a camel, and her
colour like that of a beetle crawling in the dirt.” Infuriated the bride
groom uses his stick indiscriminately. H e threatens the husband of the
evil agent, Sheikh ‘Aflaq, 35 with a thorough beating, and decrees that
the agent herself be dragged through the streets of the town unto her
death, as a sign of disgrace. W isal leaves T a if al- Khayal and decides
on a pilgrimage to the Higaz, to atone for his sins by visiting the
Muslim holy places. 36
The second part of Ibn Daniyal’s work is called 'Agib and
Gharib. In this Shadow Play quite a number of realistic figures ap
pear, reminding us of al-H ariri’s heroes. The elaborately pictured life
the Phallos — RE vol. 38, 1938, pp. 1681— 1748, and bibliography ib. Reich,
1903, has tried to clarify the points of sim ilarity between the Turkish and
the Greek mime.
34. Punning:
.*$ 1 1
^ *3 *
J 'i.1 J U * J ill J L
wJ-J*

y

35. The meaning of ‘A flaq is “ fat and soft” ;

also “sexual cohabitation” — cf. Lisan al-A rab, s. r . Both meanings fit the
way in which Ibn D aniyal presents this type.
36. G . d.S., pp. 42— 50.
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monies — al-Rais — calls out, Y a T a if al-Khayal Ya Kamil al-T tidal I
( “Oh, spirit of imagination, oh, proportionally perfect ! ”). These
words are said ironically, as the first image to appear on the scene is
a hunch-back. The hump is the theme for the next song of the Ra’is,
H e praises the camel’s hump whose shoulders seat adorable ladies ;
humped is the lyre from which melodies flow ; the ship cruises the seven
seas and withstands wind and weather only by its hump-like prow ;
the alchemist searching for the “philosophers’ stone” is also a hunch
back ( Ahdab), as he is perpetually bent over his work.
This same T a if al-Khayal answers with a Z.agal which is fu ll of
complimentary remarks, as is still typical of Turkish Shadow Plays;
A fter expressing thanks to the audience and praising God and M u 
hammad, a prayer for the welfare of the Sultan is recited. Immediate
ly after the prologue the Master o f Ceremonies continues to chatter
with the audience in versified prose and to stimulate them with re
marks subtle and humorous. H e tells them, for instance, about the
pleasures of drinking wine and sipping intoxicating drugs. H e himself
had been addicted but he gave it up when he returned to Egypt and
found there a complete change of custom,, in that people no longer
drank wine (by order of the authorities). H e was invited to the house
of a friend who apologized for the lack of spirits in his home and
excused himself by explaining that he was in mourning for Abu M urra.
The latter is none other than Satan, and they both proceed to lament
him. 29
A fter this lamentation T a if al-Khayal expresses his grief at the se
paration from his brother, A m ir W is a l; after his separation he began
to roam about the world. Then the H erald (Rasil al-Khayal) calls
for the A m ir W isal. A decorated soldier appears and introduces him
self as “father of sins” and “lord of the dftbbus”, the genitals. In most
dictionaries dabbus is translated by rod (or stick, pin). In Tunis the
man who operates the figures in the Shadow Play by means of a stick
is called to this very day “Abu Dabbus”. 30 In Turkish, Topuz or
Topuz (today:
topuz. as in Roumanian) have the same meaning.31
But in the Arabic spoken in Egypt it has the additional meaning of
the masculine sexual organ, 32 According to Horovitz, this image
part I , footnote to pp. 152— 153. W e shall see further on that Ib n Iyas con
firms the existence of the Shadow Play in Egypt, but does not say anything
about it.
29. G . d. S., pp. 38— 42 ; etc.
30. Flogel, 1914, vol. I I ,
pp* 10— 11. See, anyhow, the way in which this by-name is mentioned by
Reich, 1903, vol. I , part I I , p. 649, n. 2 — and the source about “Ib n D ab 
bus” in Tunis.
31. C f., e.g., Ionnescu-Gion, 1899, pp. 397, 555, 746.
32. Vollers, 1897, pp. 306— 307.
33. C f. H o ro vitz, 1905, p. 29. cf. about
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in his book Kitab Makbzan al-Asrar. 21 Further evidence is furnished
by W agih el-Din Ibn ‘Abd al-Karim al-Munawi, who lived in the
thirteenth century. Some of the verses attributed to him by ‘A la el-Din
‘A li Ibn ‘Abd A lla el Baha’i al-Ghuzuli (d. 1412 A .D .) were collected
in his anthology called Matal? al-Budur fi Manazil al-Surur.22 Ibn
Higga relates in his work Thamarat al-Awraq that Salah al-Din sum
moned a troupe of players to present a Shadow Play before him .23 A lM aqrizi too mentions the Khayal al-Z.ill.24 I wish to differ here from
Jacob, 25 who considers al-Maqrizi’s evidence basically wrong. A l
though al-Maqrizi admittedly lived a long time after the events he de
scribes occurred, it is certain that he copied a considerable part of his
stories from sources which were contemporary to the period with which
he deals, even though these sources are not mentioned by him.
I

bn

D

a n iy a l ’s

P lays

The first Arabic Shadow Play that has come down to us was writ
ten by Muhammad Ibn Daniyal. The play has been analysed by Ja
cob. 26 This Egyptian physician (d. 1311 A .D .) wrote three Shadow
Plays in poetry and versified prose — the only remnants of the use
of poetry in a play that are left to us from the Arab culture of the
M iddle Ages. Three manuscripts of Ibn DaniyaPs work remain to
day, and Jacob succeeded in dating them definitely to the time of alM alik al-Zahir Beybars (1260— 1277 A .D .), and more exactly after
1267. 27 It is highly probable that in picturing Beybars’ times Ibn
Iyas copied considerable parts from Ibn Daniyal’s first Shadow Play,
T a if al-Khayal. 11
A ll three plays were intended for actual performance on the stage:
in the prologue the author gives advice to a friend, who had encouraged
him in this work, on the production and performance of the play before
a selected audience. The versified prose is chequered with lyrics intended
to be chanted. A fter the prologue, which reveals a considerable in
sight into the problems of the Shadow Play stage, the Master of Cere21. ed. Nathaniel Bland, London, 1846, verses 78 and 1143 ss.
22. vol. I,
Cairo, 1299 A .H ., p. 261, lines 18— 22 ; cf. line 10, which, I think, has
nothing to do with Shadow Plays.
23. G . d. S., pp. 30— 33.
24. Id .,
pp. 23—-24, to which al Khitat, 2, p. 51, 1. 18— 20 should be added.
25. G . d. S., ib.
26. Keleti Szemle, 2, 1901, pp. 76— 77. But Jacob had
already written about the Shadow Theatre in the first volume of this period
ical, 1900, pp. 233— 236.
27. G . d. S., pp. 34— 38.
28. C f. the yet
to be verified assertion of Kahle, “Khayal al-zill fi al-qutr al-M isri” ( Al-adab
wal-fann, first year, part 4, 1944, p. 63). I t should be mentioned here that
the first to observe (as far as I know), that the Shadow Play is mentioned
by Ibn Iyas, was M . Quatremere, in his French translation to al-M aqrizi’s
book, “H istoire des Sultans Mamlouks de 1’Egypte”, Paris, 1837,, vol. I,
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from its inhabitants. Karagoz shows many points of similarity to the
Greek mimic, as shown with great erudition and acuteness by Reich. 15
T o this day mimicry is dear to the Arabs. Before the first W orld
W a r there lived in Cairo Ahmad Fahim el-Far who was beloved by
the population for his skill in imitating the voices of birds and beasts,
and especially in his. ability to present scenes of village and harem life.
This Ahmad el-Far, known by his nick-name Abu Rabiya used to per
form at the head of a troupe of twelve men, who also acted the role
of women. H is farces were not entirely free from all obscenities, and ’
were immensely popular. ‘AH Kaka who performed the part of the
village fool was likewise highly appreciated. 16 That the mimicry was,
and presumably is still to-day, favoured by the Turks we have plenty
of evidence, as, for instance, the letters of Hartm ann to Fleischer early
in 1876. 17 The mime, dear as it is to the Arabs, did much to further
the development of the Arabic Shadow Theatre and to facilitate its
taking root among them, particularly in Egypt.
U n til the twelfth century the Shadow Theatre was apparently al
most unknown to the Muslims. Frequently we come across the Samar
(the night-life) of the Khalifas and had they known about the Shadow.
Plays, mention would certainly have been made of them. Moreover, a
special kind of dramatic art is essential for the Shadow Theatre, whereas
the development of Arab culture with its own peculiar character was
unfavourable for its creation. Only the eastern influence was able to
create and develop the Arabic Shadow Theatre; and a period rich
with eastern influences was that of the Seljuks. A fter an interesting
remark in one of the books of Ibn H azm , 18 “Khayal al-Z.Hl”, the
Arabic name for Shadow Plays, is frequently mentioned during the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, 19-. indicating therefore that the Sha
dow Theatre existed although exact details are lacking.
I t is quite possible that when ‘Um ar Khayyam compared —■ as
was done similarly in India and Java — the Fanus-i-Khayal (perhaps
the Shadow Theatre lantern) with Cerh-i-Felek (the wheel of the world)
he meant the Shadow Play. 20 Nizam i mentioned it more explicitly
1936, pp. 73— 74. - 15. Reich, 1903, 1 :2 0 2 , 622 sq. T he Greek mimic and
its surviving traces in the N ear East have been analysed by H o ro vitz, 1905,
. e.g. pp. 27 — 29.
16. Reich, 1903, 667, n. 1. S. also P riifer, E R E , vol.
4 (1911), pp. 872— 873.
17. Z .D .M .G ., 30, 1876, p. 15 9 ; cf. p. 168.
18. C f. Ib n H azm , K itab aUakhlaq wal-siyar fi mudawa al-nufus, Cairo, alSa‘ada Press, p. 28. Th is intim ation, which compares our world to the Shadow
Play — mentioned above — belongs , to the 11th cent, and is the earliest
im portant evidence from M uslim Spain. C f. also H itti, 1943, p. 690, n. 3.
19. A bout the spelling of this technical term s. Jacob’s footnote to Turkiscbe
Biblioihek , vol. 10, Berlin, 1909, p. 143.
‘
20. G . d. S., pp. 28— 29.
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speech. Mimicry was to be found in the East as well as in Greece,
already in the earliest times. Mimetic elements were frequent during
ancient festivals, even of the Babylonians and Persians. It seems pro
bable, although the theory has not yet been finally proved, that mimicry
was used on several festivals of the Jews mainly on Purim. 11 This
already suffices to show that the mimic and his art were to be found
in the Near East and its surroundings.
Mez tries to illustrate the way by which the Arabs may have come
to imitate the manner of speech. H e assumes that the accurate trans
mission of the traditions (Hadith) included a comic element, saying
“Imitate me”. In this way the inclination to attribute falsified state
ments to prominent persons may have developed, through imitating
their peculiar style. O n the other hand there existed a large number
of Arabic dialects, and in the towns where all kinds of people from all
sorts of places met, one could easily discern numerous differences be
tween the various manners of expression. From the literature of the
Abbasid period we know of a number of instances of mimicry ( Hakiya)
which is not at all very different from the mimicry of our days, especial
ly that used in Shadow Plays.12
Another form which contains mimicry is the Maqama. In it too the
imitation of many types different from each other plays a distinguished
part. However, in the Maqama the artistic-literary factor is more im
portant than in the Hakiya, and linguistic sophistication is valued more
than successful imitation. This approach limits the realism of the
Maqama. 13 It would seem that the art of the popular tale-tellers, the
Turkish Meddah and the Arabic Hakawati, full of mimicry as it was,
preceded the Shadow Theatre. 14
It follows that dramatic elements were indeed to be found in
the Arab East, but they did not crystallize until quite recently into a
special form with its own established technique. Greek mimics and
the Greek art of mimicry continued to exist in the Muslim East, and
with the Arabs generally, and had their share in the influences which
went up to make Arabic mimicry. The Turks came into direct contact
with the Byzantines a long time before Constantinople fell into their
hands, and after they conquered that city they inherited the mime
ib., 1904, p. 598 ss.
11. C f. H orovitz, 1905, pp. 16— 17.
12. C f. inter
alia, Adam M ez, Abulqasim , Introduction, especially pp. X V - X V I and H o 
rovitz, op. cit., pp. 18— 21.
13. The mimetic element of the maqama has
been observed by H orovitz, id., pp. 21— 27.

14. Jacob published a booklet,
A us den V ortrdgen eines tiirkischen M eddah, Berlin, 1900. Then he published,
more detailed V ortrage turkischer M eddah’s, Berlin, 1904. C f. Paulus, 1905.
For bibliographic material cf. D er Islam , 4, 1913, pp. 130— 131 ; Saussey,
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well as in the Shadow-Play generally—and this too is a popular motive in
many places — there is an easily discernible desire to appease the magic
powers, such as, for instance, the evil eye. It should be borne in mind
that magic is connected with the emotional element of fear of the shadow,
and there is little doubt that a magic element was present in early Shadow
Plays. For our present purpose it is particularly necessary to understand
these connections, as the Javanese are Muslims and were very fond of
Shadow Plays until recent years.
The S i a m e s e Shadow Play is influenced by India and Java,
although its images are marked by an individual and becoming style. 7
Certain evidence points to the independent development of the Shadow
Theatre i n s C h i n a and the Chinese Shadow Figures show a certain
similarity in their general character to the figures known to us from
various Islamic Shadow Theatres. *
There seems to have existed a
tradition making China the home of the Shadow Theatre, and the der
signation “Les ombres chinoises”, was current in Europe for a long
time.
T

he

Shadow T

heatre and

I

slam

W e possess one piece of evidence —; so far the only one and
of the utmost importance —* of the contact between the Chinese Sha
dow Theatre and the Islamic world. This is the evidence of the Per
sian historian Rashid al-Din (d. 1318 A .D .)£ son of the famous con
queror Ging$hiz-Khan. From behind a curtain were performed wonder
ful plays, in which there appeared all kinds of popular types. Among
those was an old man with a dignified grey beard and on his head
there was a tarbush tied to the tail of a horse ; the old man was drag
ged on the ground, his face downwards. 9 The most important aspect
of this description is the evidence of a contact and be it only an acci
dental contact (the questions of Oghotai seem to confirm the hypothesis
that this was the first time that he saw a play of that kind) between a
Shadow Players1 troupe and Muslims. Probably this contact came about
through the Mongolians, who, if not the very first to pass on the
Shadow Theatre from the Far East to the Islamic world, were, at any
rate, important transmitters. 10

The basis of the Shadow Play of the Muslims is the imitation of
the phenomena of life — the behaviour of people and their manner of
pp. 149— 161. S. photographs of Marionettes from Java in W a jang Poerwd ,
oublished 'b y Srijks . Ethnogtaphisch Museum.
7. C f. Sonakul, 1947.
8. C f. Hagemann, pp. 444— 452.
9. G . d. S., p. 18 ss. This stood for the
punishment of a rebel, and its use is known from the life and legend of
various peoples.
10. C f. Jacob’s opinion about the Mongols’ role, id., p. 20
to Jacob, 1901c, p. 6 ; rev. by Pischel, D .L .Z ., 1902, p. 403 ; H . Reich,
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However reasonable this conjecture might seem, there is very
scarce evidence to substantiate it. I n d i a is the native land of important
languages, of a considerable part of the folk-tales and of the puppet
shows.2 However, it is hardly possible to be convinced by the allusions
which various scholars found in the Buddhist text of “Teri Gdta”
( “nuns’ songs”) and in the “Mahd Bhdrata”, in one of the books of the
astronomer-astrologer War aha Mihira and in other sources. There is no
certainty that the reference there is indeed to real shadow-plays. 3
Similarly the scanty information on this kind of folk-lore in Ceylon
does not permit us to form any clear idea about the existence of ancient
Shadow-Plays in that country.
Although the story-contents of the Shadow-Plays in J a v a are
more ancient still, they are well known to everybody ; moreover these
tales belong to the type told to the very young. 4 This explains
the more popular character of the Shadow-Theatre in Java, whereas
patrons of this theatre among the Arabs frequently demanded plays
with a novel content, still unfamiliar to them. The Javanese ShadowPlay in its subject-matter and content is influenced by India. I t is
interesting to note that we can detect the Indian mystical motive which
compares the whole of our earthly career to a “Shadow Play”. This
characteristically Indian idea passed on to other countries.5
The
Javanese Shadow Theatre describes the lives of the gods and kings, of
the heroes and saints of early times. Herein it differs from the Arab
Shadow Theatre, which is more realistic in its character. The resembl
ance of the two is in the symbolism of the plays, which presents in a
condensed form and by way of allusion, a section of life with all its
virtues and defects.
The W a jang, as the Shadow Play is called in Java, is deeply
rooted in the religious views held by the Javanese, and is saturated
with poetry, interwoven with recognisable symbols. Religion and art
are interlaced.6 In its religious function, the W ajang recalls the role
of worship in the Roman Catholic Church. But whereas in the lastmentioned there is a yearning to draw near to God, in the Wajang, as
bibliography, Bibliographic uber das Schattentheater (2nd enlarged ed. 1902—
not for sale). In 1906 Jacob published an even more detailed bibliography,
divided according to the centuries, from the eleventh to the twentieth, and
called Erwahnungen des Schattentheaters in der W elt-Litteratur. I have not
seen the enlarged edition of 1925, but Jacob did not add anything of im 
portance for our problems to his “addenda” of 1912 (B erlin).
2. C f. Pischel,
1900 ; reviewed by Herm ann Reich, D .L .Z . 1904, p. 600 sq.
3. C f. G . d. S.,
pp. 5— 8, in which he brings inconclusive arguments against some Indologists.
4. Hagemann, pp. 154— 155.
5. G . d. S., pp. 9— 18, etc.
6. Hagemann,
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I

n t r o d u c t io n

By “Shadow-Play” we understand that play which was performed
with the help of figures behind a curtain, so that the audience saw only
the movement of the shadows on the curtain. For generations the
“Shadow-Play” was nearly the only amusement which even the humbl
est could enjoy. The Shadow-Theatre, the artistic level of which is not
high, could flourish even in a country tom by internecine wars and
strifes, which delayed its cultural development and impoverished its in
habitants. Hence the popular character of the Shadow Theatre in the
Arab countries, especially in Egypt and Syria.
In any case, the evidence of the existence of Shadow-Plays out
side the Arab countries is rare during early times. Our information
concerning the antiquity of the Shadow Theatre of G r e e c e , with its
vital contribution to the development of the theatre generally, is unsub
stantial, although we are familiar with the puppet shows in the classic
world. The hypotheses concerning ancient Egyptian influence on the
engraved silhouette sketches of various Gteek jugs are insufficient to
reverse the conclusion based on prolonged research, that the source of
the Shadow-Theatre was in the Far East ; the obscene element, though,
may have been acquired from the Greek mimicry, perhaps through
Byzantium. 1
* This study deals mainly with the popular Arabic Shadow-Play s. T h e
Bibliography is found on pp‘ 70-72. C f. the figures on pp. 43, 45 and 47.
1.
For the ornamented silhouettes on Greek vases, see E. Pottier. 1898.
For M arionette Shows in the Classic W o rld s. the important study of Reich,
1903, vol. I, part I, p. 669— 675 and passim. C f. Jacob, G . d. S., Berlin, 1907,
p. 3— 4. Jacob compiled some bibliographies relating to the “Shadow Plays” .
In 1901 Enno Littm ann’s book Arabische Schattenspiele appeared, and Jacob
wrote the appendixes, of which the last was named “Schattenspiel Bibliogra
phic” . This was the first serious bibliography of Shadow Plays in different
countries. Jacob himself enlarged this list several times. T h a t very year he
published a more detailed “Schattenspiel Bibliographic”, which he reprinted,
with important additions, under the name of “Litteratur-Uebersicht”, at the
end of his D as Schattentheater in seiner W anderung vom M orgenland zum
A bend land, 1901. Jacob rearranged the results of his studies in a yet enlarged
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